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4Abstract
The Image of Edessa was an image of Christ, which according to tradition was of
miraculous origin. It was taken from Edessa (mod. Sanliurfa, Turkey) to Constantinople
in 944, and disappeared from known history in the aftermath of the Fourth Crusade in
1204. It generated, however, a vast amount of literature and hundreds of copies in
churches all over the Byzantine world. This thesis is a study of the literature, paintings,
icons and other aspects related to the Image of Edessa. It examines how it was used as a
tool to express Christ’s humanity and for various other purposes, and how some of the
related literature became completely decontextualised and was used as a magical charm,
especially in the West.
           The thesis comprises an Introduction, six Chapters (1-6) and Conclusions. The
Introduction presents the aims, scope, approach and structure of the thesis. Chapter 1
is a detailed critical survey of the historical sources. Chapter 2 is devoted to an
analytical study of one of the most important texts, traditionally known as Epistula
Abgari, including previously unpublished versions. Chapter 3 contains an analysis of
the references to the Image and how it is dealt with in the huge body of literature
concerning St Alexis. Chapter 4 examines the terminology used to describe the Image
in the sources and analyses its physical characteristics. Chapter 5 investigates the
Image of Edessa and the Abgar correspondence in the West, the Image’s relationship
with the Veronica story and its use as a magical amulet. Chapter 6 explores the
paintings and icons of the Image, also based on my fieldwork in churches and
monasteries in the sphere of Byzantine influence. The General Conclusions summarise
the findings of the research and suggest areas for further investigation. Appendix I
contains a new edition and translation of the Narratio de imagine edessena, and
Appendix II presents a chronological table showing the development of the tradition of
5the Image over the course of the centuries. The thesis is accompanied by a DVD with
facsimiles of manuscripts, icons and other archaeological evidence cited therein.
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6.137: The Mandylion in the church of Panagia tou Arakou in Lagoudera
6.138: The church of St Demetrianus at Dali, Cyprus
6.139: The Mandylion in the church of St Demetrianus at Dali
6.140: The Keramion in the church of St Demetrianus at Dali
6.141: The Mandylion in the church of the Archangel Michael in Pedoulas, Cyprus
6.142: The Mandylion in the church of Agia Paraskevi in Paphos, Cyprus
6.143: Mandylion at the monastery of St John Lampadistis in Kalopanayiotis, Cyprus
6.144: Mandylion at the monastery of St John Lampadistis in Kalopanayiotis, Cyprus
6.145: Mandylion at the monastery of St John Lampadistis in Kalopanayiotis, Cyprus
6.146: Location of Mandylion at the monastery of St John Lampadistis in
Kalopanayiotis, Cyprus
6.147: Suspended Mandylion at the monastery of Sopočani, Serbia
6.148: Mandylion at the monastery of Sopočani, Serbia
6.149: Mandylion at the monastery of Sopočani, Serbia
6.150: Mandylion at the monastery of Varlaam, Meteora, in Greece
6.151: The Novgorod Mandylion from Russia
6.152: An embroidered Mandylion known as the Moscow Aer
General Conclusions
C.1: Bulgarian troops in World War I with the Mandylion on their banner
C.2: 1970 postage stamp from Czechoslovakia showing the Mandylion
C.3: The Mandylion in Lincoln Cathedral
C.4: Armenian 100,000 dram bank note showing King Abgar V
C.5: Mandylion in the collection of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
C.6: Hungarian composer Franz Liszt’s private Image of Edessa icon
C.7: BBC reconstruction of the Face of Christ
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Introduction
The present thesis is a study of the Image of Edessa, an image of Christ, which
according to tradition was of miraculous origin. The aim of the thesis is to show the
importance of the Image in the art, literature and popular tradition of both Eastern and
Western Europe since the advent of Christianity, how it was used as a key element in
the defence of the use of icons in the Orthodox Church, how it was used in the West in
arguments both for and against the inherent truth of the Bible; how it inspired novels
and even classical music; how the Image, together with the Abgar letters which also
form part of the story, was used as a magical amulet both publicly and privately; and
how all these uses converge to respond to a basic psychological and human need, even
within the realms of a spiritual faith, to see and touch the object of belief.
According to the underlying legend, Abgar, the king of Edessa and
contemporary of Jesus of Nazareth, suffered from a skin disease, and thanks to one of
his messengers who was passing through Jerusalem, found out that there was a miracle
worker and healer in the city. Abgar decided to write a letter to Christ and invite him to
come and live in Edessa (the setting was just a few days before the crucifixion, and
Abgar knew that the Jews were planning to kill Jesus). The messenger, Ananias or
Hanan, returned to Jerusalem. Most accounts relate that, following Abgar’s orders,
Ananias tried to sketch Christ’s face to take back to Edessa, but was unable to as Jesus
kept looking this way and that (in other versions, Jesus calls him over before he has
time to paint his likeness). Eventually Jesus sent one of the disciples to call Ananias
over, and before the messenger could hand over the letter from Abgar, Jesus told him of
its contents. Jesus then wrote a reply to Abgar explaining that it was impossible for him
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to go to Edessa as he had a mission to fulfil. When he had ascended into heaven,
however, he would send one of his disciples to cure Abgar and lead him into all truth.
  Before Ananias could leave, Jesus fulfilled the second part of Abgar’s request.
Asking for a cloth, he wiped his face with it and left a miraculous imprint of his features
on it. At first, the letters (from Abgar to Jesus and the reply) were the central part of the
story; copies were made, and eventually used as a kind of talisman to ward off evil. The
text developed over time — perhaps the most significant early addition was the promise
that the city of Edessa would be invincible to enemy attacks. Later versions contain
detailed instructions concerning when to carry and read the letter in order to obtain
personal safety.
Meanwhile, Ananias took the cloth with Christ’s image back to Edessa. Abgar
touched it to his whole body and was cured from his skin disease, except for a small
spot that was left on his forehead and which eventually disappeared when the king
accepted baptism. He had the cloth with the image on it placed in a niche above the city
gate, in the place of a pagan idol. Abgar died, as in turn did his son. When his grandson
became king he reverted to paganism. Wishing to destroy the Image of Edessa, he
placed a pagan image back in the niche.
The bishop was made aware of the king’s intentions and bricked the Image up
into the niche, together with a lighted lamp, and covered it with a tile and bricks just
like the rest of the wall. The hiding place was so successful that the Image fell out of
knowledge and memory, until the Persians under King Khusro (Chosroes) attacked
Edessa in 544. The attackers were tunnelling their way under the city walls when the
city’s bishop had a dream in which a woman told him about the Image and where to
find it. Following her instructions, he took the Image to where the Persians were
lighting a fire, and the flames were blown back onto the invaders, defeating them.
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The Image was kept in Edessa even when the city was lost to the Byzantine
Empire and was thus conveniently far removed from the iconoclastic crisis. Towards the
middle of the tenth century it was finally taken to Constantinople. After a ceremonious
arrival, it was kept in the Boucoleon and, apart from making an appearance in some
pilgrims’ lists of relics they had seen, is hardly mentioned again. After the sack of the
capital during the Fourth Crusade in 1204, the Image of Edessa disappears from known
history.
The Image itself and the related texts are significant in numerous aspects of our
history; they cover a period of almost two thousand years, from the textual origins in
Eusebius (and the legendary origins dating back to the life of Christ in Jerusalem) to the
most recent painted icons. Edessa was in fact the first kingdom in the world to adopt
Christianity as its official religion (most probably ca.200 AD), and both the Image and
the supposed letter from Abgar to Christ and the latter’s reply are major components in
the argument to establish the early arrival of the new religion in the area. This in itself is
a generally ignored and yet essential detail in the early history of Christianity.
The Image played a major role in the Iconoclast crisis. It was used as proof that
Christ miraculously produced his own image on a cloth and therefore showed himself to
be circumscribable (perigraptÒj). This became an irrefutable argument which
legitimised holy images in general. The actual Image survived the crisis as it was not in
Constantinople at the time, but safe in the Arab city of Edessa. After being taken to
Constantinople and assigned its own day in the Synaxarion (16 August), the Image was
caught up in the events of 1204 and the sack of Constantinople by the Crusaders.
Despite its loss, the Image retained its importance and apotropaic functions in churches
throughout the Orthodox world, and is still regularly included in icon-painting patterns.
The very use of the Image as a protective force, placed over an archway in memory of
its placing over the gateway to Edessa, forms part of the complex story of how pagan
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customs were adopted and taken over by the Church; an ancient Greek custom of
placing statues of the Gods at the gate or in a niche above it to protect the city was
simply adapted to Christian use by replacing the pagan deity with the Image of Edessa1.
The idea of the face of Christ being imprinted onto a linen cloth is also present in
western Christianity (especially so in Roman Catholic countries); we should not forget
that the Abgar legend was in existence centuries before the legend of the Veronica
became popular in the West.
Apart from the use of the Abgar correspondence to show the very early coming
of Christianity to the kingdom of Edessa, the letters have also been employed to further
arguments concerning the canon of the New Testament in fields as far apart as medieval
Georgia and eighteenth-century England. Christ’s answer to Abgar was used from very
early times as a magical amulet, initially because of the promise to safeguard the city of
Edessa from enemy attacks and later, absolutely decontextualised and with numerous
“magical” additions, to keep the bearer safe from thunder, lightning and other evils both
natural and manmade, in consonance with so many other medieval magic charms. The
legend therefore also forms part of the study of popular and learned attitudes to magic
and the often blurred line between officially accepted religion and the general practice
thereof among the populace; a conflict which we still come across today, especially in
southern Europe.
The Image of Edessa and the Abgar legend therefore cover a broad range of
fields and historical periods, and unfortunately their importance has more often than not
been limited to iconography in areas of Byzantine influence.
The present thesis examines the textual and artistic tradition of the Image of
Edessa. It aims at presenting and analysing all that is known and has been published on
                                          
1
 Cf. Arja Karivieri, ‘Magic and Syncretic Religious Culture in the East’, in Religious Diversity in
Late Antiquity, ed. David M. Gwynn and Susanne Bangert (Leiden 2010), p. 404: “Another form of
protective image, the apotropaion, was usually placed by the gate of a city or a building to avert
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the subject to date, adding new findings from my own research and re-interpreting
existing knowledge. Apart from my own book on the Image of Edessa, published a few
years ago2, there are no studies devoted entirely to this subject. There are books and
studies concerning Edessa (especially the history of Christianity in the city)3, and in
recent years the Image and the Abgar correspondence have taken up a significant part of
several books in various languages on the face of Christ, icons, relics and art4. In
addition, numerous articles concerning just about every aspect of the Image and the
letters have appeared in journals5, though by their very nature, they are limited to
                                                                                                                           
evildoers. This could be placed in niches in city walls, near to the gates. The Greeks erected stationary
apotropaia especially to Apollo and Herakles”.
2
 Mark Guscin, The Image of Edessa (Leiden 2009).
3
 The earliest academic book devoted to the subject in general is W. Cureton, Ancient Syriac
Documents relative to the earliest establishment of Christianity in Edessa and the neighbouring countries
from the year after our Lord’s Ascension to the beginning of the fourth century (Edinburgh 1864; repr.
New York, no year given). This was followed by a landmark study of the Abgar legend and its
relationship to the new religion in the area: Joseph Tixeront, Les Origines de l’Église d’Édesse et la
Légende d’Abgar, Étude Critique suivie de deux textes orientaux inédits (Paris 1888), which was the
object of severe criticism (most of which is unfounded) in another book published the following year: J.
P.P. Martin, Les Origines de l’Église d’Édesse et des Églises Syriennes (Paris 1889). A large proportion
of Ernst von Dobschütz’s seminal work Christusbilder, Untersuchungen zur christlichen Legende, 2 vols.
(Leipzig 1899) was devoted to the Image of Edessa, and included for the first time critical editions of the
related texts as they stood towards the end of the nineteenth century. The subject then seemed to lose its
interest for scholars until 1970, when J. Segal published the unsurpassed history of the city, Edessa ‘The
Blessed City’ (Oxford 1970; repr. Piscataway 2001), with a profound analysis of the Abgar legend. For
more recent publications see below, notes 4-5.    
4
 Segal, Edessa; Hans Belting, Bild und Kult: Eine Geschichte des Bildes vor dem Zeiter der Kunst
(Munich 1990), translated into English as Likeness and Presence: a History of the Image before the Era
of Art (Chicago 1994); Alain Desreumaux, Histoire du roi Abgar et de Jésus (Turnhout 1993); Jacinto
González, La leyenda del rey Abgar y Jesús, Orígenes del cristianismo en Edesa (Madrid 1995); Herbert
Kessler and Gerhard Wolf (eds.), The Holy Face and the Paradox of Representation. Papers from a
Colloquium held at the Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome and the Villa Spelman, Florence, 1996 (Bologna
1998); Glenn Peers, Sacred Shock: Framing Visual Experience in Byzantium (Pennsylvania 2004);
Andrea Nicolotti, Dal Mandylion di Edessa alla Sindone di Torino. Metamorfosi di una leggenda (Torino
2011), translated into English as From the Mandylion of Edessa to the Shroud of Turin: The
Metamorphosis of a Legend (Leiden 2014).
5
 Kurt Weitzmann, ‘The Mandylion and Constantine Porphyrogenitus’, Cahiers Archéologiques 11
(1960), pp. 163-184; Patrick Considine, ‘Irish Versions of the Abgar Legend’, Celtica 10 (1973), pp. 237-
257; Jan Nelson, ‘The Holy Mandylion of Edessa and the Legend of Saint Alexis’, in Medieval Studies in
Honor of Robert White Linker, ed. Brian Dutton, J Woodrow Hassell and John E Keller (Valencia 1973),
pp. 155-161; Nicole Thierry, ‘Deux notes à propos du Mandylion’, Zograf 11 (1980), pp. 16-19; Averil
Cameron, ‘The History of the Image of Edessa; the Telling of a Story’, Okeanos: Essays Presented to
Ihor Sevcenko (= Harvard Ukrainian Studies 7 [1983]), pp. 80-94; Getatchew Haile, ‘The Legend of
Abgar in Ethiopic Tradition’, Orientalia Christiana Periodica 55 (1989), pp. 375-410; Évelyne
Patlagean, ‘L’entrée de la Sainte Face d’Édesse à Constantinople en 944’, La religion civique à l’époque
médiévale et moderne (Chrétienté et Islam), Colloque, Nanterre, France (21.06.1993), Collection de
l’École française de Rome 213 (Rome 1995), pp. 21-35; Bernard Outtier, ‘Une forme enrichie de la
Légende d’Abgar en arménien’, in Apocryphes arméniens: transmission – traduction – création –
iconographie, Actes du colloque international sur la littérature apocryphe en langue arménienne, Genève
18-20 septembre 1997, ed. Valentina Calzolari Bouvier, Jean-Daniel Kaestli and Bernard Outtier
(Lausanne 1999), pp. 129-146; Melita Emmanuel, ‘The Holy Mandylion in the iconographic programmes
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discussing specific aspects of the overall story. Thus there is very little that takes on a
general view and most articles are often limited in terms of original research. The
present thesis aims to fulfil both aims, in the sense that it is a detailed critical study of
just about everything we know about the Image of Edessa, its origins and sources. It is
extensively based on original research both textual and artistic, analysing and re-
interpreting hitherto unpublished texts and unrecorded frescoes and icons. Admittedly,
no study of this kind can claim to be complete; there are without doubt further unknown
versions of the legend in monastic archives and pictorial depictions of the Image in
churches and monasteries not studied before. In addition, I have often come across
depictions in churches that have been described in some detail in the literature but with
no mention of the Image. It is hoped that this thesis will also serve as a starting point for
further research on various unanswered questions concerning the Image of Edessa and
its tradition in East and West.
As part of my work in recent years I have collected and examined a large
amount of material, including original manuscripts on Mount Athos, at the Patriarchal
Institute for Patristic Studies in Thessalonike, at the National Libraries of Portugal,
Spain and France (in Lisbon, Madrid and Paris respectively), and microfilms and/or
printed and digital facsimiles of manuscripts housed in the British Library in London.
For unpublished textual material cited in the thesis I have adopted, unless stated
otherwise, the conventions of diplomatic editions (expanding abbreviations and
                                                                                                                           
of the churches at Mystras’, in Eastern Christian Relics, ed. Alexei Lidov (Moscow 2003), pp. 291-298;
Sebastian Brock, ‘Transformations of the Edessa Portrait of Christ’, Journal of Assyrian. Academic
Studies 18/1 (2004), pp. 46-56; Sysse Gudrun Engberg, ‘Romanos Lekapenos and the Mandilion of
Edessa’, in Byzance et les reliques du Christ ed. J. Durand and B. Flusin (Paris 2004), pp. 123-139;
Emran El-Badawi, ‘Tales of King Abgar: A Basis to Investigate Earliest Syrian Christian Syncretism’,
Journal of Assyrian Academic Studies 20.2 (2006), pp. 1-20; Irma Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend
Illustrated: The Interrelationship of the Narrative Cycles and Iconography in the Byzantine, Georgian and
Latin Traditions’, in Artistic Interchange between the Eastern and Western Worlds in the Medieval
Period, ed. Colum Hourihane (Pennsylvania 2007), pp. 220-243; Alexei Lidov, ‘The Mandylion over the
Gate. A mental pilgrimage to the Holy City of Edessa’, in Routes of Faith in the Medieval Mediterranean,
Proceedings of an International Symposium, ed. Evangelia Chatzetryphonos (Thessalonike 2007), pp.
179-192; Bernard Flusin, ‘L’image d’Édesse, Romain et Constantin’, in Sacre Impronte e Oggetti “Non
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contractions), to show the idiosyncracies of the scribes. For the chapter on the paintings
and icons of the Image of Edessa, I have conducted field work in a number of countries
making up what was once the Byzantine Empire.
In terms of structure the thesis comprises an Introduction, six Chapters (1-6),
Conclusions and two Appendices (I-II). The Introduction presents the aim and scope
of the thesis and a critical survey of previous scholarship on the subject. Chapter 1
provides a comprehensive overview of historical references to the cloth. It should be
pointed out that previous literature tended to be selective in terms of material in support
of the author’s expressed purpose while the majority of primary sources were often
omitted. The most complete and most frequently quoted source is the Narratio de
imagine edessena, written under the auspices of the Emperor Constantine VII
Porphyrogenitus, most probably within a year or two of the Image’s being taken to
Constantinople in 944. The editio princeps of this text was published by Ernst von
Dobschütz in 18996. This is now replaced by my own critical edition published in
20097, which was based on a number of additional MSS unknown to the eminent
German scholar, including the early and excellent witness MS Athos Stavronikita 18,
and introducing corrections to the editio princeps. A revised edition of this text, with
additional previously uncollated witnesses, can be found in Appendix I to the thesis.
Chapter 1 is a study of the complete collection of extant historical references to
the Image, written at different times and in many different places. In this sense it puts
all available evidence into perspective to enable us to proceed to a more detailed
analysis of specific aspects of the Image’s history, depictions and nature.
Chapter 2 examines in detail the text generally referred to as Epistula Abgari. It
seems to me that this conventional title is inaccurate not only because the text contains
                                                                                                                           
Fatti da Mano d’Uomo” nelle Religioni: Atti del Convegno Internazionale, Torino 18-20 maggio 2010,
ed. Adele Monaci Castagno (Alessandria 2011), pp. 253-278.      
6
 Christusbilder, vol. 2, pp. 39-85.
7
 Guscin, The Image, pp. 8-69 (including facing-page translation into English).
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much more than the letter of Abgar but also because there was in effect no such text –
the extant versions generally given this name are so different from each other that each
one seems to have been written and adapted for a particular occasion. Moreover, this
chapter includes editions of four previously unpublished texts related to the Abgar
legend with their corresponding translation. One of these texts is adorned with two
beautiful miniatures of Jesus writing his reply to Abgar.
Chapter 3 is devoted to a study of the Life of St Alexis and its numerous
versions, ranging from Syriac and Greek to English, Spanish and Italian. This text is
virtually unknown to scholars who have studied the Image of Edessa. The legend of St
Alexis takes him to Edessa for a period of seventeen years, which in turn leads to a
mention of the Image of Edessa in the majority of versions. The text is transmitted in a
number of manuscripts preserving the Greek as well as the medieval Spanish,
Portuguese and French versions, which I have examined, while other versions were
published in little known nineteenth-century editions. The importance of these versions
of the text, which have never been analysed as a group before, is that they prove that
Edessa was known for and often identified by the Image.
Chapter 4 discusses the voluminous terminology used to describe the Image of
Edessa in the many different textual sources. This has never been attempted before,
except for incomplete lists of words. More importantly, scholars seem to have
deliberately avoided investigating the word tetr£diplon although it is probably the most
significant term used to define the cloth. The second half of this chapter, which takes
this term as a point of departure, is perhaps the most controversial part of the whole
thesis and, indeed, of all studies related to the Image of Edessa. My analysis of what I
have called the “minority” descriptions of the cloth suggest that in the opinion of a
minority of authors, it was a large cloth, much larger than a simple face cloth, that the
image on the cloth had bloodstains and that the image itself was in fact a full-body
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image of Christ, or even his own burial cloth, an idea analysed by von Dobschütz,
generally accepted as the fundamental point of departure of all studies concerning the
Image of Edessa8.
Chapter 5 discusses the Western tradition of the Image. It is mainly based on
original research in hitherto unexamined manuscripts and depictions. Unpublished texts
from the British Library and the monastery of El Escorial in Spain are analysed together
with previously unknown images from Valencia and Vic in Spain. A separate section is
devoted to an original analysis of how the Abgar correspondence (and to a lesser extent,
the Image itself) became completely decontextualised from its legend and origins and
was turned into a magical charm in the West and remained in use as such until relatively
recent times.
Chapter 6 is an account of my own fieldwork in various areas in Europe and
Anatolia in search of unrecorded depictions of the Image of Edessa, including Mount
Athos, the Mani in the south and the Byzantine towns in the north of Greece, Istanbul
and Cappadocia, Georgia and the FYROM. Similar work was done on my behalf in
Cyprus. The main difficulty in this kind of fieldwork is locating churches in remote
areas and securing access and permission to take photographs of recorded or unrecorded
material. With very few exceptions, I was able to fulfil these tasks thanks to the kind
help of local priests and members of the archaeological or municipal services. By
recording various previously unpublished paintings and icons of the Image of Edessa I
discovered that the immense range of styles and shapes used to depict the Image make
previous attempts to date copies by their shape and features largely inaccurate and no
                                          
8
 Very few people seem to have actually read the original German text, as this section of the book is
not mentioned in any later study. The original edition is not easy to find (although it can now be obtained
as a reprint from various on-line and print-on-demand publishers). There are no translations of the book
into English; virtually every article and book on the subject quotes the edition, although none of them
even mention the fact that von Dobschütz devotes a hefty section of his analysis to the identification of
the cloth with the burial shroud of Christ, albeit for highly doubtful and improbable reasons.
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longer valid. Moreover, beyond a few stylistic features limited to certain areas it is very
difficult to establish dating parameters for the many different Mandylion types.
The Conclusions summarise the findings of the research and point to areas for
future study. The thesis closes with two Appendices (I-II), a full bibliography, and
Plates with facsimiles of MSS and photographs of archaeological evidence cited therein
(placed on a DVD).
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Chapter 1
Historical sources
1.1 The Origins of the Image
No definite or convincing theory as to the Image’s origins has been postulated to date.
Scholars who have attempted to provide an answer regarding the Image’s origins have
come up with different sources, dates and reasons, none of which have offered more
convincing arguments than any other. For this reason it is imperative that we re-
examine the sources and analyse what authors both ancient and modern have to say
about it9.
The Narratio de imagine Edessena dates the origins of the Image of Edessa to
the time of Christ himself, shortly before his passion, as do the vast majority of sources.
It should be pointed out that the Narratio de imagine Edessena itself gives two possible
versions for the origins of the Image, one the regular Abgar story (i.e. the king sends a
messenger to paint a picture but Jesus miraculously imprints his facial features onto a
cloth and sends it back to Abgar), while the second version stages the imprint story in
the garden of Gethsemane; when Christ was sweating blood (Luke 22:43-44),10 he was
handed a cloth to wipe his face on and the image of his face was miraculously
transferred onto the cloth.
                                          
9
 Cf. Ilaria Ramelli, ‘Dal mandilion di Edessa a la sindone’, Ilu. Revista de Ciencias de las Religiones
(1999), p. 185: “Molto più problematico appare invece stabilire quando, in che circonstanze e da dove la
sacra Immagine sia pervenuta a Edessa, poiché le fonti si fanno qui più scarse e più leggendarie”.
10
 The textual evidence for the sweating of blood in the original gospel attributed to Luke is meagre,
although the verse and the tradition are evidently old. Cf. Bruce M. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on
the Greek New Testament (Stuttgart, 1971), p. 177: “The absence of these verses in such ancient and
widely diversified witnesses as p(69vid), 75 א A B T  W syrs copsa bo armmss geo Marcion Clement Origen al,
as well as their being marked with asterisks or obeli (signifying spuriousness) in other witnesses (∆c Πc
892c mg 1079 1195 1216 copbo mss) and their transferral to Matthew’s gospel (after 26.39) by family 13 and
several lectionaries (the latter also transfer ver. 45a) strongly suggests that they are no part of the original
text of Luke. Their presence in many manuscripts, some ancient, as well as their citation by Justin,
Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Eusebius and many other Fathers, is proof of the antiquity of the account”.
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There was without doubt a king reigning over Edessa when Christ was alive, and
he was called Abgar (there was a long line of kings with this name and the monarch
contemporary with Christ is usually numbered as Abgar V). This Abgar most probably
reigned from AD 13 to 50. He is mentioned by Tacitus in a rather unfavourable light11:
Igitur excitis quorum de sententia petitus rex, positisque castris apud Zeugma, unde
maxime pervius amnis, postquam inlustres Parthi rexque Arabum Acbarus advenerat, monet
Meherdaten barbarorum impetus acris cunctatione languescere aut in perfidiam mutari: ita
urgeret coepta. Quod spretum fraude Acbari, qui iuvenem ignarum et summam fortunam in luxu
ratum multos per dies attinuit apud oppidum Edessam.
He then called for those at whose suggestion a king had been requested from Rome,
encamped at Zeugma where the river was most easily fordable, and awaited the arrival of the
leading men of Parthia and of Abgar, king of the Arabs, and reminded Meherdates that the
impulsive enthusiasm of barbarians soon fades in the face of delay, or even turns into treachery.
He should therefore move his plans on quickly. The advice was ignored through the perfidy of
Abgar, as he delayed the foolish young prince for several days in the city of Edessa. The prince
thought that the highest position just meant self-indulgence12.
The existence of an Abgar ruling at Edessa and contemporary of Jesus does very
little, however, to establish a first-century origin for the cloth. Mirković states the case
quite succintly: “In conclusion we must say that the portrait of Jesus began to play a
role in the reception process of the Abgar legend only after the middle of the sixth
century. It seems very unlikely that Eusebius purposefully excluded the reference to the
portrait”13.
                                          
11
 Annalium ab Excessu Divi Augusti Libri XII:12, ed. C. D. Fisher (Oxford 1906), p. 238.
12
 All translations in the thesis are mine unless otherwise stated.
13
 Alexander Mirković, Prelude to Constantine (= Studies in the Religion and History of Early
Christianity 15) (Frankfurt 2004), p. 36.
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Tixeront links the origins of the legend to the establishment of Christianity in
Edessa14, or at least to the first known preaching of the religion in the city15. With the
legend as it stands this would seem to be a logical conclusion, although it is not
necessarily applicable to either the correspondence (even accepting that it does not date
from the time of Christ) or to the Image. The arrival of Christianity in Edessa is not
directly linked to the origins of the Image, for no source attributes the Image’s source to
the city. On the other hand, it is possibly related to the arrival of the Image. The religion
most probably took hold in Edessa before the Image was taken there, but it is highly
unlikely that the Image was there before Christianity was established, as if there were
no trace of the new religion there would surely have been no reason to take the Image
there. Unfortunately, if the Image’s early history is not to be found in Edessa, there is no
clue at all as to where it might otherwise have been. The present state of affairs is
summarised as follows by Mirković: “Unless there is a dramatic discovery in the area of
Syriac studies, we will probably never know more about the origins of the Abgar
legend”16.
                                          
14
 Tixeront, Les Origines.
15
 J.P.P. Martin dates Christianity in Edessa to as early as Pentecost, in Les Origines, pp. 12-13: “On
peut donc affirmer, dès le jour de la Pentecôte, il y eut des Chrétiens en Médie, en Mésopotamie, chez les
Parthes, et à Édesse”, and “Toutes les vraisemblances se réunissent donc pour montrer que le
christianisme a dû s’implanter de très bonne heure dans la haute Mésopotamie, en particulier à Édesse”.
Cf. G. Bonet Maury, ‘La Légende d’Abgar et de Thaddée’, Revue de l’Histoire des Réligions 16 (1887),
p. 281: “ ... les évangélistes du Christ arrivèrent à Édesse sous le règne d’Abgar VII bar Izate (108-115)”;
Arthur Voobus, History of Asceticism in the Syrian Levant (Louvian 1958), p. 7: “If, by the beginning of
the second century, Christianity had already won converts among the inhabitants of the mountain village
in Hadiab, then there can be no doubt that the Christian faith had been established before the end of the
first century in Edessa and also in Osrhoene, which were on the highway connecting Arbel and Syria”,
and G.A. Williamson, The History of the Church from Christ to Constantine, Translated with an
Introduction (New York 1965), p. 70: “It would, indeed, be surprising if Christianity, which spread over
almost the whole Empire with such remarkable rapidity, should have been withheld from an area so near
Palestine, and one where a similar dialect was spoken. Let us not forget that while Edessa is only 180
miles from Antioch, the starting-point of all Paul’s journeys, Ephesus is 500, Rome over 1,000 and Spain
2,000”. Cf. also Emran El-Badawi, ‘Tales’, pp. 1-20.
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 Mirković, Prelude, p. 114.
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 1.2 Eusebius and Egeria
Two of the earliest texts concerning the apocryphal correspondence between Jesus and
Abgar make no mention of the image that eventually became much more significant
than the letters17. The earliest surviving written account of the Abgar legend dates from
the beginning of the fourth century, in Eusebius’ Ecclesiastical History18, although this
version of the legend is not exactly the same as the later ones. The historian dates the
events to the year 340 of the Seleucid era, which coincides with AD 3019, i.e. just before
the crucifixion.
Eusebius does not name the person that Jesus will send to Abgar, at least not
when the letter is quoted. He says elsewhere that it was Thaddaeus20, one of the
seventy-two, who was sent by Thomas. Neither does Eusebius make any mention of
Jesus’ promise (at the end of the letter sent in reply to the king) to keep the city of
Edessa safe from any enemy attack. The promise was most probably added shortly after
the middle of the fourth century, when Edessa became a Roman outpost on the borders
of Persian territory. The main point, however, is that Eusebius does not refer to any
image or portrait.  The historian claims that his account is based on documents kept in
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 For a convincing explanation of why the letters cannot be accepted as genuine, cf. Joseph Tixeront,
Les Origines, pp. 138-140. In direct response to Tixeront, J.P.P. Martin, on the other hand, argues that
while the actual text of the letters might not be genuine, it is not unlikely that Abgar and Jesus were
actually in contact, Les Origines, p. 107: “Il nous paraît impossible également d’admettre que la
correspondance de Jésus et d’Abgare ne repose pas sur quelques relations entre Jésus-Christ et le
Toparque de l’Osrhoène”. Martin’s affirmation seems most unlikely and is purely conjectural.
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 For critical editions cf. Histoire Ecclésiastique I, ed. Gustave Bardy (Paris 1952) and Eusebius
Werke, vol 1, ed. Ivar A. Heikel (Leipzig 1902). The earliest MSS both date from the eleventh century
(MSS Vaticanus 149 and Mosquensis 50), which is two hundred years after the restoration of icons,
although it is most unlikely that the text is an iconophile interpolation as Eusebius does not mention the
Image of Edessa, just the letters. Neither would the narrative gain anything from such an interpolation.   
19
 Desreumaux, Histoire, p. 13, suggests A.D. 28-29.
20
 Thaddaeus must logically be equated with Addai, but was he one of the twelve apostles, or in
accordance with other versions one of the seventy-two? J.B. Segal, Edessa, p. 65, would keep the two
separate. He states that Addai could very well have been a historical personage, who brought Christianity
to nearby Adiabene and possibly even to Edessa at the end of the first century or the beginning of the
second. Addai was unknown to the Greek Church and simply identified with Thaddaeus. Thaddaeus is not
mentioned in Egeria’s version of the story; Thomas is named, but not directly as the apostle who was sent
to Edessa. An inscription discovered near Edessa and published in 1914 (Max von Oppenheim and Hiller
von Gaertringen, ‘Höleninschrift von Edessa mit dem Briefe Jesu an Abgar’, Sitzungsberichte der
Königlich Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften [1914], pp. 817-828), identifies Thaddaeus and
Thomas as one and the same person, as do the independently preserved versions of the Abgar
correspondence in three Athos MSS (Protaton 83, Vatopedi 928 and Docheiariou 235).
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the city of Edessa and that he translated the letters directly from the Syriac, a claim that
can never be established with any certainty21. If it is true, then we must assume that the
records he consulted did not contain any reference to the Image either.
The second earliest text concerns Egeria, a nun who went on a pilgrimage to
visit the holy places towards the end of the fourth century22. Her origins seem to lie in
the north-west of Spain23. She kept a record of her visits and experiences, which has
unfortunately not come down to us complete, although the account of her visit to Edessa
has survived24.
Egeria records the story of Abgar as related to her by the local bishop. The
letters to and from Jesus are mentioned but not quoted. The bishop read them to her and
gave her copies; the text seems to suggest that he gave her the originals in his keeping
(epistolas ipsas sive Aggari ad Dominum sive Domini ad Aggarum), although it would
be more prudent to assume that she meant original copies. Egeria puts on record that she
already had copies of the letters in her homeland, but that the ones she saw and heard in
Edessa were longer (nam vere amplius est quod hic accepi). The letters are not
reproduced in Egeria’s account of her visit to Edessa and we do not know the text of the
copies she had back home, so neither can we know for sure what additions the Edessa
letters had. It could very well be that the longer text consisted of the promise of
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 E. Schwartz, ‘Zu Eusebius Kirchengeschichte’, Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 4
(1903), p. 65, claims that Eusebius deliberately invented the “translation” to claim independence for the
church in Edessa.
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 Segal, Edessa, p. 66, mistakenly places her pilgrimage in the “middle of the fifth century”.  
23
 Segal, Edessa, p. 183, prefers Southern Gaul, although her place of birth is confirmed in the
seventh-century letter of Valerius to the monks of El Bierzo, edited by Agustín Arce, Itinerario de la
Virgen Egeria (Madrid 1980), pp. 8-17 (with facing page translation into Spanish): “Quae extremo
occidui maris Oceani litore exorta orienti est facta cognita”. The standard work in English on Egeria - J.
Wilkinson, Egeria’s Travels (Warminster 19993) – states concerning her origin (p. 3): “She may have
been a Gaul from Aquitaine, or a Spaniard from Galicia”. Three years later, in Jerusalem Pilgrims before
the Crusades (Warminster 2002), p. 1, the same author is less committal: “Egeria herself, who probably
came from the Atlantic coast …”.
24
 Critical edition by Agustín Arce, Itinerario. The text itself survives in just one MS, Arezzo VI.3,
copied in the 11th century at Monte Cassino. It was still there in 1532, but does not figure in the inventory
of 1650. It appeared at Arezzo in 1788, but was lost again when the monastery was dissolved by the
Napoleonic troops and rediscovered in 1884 (cf. Arce, Itinerario, pp. 35-36). Given that there is only one
textual witness, and that the episode forms a logical and inherent part of the diary and is western, not from
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invincibility. In fact, when the bishop tells Egeria the story of Abgar, he recounts the
Persian attack and how Abgar prayed at the city gates: Domine Iesu, tu promiseras
nobis, ne aliquis hostium ingrederetur civitatem istam, showing that the promise was at
least known in the city at the time.
In the surviving account, Egeria does not mention Thaddaeus/Addai in
connection with Abgar, but her account of the legend is hardly complete. No mention is
made either of Abgar’s illness or of Ananias in Jerusalem. What is even more
significant is that Egeria knows nothing about an image or portrait of Christ. No matter
how patchy or summarised the rest of the account is, had the bishop known anything at
all about the Image (or had it been openly present in the city), Egeria would surely have
included such a holy object in her writings, although Andrew Palmer argues that this
silence should not be understood as definitive25.
The promise that God would defend Edessa is mentioned in the Chronicle of
Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite (although no mention is made of either the Abgar-Jesus
correspondence or the Image). This text was written in Syriac in the very early sixth
century26:
 … they could not gain the mastery of our city since the promise of Christ given to the
believing king Abgar could not be annulled. He said, “Your city shall be blessed and no enemy
shall ever have mastery over it”27.
                                                                                                                           
the Orthodox world, and does not even mention the actual Image, there is no reason to believe it might be
an interpolation related to the restoration of images after the iconoclast crisis.
25
 Andrew Palmer, ‘The inauguration anthem of Hagia Sophia in Edessa: a new edition and translation
with historical and architectural notes and a comparison with contemporary Constantinopolitan
Kontakion’, Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 12 (1988), p. 129: “the argument from the silence of
Egeria .... can hardly be conclusive; there are some very curious silences in travel literature. Herodotus
does not mention the Sphinx in Egypt, though he describes the pyramids around it from his own
observations. The Image may be a good deal older than Runciman (who is followed in this by Averil
Cameron) thinks”.
26
 Cf. Frank Trombley and John W. Watt, The Chronicle of Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite (Liverpool
2000), p. xxviii.    
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In conclusion, the fact that the Image is not mentioned in the written histories of
Eusebius and Egeria is a very difficult hurdle to overcome, should one wish to argue in
favour of an origin dating before they wrote (especially when both Eusebius and Egeria
do mention the Abgar/Christ correspondence), although it should not be taken as
definitive in itself. There is a possibility that the Image is obliquely referred to when
Egeria reports the bishop’s words about Abgar, “Ecce rex Aggarus, qui antequam
videret Dominum credidit ei, quia esset vere filius Dei” (Behold King Abgar, who
believed that the Lord was the true Son of God before he saw him). In none of the
versions of the legend does Abgar actually lay eyes on Christ in person, so if the verse
is understood literally it could mean that Abgar believed before he saw the Image of
Christ. If the story as told in the Narratio is based on any kind of truth, the Image was
hidden away when Eusebius and Egeria wrote, and so would have remained unknown to
all. Furthermore, the dangers of the argumentum ex silentio are well known and rarely
conclusive28.    
1.3 The Doctrine of Addai
The image first appears in the Syriac work known as the Doctrine of Addai, which in its
present form would appear to date from about AD 40029. In the Syriac tradition the text
is simply known as Labubna, named after the scribe (real or imaginary) who copied the
text and signed it at the end. Drijvers states that the text is “clearly meant to defend
orthodox beliefs at Edessa against all kinds of heretics pretending that orthodoxy goes
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 Trombley and Watt, The Chronicle, p. 6. The divine promise to keep Edessa safe is also mentioned
in sections 36, 58 and 60 of the Chronicle.
28
 Cf. Martha C. Howell and Walter Prevenier, From Reliable Sources: An Introduction to Historical
Methods (New York, 2001), 73-74: “Another difficulty with argument from silence is that historians
cannot assume that an observer of a particular fact would have automatically recorded that fact. Authors
observe all kinds of events but only record those that seem important to them”.
29
 Mirković, Prelude, p. 8, dates it to ca.500. The text is edited in The Teaching of Addai, translated by
George Howard (London 1876; repr. Michigan 1981). Cf. also Daniel Deleanu, The Doctrine of Addai the
Apostle – The Syriac Version (Toronto 2012); idem, The Doctrine of Addai the Apostle – The Armenian
Version (Toronto 2012); translations with some explanatory notes but no introduction or analysis.
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back to Edessa’s first apostle sent by Jesus himself”30. According to Ilaria Ramelli31,
certain traditions in this text may go as far back as the first century AD.
According to this version, which as Runciman states “seems to be an emended
and enlarged edition of the documents that Eusebius saw at Edessa”32, Abgar sent to
Jesus a messenger named Hanan (apparently the same person as Ananias), who was an
artist. In Eusebius’ account, Ananias is a very minor character; he is hardly mentioned
at all, and when he is, he is described as a tacudrÒmoj or messenger, whereas in the
Doctrine of Addai he is a high official in Abgar’s court, a scribe and artist.
In the Doctrine, Hanan painted a portrait of Christ and took it back to Edessa.
The Image therefore is certainly present in this version of the legend, although under a
very different format from the later ¢ceiropo…htoj descriptions. The Syriac tradition of a
painted portrait also survives in the “Chronicle of 1234”33, in which it is said that Abgar
ordered his messenger to bring back an icon of Christ on a “piece of wood”, although in
the end the image is actually transferred onto a cloth. Irma Karaulashvili’s article34 is
misleading at this point. In her insistence on following Averil Cameron on all points35,
Karaulashvili omits to mention that the “Chronicle of 1234” goes on to narrate how the
messenger found it impossible to paint the portrait, so Christ took a piece of linen cloth
and applied it to his face, miraculously leaving an imprint thereon; the source
Karaulashvili uses to try and show that the Image was a wooden board actually states it
was a cloth.
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 H.J.W. Drijvers, Cults and Beliefs at Edessa (Leiden 1980), p. 33.
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 Ilaria Ramelli, ‘Possible historical traces in the Doctrina Addai’, Hugoye: Journal of Syriac Studies
9.1 (January 2006), available on-line at http://bethmardutho.cua.edu/Hugoye/Vol9No1/
HV9N1Ramelli.html (last accessed: 12 December 2012).
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 Steven Runciman, ‘Some Remarks on the Image of Edessa’, Cambridge Historical Journal 3
(1931), p. 240.  Mirković, Prelude, p. 31, calls it a “conglomerate of stories taken from a variety of
sources”. Cf. Santos Aurelio, Los Evangelios Apócrifos (Madrid 1956), p. 663, who attributes the
differences between Eusebius and the Doctrine of Addai to there being two ancient versions, different but
parallel.
33
 Cf. Hans Drijvers, ‘The Image of Edessa in the Syriac tradition’, in The Holy Face and the Paradox
of Representation, Papers from a Colloquium held at the Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome and the Villa
Spelman, Florence, 1996, ed. Herbert Kessler and Gerhard Wolf (Bologna 1998), pp. 13-31.  
34
 Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend’, p. 222.
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Desreumaux suggests that the episode of the portrait in the Doctrine is  “la
réponse à la question des deux princes, réponse que la prédication de l’apôtre traduit
toutefois en clair: Le corps est la pourpre pure de sa divinité illustre; c’est grâce à lui
que nous pouvons voir sa divinité cachée”36.
The promise to make the city invincible also appears in Jesus’ reply to Abgar in
the Doctrine – an early example of the lengthy process that led to the letter’s use as a
general talisman or good luck charm. The promise was also mentioned in a letter from
Darius to Augustine in 429:
Adfuit Deus regi, sanatus est, et amplificato petitionis munere, per epistolam non modo
salutem ut supplici, sed etiam securitatem ut regi transmisit; iussit insuper eius urbem ab
hostibus in perpetuum esse ac semper immune37.
And so God visited the king, and the king was cured. He received more than he had
asked for, as not only did God give him health as to a supplicant through the letter, but also
safety as to a king; for he also decreed that his city would be safe forever from enemies.
Another significant difference between Eusebius’ account and the Doctrine of
Addai is that in the latter Jesus’ reply to Abgar is an oral message (although the content
is virtually the same, excepting the addition of the last sentence promising that the city
will never fall into enemy hands), whereas Eusebius has Christ answer in writing.
It seems, therefore, that the early version of the legend in the Doctrine is proof of
how the story developed and evolved over the years; the painted portrait of Christ (with
no hint of a miraculous origin) and the lack of a written letter from Christ to Abgar were
both features that were replaced in just about all later versions by the miraculous image
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 Cf. Averil Cameron, Changing Cultures in Early Byzantium (Aldershot 1996), p. 88: the Image of
Edessa “never actually looked like a cloth at all”.
36
 Desreumaux, Histoire, p. 31.
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and the written letter, which became a significant element in itself. The importance of
the Doctrine lies in the very early mention of an image of Christ (AD 400) and the fact
that it shows how the legend developed and was in a constant state of flux.
1.4 A Syriac hymn
The Image is mentioned, albeit in a strangely obscure way, in a Syriac hymn which
dates to the first half of the sixth century38. The original cathedral of Edessa had been
destroyed by the floods of 525, and the hymn celebrates the opening of the new building
eight years later. There is some doubt and debate about the exact meaning of the verses
that mention an image not made by human hands. Drijvers translates the relevant verses
as follows:
Like an image not made by hands is the marble
with which its walls are suitably overlaid.
And from its brightness, polished and white,
light gathers in it like the sun.
and concludes that “strophe nine of the Syriac hymn does not refer to the Holy Face, the
acheiropoietos icon”39. Whitby is in agreement with this, stating that “its reference to a
picture not made by human hands refers to natural patterns in the marble on the church
walls”40.
Palmer translates the strophe as follows41:
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 PL 33, col. 1022.
38
 For the original text see Codex Vaticanus Syriacus 95, ff. 49-50. Cf. André Grabar, ‘Le témoignage
d’une hymne syriaque sur l’architecture de la cathédrale d’Edesse au VIe siècle et sur la symbolique de
l’édifice chrétien’, Cahiers archéologiques 2 (1947), pp. 41-68, and Palmer, ‘The inauguration anthem’,
pp. 117-168.     
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 Drijvers, ‘The Image’, p. 20.
40
 Whitby, The Ecclesiastical History, p. 325.
41
 ‘The inauguration anthem’, pp. 117-168. The translation of the hymn is on pages 131-133 and the
Syriac text on 156-157.
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Imprinted with a picture not made by hands, marble snugly clads its walls; the luminosity of its
polished whiteness forms a kind of reservoir of sunlight
and in a later publication as follows42:
The marble of it is imprinted with an image not made with hands / and its walls are fittingly
clad. And it is polished and made white by its brightness, light brims within it like the sun.
  
The problem lies in the fact that in the original Syriac, the lack of the definite
article before “image not made by hands” means that the marble could be like “an
image not made by hands” or like “the image not made by hands”. In the dedication
hymn for Hagia Sophia in Constantinople, used by Palmer as a comparison for the
Syriac verses, no mention is made of such an image. It could be argued that patterns in
marble look nothing like an image of the face of Christ, and so the simile would make
no sense, but the comparison is not necessarily one of the physical aspect of the two
objects − it could just as well be a comparison of their non-human origin43.
I would argue that it is reasonable to assume that any reference, either direct or
indirect, to an (or the) image not made by human hands in sixth-century Edessa must be
a reference to the face of Christ known as the Image of Edessa. At the very least, any
reference to an image not made by human hands in the city of Edessa would
immediately have brought to mind the image of Christ, and the author of the poem must
have been aware of this. Palmer admits a “possible indirect allusion” to the Image of
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 Palmer, ‘The Logos’, p. 131.
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 For a similar miracle of an image (of the Virgin) appearing on marble at Lydda, cf. Eirene Harvalia-
Crook,  ‘A witness to the later tradition of the Florilegium in The Letter of the Three Patriarchs (BHG
1386): an anonymous collection of icon stories (Hierosolymitanus S. Sabas gr. 105)’, in Porphyrogenita:
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(Aldershot 2003), p. 353.
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Edessa44, and in his edition of the Acts of Thaddaeus (in 2009) associates this “image”
in the marble with the origin of the Image of Edessa itself, stating that “It is beginning
to seem likely that it was also in the Cathedral of Edessa that the concept of a linen
towel imprinted with a Christ-image not made with hands was first developed … by a
poet in the service of the Church with an associative imagination nourished by divine
learning”45.
1.5 The Acts of Mar Mari
Possibly the earliest reference to an image with a miraculous origin in relation to the
Abgar legend can be found in the Syriac work the Acts of Mar Mari46. The main text
dates from the late sixth or early seventh century47, although it is also possible that the
first chapters (among which the story of Abgar and the Image is told) are a later addition
from the times of the Iconoclast controversy. We should bear in mind, however, that the
effects of Iconoclasm were hardly felt in the area and the text was not written simply in
order to justify the veneration of images48. If we take the text at its word, it must have
been written before the events of 944, as the narration states that the Image is still kept
in Edessa.
This version of the legend has Abgar send various artists to Jerusalem to paint
the likeness of Christ, although none of them were able to do so (no reason is given for
this). Jesus applies a linen cloth (sedona in the original, no doubt from the Greek
sindèn) to his face and miraculously leaves an image of it thereon; the interesting part is
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 Palmer, ‘The Logos’, p. 129.
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 Palmer, ‘The Logos’, p. 135.
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 Introduction and French translation in Christelle and Florence Jullien, Les Actes de Mar Mari,
l’apôtre de la Mesopotamie (Turnhout 2001). The Syriac text together with a Latin translation was
published by J. B. Abbeloos, Acta Sancti Maris Assyriae, Babyloniae ac Persidis seculo I apostoli
Syriace sive Aramaice, juxta Manuscriptum Alqoschianum adjectis aliorum codicum lectionibus
variantibus versione latina et annotationibus illustrata (Leipzig 1885).      
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 Jullien and Jullien, Les Actes, pp. 53-55.
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 Jullien and Jullien, Les Actes, p. 55: “Le corps des Actes de Mar Mari se développe d’ailleurs en
dehors de cette controverse”.
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that miraculous powers are here attributed to the image, while no mention is made of
such power for the letters49.
There is also a disputed reference to the Image in Edessa (although nothing is
said of its origins) in MS 8273 of the Church of the Forty Martyrs in Mardin (Turkey)50,
in a text called the Life of Daniel of Galaš, attributed to Jacob of Sarug (ca.450-520).
According to Drijvers, however, the reference is an interpolation51. Palmer convincingly
argues that this kind of reasoning is circular, in the sense that Drijvers starts from a
belief that there was no image of Christ in Edessa at this time, hence any references
thereto must be an interpolation, whereas Palmer states that if there is a reference to an
Image of Christ in Edessa at this time then the Image must have been there52.
1.6 The Acts of Thaddaeus
The next significant text is the Acts of Thaddaeus, which Palmer dates to 609-72653.
Lipsius, who edited and published the text, states that the additions to Eusebius’ version
were made towards the end of the fourth century54.
A new edition and detailed study of the Acts of Thaddaeus was published by
Palmer in 200955; the translation of the Greek text contains certain additions which
Palmer claims “bring out the potential of this story for illustrating what Paul means by
‘putting on Christ’”. In these additions Palmer understands that the cloth with the image
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 Andrew Palmer, ‘The Logos of the Mandylion: Folktale, or Sacred Narrative? A New Edition of
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of Christ was transformed into a mask, and that “Thaddaeus fitted the mask sent by
Jesus over Abgar’s wet features … the mask of Christ had become the seal by which
Christ marked the one who belonged to him”56. This kind of personal interpretation of
the text adds little to our understanding of the original as it is purely speculative and not
based on any information we do have concerning the Image.
  The Acts tell us that Lebbaios was a native of Edessa who came to Jerusalem
when John the Baptist was preaching, he was baptised and took the name of Thaddaeus,
before he was chosen as one of the twelve disciples. The Acts then tell the story of
Abgar. The king’s letter to Christ is a fairly free adaptation of Eusebius’ version,
although nothing substantial is modified. Instructions are given to Ananias to bring a
description of Christ:
Paragge…laj tù 'Anan…v Ð ”Abgaroj ƒstorÁsai tÕn CristÕn ¢kribîj, po…aj e„dšaj
™st…n, t»n te ¹lik…an kaˆ tr…ca kaˆ ¡plîj p£nta.
Abgar told Ananias to record Christ’s exact appearance, what he looked like, his stature,
his hair and everything in detail.
The cloth that Jesus wipes his face with and onto which his image is
miraculously transferred is called both tetr£diplon and sindèn57. Jesus’ reply to Abgar is
oral, not written, and much shorter than other versions:
E„r»nh soˆ kaˆ tÍ pÒlei sou, Óti di¦ toàto Ãlqon, paqe‹n Øp@r toà kÒsmou kaˆ
¢nastÁnai kaˆ ¢nastÁsai toÝj prop£toraj. Met¦ d@ tÕ ¢nalhfqÁna… me e„j oÙranoÝj
¢postelî soi tÕn maqht»n mou Qadda‹on, Óstij fwt…sei se kaˆ Ðdhg»sei se e„j p©san t¾n
¢l»qeian kaˆ s@ kaˆ t¾n pÒlin sou.
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and what it was imprinted onto.
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Peace to you and your city, as this is what I came for, to suffer for the world, to rise and
to raise our forefathers. When I have been taken up to heaven I will send you a disciple of mine
called Thaddaeus, who will enlighten you and lead both you and your city into all truth.
1.7 Procopius and Evagrius
The Greek historians Procopius and Evagrius wrote of the Persian attack on Edessa in
the mid-sixth century, albeit in differing ways. Procopius wrote in the middle of the
sixth century, shortly after the failed Persian attack. He does not mention the miraculous
role of the Image in the defence of the city58, and informs his readers that the promise of
the city’s invincibility was unknown in the first versions of the letter. He adds (not
without a touch of sarcasm) that since everyone believed in the promise, God had to
honour it so as not to make believers look foolish59:
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suggr£yantej oÙdamÁ œgnwsan. OÙ g¦r oân oÙdš ph aÙtoà ™pemn»sqhsan. 'Edesshnoˆ d@
aÙtÕ xÝn tÍ ™pistolÍ eØršsqai fas…n, éste ¢mšlei kaˆ ¢n£grapton oÛtw t¾n ™pistol¾n ¢nt'
¥llou pou fulakt»rion ™n ta‹j pÒlewj pepo…hntai pÚlaij. Kaˆ mo… pote œnnoia gšgonen æj e„
taàta, ¤per ™rr»qh, Ð CristÕj œgrayen, ¢ll' Óti ™j toàto dÒxhj ¥nqrwpoi Ãlqon, æj m»pote5
aÙto‹j pl£nhj tina sk»yin dido…h.
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Those who wrote the history of the time had no knowledge whatsoever of the final
sentence of this letter. They make no mention of it anywhere. The inhabitants of Edessa say that
they found it with the letter and doubtless had this one inscribed on the gates of the city in place
of the other one. I would doubt that Christ wrote this, but given that people came to believe he
had, he let it be so, so as not to give reasons for believing it false.      
Drijvers concludes that Procopius did not mention the Image “not because he
was not interested in miracles, but because such an image simply did not exist”60,
although despite his silence, both von Dobschütz and Runciman suggest that the legend
has a historical foundation61.
Writing towards the end of the sixth century, the historian Evagrius Scholasticus
tells the story of how the portrait of Christ saved the city of Edessa when the Persians
attacked in AD 544. He gives no account of how the Image came to be in Edessa and
mentions nothing of its origins, but does take it for granted that his readers would know
exactly what he was referring to.
In Evagrius’ account (Ecclesiastical History, Book IV:27)62, the story seems to
be based on Procopius’ earlier account, although with a significant addition not found in
the source: the intervention of the Image of Edessa as the miraculous solution for setting
ablaze the wood underground. This is the earliest mention of the Image’s presence in
Edessa in a historical work, as opposed to a text specifically devoted to the Image itself.
A detail sometimes overlooked is that Evagrius takes knowledge of the Image for
granted. The fact that it needs no introduction or explanation seems to suggest that it is
older than the time he was writing about.
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 Cf. Ernst Kitzinger, ‘The Cult of Images in the Age before Iconoclasm’, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 8
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Procopius does mention the difficulties in lighting the fire, although Evagrius, in
his eagerness to relate the role of the Image, eliminates various details. According to
Whitby63, “the acheiropoietos miracle is then inserted, quite smoothly, at the point
where Procopius describes the defenders’ problems with igniting the material in their
mine”.
Julian Chrysostomides is of the opinion that the whole episode of the
intervention of the Image in Evagrius is a later interpolation64. She claims that Evagrius
follows Procopius closely in telling of the miraculous fire that defeated the invading
Persians (although Procopius mentions no image), diverging only to tell how the Image
Christ had sent to Abgar was brought to kindle the fire:
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 Whitby, The Ecclesiastical History, p. xxx.
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 See J.A. Munitiz et al. (eds.), The Letter of the Three Patriarchs to Emperor Theophilus and
Related Texts (Camberley 1997), pp. xxvi ff. Brock, ‘Transformations’, p. 49 note 10, does not agree:
“Whitby convincingly refutes the view of J. Chrysostomides ... that the passage was an interpolation of
the eighth century”.
`Wj d' oân ™j p©san ¢mhcan…an Ãlqon, fšrousi t¾n qeÒteukton e„kÒna, ¿n ¢nqrèpwn
m@n ce‹rej oÙk e„rg£santo, 'Agb£rJ d@ CristÕj Ð qeÒj, ™peˆ aÙtÕn „de‹n ™pÒqei, pšpomfe.
TaÚthn to…nun t¾n panag…an e„kÒna kat¦ t¾n e„rgasmšnhn sf…sin ™sagagÒntej dièruga,
Ûdat… te ™piklÚsantej, ¢p' aÙtoà kat¦ tÁj pur©j kaˆ tîn xÚlwn ¢fe‹san. Kaˆ paraut…ka
tÁj qe…aj dun£mewj tÍ p…stei tîn dedrakÒtwn ™pifoiths£shj, Óper Ãn ™ke…noij prèhn5
¢dÚnaton, ™xhnÚeto, paraut…ka g¦r ™sedšxanto t¾n flÒga t¦ xÚla, kaˆ lÒgou q©tton
¢panqrakwqšnta to‹j Øpertšroij meted…dosan, ¤panta toà purÕj ¢mfinemomšnou.   
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So, when they reached a situation of complete despair, they brought the divinely made
image, which human hands had not created. Christ in his divinity had sent it to Abgar, who
wished to see him. They took the holy image into the ditch that had been dug and sprinkled it
with water, and then sprinkled the pyre and wood too. Divine power immediately came down to
through the faith of those who so acted and brought about what was impossible before-the wood
immediately caught fire and became ash quicker than you could say it. Everything caught fire
and they attributed it to heaven65.   
According to Chrysostomides, this is where the story should have come to an
end, but apparently then Evagrius returns to Procopius’ version and the difficulties of
lighting the fire. This would thus indicate that the reference to the Image was not part of
the original text, but dates to the Seventh Ecumenical Council in 787. After suggesting
the interpolation theory, Chrysostomides summarises with no room for doubt: “It is
clear, then, that the story of the acheiropoietos was added to the text of Evagrios’
Ecclesiastical History later, and that the story was not current in the sixth century at
all”66.         
Convinced therefore that the Image of Edessa was an invention of the eighth
century (necessary for the argument under development about the three Eastern
Patriarchates), Chrysostomides goes on to claim that the two references in John
Damascene are also deliberate interpolations or scribal annotations in the margin, that
somehow came to be incorporated into the text.
Michael Whitby devotes a whole appendix in his translation of Evagrius to
refuting Chrysostomides’ arguments67. His own statements can be summarised as
follows:
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1. Evagrius’ account is not as close to Procopius’ as Chrysostomides would have us
believe. He had a different story to tell (the miraculous destruction of the Persian
mound) and so his focus was quite different from that of Procopius.
2. The alleged contradiction in setting the wood on fire and then returning to the
unburnt wood can be solved by assuming two different stages in the fire: “an initial
blaze deep inside the mound followed by a slower smouldering process”.
3. Chrysostomides claims that Evagrius’ failure to quote his source for the story of the
Image is contrary to his own habit, hence the story must be a later interpolation.
However, Evagrius does not always cite his sources (he does not do so for the next
miracle in his history, in Sergiopolis), and even then, his use of the phrase lšxw d@
t¦ genÒmena to introduce the story of the icon after recording what Procopius had
written would seem to indicate that he did indeed have his own source for the
episode.
4. Procopius’ silence about the Image is not significant as it was possibly not a well-
known story until some time after the events related (or maybe the Image did not
even exist before this time).
5. The Image is not mentioned in Evagrius’ chapter headings, but neither are many
other events related in his history, such as Apamea and Sergiopolis.
In summary, Whitby concludes that Chrysostomides’ attack was based on a
narrow-minded point of view, because if the story about the Image is taken out the
whole narrative structure is undermined68. As far as the origin of the Image is
concerned, Whitby offers no solutions, although he does say “it is not impossible that
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every holy object in the city was exploited to assist the process” (scil. of lighting the
fire), suggesting at least that the Image did exist at the time of the siege.
It seems that the interpolation theory is a further example of what Palmer calls
“circular reasoning”. Beginning with a belief that there are no references to the Image
before the Iconoclast controversy, upholders of this theory are then forced into arguing
that all such references must be interpolations. It would seem much more logical, when
faced with various texts describing the existence of a portrait of Christ (whether man-
made or miraculous), to accept that there was indeed such an image in Edessa.
1.8 The Epistula Abgari
A fascinating Greek text known as the Epistula Abgari is the subject of the following
chapter (below, pp. 108-137), due to the detailed discussion of its dating and the fact
that just about every known version of the text is unique − there appears to have been no
standard text.
1.9 The Piacenza Pilgrim and the Image of Edessa in Egypt
An anonymous record of a pilgrimage in AD 570 records something that sounds very
much like the Image of Edessa in Memphis in Egypt. Although historically attributed to
Antoninus of Piacenza, it was most probably a journey undertaken under the auspices of
the saint (Figure 1.1 shows one of the MSS containing this text: Reims 1392, f. 233v):
In Memphi fuit templum, quod est modo ecclesia, cuius una regia se clausit ante
Dominum nostrum, quando cum beata Maria illic fuit, et usque hactenus non potest aperiri. Ibi
enim vidimus pallium lineum, in quo est effigies Salvatoris, quem dicunt tempore illo tersisset
faciem suam in eo et remansisset imago ipsius ibi, quae singulis temporibus adoratur. Quem
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adoravimus et nos, sed propter splendorem non potueramus intendere, quia, quantum
intendebas, inmutabatur in oculis tuis69.       
There was a temple in Memphis, which is now a church, one of whose doors closed in
the presence of our Lord when he was there with blessed Mary, and it cannot now be opened.
We saw there the linen cloth on which is a likeness of the Saviour – it is said that in those times
he wiped his face with it and his image remained thereon. It is venerated at certain times. We
also venerated it, but on account of the brightness we could not see it very well; the more you
looked, the more it changed to your eyes.
According to the seventh-century Coptic bishop John of Nikiou, there was a
cloth called a “mandil” in Egypt:
And likewise in the days of this patriarch Timothy there took place in the city of
Alexandria an event, great and very terrible and exceedingly strange. Now there was a house in
the eastern quarter of the city, in a place called Arutiju, to the right of the church of the holy
Athanasius. And in this house there dwelt a Jew, named Aubaruns, and he had a chest in which
were the mandil and towel of our Lord Jesus Christ, wherewith He girded Himself when He
washed the feet of His disciples. His kindred gave it (the chest) to this Jew. He indeed did not
open it; for though he often wished to open it he could not. For when he touched it, (fire)
descended threatening to consume him who wished to open it. And he heard the voices of
angels singing the praises of Him who was crucified on the cross, the Lord, the King of Glory.
And as this Jew was terrified, he, his mother, and wife, and children went to the patriarch
Timothy and told him (regarding it). And forthwith he proceeded with crosses, and gospels,
censers and lighted waxen candles, and he came to the place in which the chest was. And
forthwith the lid of the coffer opened, and he took with great veneration the notable mandil and
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 Critical edition of the text in J. Gildemeister, Antonini Placentini Itinerarium (Berlin 1889). English
translation and commentary in Wilkinson, Jerusalem, pp. 129-151, although the translation here is my
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towel and conveyed them to the patriarchal palace, and placed them in the Church of the
Tabenniosites, in a holy place. And an angel descended from heaven and closed until this day
the lid of the brazen coffer wherein the mandil and towel had been. And all the inhabitants of
Alexandria were indignant, and went to the Persians and besought them to open the lid of the
coffer, but they could not. That Jew indeed and all his household became Christians then as was
befitting70.
The towel in this text is the one Jesus used when washing the disciples’ feet, and
the “mandil” seems to be a separate object, although no image is mentioned on the
cloth. The name Aubaruns seems to be a distant recollection of Abgar and the “mandil”
of the Image of Edessa71. There are no further references to the Image of Edessa ever
having been in Egypt, although it was certainly known – the partial remains of a
Mandylion with a Syriac inscription related to the Abgar legend was recently uncovered
at Deir al-Surian in Egypt (see below, p. 293). So we can only conclude that if such a
cloth ever existed in Egypt it was either a copy of the original or a deliberate fake72.
Either way, in the words of Otto Meinardus73, “Today, traditions of the sacred napkin
with the imprint of the face of Christ are completely extinct among the Copts”.
There seems therefore to have been a tradition of a face of Christ on a cloth in
Egypt, although the tradition was lost long ago. If the tradition is based on any kind of
historical fact (and the pilgrimage text seems to suggest it was), the image could well
have been a copy of the Image of Edessa.
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1.10 The Oxford and Cairo Fragments of the Abgar correspondence
MS Oxoniensis Bodl. Gr. Th. b 1 and Papyrus Cairo 10,736 contain a unique version of
the Abgar correspondence, although the poor state of the papyrus fragments means that
little can now be read74 (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3). The two have been identified as
proceeding from the same document (confirmed by the same unidentified hand on the
verso of both), and dated to the sixth or seventh century.
The transcription and translation of Papyrus Cairo 10,736 is as follows:
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 [Ab]garou t[ou] autou basilewj
                autwn anesta
toutwn anagnwsin ar  n ep
      e[r]gon tou basilewj twn para tou C[risto]U
    tonemenw        anegnw de epi autou5
 kaioj             o shmeiosamenoj
         usaj de o basileuj Abgaroj exeisth
          sthkosin autw metastasin
   
(of Ab)gar the king himself
what they had sent
on reading it
     before the king about the Christ
     read it for him
written
   When king Abgar heard this he was amazed
those who were with him   
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The transcription and translation of the Oxford fragment containing the correspondence
is given below:
proj me
koustai moi oti
       diwkousin se
  tin smikrotath
5
tauta o
rioj ei oti episteusaj en emoi mh              kwj me
  i gar peri emou oti oi ewrakotej me ou mh pisteu
  n emoi kai oi mh ewrakotej me autoi10
    ousin kai zhsontai peri de ou egrayaj moi
       panta di a
   stalhn enta[u]qa plhrwsai kai meta to plhrwsai
analhmfqhnai proj ton aposteilanta me
k    peidan analhm              oi tina15
twn maqht      iashtai
kai zwhn ka                           araschtai
    pole 
to me
I have heard that
persecute you
     small 
this
for believing in me without (having se)en me.
  about me that those who see me will not beli(eve
in me) and those who have not seen me
    (be)lieve and live.  As for what you wrote to me
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everything I was sent here for
                 and after fulfilling this
be taken up to the Father who sent me.
When I have been taken         one of my
disciples                    who will cure
give                                    life and
       city
The two fragments were analysed by Rolf Peppermüller75, who reached the
following conclusions:
1. The account seems to refer to an earlier version than that of Eusebius or the present
Doctrina Addai.
2. The text is not a simple copy of Eusebius.
3. It appears that the Doctrina Addai as it now stands takes the same view as these
papyrus texts but is not a word-for-word translation, as there are certain differences
between the two.
4. The Doctrina Addai has additions compared to the papyrus text, but also omissions.
The papyrus texts would seem to be a translation of a lost earlier Syriac source than
the Doctrina Addai.
If a Greek version independent of Eusebius did indeed exist, then the tradition of
the Abgar legend is more complicated than previously assumed, although the strongest
influence in later times proceeds from Eusebius’ text. Taking these fragments into
account, and the differences in the correspondence mentioned by Egeria, it would
appear that there never was an original authoritative text of the Abgar legend. From the
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very beginning it was open to modification and adaptation. The text recorded by
Eusebius became “standard” thanks to the historian’s own reputation, rather than any
innate quality of the text itself.
1.11 Theophylact Simocatta
Two interesting stories about the Image of Edessa are told by Theophylact Simocatta,
who wrote in the early seventh century about what had happened during the twenty-year
reign of the emperor Maurice (582-602). Not much is known about the historian’s life,
although the name Simocatta probably means “snub-nosed cat” and could be taken as a
reference to his physical appearance76.
In Book ii.3.4-6, Theophylact recounts the Battle of Solachon, which took place
in 586. Just when the Persian army came into view, the Roman commander Philippicus
displayed the image of God incarnate, which was not made by human hands or painted:
taÙtÕ Ð strathgÕj tîn sebasm…wn peripšplwn gumnèsaj, t¦j t£xeij Øpštrece, kre…ttonoj
kaˆ ¢nantagwn…stou qr£souj ™nteàqen metadidoÝj tù strateÚmati.
He stripped it of its sacred coverings and paraded it through the ranks, thereby inspiring the
army with a greater and irresistible courage77.
Shortly before Easter in 588, as told by Theophylact in book iii.1.10-12 of his
history, Priscus was appointed commander in the east, replacing Philippicus. He did not
respect any of the usual traditions that the army was used to, and as a result a mass of
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soldiers gathered round his tent, willing to express their discontent with swords and
stones.
Priscus enquired as to the cause of the commotion, and in answer was told, “the
unity of the whole array has been overthrown, the camp is leaderless”78. The general
had no idea what to do, and tried to calm the soldiers down by having the image of God
incarnate, the ¢ceiropoi»toj image carried among them. The plan did not produce the
desired effect however, and the soldiers even threw stones at the Image.
The image that Philippicus paraded before his soldiers is not specifically referred
to as the Image of Edessa (Whitby suggests it could either be the Edessa icon or the
Camouliana one), although it is named as ¢ceiropo…htoj when Priscus tried the same
method under different circumstances. Furthermore, the setting of the story is near
Edessa, making it highly unlikely that the image in question was not the Image of
Edessa. The language used to describe the image in each case is virtually identical, and
it is stretching the imagination to think that Theophylact was in fact referring to two
different objects.
1.12 George of Pisidia
A similar use of the image is recounted in the seventh-century poet George of Pisidia.
The emperor Heraclius took the image in his hands and showed it to the troops who
were about to fight the Persians79:
labën d@ t¾n qe…an te kaˆ seb£smion
morf¾n ™ke…nhn tÁj grafÁj tÁj ¢gr£fou,
¿n ce‹rej oÙk œgrayan, ¢ll' ™n e„kÒni
Ð p£nta morfîn kaˆ diapl£ttwn lÒgoj
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¥neu grafÁj mÒrfwsin ...
Taking the divine and venerable form,
the expression of what cannot be expressed,
which hands have not made, but to which the word
gave form, shaping and making everything
but not painted ...
1.13 The Nouthesia Gerontos
This text was written before 787, perhaps even before 770, and is one of the few texts
that survive from the First Iconoclasm80. The text relating to the Abgar legend is as
follows:
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 Preserved in Mosquensis Historici Musei 265 (9th/10th c.). Edited by B.M. Melioranskij, Georgij
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`O gšrwn œfh: 'Efanšrwsen ˜autÒn Ð kÚrioj kaˆ qeÕj ¹mîn kaˆ t¦j poll¦j aÙtoà telîn
qaumatourg…aj, ¢pÁlqen ¹ bo¾ aÙtoà e„j p©san t¾n gÁn kaˆ ™qaÚmasan p£nta t¦ œqnh.
BasileÝj dš tij ÑnÒmati AÜgaroj pÒqJ qe…J ™peigÒmenoj toà „de‹n aÙtÒn, kaˆ di¦ tÕ enai
aÙtÕn 'AssÚrion oÙk ‡scuen. Kaˆ pšmyaj toÝj ¢postÒlouj aÙtoà e„j presbe…an lšgontej
aÙtù: 'Elq@ prÕj ¹m©j: ¢koÚomen g¦r t¦ meg£la kaˆ qaumast£, § ™rg£zei ™n to‹j 'Iouda…oij.5
Deàro loipÕn kaˆ ™n ¹m‹n, †na pisteÚswmen Óti sÝ e tÕ fîj kaˆ ¹ dÒxa tîn ™qnîn. Ka… fhsin
prÕj aÙtoÝj Ð kÚrioj: OÙk ¢pest£lhn e„ m¾ ™n tù o‡kJ 'Isra»l. Kaˆ Ãn aÙto‹j e„pën Ð
basileÚj: 'E¦n œlqV eâ kaˆ kalîj: e„ kaˆ m» ge, tÁj morfÁj aÙtoà ¢parall£ktwj t¾n
e„kÒna ¢g£gete moi, †na ™n aÙtÍ kat£scw mou tÕn pÒqon. Kaˆ poll¦ kopi£santej, oÙk ‡scuon
t¾n ¡g…an aÙtoà ™xeikon…sai morf»n. 'Idën d@ t¾n p…stin aÙtîn CristÒj, Ð swt¾r ¹mîn, kaˆ10
™pilabÒmenoj sindÒni kaˆ ta‹j o„ke…aij cersˆn ™piqeˆj ™n tù ¢cr£ntJ aÙtoà prosèpJ, kaˆ ¥neu
Ûlhj kaˆ crwm£twn ™gšneto ¹ ¥crantoj aÙtoà e„kèn. Kaˆ œdwken aÙt¾n to‹j ¢postale‹sin
par¦ AÙg£rJ tù basile‹ kaˆ hÙlÒghsen aÙtoÚj te kaˆ t¾n pÒlin, ˜dr£saj aÙtÁj kaˆ t¦
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qemšlia, kaqëj kaˆ Ð qeofÒroj pat¾r ¹mîn 'Efraˆm dihge‹tai ™n tù lÒgJ tÁj diaq»khj
aÙtoà kaˆ ¢yeud»j ™stin Ð lÒgoj.15
The old man said, “When our Lord and God revealed himself and his many wonderful
miracles, his fame spread over the whole land and people were amazed. A certain king, called
Abgar, was filled with a godly desire to see Jesus but as he was Assyrian, he could not. He sent
some messengers with the mission to say to him, ‘Come to us. We have heard about the great
wonders that you work among the Jews. Come and live with us so that we might believe you are
the light and glory of the nations’. And the Lord replied to them, ‘I was only sent to the house of
Israel’. The king had told them, ‘If he comes, fine and good. If he does not, bring me the exact
image of his form so that I might fulfil my desire’. No matter how hard they tried they were not
able to produce an image of his form. Seeing their faith, Christ our Saviour took hold of a linen
cloth and with his own hands placed it on his undefiled face, and without paint or any other
matter his undefiled image was imprinted onto the cloth. He gave it to the messengers King
Abgar had sent, blessing them, the king and the city, strengthening the foundations of the city,
as our God-bearing father Ephraim tells us in his writings-and the word is true”.
The legend is slightly different to later versions in that both Abgar’s message to
Jesus and the reply are oral, and the content of the message is both shorter and different
(as would befit a supposedly oral “admonition”). Emphasis is placed on the fact that the
resulting image was a miraculous intervention and involved no paint or artistic skills.
The image was imprinted onto a sindèn or linen cloth.
1.14 Moses Khorenats’i
Moses Khorenats’i is a disputed case. The writer himself – an Armenian who set out to
enhance the history of his country – claims to be a follower of Mesrob, which would
place him in the fifth century, and thus constitute very early evidence for the existence
of the Image. Internal considerations, however, suggest a date in the eighth century. The
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fifth-century date was accepted by William Cureton in the nineteenth century81 and
more recently by Ilaria Ramelli82 and Alexander Mirković83, although it was decidedly
rejected towards the end of the nineteenth century by Auguste Carrière84.
Moses offers an interesting (but doubtless unhistorical) origin for Agbar’s name.
He states that it was originally Avak-aïr, which means ‘a great man’, but neither the
Greeks nor the Syrians could pronounce it and so they called him Abgar. Both letters in
Moses’ account are written rather than spoken and there is no record of the promise of
invincibility, although the Image is mentioned. No details are given; it is simply stated
that Hanan took Jesus’ letter back to Abgar along with the image of Christ, which “is
still in the city of Edessa” (when Moses wrote). If the account dates to the fifth century,
then it is one of the earliest references to the Image of Edessa, but nonetheless it would
not clarify any of the important questions.
Regardless of when the account was written, Moses successfully makes the
legend thoroughly Armenian: Abgar is a king of Armenia, Thaddaeus travels round
Armenia after converting Abgar etc. This is an interesting example of how the legend
was adapted to prove a point − in this particular case, a political one, namely that
Armenia was the first kingdom to officially adopt Christianity.
The fact that Moses mentions the Image of Edessa is not a conclusive argument
against the early date of the text, as it is mentioned in others dating to the fifth century
and even earlier. The later dating for the historian is because there are references in his
work to events from the seventh century, although these could well be additions to the
text. In any case, the date is not so important as far as the Image of Edessa is concerned,
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as Moses tells us nothing new about the Image. The significance of this text lies in the
fact that it shows how once again the story was adapted to prove a political point in
favour of Armenia.
1.15 The Narratio de imagine edessena
Among the various different texts concerning the history and origins of the Image of
Edessa, the longest and most detailed is without doubt the Narratio de imagine
edessena. This version of the legend is attributed within the text itself to the emperor
Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (905-959). The text was most probably written by a
courtier under Constantine’s close supervision, a view followed by Alfred Rambaud85 −
the attribution in this case would depend on how literally we understand the meaning of
the word “author”. In his monumental and often overlooked study of the emperor’s life
and works, Arnold Toynbee does not even mention the work to dismiss the authorship
thereof86. The emperor’s authorship was upheld by a number of scholars87, including
Paul Hetherington, who discusses the text of the Narratio remarking that88 “we can be
confident that we are reading the words of someone who was present when the image
arrived in the Great City on the evening of 15 August 944, and who could have talked
with members of the party that had escorted it”89.
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This text was one of the documents taken over by Symeon Metaphrastes (lived
in second half of tenth century) and used, with no changes, in his Menologion
composed some time in the second half of the tenth century. He and his team rewrote
many earlier accounts of saints’ lives and related events, generally including more
detail. Christian Høgel identifies three main differences in the way Symeon reworked
the older texts90; in earlier versions each month had a very similar number of texts, but
in the reworking the balance was lost and some months were over twice as long in
general as others; the earlier versions often had various texts for one day and very few
blank dates, whereas Symeon’s version left many days with no texts. In addition, the
new version has fewer texts related to Mary. As an example of the above differences,
the months of September and August could be compared. The year in both the
Menologion and the Synaxarion begins on 1 September, thus making the volume
corresponding to August the last one. In the Metaphrastic Menologion September has
twenty-five texts, whereas in August there are only four. Given that the first months
consistently have more texts (September has 25, October 27, November 27, December
23 and January 20) than the later ones (8 in February, 2 in March, 3 in April, 1 in May,
3 in June and 4 each in July and August), the most evident reason would appear to be
quite simply that Symeon’s work was incomplete when he died. It is therefore
significant that he left the Narratio de imagine Edessena of the Image of Edessa
untouched, simply copying it into his account for the feast day of 16 August. There was
at the time either no more detail available than that contained in the court-produced
version, or if there was, we must assume that Symeon simply did not see the need for
changing the version he had received.
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Von Dobschütz published a critical edition of the Narratio de imagine
Edessena91, and my own augmented text was published in 2009, with sixteen MSS
unknown to, not used by or incorrectly collated by von Dobschütz, four of which date
from the eleventh century and five from the twelfth92. Since then I have included a
further five witnesses, including a truly excellent eleventh-century MS from the
monastery of Stavronikita on Mount Athos (Figure 1.4). This is possibly the most
accurate witness to what could be called the majority text, with only one unique
individual reading: in chapter 22 it reads graf…doj where all the other MSS have
sfrag‹doj.
My research was conducted over a series of visits to the libraries on Mount
Athos, using the original MSS in the cases of the Protaton (Figure 1.5), Dionysiou
(Figure 1.6 for Dionysiou 54), Iveron (Figure 1.7), Philotheou (Figure 1.8) and El
Escorial in Spain (Figure 1.9). For the MS in Megiste Lavra as well as for Pantokratoros
(Figure 1.10) and Vatopedi (Figure 1.11), I used the microfilms at the Patriarchal
Institute for Patriarchal Studies. I used high resolution digital photographs and
microfilm copies for the MSS in Messina (Figure 1.12), Milan (Figures 1.13-1.15),
Patmos (Figures 1.16-1.17), Naples (Figure 1.18), Kalymnos (Figure 1.19) and the
Benaki Museum in Athens (Figure 1.20). A second MS at El Escorial (Th-III-17 gr.
456) is now lost, while the sixteenth-century MS in Turin93 was damaged by fire in
1904, and the folios containing the Narratio have since been lost94. I also consulted two
of the Paris MSS used by von Dobschütz: BN gr. 1474 and the illustrated MS BN gr.
1528 (under sigla X and W respectively, in this and von Dobschütz’s edition) (Figures
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1.21 and 1.22 – the text with the miniatures in 1.21 does not correspond to the Narratio
but rather to the previous text).
Given the length of the text, I have included the complete edition and translation
in Appendix I below (pp. 320-382). For ease of reference I have maintained the sigla
codicum from von Dobschütz’s printed edition, while for the Athos and other MSS not
previously collated I have used a more obvious reference system (e.g. L1 is Megiste
Lavra 429, L2 is Megiste Lavra 644 etc.).
Von Dobschütz does mention two mansucripts from Mount Athos (Dionysiou 54
and Protaton 36), although the readings he provides from these two witnesses are
incomplete and in places inaccurate. I have corrected his incomplete readings from
Neapolitanus II C 25 (under siglum H) and Florentiensis BML gr. IX.33 (under siglum
I), and added the variant readings for the correspondence from Agbar to Jesus and Jesus
to Abgar, which are missing from the critical apparatus while the variants for the rest of
the text are included, in Vaticanus Chigiani Gr.r. VII. 50 (under siglum R). Two of the
MSS unknown to von Dobschütz’s edition are quite unique in their readings:
Pantokrator 99 is a truncated version, while Mediolanensis D52 sup. contains unique
readings concerning the arrival of the Image in Constantinople in the tenth century.
Von Dobschütz identified a text included at the end of two versions of the
Narratio de imagine Edessena, which he called ‘Liturgical Tractate’. Rather than
treating it as a separate text as von Dobschütz did, I have embedded it within the text of
the Narratio, just before the last chapter, exactly where it is found in all the witnesses
excepting Mediolanensis D52 and Parisinus BN gr. 1474, where it is included as a
separate text after the Narratio. Von Dobschütz records readings from the latter MS for
the main body of text but unexplainably fails to mention that the Liturgical Tractate is
also included in the codex. For the tractate I have included the testimony of three MSS
from Mount Athos, unknown to von Dobschütz, and also that of Mediolanensis D52.   
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Apart from the above-mentioned MSS with their unique readings (abbreviated
versions and the additional information in one of the Milan MSS), we could very
broadly identify two main textual traditions. The first major differences can be found in
the Abgar-Jesus correspondence. The versions contained in Parisinus BN gr. 1474
(under siglum X), Iveron 595 (under siglum Iv), L2, L3 and Mi3 are different from
those in all the other codices; they mention the healing of the deaf man (Mark 7:31-37)
and the haemorrhooussa (the woman who had been afflicted with haemorrhage
recorded in Mark 5:21-43, Matthew 9:18-26 and Luke 8:40-56), and there are variations
in vocabulary when expressing the same idea95. In Jesus’ reply, the disciple to be sent to
Abgar is named (Thaddaeus). The additional ‘Liturgical Tractate’ included in chapters
31-36 can be found in all these MSS except Mi3; it is also in Mi2 but after chapter 37
(i.e. as a genuine addition, not part of the main text as in the others) and Be (which is
the only MS containing the shorter version of the Abgar-Jesus correspondence that
names the disciple Thaddaeus, as do the longer versions).
Naming the unnamed has been an eternal temptation for copyists and writers96.
Some of the additions in the MSS that transmit the longer text of the Narratio concern
such names for the otherwise anonymous: in chapter 28, V, X, L2, Iv, Pa, Mi3 and Be
name the patriarch Theophylactus and in the same chapter V, X, L2, L3, Iv, Pa, Va, Mi3
and Be provide the name Andreas for the otherwise anonymous man who is cured.
The names of essential characters are sometimes added when the shorter text
makes do with a pronoun or no name: to give just a few examples, in chapter 13,
codices L2, L3, Iv, Pa and Mi3 add Qadda…ou after toà ¢postÒlou; in chapter 16, codices
V, X, L2, Iv, Pa and Mi3 insert the name EÙl£lioj where the other MSS just mention
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the bishop; and in chapter 23, codices V, X, L2, L3, Iv, Pa, Mi3 and Be replace basileÝj
with ¥nax `RwmanÕj.
Other additions and readings common to most or all of this group of MSS
include explanatory comments such as kaˆ aÙtÕn qerapeàsai after dÚnasqai in chapter 3,
aÙtoà kalo‹j after to‹j ¥lloij and tÕ ¢k£qarton kaˆ daimoniîdej ¥galma after toàto oân in
chapter 15, and pious additions such as ¡g…a kaˆ sebasm…a e„kèn where all other
witnesses read simply e„kèn in chapter 16 and tÕ ¤gion kaˆ timalfšstaton ¢peikÒnisma
for the simpler tÕ ¤gion ¢peikÒnisma in chapter 24.
Høgel suggests that the lengthy Metaphrastic Menologion was shortened into a
more workable version on Mount Athos, shortly after the Monastery of Megiste Lavra
was founded in the middle of the tenth century97. This would presumably indicate an
Athonite origin for the Synaxarion, the abridged version, of which numerous MSS can
be found in the various libraries on Athos98.
This difference is evident in the two versions of the history of the Image of
Edessa; namely, the Narratio de imagine Edessena, as used in its entirety in the
Metaphrastic Menologion, and in a shorter version contained in the Synaxarion. It is
clear that the Synaxarion is based on the fuller Menologion version (at least in the case
of the Image of Edessa) from the story of how the inhabitants of Edessa discovered that
the Persians were digging a tunnel. The author explains how the bishop “went to the
place where the Persians were digging, given away by the noise of the bronze utensils”,
which by itself makes little sense, as no details have been given in the Synaxarion about
what the bronze utensils were or how they could give the Persians away. It is only in the
longer Narratio de imagine Edessena (and Menologion) version that the story makes
sense, as it reveals that a bronzesmith lived above the place where the Persians were
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digging and the rattling of his utensils gave them away. The details were simply
incorporated into the shorter Synaxarion version but without the necessary explanatory
information.
There are also summaries of the Synaxarion version of the legend (i.e. a
summary of a summary), as can be seen in a MS from the Athonite monastery of
Iveron99. This text is reduced to the bare minimum of the Abgar legend, not even
quoting the entire correspondence but including the rather laconic summary of Abgar’s
letter to Christ: “Blessed are you, Abgar, and thrice blessed, because you have believed
without seeing me, and the rest of what is in the letter”, presupposing knowledge of the
complete text.
The Narratio is undoubtedly the most complete version of the Abgar legend; it
even provides different versions of the story to expain the same event. Since von
Dobschütz published his seminal work with a critical edition of the text towards the end
of the nineteenth century, further witnesses to the text have been discovered,
contributing to our knowledge of this fundamental version of the story, and it is
essential that they are all recorded and studied.
1.16 The Menaion
Mention should also be made of the liturgical hymns in the various versions of the
Menaion. There would appear to have been no standard text or canon for these hymns,
as each MS and edition contains unique verses, together with some that are common.
Von Dobschütz edited various hymns corresponding to 16 August100, when the
translation of the Image from Edessa to Constantinople is commemorated in the Eastern
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Churches. Hymns in three MSS now in Paris were published by Venance Grumel101,
and I edited more of these texts from the MSS on Mount Athos102.
The Menaion texts consist of poetical and hymnical devotion to the saint or
event commemorated on the day in question, and as such provide little in the way of
historical information or physical descriptions of the person or object in question. This
is clear from the following excerpt from the Menaion texts celebrating the Image of
Edessa:
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Kat¦ t¾n qe…an fÚsin, sîter, Ð Øp£rcwn p£nth ¢ne…deoj kaqÕ brotÕj d@ k¨n qe£nqrwpoj,
graptÕj ¢crwm£tiston tupèsaj seautÕn toà fwtismoà sou toà prosèpou tÁj aÙtoy…aj tÕn
sÕn o„kšthn oÙk ¢pedok…masaj.
AÙtocar£ktJ prwtotÚpJ toà swtÁroj ™x e„kon…smati ÐmoiomÒrfJ qeourgù morfÍ
prosenat…zontej oƒ p£ntwn despotîn ™xhrhmšnoi, met' a„doàj te kaˆ eÙlabe…aj æj pepoiqÒtej5
™n aÙtù kaˆ skšpontai kaˆ krataioàntai.
`Up@r Mwsša tÕn qeÒpthn qeogr£fouj pl£kaj dex£menon ™megalÚnqhj, panseb£smie
top£rca, dex£menoj sept¾n ™pistol¾n toà qeoà lÒgou makar…zous£n se tÁj eÙsebe…aj
pepisteukÒta, §j oÙdÒlwj œbleyaj qaumatourg…aj.
O Saviour, in your divine nature you are without visible shape, but as a mortal you took on the
form of man. You imprinted an image of yourself with no paint and you did not spurn the form
of a servant, even in your light-giving and supernatural face.
Looking in awe at the self-imprinted prototype of the Saviour in a representation, the same as
the divine form, we have no other Lord. Trusting in it with praise and blessings, people are
protected and strengthened.
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Most worshipful one, you have been glorified above Moses who saw God and received the
tablets written by God. You received a sacred letter of God’s word from the ruler, blessing you.
He believed in your piety and you deigned to cure him.
1.17 Gregory Referendarius
A little known version of the Abgar legend is also included in a sermon by Gregory
Referendarius (the official overseeing the relationships between the patriarch and the
emperor)103. Preserved in a so far codex unicus, Vaticanus graecus 511, the text must
have been written shortly after the arrival of the Image of Edessa in Constantinople in
944. The text was published with a translation into French by André-Marie Dubarle104
and a corrected version was published in my own book with a translation into
English105.
The main difference in the sermon by Gregory Referendarius compared to the
other texts concerns the moment when Jesus pressed a cloth to his face and left the
imprint of his features thereon. The Narratio actually includes two versions: the
“traditional” Abgar legend, namely that Jesus did this when the messenger from Abgar
came to him, and a second version which took place while Jesus was praying and
sweating blood in Gethsemane. In Gregory Referendarius’ sermon this second version
replaces the traditional one involving Ananias and his trip to Jerusalem.
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Gregory himself claims to have obtained his information from the archives in the
city of Edessa:
Aátai m@n aƒ ™pistola….  'Epeˆ d@ mn»mh morfÁj ™n ˜katšraij aÙtîn sesièphtai kaˆ
¹ tÁj paradÒsewj f»mh kaˆ ¥nwqen ™pekr£tei pe…qein oÙd@ toÝj ¥gan ƒk£nwto sunetoÚj
katalabe‹n, t¦ A‡dessa z»lJ kaiÒmenoi t¦j yuc¦j sunel£qhmen, t¦ ¢mfˆ tÕn ”Abgaron
pracqšnta eØre‹n ™n to‹j ™ke‹se oÙk ¢pelp…zontej kèdixi.  Kaˆ ¢neÚromen ™nteÚxei pollÍ sÚrv
gegrammšnouj sullabÍ kaˆ fwnÍ, ¢f'ïn ¤per ¢pÇtei ¢nalabÒmenoi, prÕj t¾n ˜ll£da5
di£lekton metefr£sqh.  ‘Wde kaˆ ¢natštaktai.
So much for the letters. Since there is no mention of an image in either letter and the
voice of tradition has not been able to convince wise men or help them understand, we went to
Edessa, our souls burning with zeal, hoping to find in the manuscripts there what Abgar had
done. And we found a great number of manuscripts written in the Syriac language, from which
we copied what was asked of us and translated it into Greek.  This is what it says ...
The value of this witness lies in the fact that it was written shortly after the
arrival of the Image in Constantinople, and ignores the traditional version of the origin
of the imprint on the cloth (i.e. Christ taking the cloth and drying his face with it in
order to fulfil Abgar’s request for an image). Instead, Gregory places the moment of the
imprint directly in the passion of Christ, during the prayer and agony in Gethsemane.
This could very well have been an attempt to explain the presence of bloodstains on the
cloth.
1.18 Contra Patarenos
This text was written by the Pisan scholar Hugh Eteriano, adviser on Western Church
affairs to Emperor Manuel I Comnenus (1118-1180). Eteriano, who lived in
Constantinople ca.1165-1182, came across a heretical group among the western
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inhabitants of the city, which prompted him to write the Contra Patarenos106. Patarenes
was an alternative name for Cathars, and this text is of considerable importance to an
understanding of the relationship between the western Cathars and older Byzantine
dualist movements. The version of the Abgar legend contained therein is mainly based
on the Narratio, although for the actual origins of the cloth only the Gethsemane story
is used:
Igitur Iesus circa tempus sue passionis cum in oratione pernoctaret, quando sudor eius, ut
Luchas scribit, factus est sicut gutte sanguinis in terram cadens, a quodam discipulorum suorum
gausape quesivit. Quocum abstersa facie, o ineffabilis dispensatio perfecte salvatoris Christi,
effigiem gausape impressam super servavit, quod quidem tradidit apostolo Thome precipiens ei
ut post ascensionem suam principi Abgaro illud per Taddeum mitteretur.
And so about the time of his passion, when Jesus spent the night in prayer and his sweat, as
Luke writes, became like drops of blood falling to the ground, he asked one of his disciples for a
towel with which he wiped his face. O wondrous providence of Christ the perfect saviour! The
towel preserved the image impressed on it. He handed it to the apostle Thomas, ordering him to
send it by Thaddaeus to prince Abgar after his ascension107.
Just as with the sermon by Gregory Referendarius, the importance of the text is
due to the sole attribution of the origin of the Image to the passion of Christ and is a
further example of how this “new” version, first told as an alternative in the Narratio,
took over as the only valid version in some circles. The association of the Image of
Edessa with the passion of Christ as opposed to an earlier episode in his life is one of
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the many developments and interpretations of what people saw on the cloth and
concluded about its origins.
1.19 The icon at St Catherine’s Monastery in Sinai
Not a written source, but of equal or greater interest and importance in the history of the
image, is the icon to be found at Saint Catherine’s monastery on Mount Sinai (Figure
1.23). The icon is divided into four: on the upper left is Thaddaeus, dressed in a white
robe, opposite Abgar, dressed in a dark blue tunic. Both are identified by inscriptions.
Abgar is holding the Image of Christ, a small piece of cloth with a small head imprinted
on it. The cloth has just been handed over by a figure on the king’s right (the viewer’s
left), most probably to be identified with Ananias. The four figures depicted under
Thaddaeus and Abgar are Paul of Thebes, Anthony, Ephraim the Syrian and Basil.
According to Kurt Weitzmann108, the icon is made up of the two wings of a
triptych, joined together when the central portion was lost. This portion must have
depicted the actual Image of Edessa, at least on the top half of the lost section. The
lower section would probably have shown more standing figures like the surviving ones
under Thaddaeus and Abgar. The cloth Abgar is holding in the surviving portion is most
probably a miniature of the larger version. The face on the miniature is somewhat
rounder than later depictions of the face of Christ on the Mandylion.
Weitzmann dates the Sinai icon to the middle of the tenth century109, and then
suggests that the portrait of Abgar is in fact modelled on the emperor Constantine
Porphyrogenitus. The purpose is clear: “to represent Constantine in the guise of King
Abgarus as the new recipient of the Mandylion”110.
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This icon once again shows the importance and flexibility of the Abgar legend.
Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus is portrayed as the new Abgar, receiving the
Image of Edessa in the capital just as King Abgar had done in Edessa. The story is
adapted to the current circumstances, as it would be so many times in the future.
1.20 Codex Skylitzes
The miniature of the Mandylion in the Skylitzes Codex, Matritensis graecus Vitr. 26-2,
f. 131r, is one of the best known and most often dicussed images of the cloth. According
to the literature, it is the “gentle usurper”, Emperor Romanus I Lecapenus (920-944),
who receives the cloth in Constantinople (Figure 1.24), although the inscription on the
miniature names only the Mandylion itself and elsewhere it is Constantine VII who
takes the glory for the translation of the cloth from Edessa (as, for example, in the
Narratio de imagine edessena, attributed to Constantine).
I examined the original MS in Madrid and later worked with the excellent
facsimile edition111. The Mandylion itself is vertical, with tassels at the top. The face
(with no neck or shoulders) seems to stand out from the cloth as the emperor leans
forward to kiss the image. The person holding the cloth for the emperor is also holding a
much larger reddish cloth, an outer wrapping for the actual Image of Edessa; this could
actually be the cloth described in chapter 33 of the Narratio de imagine edessena (this
chapter is not found in all the extant MSS; for a new edition of this text see below,
Appendix I, pp. 320-382):
™xÁn mÒnJ tù ¢rciere‹ tÍ ¡g…v kaˆ ¢cr£ntJ e„kÒni prosegg…zonti proskune‹n te kaˆ
¢sp£zesqai kaˆ met¦ toàto a‡rein ¢p' aÙtÁj t¾n ™pikeimšnhn leuk¾n ÑqÒnhn kaˆ
porfur…zousan ˜tšran peritiqšnai.
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meeting of the Magi, with Melchior, capturing Manuel’s features ...”.
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only the bishop was allowed to draw near the holy and undefiled image, to revere it and
to kiss it, and then to take off the white linen cloth that was covering it and wrap it in another,
purple one.
 There is pictorial evidence of other sacred objects being handled with cloths in
Byzantium; the reverse side of a twelfth-century icon of the Mandylion currently
preserved at the Tretyakov State Gallery in Moscow shows two angels handling relics
of the crucifixion with veiled hands (Figure 1.25).
The dating of Codex Skylitzes has led to much scholarly debate. Weitzmann
dates it to the fourteenth century112, Karaulashvili to the twelfth113 while in the
companion study volume to the facsimile edition, Pedro Bádenas de la Peña sums up the
situation thus: “The theories which seem most likely ... allow us to locate the period of
the MS’s production between 1175 and 1250, which ... clearly indicates that we are
unable to propose a precise date”114. I would conclude that a late twelfth or early
thirteenth-century date seems the most likely solution.
1.21 Armenian versions of the legend
The legend of the correspondence between Jesus and Abgar was current all over Europe
until the nineteenth century. There are numerous different versions of the story itself
and the actual letters, apparent from the earliest times. As has been stated above (pp. 41-
43), as far back as the fourth century the pilgrim nun Egeria observed that the copies of
the letters she was presented with in Edessa were not the same as the ones she had seen
in her native country.
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Von Dobschütz gives what he calls a Latin Armenian version of the whole
Abgar story115, in which, while the letters offer nothing new, there are some details
added to the known Greek versions of the legend. At the beginning of the story we are
told that Abgar was the son of Casme, and that the encounter between his messenger
Ananias and Jesus took place on the sixth day before the passion (i.e. the Sunday of
Jesus’ triumphal entry into Jerusalem). It was impossible for Abgar’s messengers to
paint Jesus’ portrait as his appearance changed from that of a thirty-year-old man to that
of an old man and then a twelve-year-old boy. The clean white cloth that would become
the Image of Edessa (described as a “pannum mundissimum niveo candore nitentem”)
was handed to Jesus in Gamaliel’s house and sent to Ananias by followers of Thomas,
together with the letter from Jesus to Abgar.
The journey back to Edessa took them twelve days, although on the sixth day at
the twelfth hour (i.e. the time when Jesus died on the cross) they heard loud noises that
made them afraid. In Edessa the cloth with the image is placed in a well for safekeeping,
whose waters then work miraculous cures. I worked directly with the MS containing
this text at the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris (Parisinus BN lat. 2688), and an analysis
of the miniatures therein is given below (pp. 214-216).
A further development of this Armenian version can be found in the Armenian
MS Erevan Matenadaran 3854, copied in 1471116. As in the Epistula Abgari the king’s
messenger is accused of being a spy when he comes to Jerusalem, and like the version
in Parisinus BN lat. 2688, the cloth is placed in a well in Edessa, although the Armenian
story includes details not found in any other version of the Abgar legend.
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 Von Dobschütz, Christusbilder, vol. 2, pp. 143-152. The text is from Parisinus BN lat. 2688 (13th
c.), a rare western version of the legend. The miniatures are also dealt with in Isa Ragusa, ‘The
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In Jesus’ reply to Abgar, he promises to send both Thaddaeus and Thomas to
Edessa, and the letter includes the seals and the apotropaic additions (on the use of the
letter as a magical charm, see below, pp. 219-238). The most significant variations,
though, are firstly the story of the money used to pay Judas Iscariot for his betrayal: the
money was originally made by Abraham’s father who used it to buy a cave in Edessa117,
and it eventually came into the possession of Abgar. Abgar sent it to Jesus in gratitude
for the image, who in turn sent to the priests, and this was precisely the thirty pieces of
silver paid to Judas Iscariot. This establishes a link between Abgar and Abraham, who
believed God’s promise, and shows the contrast between his good intentions and the use
of the money made by the priests. The second major variation consists of Abgar’s
reaction to the crucifixion of Christ; he gets together an army of Armenians and
Albanians and attacks Jerusalem with the intention of killing everyone. An apparition of
Jesus himself, however, makes him change his mind and return to Edessa, where he
lived out his days as a good Christian.
Once again, the eminently flexible nature of the Abgar legend comes to light, as
the story is changed to adapt it to local circumstances and tastes. The geographical
extension of the legend is also apparent; it reached Armenia and was sufficiently well-
known as to be further adapted and appreciated.
1.22 MS Tarragonensis 55
An anonymous Latin text in MS Tarragonensis 55, dated to the end of the twelfth
century118, written by a pilgrim who spent a relatively long time in Constantinople,
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mentions the Image, although as the cloth was kept in great secrecy the author was not
able to see it. Miraculous attributions are given to the cloth. The text reads as follows:
Est in eadem civitate gloriosa figure domini nostri Ihesu Christi vultus ab eodem in linteolo, ut
aiunt Greci, hoc modo compositus. Supradictus Abgarus rex adesse civitate nimio estuabat
desiderio videndi preclaram faciem Domini. Cognito Ihesu desiderio regis accepit linteum et
involuit faciem suam ex eo et remansit forma et figura vultus eius in linteo. Sic ergo figuratam
faciem in linteo suam Salvator transmisit regi Abgaro, ut ibi conspiceret qualis eius vultus esset.5
Hoc linteum preciosissimum domini Ihesu vultu et attactu insignitum maiori pre ceteris reliquiis
in palatio veneracione observatur, maiori diligentia tenetur ita ut semper sit clausum aureo vase
et obfirmatum diligentissime. Et cum cetere omnes reliquiae palacii cunctis quibus temporibus
ostendantur fidelibus, istud linteum in quo continetur nostri redemptoris vultus figuratus nulli
demonstratur, nulli aperitur, nec ipsi Constantinopolitano imperatori. Quodam enim tempore10
apertum habebatur illud vas ubi tam sancta res erat et assiduo terremotu civitas omnis cepit
concuti mortemque propinquam omnibus minari. Intimatum est superna visione hoc tantum
malum illi civitati non defuturum donec illud linteamen quod in se figuram Domini continebat
vultus clausum occultaretur et ab humanis obtutibus absentaretur. Factumque est. Clauso in vase
aureo et diligenter reserato sancto illo linteo, et terremotus cessavit et omnis malicia celi quievit.15
Ex illo temore nullus fuit ausus illud vas aperire nec quid esset intus aspicere, credentibus
omnibusatque timentibus terremotu omnia concuti si ceperit illud aperiri.
There is in the same glorious city the face of our Lord Jesus Christ on a linen cloth,
made by Jesus himself in the following way, as the Greeks say. The above-mentioned King
Abgar was in the city burning with a great desire to see the beautiful face of our Lord. Jesus
knew of the king’s desire and so took a linen cloth and wrapped his face in it – the form and
figure of his face was imprinted onto the cloth. The Saviour thus sent his face to King Abgar on
the linen cloth, so that he might see what he looked like. This wonderful linen cloth with the
face of the Lord Jesus, marked by direct contact, is kept with greater veneration than the other
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relics in the palace, and held in such great esteem that it is always kept in a golden case and very
carefully locked up. And when all the other palace relics are shown to the faithful at certain
times, this linen cloth on which the face of our redeemer is depicted is not shown to anyone and
is not opened up for anyone except the emperor of Constantinople. The case that stored the holy
object used to be kept open once, but the whole city was struck by continuous earthquakes, and
everyone was threatened with death. A heavenly vision revealed that the city would not be freed
of such ill until such time as the linen cloth with the Lord’s face on it should be locked up and
hidden away, far from human eyes. And so it was done. The sacred linen cloth was locked away
in a golden case and carefully sealed up, and then the earthquake stopped and the heaven-sent
ills ceased. From that time on nobody has dared to open the case or to see what might be inside
it, as everyone believes and fears that if anyone tries to open it the whole city will be struck by
another earthquake.
Such secrecy around the Image and the fact that hardly anybody could see it
coincides exactly with what is said in the Greek ‘Liturgical Tractate’, which forms part
of some versions of the Narratio de imagine Edessena. The fact that the original Image
of Edessa was not available for the public gaze is most probably a key factor behind the
immense variations in its depiction (see below, pp. 262-307) and the various different
descriptions given in the textual evidence. Nobody, or almost nobody, was able to
confer with the original.
1.23 Arabic and Coptic versions
The legend grew all over Europe and the Middle East, leaving extant versions of the
story, the correspondence, or both, in various different languages. Yassa Abd al-Masih
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gives examples of the correspondence in Arabic and Bohairic119. In MS 266 of the
collection from Wadi’n-Natrun, the following note is included with the letters:
Hail, Abgar, who was worthy to behold the image of Adonai made without ink on cloth
(mandil), the image of the worker of miracles. It was not effaced or burnt when it was tested by
fire and water before the great multitude.
Other Coptic versions of the correspondence, making no mention of the
image120, are analysed with reference to the use of the correspondence as a magical
amulet below (pp. 228-229).
1.24 Later Syriac versions
The Image is also mentioned in some other later Syriac texts, brought to light by Han
Drijvers121. The twelfth-century Chronicle of Michael the Syrian Jacobite Patriarch of
Antioch tells the story of one Athanasius bar Gumoyê, who paid a tribute to the Arabs
for the city as the treasury had no money. He took the Image of Edessa into his house as
a guarantee until the money was all paid back. While he was in possession of the Image,
he had a copy made and gave this back, keeping the original for himself. Drijvers states
that if the painted copy fooled the authorities, the original must have looked very much
like a painting.
The Abgar-Jesus correspondence and the Image are also mentioned in the
thirteenth-century Syriac text known as the Chronography of Bar Hebraeus122. In this
work, the painter’s name sent by Abgar to Jerusalem was John, and he successfully
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painted the portrait of Christ on a “tablet”. The Chronography also tells how, in the time
elapsed from 699 to 704, Dionysius the Patriarch “also built in Edessa a baptistery, and
he placed in it the image of Christ which had been sent to Abhghâr the king”123. The
text also describes Abgar as the “friend of Christ”124. The Syriac tradition of the Image
being a simple human painting with no miraculous qualities survived for a long time.
1.25 Ethiopian versions
Versions of the Abgar correspondence and legend were also popular in Ethiopia, as can
be seen from various Ethiopian MSS. According to Getatchew Haile125, there are four
Ethiopic versions: the longer version, the Synaxarion version126, the “older version” (so
called by Haile despite its sole existence in a nineteenth-century MS)127 and the “short
version” which he edited and translated128.
The two MSS used for the longer text can be dated to the eighteenth or
nineteenth century129. The legend as a whole, and in particular the correspondence, is
full of later additions – those in Abgar’s letter to Christ are mainly of a theological
nature: emphasis on Jesus’ humanity, greetings to the Father and the Holy Spirit, the
Virgin, Jerusalem and all those who have followed Christ. Abgar lists numerous Old
Testament miracles that Christ worked, and insists on how the Jews have always been
stubborn and slow to believe.
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A very interesting point in Jesus’ reply to Abgar, after wiping his face with a
cloth and leaving an imprint of his face thereon, is that miraculous power is attributed
not only to the letter but also to the image:
This image is of me and none other. Submerge it in the ocean and see if it disappears.
Burn it in fire, and see if it is damaged. Thus will you understand that this image is my own
strength and not that of any other. This image will bring about anything you wish for. It will
answer all your requests in my name.
Not only this, but Jesus speaks to the image on the cloth and the image answers:
Our Lord Jesus said to the image, “Go with the messengers to Abgar the Nazarene”.
The image replied to our Lord and said, “I am going, o Word of the Father’s justice”. After
saying this, the image left with the messengers and went to Abgar.
Haile provides the original text and an English translation for the versions he
calls “Shorter” and “Older”. The shorter version is preserved in two MSS130, although
Haile also states that there could very well be more131. Jesus’ letter to Abgar (or
possibly letters, as the text seems to suggest there was a letter and then a “missive”)
contains the magical formulas at the end, an explanation of the six (and not seven) seals
attached and no mention of the Image.
The older version is also preserved in two MSS132 and contains several
significant differences from other versions of the legend. When Ananias returns to
Edessa bearing Jesus’ letter, his shoes are damaged and while he is busy repairing them
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an angel appears to him and asks him three times (reminiscent of Jesus’ threefold
question to Peter in John 21:15-17) if he has fastened his shoes. After three positive
answers the angel disappears.
Abgar then sends his messenger back to Jerusalem to paint the likeness of
Christ, which he does. But on the next day Jesus’ appearance changes and the painting
is rendered useless. This happens three times until Jesus finally imprints his face on a
cloth and gives it to the messenger to take back. On the return journey, the servant drops
the Image and it falls onto a rock, where another image of the face is reproduced (and
which, according to the story, can be seen to this day).
1.26 Irish versions
There are some minor differences recorded in the Abgar legend in Irish MSS133. In
Codex Leabhar Brec 146.3.28, ff. 146-147 (ca.1200), for example, we read that there
were two people named Thaddaeus, one an apostle and the other a disciple (it was the
disciple who went to Edessa). Abgar’s illness was a swollen leg and there is no mention
of leprosy. The differences do not appear to have any theological or historical import,
but the fact that there were versions of the Abgar legend in Gaelic show how
widespread knowledge of the story once was.
1.27 Later Greek references
The legend is present in various Greek chronicles, but with scant importance for
establishing the actual history of the Image. Such examples would be George the Monk,
George Hamartolos, Leo the Deacon and the anonymous Continuator of the Chronicle
of Theophanes (10th c.)134. Towards the end of the eleventh century, George Cedrenus,
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in his Compendium Historiarum, tells the story of Abgar at some length, based on, and
often quoting verbatim, the account recorded in the Synaxarion. Nicetas Choniates
(ca.1155-1215) mentions the episode briefly (Historia Byzantina II:12), while
Nicephorus Callistus (ca.1266-1335) paraphrases the Abgar legend and correspondence
(Historia Ecclesiastica II:7) and then the attack on Edessa as told by Procopius (Bellum
Persicum II: 26-27) and Eusebius of Caeserea (Historia Ecclesiastica XVII:16),
contributing nothing new or of any significance to the history.
1.28 Constantine Stilbes
Perhaps one of the most interesting of the later versions is to be found in the Didaskalia
on the Mandylion and the Holy Tile by Constantine Stilbes, written just a few years
before the Fourth Crusade. The text is preserved in one known MS (Oxoniensis Barocci
gr. 25, dated to the 13th/14th c.) (Figure 1.26). Nothing is known in this text about the
agony in Gethsemane; the image was produced when Abgar’s messenger was in Jesus’
presence in Jerusalem, although there were two different missions: the first to take the
letter to Jesus and a second one to obtain a portrait.
The letters from Abgar to Jesus and from Jesus to Abgar are quoted as texts in
the first and second persons, although the texts themselves do not resemble the better-
known versions at all135:
                                                                                                                           
Libri X, edited by C.B. Hase, Leonis Diaconi Caloënsis Historiae Libri decem (Bonn 1828), p. 160;
Theophanes, Chronographia, edited by C. de Boor (Leipzig 1883), pp. 461-462.      
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 Edited with a French translation by Flusin, ‘Didascalie’, pp. 53-79.       
'Asqen»j e„mi, fhs…, kaˆ ™p…skeyai ™n fulakÍ tù stenoànti kaˆ sumpišzonti toà
sèmatoj perifr£gmati kaˆ ™rÚmati kaˆ prÒj me toÝj pÒdaj eÜqunon toÝj æra…ouj, e„r»nhn tîn
™n ¹m‹n macomšnwn toà sèmatoj cumîn kaˆ ¢gaq¦ eÙaggelizÒmenoj, Ólaj soi t¦j pÚlaj tÁj
'Edšsshj ¢napet£nnumi. LeprÕj ™gè, e„j t¾n o„k…an e‡selqe toà leproà: par£lutoj, kaˆ tÕ
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tÁj katakl…seèj moi z»thson d£pedon. E‡pou ge boÚlei kaˆ tîn ™piboÚlwn 'Iouda…wn5
¢podrame‹n æj ¥nqrwpoj Ð qe£nqrwpoj, ¹ ”Edess£ soi katalut»rion ™rumnÒn, æj kaˆ soà tÕ
megalodÚnamon taÚthj œstai to‹j qemel…oij, pep…steuka, l…qoj ¢t…naktoj kaˆ sundšthj
¢krÒgwnoj tÍ tîn teicšwn peribolÍ. 'Epistšllei goàn æj <™n> `Ierousal¾m t¦ tÁj
o„konom…aj termatwqÁnai creèn: OÙ paraitoàmai toÝj foneut£j, fhs….  TÕ g£r moi p£qoj
˜koÚsion kaˆ œkdhlon, e„ mhd@ tÕ par¦ soˆ zhto…hn krhsfÚgeton tÕ ¢nepice…rhtÒn te kaˆ10
¥sulon.   
I am ill, he says, so come to visit me groaning and imprisoned in the walls and the
enclosure of my body, direct your graceful steps towards me, announcing peace and good for
the illness that afflicts my body. I will open wide all the gates of Edessa for you.  I am a leper,
come into a leper’s house. I am a paralytic, come and seek where I lie down on the ground. And
as you are both divine and human, if you wish as a man to escape the plotting Jews, Edessa will
be a safe place for you to live in. I believe that your omnipotence will be an unshakeable rock
for the city’s foundations, and the cornerstone that binds the circle of its walls together. He
wrote that he had to bring the economy of salvation to completion in Jerusalem.  I will not shun
my murderers, he says. My passion is my own will and is manifest, and so I will not seek an
unassailable place of refuge with you.
These versions of the Abgar correspondence are without doubt curious
variations, but despite their apparent presentation as direct quotations it is hardly likely
that Constantine Stilbes considered them to be the original letters.
1.29 Anonymous references
An anonymous description of the relics in Constantinople from ca.1150136 tells us that
in a box or container there was a “mantile, quod visui Domini applicatum, imaginem
vultus eius retinuit”. The use of the word “mantile” seems to be a reference to the
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Mandylion, and the story of Jesus leaving an imprint of his face on a cloth certainly
reminds us of the Image of Edessa. Much more precise is an anonymous description of
the city of Constantinople dating from ca.1190137, which mentions:
Manutergium regi Abgaro, a Domine per Thadeum apostolum, Edesse missum, in quo
ab ipso Domino sua ipsius transfigurata est ymago.
A cloth sent to King Abgar of Edessa by the Lord in the hands of the apostle Thaddaeus,
onto which the Lord transferred his own image.
There is no doubt that this cloth is the Image of Edessa; the description is as
clear as can be. The text in question is simply a list of relics that the author saw, or more
probably heard about, in the city; it tells us nothing of the legend or the appearance of
the cloth, and so is difficult to relate to any other text except other lists of relics.
1.30 Antonius of Novgorod
Much less clear is the reference in a text written just four years before the fateful events
of the Fourth Crusade, when Antonius, Bishop of Novgorod, left an account of his visit
to Constantinople. The Latin translation of the text states that in the “Palatium
Buccaleonis” he saw a “linteum faciem Christi repraesentans”138. This could have been
the Image of Edessa, or any painting of the Holy Face or copy of the Mandylion; no
mention is made of the image having any special “not made by human hand” properties,
and no mention is made of Abgar, Edessa or the related legends either.
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1.31 The Legenda Aurea
The Abgar story is also included in the Legenda Aurea, compiled by Jacobus de
Voragine in the mid-thirteenth century. The legend forms part of the lives of Saints
Simon and Jude139; the linen cloth Christ imprints his face onto (with no mention of
washing) is called a “vestimentum lineum” (a linen garment), and the text also includes
a physical description of Jesus (presumably based on the Image of Edessa):
Fuit enim …. bene oculatus, bene superciliatus, longum vultum habuit et acclivis, quod
est signum maturitatis.
He had large eyes, full eyebrows, a long and pronounced face, which is a sign of
maturity.
This description coincides to a certain degree with the Letter of Publius
Lentulus, analysed below (pp. 249-256), which describes the physical appearance of
Christ140. The Latin bene oculatus corresponds to the Greek eÙÒfqalmoj, although the
other terms do not seem to come from the same source (bene superciliatus is not the
same as mela…naj dš ge t¦j Ñfràj ecen kaˆ oÙ p£nu ™pikampe‹j and longum vultum habuit
et acclivis does not not appear to be related to oÙ stroggÚlhn œcwn t¾n Ôyin). As we shall
see, there are actually very few coincidences among the different physical descriptions
of Christ.
1.32 A fourteenth-century illustrated Menologion
A Menologion copied in Thessalonike between 1322 and 1340 (as it was made for
Demetrios Palaeologos) and now housed in Oxford, Bodleianus theologicus graecus f.
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1141, contains very little text and instead attempts to tell the stories for the day in
pictures. The illustration for the feast day of St Diomedes was the same as for the
Mandylion (16 August); the illustration is entitled Diomedes although the actual
depiction is of the Image of Edessa (Figure 1.27). The miniature shows a figure in bed
(presumably Abgar) and above/behind two people holding up a rectangular cloth with
the face of Christ. The cloth is white, although the gold background is visible in the
nimbus, deliberately left unpainted so that it would also be gold. No neck or shoulders
are visible; in fact, the circle containing the face cuts off the beard right at the bottom of
the chin. The miniature by itself would not make much sense without either an
explanation or a previous knowledge of the legend, and might have been used together
with an oral telling of the story, although from just one illustration it is impossible to
define which version, if any, was in the artist’s mind.
1.33 A nineteenth-century mystic: Jacob Lorber
The Abgar legend continued to undergo modifications and additions as late as 1844,
when a mystic under the name of Jacob Lorber “completed” the other letters exchanged
by Jesus and the King of Edessa through a vision142. Lorber was born in 1800 in Styria
(now Slovenia), and died in 1864. He supposedly “heard” this and numerous other
“lost” texts from an inner voice143.
          The second exchange of correspondence in Lorber’s writings involved Abgar’s
son who had become very ill. In reply to the king’s request for his healing, Jesus
answered that he would do something even better than cure him − he would let him die
so as to inherit eternal life! Further letters inform us how Abgar’s son indeed died just
as Jesus had foretold. Then Abgar found out that the Jews intended to crucify Jesus and
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offered to inform his friend Tiberius Caesar so that help could be sent before it was too
late. Needless to say, Jesus refused the offer.
1.34 The Lead Codices of Jordan
On 3 March 2011 the newspaper The Jewish Chronicle published an interview with a
metallurgist named Robert Feather, who, according to the author of the article, was
trying to authenticate a collection of 20 metal books which, it said, could be linked to
the Kabbalah and were in the possession of an Israeli Bedouin farmer named Hassan
Saeda, who claimed that they had been found by his great-grandfather in a cave a
century ago. The article stated that the Israel Antiquities Authority “absolutely doubted
their authenticity”, stating that the books are a “mixture of incompatible periods and
styles without any connection or logic. Such forged motifs can be found in their
thousands in the antiquities markets of Jordan and elsewhere in the Middle East”.
The finding led to various popular articles144 but so far no academic publications
to analyse the books and texts, even if they are a fake, which seems more than likely.
The only book published so far on the subject145 claims that the codices are genuine but
gives no real arguments, and gives a “critical” edition of the Greek text, which opens
with the following nonsensical words:
APOTHNEPISTOLHPOYOAILISABYOTSOIGORABGLSAILIS
and continues so for over forty pages. The above sample is translated as “Of the
epistle that we, King Abgar, the son of King Ma’nu, sent to our Lord Jesus”. The author
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states that “Since the text of the Gospel of Abgar has been given to me in a
photographic form by an anonymous person, I am not aware of any other details. I also
do not possess the copyright for the photos of the original text, hence the transliterated
form in which it has been reproduced in this volume”146. This is more the material of a
historical novel than a serious study, although as with the extended correspondence in
the previous section, it shows that the legend is alive enough as to mean something even
to a twenty-first century forger.
1.35 The Fourth Crusade and the fate of the Image of Edessa
Steven Runciman famously remarked that “There was never a greater crime against
humanity than the Fourth Crusade”147. The claim might well be an exaggeration but
there is no doubt that it ranks very high on the list. There is no reason to repeat the
background and story of the crusade in any detail here. Constantinople finally fell to the
crusaders in April 1204, and for three days there was little more than plunder and killing
to describe. Oaths had been sworn to the effect that the soldiers could only take items of
lesser value as plunder, churches and priests would be respected and women would not
be raped; the oaths were thrown to the wind in the face of so great a temptation. As
Mayer states, “for the relic hunter it was the chance of a lifetime”148. Relics had been
taken back from previous crusades, but they mainly consisted of stones and soil from
the holy places in and around Jerusalem: Gethsemane, Calvary, the Holy Sepulchre, the
tomb of Lazarus and Bethlehem. A piece of the true cross was taken to Genoa along
with the plate on which John the Baptist’s head had been placed, while Venice acquired
the body of Saint Nicholas and a rock from which Christ preached149.
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The defenders of Constantinople carried some amazing relics into battle; one of
them was an icon of the majesty of the Lord:
In hac mirabiliter fabrefacta est maiestas Domini
On this icon the majesty of the Lord was wonderfully fashioned150
This could hardly refer to the image of Edessa though, as the text continues with
a description of what was held inside the icon: a tooth Jesus lost as a child, a piece of
the lance used to pierce his side on the cross, part of the burial shroud and relics from
thirty martyrs. The reference to the majesty of the Lord could just mean that Christ was
portrayed thereon.
One of the main eyewitness accounts of the conquest and sacking of
Constantinople in 1204 has come down to us in the form of the account by the French
knight Robert de Clari, preserved in a unique MS in the Royal Library of Copenhagen
(MS 487, ff. 100v-128r). De Clari mentions the relics found in just one church (the
Blessed Virgin of the Pharos): two large pieces of the true cross, the iron of the lance
that pierced Christ’s side on the cross, a crystal phial with his blood, the tunic he wore
on the way to Calvary, two of the nails from the crucifixion, the crown of thorns, part of
the robe of Our Lady and the skull of John the Baptist. Innocent III was satisfied by the
conquest of the city although outraged at the sacking of so many Christian treasures.    
During the sack of the queen of cities, the high altar of Hagia Sophia was broken
into pieces so that many different people could take their own souvenir back home. The
four horses that can still be seen in Venice were at least retained in one piece.
Eyewitness accounts reveal that bishop Nivelo of Soissons’ personal hoard included the
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head of the first martyr, Stephen, a thorn from the crown of thorns, a finger of the
doubting apostle Thomas, which had been placed in the Lord’s side, a belt of the Virgin
Mary and the head of John the Baptist (one of the many). Bishop Conrad of Halberstadt
took many pieces of the true cross and the head of James, the brother of Jesus. No
mention is made of the Image of Edessa in any of the lists of relics and treasures taken
back to Europe151. It seems to have quite simply vanished. And yet the amount of
plunder that found its way into the churches of France and the rest of Europe was
enormous, much greater than has ever been recorded. In the words of Jonathan
Phillips152:
So much more material must have gone back to northern Europe than has been
recorded. Some items the Greeks managed to take with them. Robert of Clari wrote that the
Church of the Blessed Virgin of the Pharos in the Bucoleon palace contained the grave cloth in
which Christ was wrapped and which clearly displayed his features153. The crusaders could
have seen this precious relic during their visits to the city in the latter half of 1203, but as an
object that was easily transportable it must have been spirited away the following April because,
as Robert lamented, no one knew what had become of it. 
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De Clari does not mention the Image of Edessa by name at any point in his
work, although in the section in which he recounts the marvels of Constantinople, he
mentions a “tuile” and a “touaile”, each in a casket hanging from a chain154. The tile and
a cloth would seem to recall the Image of Edessa, although the knight then recounts the
origin of the cloth155: there was a holy man in the city, who was repairing a widow’s
roof tiles with a cloth wrapped around him. The Lord appeared to him and asked for the
cloth, enveloped his face in it and gave it back with a miraculous imprint of his face on
it. The holy man hid the cloth under a tile and the image was also imprinted on the tile.
The similarities to the Abgar legend are obvious − Jesus wiping his face with a
cloth and an image of his face appearing on the cloth, which was then transferred onto a
tile − although the differences are much greater. Abgar has become a holy man in
Constantinople and repairs roofs; Jesus “appears” to him and asks for the cloth himself
for no apparent reason. Edessa is not even suggested, although Edgar Holmes concludes
that this is a “variant on the legend of the Image of Edessa”156.
An obvious question is raised. Was de Clari aware of the Image of Edessa, did
he make the changes to the legend (and the changes are substantial), or was he told the
story as he transmits it (about another relic), thus remaining unaware of the existence of
the Image of Edessa? It seems almost impossible to believe that the knight meant his
readers to think of the Image of Edessa from the story he tells. He makes no mention of
Abgar or Edessa, does not link the story to the time of Christ’s life, and knows nothing
about Ananias and the journey to Jerusalem157.
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Runciman states that the Image of Edessa did not disappear in the immediate
aftermath of the sack of the city158. He claims that the relic came into the possession of
Louis IX of France in 1247 when the emperor transferred all the remaining relics (those
he had not already sold) to the king. Included in the list of these relics was a certain
“sanctam toellam tabulae insertam”159.
Was this “sancta toella” the Image of Edessa, the Mandylion? The description is
certainly not the most obvious one; there were so many more definite ways of
identifying the cloth that such a non-descript name must at least make one doubt that
this was in fact the Image brought from Edessa in 944. Runciman continues, saying that
the Image was taken to Paris and its subsequent history is unknown until 1792, when it
was destroyed by revolutionaries. In an article published in 1983, Averil Cameron states
that the Image was “most probably” taken to France in 1247, adding that if it was not, it
remained hidden160, although in a later publication she insists, on three different
occasions, that it was definitely removed westwards to the Sainte Chapelle161. The only
textual reference she provides to support this repeated claim is a chapter in Nicetas
Choniates’ account of the sack of Constantinople162, although the text in question makes
no mention of the Image of Edessa. Grabar states categorically: “Car c’est en 1204 que
le Mandylion d’Abgar fue enlevé de Constantinople et transporté en Occident”, going
on to say that the original was taken to Paris and everyone who says otherwise is
mistaken163. According to the same article, the Image’s later history is unknown.
The Paris theory is also adopted by Paul Hetherington164 and by Gerhard Wolf,
who suggests Paris or Rome165. The Paris theory, however, is based on two assumptions
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that are by no means certain. The first is that Robert de Clari mentions the Image (as a
“touaile”, together with the tile), and the second that “sanctam toellam, tabulae
insertam” in the list of relics in the possession of King Louis IX also refers to the
Image. Hetherington166 adduces an engraving of the Sainte Chapelle Châsse167, in which
two cases are shown and said to contain a piece of the Holy Sepulchre and the
Mandylion. And yet the original text in Morand, from whom Hetherington takes the
engraving, speaks of stones or soil from the sepulchre in one case, which can hardly be
equated with the “tuile” mentioned by de Clari, and Morand does not in fact mention
the Mandylion at all; in the original he describes the content of the box simply as “Une
Ste. Face”168. So the theory that the Image of Edessa went to Paris in 1247 holds much
less water than some would claim. The story that de Clari tells of the origins of the
“touaile” is completely unrelated to the Image of Edessa, so much so that it is
impossible to identify the two. It therefore seems unlikely that the “sancta toella”
obtained by Louis IX was the Mandylion.
Another tabula relic is mentioned in a text attributed to Abbot Gérard of Saint-
Quentin en l’Isle. I examined the MS at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris169. Among
other relics of the passion obtained by King Louis of France, the text lists a “tabula
quedam qua, cum deponeretur Dominus de cruce, eius facies tetigit”; the Trésor de la
Sainte Chapelle exhibition catalogue automatically assumes this is a reference to a
different tradition about the origin of the Image of Edessa170, although the only grounds
for this assumption would seem to be the use of the word tabula, which as explained
above, most probably has nothing to do with the Image of Edessa. There are traditions
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that link the Image of Edessa to the Passion story, but this would not appear to be one of
them; it seems to refer more to the titulus, although the reference would be obscure.
If the Image of Edessa did survive the sack of Constantinople in 1204, it was
presumably brought to Western Europe. One of the few claimants for the survival of the
Image of Edessa down to our own days is the Mandylion of Genoa, in Italy. The claim
has been made on various occasions, leading to the publication of various books on the
subject171. According to this theory, the Mandylion was kept in Constantinople for 418
years, i.e. from 944 to 1362, when it was taken to Genoa. In other words, not only did
the Image survive the sack of the capital in 1204, but remained in the city for a further
century and a half.
The Genoa Mandylion is kept in a golden frame and only brought out once a
year, at Pentecost. The frame is a work of art in its own right (Figure 1.28). Bearing an
inscription with the words TO AGION MANDHLION, there is no doubt as to what is
believed to be inside. There are ten miniatures depicted on the frame, telling the story of
the Mandylion, each with its corresponding inscription. The ten inscriptions are as
follows (Figures 1.29-1.38):
1. Ð AÜgaroj prÕj tÕn C(ristÕ)n tÕn Ananian ¢postellwn
2. Ñ 'Ananiaj tÕn C(ristÕ)n m¾ dun£menoj ƒstorÁsai
3. niptÒmenoj Ð C(ristÒ)j
4. Ð C(ristÒ)j tÕ mandhlion kai t¾n ™pistol¾n tw 'Anan…a didoÚj
5. Ð 'Anan…aj to mandhlion kai thn ™pistol¾n tî AÙgarw diakom…zwn
6. Ñ Augaroj tÕ e„dwlon katalusaj, thn eikona ƒsthsi toà C(risto)à
7. Ñ episkopoj ¢pokaluyei dia tou keramidiou to mandhlion enteicizei
8. ¢pokaluyei tÕ mand»lion diakaluptei toà keramidiou econtoj t¾n eikona
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9. Ð ™piskopoj to elaion tî puri epicewn toÝj Persaj katekause
10. toà mandhliou diakom(izomšnou e„j) t(¾n) Kwnstantinoupolin … „£qh
1. Abgar sending Ananias to Christ
2. Ananias is unable to paint Christ
3. Christ washing himself
4. Christ gives the Mandylion and the letter to Ananias
5. Ananias taking the Mandylion and the letter to Abgar
6. Abgar takes the idol down and puts the icon of Christ (in its place)
7. The bishop hides the Mandylion in the wall covering it with a tile
8. The Mandylion reveals the tile with an image
9. The bishop pours oil on the fire and burns the Persians
10. The Mandylion is taken to Constantinople and … was cured
The face of Christ preserved on what is claimed to be the original Mandylion is
in fact a painting. X-rays were taken in 1974 to see if there was anything underneath the
painting, and even what is there is a man-made image. If the Mandylion of Genoa is the
original Image of Edessa, then it was always a simple painting and never resembled
anything like an ¢ceiropo…htoj. It is much more likely that what is kept in Genoa today is
a copy of the Image (it was recently carbon dated and found to date from the thirteenth
century172).
The same could also be stated for another claimant to being the original Image
of Edessa, namely the cloth kept today in the pope’s private Matilda Chapel in the
Vatican173. This too is clearly a painting, similar in many ways to the Genoa icon,
possibly even denoting a common origin. At a recent exhibition of Vatican treasures,
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the icon was presented as the original Image of Edessa not made by human hands174, but
as with the Genoa image, this would be a self-contradiction. In another exhibition held
in Cleveland, Baltimore and London in 2010 and 2011, the Vatican Mandylion was
more accurately described as of “unknown date and place of origin”175.
The sixteenth-century monastery of Moldovita in Romania is covered with
beautiful frescoes both inside and out. The outer south wall depicts the siege of
Constantinople in 1453, and the Image of Edessa is shown on the city walls together
with an icon of the Virgin, presumably in an attempt to defend the city from the Turks
(Figure 1.39). However, no conclusions can be drawn from this as the scene is mixed
with pictures from previous attacks on the city, most notably that of the Persians in 626
– which must have been related in the artist’s mind to the attack on Edessa in 544, when
the Image, according to the accounts, miraculously saved the city.
And so we are left with a frustrating lack of clear proof. There is no reason to
believe that the Image of Edessa came to Paris as the sancta toella or that it is kept in
Genoa or Rome to this day. It simply vanished from all known accounts. Logic dictates
that if it did survive, it came west with the returning Crusaders as part of the plentiful
booty they brought back with them, but no more can be historically asserted.
1.36 Conclusions
The vast amount of contemporary literature attesting to the Image’s presence in Edessa
from the early fifth century until the mid-tenth century, when the Image was translated
to Constantinople, is more than sufficient proof of its existence at this time in whatever
form. Arguments for an even earlier existence come up against the silence in early
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sources (especially Eusebius and Egeria, who do record the letter from Christ to Abgar);
although the argumentum ex silentio can never be taken as conclusive.
Han Drijvers’ conclusion that “there probably was no ancient image of Christ at
Edessa”,176 requires further elaboration. If “ancient” means before the fifth century but
not afterwards, then it should hold a caveat against the argument from silence, whereas
if “ancient” can also include the fifth century, then Drijvers’ conclusion is not valid.
Further down in the same article he agrees that the Evagrius passage177 must be a later
interpolation simply because it is an isolated phenomenon178. Yet the witness of other
texts shows that it is most definitely not isolated. He then states that “an image of
Christ, probably a painted icon, may have existed in Edessa sometime in the seventh
century or even earlier” 179.
According to Averil Cameron, “the most likely assumption remains that such an
image came into being, or that the existing picture acquired the status of an
acheiropoietos, some time in the late sixth century”180. This leaves the door open to its
existence before the sixth century, which is in any case proven by early texts.
Cameron’s reference to the acquisition of “the status of an acheiropoietos” is entirely
anachronistic, as if such a status were a clearly defined possibility for an icon. Jenkins,
on the other hand, ironically describes the Mandylion in the following terms, in
reference to the translation of 944: “And the Holy Towel was handed over. It was
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conveyed with speed and reverence to Constantinople, and was added to a host of relics,
equally authentic and authoritative”181.
So what conclusions can we draw from the evidence examined so far about the
origins of the Image of Edessa? The Narratio de imagine Edessena, the Synaxarion, the
Menaion, the Sermon of Gregory Referendarius and the Doctrine of Addai all attribute
the origin of the image on the cloth to the time when Christ was alive. Such an
affirmation cannot be taken at face value, although it should be pointed out that it is not
an essential element for an ¢ceiropo…htoj image. Robert de Clari, for example, mentions
an image of Christ not made by human hands in Constantinople, centuries after Jesus’
life and death.
No convincing explanation has been given of the Image’s supposedly later
origins, despite all the attempts by authors who have written the history of the Image
and by scholars who have studied it over the last few decades. None of the theories
proposed has any solid basis in fact and they all differ one from the other. The safest,
and at the same time the most disappointing, conclusion is to say that the origins of the
Image of Edessa cannot be established with any certainty.
The same conclusion holds for the Image’s disappearance from Constantinople
in 1204. It is not mentioned again as present in the city after the Fourth Crusade, and yet
it cannot be identified in the lists of relics that came westwards with the returning
soldiers either. Cameron and Hetherington clearly state that the Mandylion came to
Paris and was lost as a consequence of the French Revolution, although there is no clear
textual evidence for this; it is actually most unlikely that the cloth found its way into the
Sainte Chapelle. The final destination of the Image of Edessa is as unclear as are its
origins.
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What the immense body of textual witnesses does show, however, is the great
flexibility of how the Abgar legend and the story of the Image of Edessa was adapted to
different times, places and circumstances to create identity and purpose.
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Chapter 2
 The Epistula Abgari
The text generally known as the Epistula Abgari is a version of the Abgar/Jesus letters
and Image of Edessa legend that has been traditionally dated to the eleventh century (i.e.
after the other main versions: the Narratio de imagine Edessena, the Sermon of Gregory
Referendarius, the Synaxarion and the Acta Thaddaei)182, although a recent article
claimed a sixth-century origin for the text183. In this chapter we shall look closely at the
various versions, showing how there seems never to have been a standard text thereof.
Three previously unpublished and rarely, if ever, mentioned versions of the text are
edited and translated below. One of them contains two previously unpublished
miniatures of Christ writing his reply to Abgar’s letter. The full text of the so-called
Epistula Abgari has only been previously edited once, by Ricardus Lipsius184. He based
his text on a single MS in Vienna185; the second MS he mentions is from Vatopedi on
Mount Athos186 but as Lipsius himself admits, it is just a fragment containing the letter
of Abgar to Jesus and part of the reply from Jesus to Abgar. During my in situ
examination of the Vatopedi MS I confirmed that the section in question is right at the
end of the codex and the last folio is severely damaged. The truth is that there are
several MSS on Mount Athos that contain the Abgar-Jesus correspondence in isolation
and decontextualised, with no further texts or explanations187. This would seem to be
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the case with the Vatopedi MS, and also with other MSS all over Europe188. This does
not mean that the MSS in question contain the text called the Epistula Abgari by
Lipsius; even the name of the text is misleading, because the isolated letters are indeed
the Epistula Abgari, whereas the text edited by Lipsius contains narrative after the
letters. The substantial differences between the MSS used by Lipsius (in the
correspondence) also show that the two texts are not related by anything more than the
subject matter. It appears, therefore, that the text edited by Lipsius and designated under
the somewhat unfortunate title Epistula Abgari is a text preserved in a single MS.
The only other known text that is generally designated by the same name is the
one contained in the amulet roll, the majority of which is presently held in the
Collection of the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York189. The MS, text and miniatures
have been amply described in articles by Glenn Peers190 (the author of a forthcoming
monograph on the subject), while the miniatures themselves were earlier described by
Sirarpie de Nersessian191. In 2007 Peers argued that the origins of the roll lay in St
Catherine’s on the Sinai Peninsula192, while two years later he claimed the roll was from
Trebizond193. Establishing a parallel between King Abgar in the kingdom of Edessa and
Alexius III, Emperor of Trebizond from December 1349 until his death in 1390, Peers
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 E.g. MS Matritensis BN 4637 (15th c.), ff. 95r-95v (Figure 2.4) and MS Matritensis BN 4644 (15th
c.), ff. 32r-32v (Figure 2.5).
189
 Pierpont Morgan 499. Both this MS and the Vienna scroll are clearly magical amulet rolls; this
aspect of the Abgar legend is discussed in detail below (pp. 219-238), with an analysis of the various
different descriptions of the seals at the end of Christ’s letter to Abgar (pp. 239-244). In this chapter I deal
only with the actual text of the so-called Epistula Abgari and its unity or disunity.
190
 ‘Magic, the Mandylion and the Letter of Abgar’, in Intorno al Sacro Volto: Genova, Bisanzio e il
Mediterraneo (secoli XI – XIV), ed. Anna Rosa Calderoni Masetti, Colette Dufour Bozzo and Gerhard
Wolf (Venice 2007), pp. 163-174; idem, ‘Art and Identity in an Amulet Roll from Fourteenth-Century
Trebizond’, Church History and Religious Culture 89.1-3 (2009), pp. 153-178. I am grateful to Professor
Peers for letting me see a copy of his translation of the text and his analysis of the miniatures.    
191
 Sirarpie der Nersessian, ‘La Légende d’Abgar d’après un rouleau illustré de la Bibliothèque
Pierpont Morgan à New York’, in eadem, Études Byzantines et Armeniennes: Byzantine and Armenian
Studies (Louvain 1973), pp. 175-181.
192
 Peers, ‘Magic’, p. 163.
193
 Peers, ‘Art and Identity’, p. 153.
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dates the roll to the late fourteenth century194, adding that the Mandylion was used as
proof of the incarnation and God’s protection of humanity195. Der Nersessian’s work is
much earlier, and as the first published article on the scroll it is descriptive (the roll was
used as a talisman) and more concerned with the miniatures than with the text (the
miniatures are not original in style)196.
Below is an edition of the Pierpont Morgan text197:
2.1 MS Pierpont Morgan 499
                                          
194
 Cf. Peers, ‘Art and identity’, p. 178: “Alexios and his kingdom were comparable to Abgar and
Edessa, faithful kings in the middle of unbelievers who led their Orthodox subjects through the favour
God promised his own”.
195
 Peers, ‘Magic’, p. 171: “… the Mandylion is a key point in the relationship between God and
humanity”.
196
 Der Nersessian, ‘La Légende’, p. 180: “… les illustrateurs de l’Epistula Abgari n’avaient pas créé
un cycle nouveau, mais … ils avaient copié en grande partie les miniatures ornant le Narratio de 944”
(i.e.  the miniatures in the Moscow Menologion).  
197
 The transcription and translation are my own (as are all the transcriptions and translations in this
chapter unless otherwise indicated); photographs of the MS are included in Figure 2.6.
'Epistol¾ toà dika…ou AÙg£rou basilšwj 'Edšsshj prÕj tÕn kÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn CristÕn
pemfqe‹sa met¦ 'Anan…ou koÚrsoroj e„j `IerosÒluma.
AÜgaroj basileÚj top£rchj pÒlewj 'Edšsshj 'Ihsoà swtÁri ¢gaqù „atrù
¢nafanšnti ™n `IerosolÚmoij ca…rein. ”Hkousta… moi t¦ perˆ soà kaˆ tîn sîn „am£twn, æj5
Óti ¥neu farm£kwn kaˆ botanîn poie‹j qerape…aj kaˆ lÒgJ mÒnJ tuflo‹j tÕ Ðr©n car…zeij,
kulo‹j tÕ peripate‹n, kwfo‹j tÕ ¢koÚein kaˆ ¢k£qarta daimÒnia ¢pelaÚneij. Kaˆ toÝj ™n
makronos…v basanizomšnouj qerapeÚeij kaˆ gun¾ oâsa ™n ·Úsei a†matoj œth ig/ ¡yamšnh sou
„£qh kaˆ sugkÚptou e„j camaˆ ærqa…sw: kaˆ nekroÝj ™ge…reij. Kaˆ taàta ¢koÚsaj perˆ soà
KÚrie, ™nenÒhsa ™n tÍ kard…v mou Óti eŒj ™k tîn dÚo e: À Óti qeÕj e Ð poiîn taàta À Óti uƒÕj e10
toà qeoà katab¦j ™x oÙranîn ™nergîn taàta. Kaˆ di¦ 
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gramm£twn kaˆ parakl»seèn se ›wj ™moà ™lqe‹n m¾ ¢paxièseij me †na kaˆ tÕ p£qoj Ö œcw
qerapeÚsVj kaˆ tÍ pÒlei mou poi»sVj tÕ ƒkanÕn prÕj tÕ mhdšna tîn ™cqrîn katiscàsai aÙtÁj
›wj tÁj suntele…aj. 'Anhnšcqh dš moi Óti kaˆ oƒ 'Iouda‹oi katagoggÚzous… se kaˆ boÚlonta…
se ¢nele‹n. 'Estˆn oân moi pÒlij bracut£th semn», ¼tij ¢rkšsei ¢mfotšroij ¹m‹n: œrrwsqa…15
moi kaˆ ™lšhson kÚrie qeš mou.
Mak£rioj e, AÜgare, kaˆ ¹ pÒlij sou, ¼tij kale‹tai ”Edessa, mak£rioj e Óti
™p…steusaj e„j ™m@ m¾ ˜wrakèj me. Gšgraptai g¦r oƒ ˜wrakÒtej me aÙtoˆ pisteÚsousi kaˆ
z»sontai ™n ™mo…: ™peid@ m¾ ˜wrakèj me ™p…steusaj Øgie…a ˜toimasq»seta… soi diapantÒj.
Perˆ oá d@ œgray£j moi toà ™lqe‹n prÕj sš, dšon ™stˆ di' Ö ¢pest£lhn ™ntaàqa toà plhrîsai,20
kaˆ ¢nalhfqÁna… me prÕj tÕn ¢poste…lant£ me patšra: eta ¢postelî soi ›na tîn maqhtîn
mou, ÑnÒmati Qadda‹on tÕn kaˆ Qwm©n, Óstij kaˆ tÕ p£qoj sou qerapeÚsei kaˆ zw¾n a„èniÒn
soi parascÍ kaˆ tÍ pÒlei tÕ ƒkanÕn poi»sei prÕj tÕ mhdšna tîn ™cqrîn katiscàsai aÙtÁj
›wj tÁj suntele…aj toà a„înoj, ¢m»n.
Kaˆ g¦r ™gë œklina oÙranoÝj kaˆ katÁlqon di¦ tÕ sîsai tÕ gšnoj tîn ¢nqrèpwn,25
êkhsa d@ m»tran parqenik»n, †na t¾n par£basin t¾n ™n tù parade…sJ ™xale…yw. Kaˆ
™mautÕn ™tape…nwsa †na Øm©j megalÚnw.
AÛth dš mou ¹ ™pistol», Ópou ¨n eØreqÍ, À ™n Ðdù À ™n o‡kJ, À ™n dikasthr…J À ™n
fÒbJ À  ™n lÚpV À ™n qal£ttV, À ™n kunhg…J À ™n katapolem»sei ™cqrîn À ™n ¢llÍ panto…v
perist£sei Ómoia toÚtoij luq»sontai taàta p£nta t¦ p£qh. 'OcÚra g¦r œsti kaˆ beba…a kaˆ30
¢sfalÁ prÕj p©san ‡asin kaˆ bo»qeian. ”Estw d@ Ð forîn mou t¾n ™pistol¾n taÚthn ¡gnÒj,
kaqarÒj, ¢mèmoj ¢pecÒmenoj ¢pÕ pantÕj ponhroà pr£gmatoj kaˆ ›xei aÙt¾n e„j ‡asin yucÁj
ka… sèmatoj e„j fulakt»rion ¢sfale…aj ... Óti ÐlÒgrafoj œsti tÍ „d…v mou ceirˆ kaˆ
™sfr£giza aÙt¾n sfrag…daj ˜pt£, a†tinej Øpertetagmšnai e„s…n: 'Ihsoàj CristÕj kaˆ qeÕj ™n
dusˆ fÚsesi gnwrizÒmenoj tšleioj qeÕj kaˆ tšleioj ¥nqrwpoj.35
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`O m@n staurÒj dhlo‹ Óti ˜kën ™p£gh ™n aÙtù. TÕ y dhlo‹ Óti yilÕj ¥nqrwpoj oÙk
e„m…, ¢ll¦ ¥nqrwpoj tšleioj kaˆ qeÒj ¢lhqinÒj. TÕ d@ C dhlo‹ Óti ¢napšpaumai Øp@r tîn
Ceroub…m. TÕ E dhlo‹ Óti ™gë qeÕj prîtoj kaˆ pl»n ™moà oÙk œstin ¥lloj. TÕ U dhlo‹ Óti
ØyhlÕj basileÝj kaˆ qeÕj tîn qeîn. TÕ R dhlo‹ ·Ústhj ™genÒmhn toà gšnouj tîn ¢nqrèpwn.
TÕ D dhlo‹ di' Ólou kaˆ dihnekîj zî kaˆ diamšnw kaˆ basileÚw e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn,45
¢m»n.
Dex£menoj Ð AÜgaroj t¾n toà kur…ou ™pistol»n, ™c£rh car¦n meg£lhn kaˆ maqîn Óti
kaˆ 'Iouda‹oi ™p»gontai toà ¢pokte‹nai tÕn aÙtÕn kÚrion, pšmpei oân Ð AÜgaroj tacudrÒmon tÍ
tšcnV zwgr£fon ™pˆ tÕ labe‹n tÕ Ðmo…wma toà kur…ou 'Ihsoà Cristoà, kaˆ e„selqÒntoj toà
tacudrÒmou e„j t¦ propÚlaia `IerosolÚmwn, Øp»nthsen aÙtù Ð 'Ihsoàj. Kaˆ dialecqeˆj met'50
aÙtoà epen aÙtù: kat£skopoj e ¥nqrwpe. `O d@ prÕj aÙtÕn epen: oÙk e„m…, kÚrie, ¢ll¦
¥nqrwpoj e„mˆ ¢pestalmšnoj ØpÕ AÙg£rou toà top£rcou pÒlewj 'Edšshj qšlwn qe£sasqai
'Ihsoàn tÕn Nazwra‹on kaˆ labe‹n tÕ Ðmo…wma tÁj morfÁj aÙtoà.
Kaˆ sunet£xato aÙtù Ð 'Ihsoàj e„selqe‹n ™pˆ t¾n sunagwg¾n kaˆ qe£saqai aÙtÕn ™ke‹
kaqezÒmenon kaˆ did£skonta toÝj Ôclouj. Kaˆ e„selqÒntoj toà tacudrÒmou e„j tÕ ƒerÒn kaˆ tÕn55
'Ihsoàn Ðrîn ™pˆ tÁj sunagwgÁj kaqezÒmenon kaˆ toÝj Ôclouj did£skonta, ¢nšbh e„j
ØperanesthkÒta tÒpon, prÕj t¾n morf¾n ¢peskÒpei toà 'Ihsoà. 'Epˆ tÁj sindÒnoj
¢nistor»sai taÚthn boulÒmenoj, qe…a dš tij dÚnamij toutù periginomšnh kaˆ ¢pe‹rgen aÙtÕn
prÕj t¾n taÚthj kat£lhyin. Ð d@ 'Ihsoàj gnoÝj tù pneÚmati aÙtoà tÕn toà tacudrÒmou
skopÒn, pšmyaj ›na tîn aÙtoà maqhtîn, Qadda‹on legÒmenon tÕn kaˆ Qwm©n metekalšsato60
aÙtÕn kaˆ a„t»saj Ûdwr ™n…yato tù prosèpJ kaˆ labën sindÒna kaˆ ¢pomorx£menoj
¢netupèqh ™n tÍ sindÒnV tÕ qe‹on aÙtoà ™ktÚpwma paracrÁma: ¿n ™pidoÝj tù tacudrÒmJ
prÕj tÕn AÜgaron ™xapšsteilen: ð terast…ou foberoà kaˆ Øperfuoàj kaˆ Ólwj qeoprepoàj.
`O d@ tacudrÒmoj t¾n sindÒna labèn Ðdoà ¼yato. GenÒmenoj d@ ™n tÍ `IerapÒlei
kat»nthsen e„j keram£rion kaˆ œkruyen t¾n sindÒna met¦ toà qeandrikoà ™ktupèmatoj. ”Edu65
d@ Ð ¼lioj kaˆ tÁj ˜spšraj katalaboÚshj ™f£nh stÚloj purÕj ™k toà oÙranoà ›wj toà tÒpou
oá Ãn ¹ e„kën toà despÒtou Cristoà. 'Idën d@ Ð kastrofÚlax tÕ qaàma ™fènhse fwnÍ
meg£lV kaˆ plÁqoj ™xelqÒntoj laoà ™dÒkoun tÕ keram£rion ØpÕ purÕj kataflšgesqai.
Plhs…on d@ toÚtou genomšnou tù tacudrÒmJ perištucon 'Anan…a kaˆ katascÒntej aÙtÒn,
aÙtourgÕn ™ke‹non toà ™mprhsmoà genšsqai kathgÒroun toà keramar…ou. `O d@ t¾n toà kur…ou70
aÙtoà diagge…laj ¢postol¾n ¢fe…qei. 'Eke‹noi periergazÒmenoi tù qe£mati to‹j keram…oij
pros»ggisan.
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TÕ d@ ›n keram…dion ØfelÒmenoi eáron metatupwqe‹san t¾n qeandrik¾n e„kÒna Cristoà
™n aÙtÍ, labÒntej tÕ keram…dion ™s…ghsan. `O d@ tacudrÒmoj p£lin t¾n sindÒna labèn di»nue
t¾n ÐdÒn. Kaˆ æj ¢pÕ mil…wn āx tÁj pÒlewj 'Edšshj gegen»menoj eáre c»raj tinÕj uƒÕn75
gunaikÕj surÒmenon prosaitoànta kaˆ toÚtJ peritrey£menoj tÁj e„kÒnoj ™f£yasqai mel»saj
mhdšn.
 'All£ m@n tÍ ceirˆ tÍ sindÒni prospel£saj eÙqšwj ¼lleto kaˆ perip£tei kaˆ
e„selqën droma‹oj prÕj t¾n ˜autoà tîn d@ prostucÒntwn p£ntwn Ðrèntwn kaˆ qaumazÒntwn
œlegon prÕj ¢ll»loij: OÙc œsti oátoj Ð surÒmenoj, uƒÒj tÁj c»raj; ”Alloi œlegon Óti Ómoioj80
aÙtù œstin. TÁj d@ perˆ aÙtoà f»mhj diadoqe…shj pantacoà ¢nhnšcqh kaˆ tù basile‹
AÙg£rJ t¦ perˆ toà paidÒj. `O d@ ¢poste…laj metakalšsato aÙtÕn kaˆ fhs…n: Pîj „£qhj
tšknon; Ð d@ epen: `Wj ¢pÕ mil…wn āx tÁj pÒlewj ½mhn prosaitîn surÒmenoj. Kaˆ ¡yamšnou
mou tinÒj „£qh. `O d@ AÜgaroj Øpšlaben Óti Ð CristÕj œstin. E„selqÒntoj oân toà tacudrÒmou
kaˆ ™pidÒntoj toà AÙg£rou. Kaˆ æj mÒnon ™pel£beto aÙtÁj paracrÁma ™kaqhr…sqh tÁj85
lšpraj: kaˆ ¢nšsth ca…rwn kaˆ Øgia…nwn kaˆ dox£zwn tÕn kÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn CristÕn tÕn
poioànta qaum£sia meg£la ™n dÒxv te kaˆ ™xa…sia, ïn oÙk œstin ¢riqmÒj.
Met¦ oân tÕ ¢nalhfqÁnai tÕn kÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn CristÕn kaˆ plhrîsqai
¢pšsteile Qadda‹on ™n 'EdšssV tÍ pÒlei toà „£sasqai AÜgaron kaˆ p©san t¾n pneumatik¾n
o„konom…an kat¦ d@ Øposcšmena ¢pest£lhn Ð Qadda‹oj Ð ¢pÒstoloj prÕj tÕn AÜgaron kaˆ90
lal»saj aÙtù tÒn lÒgon toà kur…ou ™katšbhsan ¢mfÒteroi e„j t¾n phg¾n t¾n legomšnhn
Kerass¦ dox£zontej kaˆ eÙlogoàntej tÕn qeÕn, ¢m»n. Met¦ d@ tÕ bapt…sai aÙtÕn Qadda‹oj Ð
¢pÒstoloj proshÚxato oÛtwj: te‹coj ¹m‹n 'Edšshj kaˆ ¢yeud¾j ™paggel…a sÝ Øp£rceij
Crist@ Ð qeÕj ¹mîn, Ð e„j s@ ™lp…zwn oÙk ¢potÚgcanei ¢ll' œcei zw¾n a„ènion, Óti su e Ð
¢norqîn toÝj katerragmšnouj kaˆ ™ge…rwn toÝj peptwkÒtaj kaˆ soˆ t¾n dÒxan ¢napšmpomen95
tù Patrˆ kaˆ tù Uƒù kaˆ tù ¡g…J PneÚmati e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn. 'Am¾n.
The letter of Abgar the just, king of Edessa, to our Lord Jesus Christ, sent to Jerusalem with the
messenger Ananias.
Abgar the king and ruler of the city of Edessa to Jesus the saviour, the good healer who
has appeared in the city of Jerusalem – greetings. I have heard about you and your cures, about
how without medicine or herbs you heal people and by your word only you give sight to the
blind, make the lame walk and the deaf hear and you expel unclean demons. You cure those
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who are tortured by lengthy illnesses and you healed a woman who had had a blood flow for
thirteen years and who touched you, and you straightened one who was bent to the ground and
you raise the dead. I have heard all this about you, Lord, and knew in my heart that either you
are God doing this or the son of God, who has come down from heaven to do this. I am
therefore writing to you to ask you and beg you to come to me and not reject me, to heal my
suffering, and see to it that none of my enemies ever conquer my city until the end of the age. I
have also heard that the Jews are murmuring against you and seek to destroy you. I have a city
that is small but holy, and large enough for both of us. Heal me and take pity on me, my God.
Blessed are you, Abgar, and blessed is your city, which is called Edessa, blessed are you
for believing in me without having seen me. It is written that those who see me will believe and
live in me, and since you have believed in me without having seen me, good health is stored up
for you for all time. As for what you wrote to me about coming to you, I have to fulfil what I
was sent here for and then be taken up to the Father who sent me. Then I will send you one of
my disciples, who is called both Thaddaeus and Thomas, who will cure you and give you
eternal life. He will see to it that no enemies ever conquer your city until the end of the age,
Amen. I left heaven and came down to save mankind, and I dwelt in a virgin mother to wipe
away the sin that was committed in the Garden of Eden. I humbled myself in order to glorify
you. This is my letter and wherever it is found, on the road or at home, in a court of justice or if
you are in fear or suffering or at sea, when hunting or fighting enemies or in any other situation
similar to these, all these sufferings will be loosened. It is a firm, sure and safe help against all
illnesses. May he who bears it be holy, pure and guiltless, innocent of all evil deeds and it will
be for him a cure of the soul and the body like a sure phylactery. It is written entirely by my
own hand and I have sealed it with seven seals which are attached. Jesus, Christ and God, made
known in two natures, perfect God and perfect man.
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The cross means that I was willingly fastened to it. The Y means that I am not merely a man, but
both perfect man and true God. The C means that I rest on the Cherubim. The E means that I am
God first, and there is no other God apart from me. The U means that I am a great king and God
of gods. The R means that I became the deliverer of mankind. The D means that I live through
the ages and eternally and exist and rule forever and ever, Amen198.
When Abgar received the letter from our Lord, he rejoiced greatly and learnt that the
Jews were plotting to kill the Lord himself, and so he sent another messenger, an artist by trade,
to paint a portrait of the Lord Jesus Christ. When the messenger was coming to the gate of
Jerusalem, Jesus went out to meet him. He spoke to him and said, “You are a spy”. The
messenger answered, “No, my Lord, I was sent by Abgar the ruler of the city of Edessa who
wishes to see Jesus of Nazareth to paint the likeness of his form”.
Jesus then told him to go into the synagogue to see him sitting there and teaching the
crowds. The messenger went in to the temple and seeing Jesus sitting in the synagogue and
teaching the crowds, he went up to a higher place from where he could see the form of Jesus. He
wanted to paint it on the linen cloth, but some divine power was on him and made it impossible
for the messenger to paint him. Jesus knew in his spirit what the messenger was trying to do and
sent one of disciples, known as both Thaddaeus and Thomas, to call him to him. He asked for
water, washed his face and taking the linen cloth he dried himself and his divine imprint was
immediately formed on the linen cloth. He gave it to the messenger to take back to Abgar – o
fearful and supernatural wonder, entirely from God!
                                          
198
 The explanations (apart from the cross) all depend on the first letter of the relevant Greek word.  Y
is the first letter of yilÕj (mere), C is the first letter of ceroubˆm (Cherubim), E is the first letter of the first
person pronoun (I), U is the first letter of ‘great’ in Greek, and R is the first letter of ·Ústhj (deliverer). D
is the first letter of various words used to express eternity: di' Ólou kaˆ dihnekîj zî kaˆ diamšnw.        
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The messenger took the linen cloth and went on his way. He came to a city called
Hierapolis, came upon a tile factory and hid the linen cloth with the imprint of the God-man.
The sun set and in the evening a column of fire appeared from heaven over the place where the
image of Christ the master lay. The city guard saw the wonder and called out in a loud voice,
and the crowds of people coming out thought that the tile factory was on fire. As they came
towards the messenger, they discovered Ananias and questioned him, accusing him of what was
happening in the tile factory. He explained to them his mission from the Lord and they came
closer to the tiles to see what this wonder was.
They took one of the tiles and found the image of the God-man Christ imprinted on it,
and so they took it away and remained silent. The messenger took the linen cloth again and
continued on his way. And when he came to within six miles of the city of Edessa he came
across the son of a widow, crippled and begging. He turned to him and thought nothing of
touching the image.
He brought his hand close to the linen cloth and immediately leapt up and walked
around. He ran to his house while everyone was looking on and wondering, saying to each
other, “Is this not the cripple, the son of the widow?” Some said it just looked like him. The
news about the young man him spread everywhere and came to King Abgar. The king called for
him and said, “How were you cured, child?” He said, “I was crippled, begging about six miles
from the city. Something touched me and I was cured”. Abgar realised it was Christ. The
messenger came in and gave the cloth to Abgar199. And as soon as he took hold of the cloth his
leprosy was immediately cleaned. He got up healthy, rejoicing and praising our Lord Jesus
Christ, who works such great wonders in glory and power, and there is no limit to them.
After our Lord Jesus Christ was taken up into heaven he sent Thaddaeus to the city of
Edessa to cure Abgar and to fulfil the spiritual economy, Thaddaeus the apostle was sent to
Abgar and spoke the word of the Lord to him. They went together to the fountain called Kerassa
praising and blessing God, Amen. After baptising him, Thaddaeus the apostle prayed thus:
Christ our God, you are the wall of Edessa and the true promise, whoever hopes in you will
                                          
199
  My own conjecture for an otherwise senseless text.
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never be let down but shall have eternal life, for you are the one who straightens the crooked
and lifts up the fallen. We give glory to you, the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit forever
and ever, Amen.
2.2 MS Scorialensis Ω-IV-32, ff. 155v-156v
This text is previously unpublished, and to my knowledge it has never been mentioned
in the literature. The MS dates from the fifteenth century and consists of 156 folios,
containing the Nicaean Creed, the Lives of Sts Eupraxis, Catherine, Cosmas and
Euphrosyne, a sermon by John Chrysostom and the so-called Epistula Abgari200 (Figure
2.7). The text reads as follows (I have intervened in the punctuation and corrected
erroneous accents, breathings, grammatical errors and joining of words):
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 Cf. E. Miller, Les Manuscrits Grecs de l’Escurial (Paris 1848; repr. Amsterdam 1966), pp. 488-
489.
T¦ ¢ntigrafšnta toà 'Ihsoà prÕj AÜgaron
Dšon prîton di' Ö ¢pest£lhn par¦ toà pšmyantÒj me plhrîsai, ¢nalhfqÁna… me
prÕj tÕn ¢poste…lant£ me. Kaˆ met¦ tÕ ¢nalhfqÁna… me ¢postellî soi ›na tîn maqhtîn
mou, ÑnÒmati Qadda‹on, tÕn kaˆ Lebba‹on, Óstij qerapeÚsei kaˆ toÝj sÚn soi kaˆ zw»n soi
par£scei kaˆ tÍ pÒlei sou, ¼tij kale‹tai ”Edessa, prÕj d@ potš tina aÙtÁj katiscÚein tîn5
™cqrîn. Gšgraptai d@ perˆ ™moà Óti mak£rioi oƒ „dÒntej me kaˆ pisteÚsantej kaˆ trismak£rioi
oƒ m¾ „dÒntej me kaˆ pisteÚsantej: ™peid¾ sÝ m¾ ˜wrakèj me pep…steukaj, ¹toim£sq» soi
swthr…a yucÁj kaˆ sèmatoj kaˆ tù o‡kJ sou prÕj swthr…an tîn blepÒntwn se. Kaˆ g¦r
™gë œklina oÙranoÝj kaˆ katÁlqon di¦ toà gšnouj tîn ¢nqrèpwn, õkhsa d@ parqenik¾n
o‡khsin, †na t¾n par£basin t¾n ™n tù 'Ad¦m ™xale…yw. `EautÕn ™tape…nwsa, †na Øm©j10
megalÚnw. AÛth dš mou ¹ ™pistol», Ópou ™£n problhqÍ, e‡te ™n d…kV À ·igîsin, e‡te e„j ÐdÕn
À puršsousin: À katadesmîn œcousin À Øpšrbrasin farm£kwn p£qwsin À Ósa toÚtoij Ómoia,
dialuq»sontai. ”Estw d@ Ð forîn aÙt¾n ¡gnÒj, ¢pecÒmenoj ¢pÕ pantÕj ponhroà pr£gmatoj
kaˆ legštw aÙt¾n e„j ‡asin enai kaˆ car¦n beba…an. DiÒti ÐlÒgrafoj gšgraptai tÍ „d…v mou
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ceirˆ. ”Errwso: met¦ tÁj sfrag‹doj tÁj ™mÁj, ™sfr£gisa d@ t¾n ™pistol¾n ˜pt¦ sfrag‹sin15
a†tinej Øpotetagmšnai e„sˆn aátai  + Y E Z Q U D
Dex£menoj oân Ð AÜgaroj t¾n toà Kur…ou ™pistol»n, 'Iouda‹oi ™pÁgon tÕ ¢pokte‹nai
tÕn 'Ihsoàn. Kaˆ pšmyaj Ð AÜgaroj tacudrÒmon, tÍ tšcnV zwgr£fon ™pˆ tÕ labe‹n tÕ
Ðmo…wma toà Kur…ou, kaˆ e„selqÒntoj toà tacudrÒmou t¦ propÚlaia `Ierousal»m, Øp»nthsen
aÙtù aÙtÕj Ð KÚrioj. Kaˆ dialecqeˆj lšgei aÙtù: KataskopÕj e ¥nqrwpe. 'Eke‹noj d@ prÕj20
aÙtÕ epen: 'Apestalmšnoj e„mˆ par¦ AÙg£rou qe£sasqai tÕn Nazwra‹on kaˆ labe‹n tÕ
Ðmo…wma aÙtoà.
TÍ d@ ˜xÁj ™kaqšzeto Ð KÚrioj 'Ihsoàj did£skwn toÝj Ôclouj. `O d@ tacudrÒmoj
e„selqën e„j t¦ propÚlaia zwgrafîn tÕ Ðmo…wma toà Kur…ou, kaˆ m¾ dun£menoj katalabe‹n
tÕ Ðmo…wma toà prosèpou aÙtoà, kaˆ çq»s<aj> aÙtÕn epen: E‡selqe kaˆ ¢pÒdoj ¿n perišceij25
sindÒna ¢pÕ toà AÙg£rou. Kaˆ e„selqîn œmprosqen p£ntwn œpesen e„j toÝj pÒdaj toà 'Ihsoà,
¢podès<aj> aÙtoà t¾n sindÒna. Kaˆ labën aÙt¾n Ð 'Ihsoàj ™pšqeto ™pˆ tÕ prÒswpon aÙtoà
kaˆ ¢nezwgraf»qh. Kaˆ ™gšneto tÕ Ðmo…wma aÙtoà, éste qaum£sai toÝj kaqezomšnouj
p£ntaj toÝj ™n t¾n sunagwg»n: kaˆ doÝj Qadda…ou toà ¢pÒstolou ¢pšlusen aÙtoÝj ™n
'EdšssV tÍ pÒlei toà „£sasqai p£san nÒson kaˆ p£san malak…an toà AÙg£rou.30
'Elqën oân Ð aÙtÕj Qadda‹oj æj ¢pÕ stad…ou ˜nÕj tÁj e„rhmšnhj pÒlewj 'Edšsshj
surÒmenÒj tij eØršqh prÕj aÙtÕn kat¦ tÕn tÒpon. Kaˆ doÝj aÙtoà ce…ra Ñ Qadda‹oj ¼lleto kaˆ
periep£thsen kaˆ ¢pÁlqen droma‹oj prÕj t¾n „d…an mhtšra, kaˆ qeaqeˆj ØpÕ p£ntwn tîn ™n tÍ
pÒlei o„koÚntwn, ™pˆ tù gegonÒti qaÚmati œlegon: OÙk œstin oátoj Ð uƒÒj tÁsde tÁj c»raj Ð
surÒmenoj;35
Kaˆ eÙqšwj ¢phnšcqh perˆ aÙtÕ AÙg£rJ tù basile‹. Kaˆ metakales£menoj tÕn
pa…da ºrèthsen aÙtÕn: Pîj kaˆ t…j „£satÒ se; Ð d@ ¢pokriqe…j epen Óti 'ApÕ stad…ou tÁj
pÒlewj ™genÒmhn, kaˆ tˆj ¼yatÒ mou kaˆ ºgšrqhn. `O d@ AÜgaroj Øpšlaben Óti Ð KÚrioj ™st…n,
kaˆ pšmyaj eáren Qadda‹on met¦ toà tacudrÒmou. Kaˆ ™lqÒntwn aÙtîn ™pˆ tÕ pal£tion
™dšxato aÙtoÝj AÜgaroj katake…menoj ™pˆ kl…nhj aÙtoà crÒnouj ›x. Kaˆ dex£menoj Ð AÜgaroj40
t¾n sindÒna e„j t¦j „d…aj ce‹raj aÙtoà eÙqšwj ¼lleto kaˆ periep£thsen.
Kaˆ œfh prÕj tÕn Qadda‹on: T… œti cre…an œcwn. `O d@ prÕj aÙtÕn epen: Cre…a sou
™stˆn baptisqÁnai. Kaˆ eÙqšwj katab¦j ™pˆ t¾n phg¾n t¾n kaloumšnhn Kšrassa ™bapt…sqh
aÙtÕj kaˆ ¹ gun¾ aÙtoà kaˆ t¦ tškna aÙtoà e„j tÕ Ônoma toà PatrÕj kaˆ toà Uƒoà kaˆ toà
¡g…ou PneÚmatoj, nàn kaˆ ¢eˆ kaˆ e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn. 'Am¾n.45
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The reply from Jesus to Abgar.
First I have to fulfil what I was sent here for by the one who sent me and then be taken
up to the one who sent me. When I have been taken up, I will send you one of my disciples who
is called both Thaddaeus and Lebbaios, who will cure you and give you and those with you life.
He will see to it that no enemies ever conquer you city, which is called Edessa. It is written
about me that blessed are those who see me and believe, but thrice blessed are those who have
not seen and yet believe. Since you have not seen me but have believed, you and your
household will be saved in both body and soul in order that all who look on you will be saved. I
left heaven and came down through mankind, I dwelt in a virgin mother to wipe away the sin
that was committed in Adam. I humbled myself in order to glorify you. This is my letter and
wherever it is read, in a court of justice or if you are shivering, on the road or if you have fever,
if you are bound in chains or suffering from an overdose of medicine or anything else like this,
you will be freed from it. May he who bears it with him be holy and keep himself from all evil
deeds and may he read it for sure cures and joy. It was all written by my own hand. Farewell,
and I have sealed this letter with my own seal, and these seven seals are as follows + Y E Z Q U
D.
When Abgar received the letter from our Lord, he found out that the Jews were plotting
to kill the Lord, and so he immediately sent a messenger, an artist by trade, to paint a portrait of
the Lord. When the messenger was coming to the gate of Jerusalem, the Lord himself went out
to meet him. He spoke to him and said, “You are a spy”. The messenger answered, “I was sent
by Abgar to see the Nazarene and paint his likeness”.
The next day the Lord Jesus sat down to teach the crowds. The messenger went in the
gate and was painting the likeness of Jesus. He could not draw the form of his face and so he201
urged him forwards and said, “Go in and give him the linen cloth you have from Abgar”. So he
went in and in front of all the people he fell at Jesus’ feet and gave him the linen cloth. The Lord
took it and placed it over his face, and it was imprinted onto it. The likeness of Jesus was
transferred onto the cloth and all who were sitting with him in the synagogue were amazed. He
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gave it to Thaddaeus the apostle and sent them to the city of Edessa to cure all Abgar’s illnesses
and diseases.
This same Thaddaeus came to within a quarter of a mile from the city of Edessa and
came across a cripple at that place in front of them. Thaddaeus took him by the hand and he
immediately leapt up and walked around. He ran homewards to his mother and was seen by
everyone who lived in the city; they spoke about the wonder that had taken place and said, “Is
this not the cripple, the son of the widow?”
And the news about this came straight to king Abgar. The king called for the boy and
questioned him: “How were you cured and by who?” He said, “I was begging about a quarter of
a mile from the city. Something touched me and I was made straight”. Abgar realised it was the
Lord and sent for Thaddaeus; he found him with the messenger. They came to the palace where
Abgar received them, lying on his bed as he had been for six years. He got up and took the linen
cloth into his hands – he immediately jumped up and walked around.
And he said to Thaddaeus, “What else do I need?” Thaddaeus answered, “You need to
be baptised”, and going straight down to the fountain called Kerassa, Abgar was baptised
together with his wife and children in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, now
and for evermore, Amen.
2.3 The Vienna Scroll
This hitherto unpublished scroll, Nationalbibliothek Palat. Suppl. gr. 116, has only been
briefly described in comparison to the Pierpont Morgan scroll202. The Vienna scroll
measures 285 x 15 cm, and contrary to the Pierpont Morgan scroll, provides information
about the original scribe, patron and place of production. It was written by Thomas the
Patrologus, whose inscription is partially preserved, so the scroll most probably dates to
the mid-sixteenth century. At the beginning of the Letters is a miniature of the
Mandylion. The scroll is fragile and much of the text is illegible; of the illustration of
                                                                                                                           
201
 There is no subject for this verb.
202
 Peers, ‘Magic’, p. 169.
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the Mandylion all that can now be made out is the outline of the cloth203. The phonetic
transcript leads us to think that the text could either have been dictated, or copied from
an equally faulty MS (e.g. ”Hkostš for ”Hkousta…, coloÝj for cwloÝj and kunhq¾j for
kinhqeˆj). One of the most interesting points is that the magical use of the letter is
personalised, for the servant Antonius204; this is also the case with the version of the
Abgar letter on Oxyrhynchus Papyrus 4469205.
What can still be read of the text of the Vienna scroll is as follows:
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 Photographs of the roll are included in Figures 2.8-2.11.
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 Although in the Oxyrhynchus papyrus it is Abgar’s letter to Christ that is personalised with a
request for the cure of a certain Epimachus.
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 See below, pp. 226-227.
”Hkostš mou t¦ par¦ soà kaˆ tîn sîn „am£twn kaˆ didaskal…aj Ósa lusitele‹ kaˆ
swthr…J kaˆ toiaàta poie‹j Ósia ¥lloj oÙdeˆj pepo…ken po[tš] ... nekroÝj ™ge…rhj mÒnJ tù
lÒgJ, pneÚmata ponhr¦ dièkeij: leproÝj kaqar…zeij, tufloÝj poie‹j ¢nablšpein: paralÚtouj
sfigg ...... coloÝj ¢norqe‹j, da…mona ™pit…maj ..... ¾n brabeÚeij .... ¢fe ...... ™xous…a paršceij
™kkaÚqht… mou nàn ¹ yuc»: kaˆ sundedštai prÕj s@ poqî kaˆ pisteÚw Óti sÝ e Ð CristÕj Ð toà5
zîntoj qeoà uƒÒj di'oÛ d@ m¾ ¢paxièseij me ™lqe‹n prÕj tÕn doàlon sou ™mš. 'All' ™n ™lp…di
kaˆ fqÒnoj t…na kaˆ kun»tai kat¦ soà: tîn ¢rcieršwn zhlotupoÚntwn kat£labe prÕj tÕn
o„kšthn sou: ¹ g¦r mikr¦ ™stˆn ¹ pÒlij prÕj t¾n s¾n ØyhlÒthta ¢ll' ¢rke‹ t¦ æj ™n Î ka…
soi †na kaˆ tÕ p£qoj Ö œcw qerapeÚseij kaˆ toÝj par' ™mo… pÒnouj ¢podr£seij kaˆ tÍ pÒlei sou
zw¾n paršx[eij] ... ¢m¾n kaˆ ™lšhson KÚriš mou.10
'Epistol¾ toà Kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà prÕj AÜgaron tÕn basilša tÁj A„dšshj
Mak£rioj e, AÜgare, kaˆ ¹ pÒlij sou, ¼tij kale‹tai 'Edšssa, mak£rioj Óti
™p…steusaj e„j ™m@ m¾ ˜wrakèj me. Gšgraptai g¦r mak£rioi oƒ m¾ „dÒntej kaˆ pisteÚsantej,15
kaˆ trismak£rioi Øge…a ............ soi diapantÒj. Perˆ ............ayej ™lqe‹n prÕj sš ..............
¢pest£lmai ™ntaàqa .......... hn .......... tÕn to‹j ............ o„konom…a plhr ...... ¢nalhfqÁna…
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prÕj tÕn ¢poste…lant£ me patšra. Kaˆ met¦ tÕ ¢nalhfqÁna… me ›na tîn maqhtîn mou,
ÑnÒmati Qadda‹on, Óstij kaˆ tÕ p£qoj sou qerapeÚsei: zw¾n a„ènion kaˆ e„r»nhn soi parascÍ
kaˆ poi»sei tÍ pÒlei sou tÕ ƒ..anÕ. prÕj tÕ mhdšna tîn ™cqrîn sou ..toich ... aÙtÁj ›wj tÁj20
sun...…aj toà a„...oj m¾den ¢potre ..... nena ............ Kaˆ g¦r ™gë œklina oÙranoÝj kaˆ
katÁlqon di¦ tÕ gšnoj tîn ¢nqrèpwn, êkhsa d@ parqenik¾n m»tran, †na  ...... basin t¾n  ....
p ....... s ........ kaˆ t¾n ™pikeimen..... tape…nw ...... fri ...... meg ........ oƒ e„j ..... p ...... ontej
hsa: stolh ................. prÕ ........... eij car¦ .... ba…an, ete ™n ........... ete ™n d ....... r…J
ete ™n fruki ....... kaˆ pure ..... À daimo....wsi À toÚtoij ........ œstai d@ ...... kaˆ tÍ ...... p25
....... l¾n ta ..... ¡gnÒj kaqarÒj ...... tÕj ponhro ....... pro ...... kaˆ aÙt¾n ej „as…n kaˆ c
........ kaˆ beba…an ¢sf£leian ej tÕn doàlon toÚtou 'Antènion ¤ma sumb…aj aÙtoà kaˆ .........
aÙtoà diÕ tÁj Ðlo .......... sf ....... do ...... tÁj ........ e sf .......... 'Ihsoàj CristÕj ........ kaˆ
uƒÕj qeoà gnwrizÒmenoj kaˆ .............................. kaˆ ¥nqrwpoj: + C Y E U R D:
`O m@n staurÒj dhlÕi Óti ˜kën ™p£gh ™n aÙtù. TÕ y dhlÕi Óti ØyhlÕj ..... leÝj ¢ll¦30
¥nqrwpon kat¦ ¢l»qeian. TÕ d@ C dhlÕi Óti ¢napšpaumai ØpÕ tîn Ceroub…m. TÕ E dhlÕi ™gë
qeÕj prîtoj kaˆ pl»n ™mou oÙk œstin ¥lloj. TÕ U dhlÕi ØyhlÕj basileÝj kaˆ qeÕj tîn qeîn.
TÕ R dhlÕi ·Ústhj ™genšmhn tÕ tîn ¢nqrèpwn gšnoj. TÕ D dhlÕi di' Ólou kaˆ ..... zî kaˆ
diamšnw e„j toÝj a„înaj.
`O d@ dex£menoj Ð AÜgaroj t¾n ™pistol»n toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà lšgwn:35
™pÚgontai oƒ foneutaˆ kaˆ ˜gnÒmonej oƒ 'Iouda‹oi ¢pokte‹nai tÕn 'Ihsoàn, pšmpei oân pareuq¾ Ð
AÜgaroj tacudrÒmon kaˆ met' aÙtoà tšcnV ƒstor»sai tÕ Ðmo…wma toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà
Cristoà, kaˆ ™lqÒntoj toà tacudrÒmou e„j t¦ propÚlaia œsti œnqen kake‹qen Øp»nthsen toinÚn
Ð 'Ihsoàj. Kaˆ dialecqeˆj epen aÙtù: kataskopÕj e ¥nqrwpe. Kaˆ di¦ toàto periskop¦j t¦
tÚca tÁj pÒlewj. 'Eke‹noj œfh: oÙk omai kataskÒpoj kur…e ¢ll' ¢pestalmšnoj e„maˆ Øp'40
AÙg£rou basilšwj 'Edšshj: Ãlqon qe£sasqai tÕn 'Ihsoàn Nazwra…on kaˆ sunštaxen aÙtÕn Ð
'Ihsoàj paragšnesqai ™n tÍ sunagwgV kaˆ qe£saqai aÙtÒn Ótan did£skei toÝj ÑcloÚj.
'Apelqën d@ ..... Ð zwgr£foj ™nèpion p£ntwn œpesen e„j toÝj pÒdaj toà kur…ou kaˆ ¢pod…dei
sindÒna aÙtù 'Ihsoà: kaˆ labën Ð 'Ihsoàj Ûdwr ¢pon…yato e„j tÕ prÒswpon aÙtoà kaˆ labën
t¾n sindÒna ™zwgraf»qh tÕ Ðmo…wma aÙtoà ™n tÍ sindÒni ¢paral£ktwj éste qaum£zhn45
p£ntaj toÝj qeasamšnouj: kaˆ dšdwken aÚt¾n tÕ tacudrÒmJ. `O d@ labën tÕ Ðmo…wma aÙtoà
met¦ car©j ¢phlqün Ð zwgr£foj met¦ tîn ¢nqrwpîn tîn Ðmoqumadîn aÙtoà kaˆ ¢p»rconto
tÁj Ðdoà kaˆ fqa…santo ™ggÝj tÁj pÒlewj ½n g¦r ˜spšraj oÜshj ‡mhnan d@ œxw tÁj pÒlewj ™n
¥groij kaˆ ·amhd…oij kaˆ fobhqšntej œkruyan t¾n e„kÒna  toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà
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¢nametaxÝ dÚwn keramid…wn kaˆ ™koim»qhsan. ”Edei g¦r Ð ¼lioj kaˆ ™f£nh stÚloj purÕj ™k50
toà oÙranoà ›wj toà tÒpou oá Ãn ¹ e„kën toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà. 'Idën d@ Ð
kastrofÚlax tÕ qaàma ™fob»qh kaˆ ™fwn»se fwn¾n meg£lhn: kaˆ ºlqen Ôcloj ¢pÕ tÁj
pÒlewj kaˆ yhlaf»santej eÛron t¾n e„kÒna toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà ™k te ............
¢parall£ktwj e„j ˜n tîn kera............. ¹sÚcasan.
`O d@ tacudrÒmoj kaˆ oƒ sun aÙtù labën t¾n sindÒna met¦ toà Ðmoièmatoj ¢pÁlqon55
fqasantej tacudromÁsai ¢pÕ mil…ou ˜nÕj tÁj pÒlewj 'Aidšshj surÒmenÒj tij eØršqh kat¦
tÒpon ™ke…non paraut…ka ¼lleto: ™tr…ce d@ ™pˆ t¾n „d…an mhtšra kaˆ qeaq¾j ØpÕ toà Ñcloà
™qaÚmazon p£ntej ™pˆ tù gegonÒti, oÙc oátoj, ™legÒntej, Ð colÕj Ð prÕj tÕn pulîna
surÒmenoj, Ð uƒÒj tÁj ce…raj; ”Alloi œlegon oÛtoj œstin: oƒ d@ plhroforhqšnta pîj aÙtÒj
œstin.60
'An»ggeila tù basile‹ AÙg£rJ perˆ toà paidÕj t¾n a„t…an tÁj „£sewj kaˆ
prosles£menoj tÕn pa…da epon aÙtù: lšgei pa‹j su pîj „£qhj; lšgei Ð pa‹j: ¥kouson
basileà: ™n tù Ðdù ™kaqezÒmoun Ðrë ¥nqrwpon ™rcÒmenon kaˆ tÕn ¥cranton e„kÒna ™b£stazon
toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà kaˆ æj ™k qe…aj tinÕj kinhqeˆj ¹y£mhn t¾n e„kÒna, kaˆ
paracrÁma ... qhn: ¢koÚsaj d@ Ð AÜgaroj Øpšlaben Óti Ð CristÕj ™lqën kaˆ „£sai aÙtÒn.65
Toà oân tacudrÒmou ™lqÒntoj ™n tù palat…J œdwken t¾n e„kÒna tù AÙg£rJ kaˆ dex£menoj
Ð AÜgaroj t¾n sindÒna e„j t¦j ce‹raj aÙtoà katake…menoj ™pˆ tÁj gÁj klinÒj: eÙqšwj ..... Øg…ei
.... mhd@n scÁma ™mfan…saj mikrÕn tÁj nosoà.
Met¦ d@ tÕ analhfqÁnai tÕn kÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn CristÕn ¢pest£llh Qadda‹oj Ð
¢pÒstoloj kaˆ lal»saj prÕj AÜgaron toÝj lÒgouj toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà70
kateb»san ¢mfÒteroi ™pˆ t¾n phg¾n t¾n legomšnhn Keras£n kaˆ ™b£ptisen tÕn AÜgaron
panik¾ kaˆ ¹g…as ... eÙcaristÕn tù qeù: met¦ d@ tÕ bapt…sai tÕn AÜgaron Ð m@n Qadda‹oj
¢p¾lqen khrÚsswn tÕ eÙaggel…on. `O d@ AÜgaroj œsthsen t¾n e„kÒna t¾n e„kÒna toà kur…ou
¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà prÕj t¾n pÚlhn tÁj pÒlewj †na p©j t…j prÒteron t¾n e„koÚsa tim¾n
¢ponšmei tÍ e„kÒni: gr£yaj kaˆ ™pigraf¾n Óti kÚrioj qeÒj Ð e„j se elp…zwn oÙk ¢potugc£nei75
¢ll' œcei zw¾n a„ènion kaˆ fîj dikaiosÚnhj ™pa............. aÙtÒn: Óti sÚ ™lee‹j toÝj
kataragmšnouj toÝj peptwkÒtaj kaˆ soi t¾n dÒxan ¢napšmpomen tù p£tri kaˆ tù uƒù kaˆ tù
¡g…J pneÚmati nàn kaˆ e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn. 'Am¾n.                
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I have heard about you and your cures, and your teachings which are good even for
salvation, and the things you do that nobody else has ever done. You raise the dead by your
word only, you chase out evil spirits, you clean lepers, you restore sight to the blind, you heal
paralytics, you straighten the lame, you rebuke demons ...  you judge … you have power, the
soul is lit up with honour and bound to you in desire, and I believe that you are the Christ, the
son of the living God, through whom I beg you not to reject coming to me, your servant, as one
unworthy, but rather in hope and desire and longing for you. The high priests are jealous so
come to your servant. My city is small for your mightiness but is sufficient for you, and you will
cure my illness and heal the sick with me and give life to the city … Amen and have mercy on
me, my Lord.
The letter from our Lord Jesus Christ to Abgar the king of Edessa
Blessed are you, Abgar, and blessed is your city, which is called Edessa, blessed are you
for believing in me without having seen me. For it is written that blessed are they who have not
seen and yet believe, and thrice blessed, health …. for you for all time. As for ….. coming to
you …… I was sent here for ………… be taken up to the Father who sent me. When I have
been taken up, I will send you one of my disciples called Thaddaeus, who will cure your illness
and give you eternal life and peace and will see to it that none of your enemies ….. your city for
all time. I left heaven and came down for the sake of mankind, and I dwelt in a virgin mother to
….. the sin ….. I humbled …....... whether in ........ or (similar) to these ........ holy and pure
......... for healing ....... sure safety for his servant Anthony ...... and his ......... through the .........
Jesus Christ ............ and revealed as the son of God and .................. and man. + C Y E U R D.
The cross means that I was willingly fastened to it. The Y means that ....... great (ki)ng
but a real man. The C means that I rest on the Cherubim. The E means that I am God first and
there is no other besides me. The U means that I am a great king and God of gods. The R means
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that I became the deliverer of mankind. The D means that I live through the ages and eternally
and exist forever and ever206.
When Abgar received the letter from our Lord Jesus Christ, he said that the Jewish
murderers and leaders were plotting to kill Jesus, and so he immediately sent a messenger, and
with him an artist, to paint a portrait of our Lord Jesus Christ. When the messenger was coming
to the gate of Jerusalem, the overlooker was inside ......  Jesus went out to meet him. He spoke to
him and said, “You are a spy, and you have come to spy on the city walls”. The messenger
answered, “I am not a spy, Lord, but rather I was sent by Abgar the king of Edessa. I came to
see Jesus of Nazareth”.
Jesus then told him to go to the synagogue and see him as he taught the crowds. He left
....... in front of everyone the artist fell at the Lord’s feet and gave the linen cloth to Jesus. Jesus
washed his face with water and took hold of the linen cloth and his exact likeness was imprinted
onto it. Everyone who saw it was amazed and he gave it to the messenger. He took it with joy
and the artist left with men of a like mind.
They set out on the road and came close to the city. It was evening and they stayed
outside the city in the countryside and amidst the bushes. They were afraid and so hid the image
of the Lord Jesus Christ between two tiles and went to sleep. The sun had already set and a
column of fire appeared from heaven and over the place where the image of our Lord Jesus
Christ was. The city guard saw the wonder and was afraid. He called out in a loud voice, and the
people of the city went out and after searching they found the exact image of our Lord Jesus
Christ from ...... on the (ti)le. The messenger and those who were with him took the linen cloth
with the likeness and went on their way.
They came to within a mile of the city of Edessa and a cripple who happened to be in
that place jumped up and ran to his mother. All the crowd saw him and were amazed at what
had happened, saying “Is this not the cripple at the gate, the son of the widow?”
The news about the boy and his cure came to king Abgar. He called for him and said to
him, “Tell me, child, how were you cured?” The boy said, “Listen, o king. I was sitting on the
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road when I saw a man coming and they were carrying the immaculate image of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and as if moved by some divine power I touched the image, and I was immediately
cur(ed). When Abgar heard this he realised that Christ was coming to cure him. The messenger
came into the palace and gave the image to Abgar. Abgar took the linen cloth into his hands as
he was lying on his bed, and immediately ........ no sign was left of his illness.
After our Lord Jesus Christ was taken up into heaven Thaddaeus the apostle was sent
and he spoke to Abgar the words of our Lord Jesus Christ. Both of them went down to the
fountain called Kerassa and he baptised Abgar together with all his household .... thanks to God.
After Abgar had been baptised Thaddaeus went away to preach the gospel. Abgar placed the
image of our Lord Jesus Christ over the doorway of the city so that everyone would pay homage
to it. He also wrote an inscription, “Lord God, whoever hopes in you will never be let down but
will have eternal life and the light of justice will sh(ine) on him. Because you pity the broken
and the fallen, to you we give the glory, to the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit for ever and
ever. Amen.
2.4 MS Grottaferrata Badia Greca 8 (gr. 285)
This fourteenth-century MS has never been edited or even mentioned in the literature. It
contains two miniatures of Christ writing the reply to Abgar; the text is incomplete, and
breaks off in the middle of the reply, so we do not know if the original text was just the
two letters or if it continued with a brief history of the Image, as do other texts of the so-
called Epistula Abgari. The text ends in the middle of a sentence (the last word is kaˆ),
then at the bottom of the folio is B b VIII, followed by a table of contents for the whole
MS in Latin, in a much later hand. The notes in this postscript describe the text as
Epistola Abgari ad Jesum et responsio Domini ad Abgarum, although this was written
after the missing folios were lost; this is evident from the numbers on the folios (the
postscript folios are numbered in direct continuation after the end of the Greek text and
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describe the whole as Fragmentum Codicis) and also from the fact that the Greek text
comes to an abrupt end in the middle of a sentence.    
The first miniature (f. 45r) shows Jesus writing the answer with the messenger
holding a board for the writing. Jesus is sitting on a throne, and above him is written:
Ð CristÕj Ótan œgrayen t¾n ™pistol¾n prÕj tÕn AÜgaron
Christ is writing in the letter ™pistol» AÜ and above the messenger an inscription
identifies him as the Ð tacudrÒmoj.
In the second miniature (f. 46r) Christ is sitting on the same throne and writing
on a tablet too (although a different shape from the first). Instead of the messenger is a
kind of plant or tree. Above Christ is written: 'Ihsoàj CristÕj Ótan œgrayen t¾n ™pi
....., and quite cleverly, in the letter Christ is writing the continuation of these words
stol¾n prÕj tÕn  ......... although the name AÜgaron is missing.
The text is replete with numerous errors, mostly due to confusion of sounds.
Given that the edited text of the letters has been seen many times, I give a diplomatic
edition of the text from the MS (Figures 2.12-2.15).
(f. 45r) 'Epistol¾ AÙg£rou
'Akoustš mei t¦ perˆ soà, kaˆ tîn sîn ¢m£twn, Ñsëti ¥neu farm£keij, kaˆ bot£non
poiÃj qerap…aj, Ñti lÒgJ mÒnwn tufloj tÕ ær¦n car…zeij, kwfoj tÕ ¢koÝein, colÃj tÕ
peripat¾n, leproÝj kaqare…zein, kaˆ t¦ ¢k£qarta pneÚmata ¢pelaÚnoij, kaˆ tÕn uƒÒn tÁj
ce‹raj ™k nekrîn ½ceiraj kaˆ taàta p£nta ¢koàsaj  perˆ soà KÚrie, dieno½qhn ™n tÁ kar-| (f.
45v) d…a mou Óti sÝ e Ð UƒÕj toà Qeoà Ð kat¦b¦j ™x oÙranoà, kaˆ poiÃj taàta. Di¦ toàtw5
deÔmš sou, di¦ gramm£twn, ›ìj ™moà ™lqe‹n, m¾ ¢paxièseij, †na kaˆ tÕ p£qoj, Ö œcw
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qerapeÚshj kaˆ Øg…an kaˆ zwÀn a„èniÔn moi par£sceij. 'Akouste d@ moi kaˆ toàtw Ñti o„
‘OioÙdšoi kat¦gogg…zous…n soi, kaˆ boàlontaˆ soi ¢nele‹n. PÒlhj oân ™stˆn moi bracÝt£th
semn», ºthj ¢rkšsoi ¢mfwtšreij: ™rrwsqa… moi kšleuson kuriœ mou. |
(f. 46r) Mak£rioj e, AÜgare, kaˆ ¹ pÒlhj sou, ¼tij kale‹tai 'Edšssa, mak£rioj e, Óti10
™p…steusaj e„j ™m@ m¾ ™çrakèj me. gšgraptai g¦r, mak£rioi oƒ m¾ „dÒntej me kaˆ
pisteÚsantej: | (f. 46v)  ™pˆdh oân s» mh ˜wrakîj me pep…steukaj e„j ™me Øg…an
˜thmasq»setš soi. Perˆ [oá] d@ ™grayaj toà ™lquna… me prÕj sš, dšon ™stˆn di' Ö ¢pšstalme
plhrîsai p©s[an] dikaˆÑsÚnhn, kaˆ met¦ tÕ p[lh]rîsai ¢nalhfqÁna… me p[rÕj] ton
¢pÕste‹lant£ me p[atšra:] kaˆ met¦ tÕ ¢nalhf»nai m[e] ¢postšllw soi œna tîn m[aqh]tîn15
ÑnÒmati Qadda…oj, Ósteij kaˆ tÕ p£qoj sou qer[a]peÚsei, kaˆ Ùg…an kaˆ zw[¾n] a„ènion soi
par£scoi: [poi]½sai d@ kaˆ t¾n pÒlh so[u tÕ] ƒkanÕn prÕj tÕ mhdšna | (f. 47r)  ™cqrîn sou
katiscàsai aÙtÁj, ™çj tÁj suntele…aj toà a„ênwj, ¢m»n.
Kaˆ g¦r ™gë œklhna oÙranoÝj, kaˆ katÁlqon ™pˆ tÁj gÁj, di¦ tÕ sîsai tÕ gšnoj tîn
¢nqrèpwn, kaˆ êkhsa mšitran parqenik¾n, †na t¾n par£basin t¾n ™n tî parad…sw ™xal»yw.20
E tape‹nosa d@ ™mautÕn, morf¾n doàlou labwn, †na ¹m©j megalÚnw. | (f. 47v)  aÛth dš mou
¹ ™pistolÁ, Ôpou ™¦n problhqe‹ etai ™n d…kei, etai ™n dikastir…J, º ™n spoila…oij, º ™n ta‹j
plat…aij tÁj gÁj: etai ™n Ôresin, º ™n qal£ssei, º ™n purˆ, º ™n potamî, º ™n lÚmnh, º ™n
phgÁ, º ™n purršsqwsin, º frikˆðsin, º da…moniêsin, º ™kbr£zwsin, º kat¦ desmÕn ™coÚsin, º
™n arrwst…v katake‹menoi kakîn º ™n pr£sei, º ™n fulakÁ, º pepoi»kwsoi farm£kwn º Ósa25
toÚtoij Ómeia, dialuq»sonte. ”Estw d@ Ð forîn taàthn mou t¾n ™pistol¾n ¢gnÕj kaˆ [hic
des. mut.]
The letter of Abgar
I have heard about you and your cures, about how without medicine or herbs you heal
people. By your word only you give sight to the blind, make the deaf hear, the lame walk, you
heal lepers, you expel unclean spirits and you raised the son of the widow from the dead. I have
heard all this about you, Lord, and realised in my heart that you are the son of God who has
come down from heaven to do this. I am therefore writing to you to ask you to deign to come to
me and heal my suffering, and give me health and eternal life. I have also heard, Lord, that the
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Jews are murmuring against you and seek to destroy you. I have a city that is small but holy,
sufficient for both of us. Heal me and take pity on me, my Lord.
Blessed are you, Abgar, and blessed is your city, which is called Edessa, blessed are you
for believing in me without having seen me. It is written that blessed are those who have not
seen me and yet believe, and since you have believed in me without having seen me, good
health is stored up for you. As for what you wrote to me about coming to you, I have to fulfil all
justice, which is what I was sent here for, and then be taken up to the Father who sent me. When
I have been taken up, I will send you one of my disciples called Thaddaeus, who will cure you
and give you health and eternal life. He will also see to it that no enemies ever conquer your city
until the end of the age, Amen.
I left heaven and came down to earth to save mankind, and I dwelt in a virgin mother to
wipe away the sin that was committed in paradise. I humbled myself and took on the form of a
servant in order to glorify you.
This is my letter and wherever it is read, in a court of justice or in the senate house, in
caves or on the roads of the land, on mountains or at sea or in a fire or in a river, in a port or at a
fountain, if you have fever or you are shivering, bewitched or foaming at the mouth, or held in
chains or lying ill, or in a difficult situation or in prison or suffering from medicine or anything
else like this, you will be freed from it. May he who bears my letter with him be holy and [end
mutilated].
2.5 Is there a standard version of the Epistula Abgari?
The first thing that comes to mind after reading the different versions of the so-called
Epistula Abgari are the significant differences between all of them. The version
published by Lipsius is generally accepted as the standard version, but the only reason
for this is that it is the only published version.
Not even the letters of Abgar to Jesus and the reply coincide. In Pierpont
Morgan 499 two additional cures are added to the list of Jesus’ healing miracles: the
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woman who had suffered from a blood flow for twelve years and the person bent over.
In this same version, Abgar requests Jesus to make his city invincible, whereas in other
witnesses this promise comes only as an initiative from Jesus. The Escorial MS omits
Abgar’s letter to Jesus, starting directly with Christ’s reply. The text in the Vienna scroll
is completely different: Abgar writes that Jesus’ teaching is good for salvation and that
nobody else does what he does. The king does not wonder whether Jesus is God himself
or the Son of God, but directly believes that he is the Christ, the Son of the living God.
Finally, Edessa is described by its king as small for Jesus’ greatness. Both the Vienna
Scroll and the Grottaferrata MSS omit the introductory phrase to Abgar’s letter, starting
directly with the sentence “I have heard about ...”. Abgar also realises in the latter that
Jesus is the Son of God who has come down from heaven.
The differences continue in Jesus’ reply to Abgar. In the Lipsius version, Christ
adds to the obligation of fulfilling his mission (as expressed in the Narratio, the
Synaxarion, etc.) being given into the hands of sinners, crucified and rising on the third
day. Not only will Christ make the city of Edessa invincible, but also larger. This
version contains the longer text of the letter, explaining how Christ came down from
heaven, the instructions for its use and the seals and their explanation. This is typical of
the use of the letter as a magical amulet, but can also be found in this MS and even in
one Synaxarion text207.
The Pierpont Morgan text gives two names for the disciple Jesus intends to send
(Thaddaeus and Thomas). The ending is original to this manuscript, as special emphasis
is laid on the fact that Jesus wrote the letter with his own hand, and on the
Christological statement that he was made known in two natures, as perfect God and
perfect man.
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The Escorial MS opens the text with Christ’s reply, and omits the blessing of
Abgar for having believed without seeing Christ. The second name of Thaddaeus is
given here as Lebbaios. The identification of the disciple is not a simple matter:
Thaddaeus is listed as one of the twelve disciples in two of the four canonical gospels
(Mark 3:18 and Matthew 10:3), although several (mainly western) MSS of both gospels
have the name Lebbaios instead. Some have a conflated reading, i.e. Thaddaeus also
called Lebbaios. Luke and John replace Thaddaeus with a second Judas (not Iscariot).
All three names are Semitic, and according to Raymond E. Brown they can hardly all
refer to the same person despite the later creation of the composite name Judas
Thaddaeus208.
The text of Christ’s reply to Abgar is damaged in the Vienna scroll, although the
interesting detail is the personal use of the magical power in the letter, for the slave
Antonius. The Grottaferrata text of the reply is the only one to explain how Christ took
on the form of a servant when he came down from heaven.
The differences between the seals and their explanations in these texts and others
are analysed in greater depth below (pp. 239-244). The differences in the MSS continue
in the rest of the story of how the Image is imprinted onto the linen cloth and how the
messenger comes back to Edessa (excepting of course, the Grottaferrata text, which
breaks off in Jesus’ reply to Abgar), despite coinciding in the basic aspects of the story.
The first novelty is to be found in the Pierpont Morgan, Escorial and Vienna texts, in
which Jesus accuses the messenger of being a spy (there is an added detail in the Vienna
scroll; Jesus tells him he has come to spy on the walls of the city). The messenger’s
explanation seems to satisfy Christ in all the texts.
The story of how the cloth was hidden between the tiles and the Image
miraculously transferred onto one of them is in all the witnesses except El Escorial,
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although the details, vocabulary and phraseology are different in each case. A
comparison of a short extract from each manuscript illustrates the point:
Lipsius The Vienna scroll Pierpont Morgan
Kaˆ „dën Ð kastrofÚlax tÁj
pÒlewj tÕn stÚlon toà purÒj,
™fènhsen fwn¾n meg£lhn: kaˆ
™xÁlqen Ð laÕj tÁj pÒlewj kaˆ
„dÒntej t¾n ™n sindÒni e„kÒna toà
kur…ou, ½qelon aÙt¾n labe‹n kaˆ
yhlaf»santej eáron, Óti
¢nezwgraf»qh e„j ān tîn
keramid…wn. Kaˆ œlabon tÕ
keram…dion ™s…ghsan ™£santej toÝj
tacudrÒmouj poreÚesqai.
'Idën d@ Ð kastrofÚlax tÕ qaàma
™fob»qh kaˆ ™fènhse fwn¾n
meg£lhn: kaˆ Ãlqen Ôcloj ¢pÕ tÁj
pÒlewj kaˆ yhlaf»santej eáron
t¾n e„kÒna toà Kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà
Cristoà ™k te ............
¢parall£ktwj e„j ān tîn
kera............. ¹sÚcasan. `O d@
tacudrÒmoj kaˆ oƒ sÝn aÙtù labën
t¾n sindÒna met¦ toà Ðmoièmatoj
¢pÁlqon.
'Idën d@ Ð kastrofÚlax tÕ qaàma
™fènhse fwnÍ meg£lV kaˆ plÁqoj
™xelqÒntoj laoà ™dÒkoun tÕ
keram£rion ØpÕ purÕj
kataflšgesqai. Plhs…on d@ toÚtou
genomšnou tù tacudrÒmJ
perištucon 'Anan…a kaˆ
katascÒntej aÙtÒn, aÙtourgÕn
™ke‹non toà ™mprhsmoà genšsqai
kathgÒroun toà keramar…ou. `O d@
t¾n toà Kur…ou aÙtoà diagge…laj
¢postol¾n ¢fe…qei. 'Eke‹noi
periergazÒmenoi tù qe£mati to‹j
keram…oij pros»ggisan. TÕ d@ ān
keram…dion ØfelÒmenoi eáron
metatupwqe‹san t¾n qeandrik¾n
e„kÒna Cristoà ™n aÙtÍ, labÒntej
tÕ keram…dion ™s…ghsan. `O d@
tacudrÒmoj p£lin t¾n sindÒna
labèn di»nue t¾n ÐdÒn.
The city guard saw the column of
fire and called out in a loud
voice, and the people of the city
went out and saw the image of
the Lord on the linen cloth. They
wanted to take possession of it
and when they laid hands on it
they saw that the image had been
transferred onto one of the tiles.
They took the tile in silence and
let the messengers go on their
way.
The city guard saw the wonder
and was afraid. He called out in a
loud voice, and the people of the
city went out and after searching
they found the exact image of
our Lord Jesus Christ from ......
on the (ti)le. The messenger and
those who were with him took
the linen cloth with the likeness
and went on their way.
The city guard saw the wonder
and called out in a loud voice,
and the crowds of people coming
out thought that the tile factory
was on fire. As they came
towards the messenger, they
discovered Ananias and
questioned him, accusing him of
what was happening in the tile
factory. He explained to them his
mission from the Lord and they
came closer to the tiles to see
what this wonder was. They took
one of the tiles and found the
image of the God-man Christ
imprinted on it, and so they took
it away and remained silent. The
messenger took the linen cloth
again and continued on his way.
The differences in the story of the cripple who was healed outside Edessa are
also surprising. In the version published by Lipsius, the cripple was a mile away from
Edessa, was cured by touching the linen cloth and ran to his mother. When Abgar
questions him he says that something touched him.  In the Pierpont Morgan MS, the
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cripple, who is further identified as the son of a widow, was six miles out of Edessa. He
was cured by stretching out his hand to touch the linen cloth, and ran to his own home.
When questioned by Abgar, he also says something touched him. In the Escorial MS,
the distance from the city where the cripple was encountered is one stadium, less than a
mile. He was cured when Thaddaeus reached out and gave him his hand (i.e. there was
no contact here with the linen cloth; the miracle is worked by Thaddaeus), and ran to his
mother. Finally, in the Vienna scroll the distance from the city is one mile (as in
Lipsius), although no reason or explanation is given for his cure – he simply jumps up
and runs to his mother. When questioned by the king, however, the explanation is more
detailed than in any other of the witnesses: he was sitting by the road when he saw a
man coming with the image, and moved by some divine inspiration he touched the
image and was cured.
By comparing the ending of the text in each version, it becomes even more
apparent that they are all independent versions:
Lipsius El Escorial Pierpont Morgan Vienna Scroll
Met¦ d@ tÕ
¢nalhfqÁnai tÕn
KÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn
CristÕn ¢pšsteile
Qadda‹on ™n 'EdšssV
tÍ pÒlei toà „£sasqai
AÜgaron kaˆ p©san
malak…an. 'Elqën oân Ð
Qadda‹oj kaˆ lal»saj
aÙtù tÒn lÒgon toà
Kur…ou kaˆ kathc»saj
™katšbh ™pˆ t¾n phg¾n
t¾n legomšnhn
Kerass¦ kaˆ ™b£ptisen
aÙtÕn panoik…, kaˆ
eÙqšwj ™kaqair…sqh
aÙtoà tÕ p£qoj. Kaˆ
ºgalli£sato tù
PneÚmati dox£zwn kaˆ
eÙlogîn tÕn qeÕn e„j
toÝj a„înaj tîn
a„ènwn. 'Am¾n.
Kaˆ œfh prÕj tÕn
Qadda‹on: T… œti cre…an
œcwn. `O d@ prÕj aÙtÕn
epen: Cre…a sou ™stˆn
baptisqÁnai: kaˆ eÙqšwj
katab¦j ™pˆ t¾n phg¾n
¹ kaloumšnh Kerass¦
™b£ptisqh aÙtÕj kaˆ ¹
gun¾ aÙtoà kaˆ t¦ tškna
aÙtoà e„j tÕ Ônoma toà
PatrÕj kaˆ toà Uƒoà kaˆ
toà ¡g…ou PneÚmatoj
nàn kaˆ ¢eˆ kaˆ e„j toÝj
a„înaj tîn a„ènwn.
'Am¾n.
Met¦ oân tÕ ¢nalhfqÁnai
tÕn KÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn
CristÕn kaˆ plhrîsqai
¢pšsteile Qadda‹on ™n
'EdšssV tÍ pÒlei toà
„£sasqai AÜgaron kaˆ
p©san t¾n pneumatik¾n
o„konom…an. Kat¦ d@
Øposcemšna ¢pest£lhn Ð
Qadda‹oj Ð ¢pÒstoloj prÕj
tÕn AÜgaron kaˆ lal»saj
aÙtù tÒn lÒgon toà Kur…ou
™katšbhsan ¢mfÒteroi e„j
t¾n phg¾n t¾n legomšnhn
Kerass¦ dox£zontej kaˆ
eÙlogoàntej tÕn qeÕn, ¢m»n.
Met¦ d@ tÕ bapt…sai aÙtÒn
Qadda‹oj Ð ¢pÒstoloj
proshÚxato oÛtwj: Te‹coj
¹m‹n 'Edšshj kaˆ ¢yeud¾j
™paggel…a sÝ Øp£rceij
Crist@ Ð qeÕj ¹mîn, Ð e„j s@
™lp…zwn oÙk ¢potugc£nei
¢ll' œcei zw¾n a„ènion, Óti
su e Ð ¢norqîn toÝj
katerragmšnouj kaˆ ™ge…rwn
toÝj peptwkÒtaj kaˆ soˆ
t¾n dÒxan ¢napšmpomen tù
Patrˆ kaˆ tù Uƒù kaˆ tù
¡g…J PneÚmati e„j toÝj
Met¦ d@ tÕ ¢nalhfqÁnai
tÕn KÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn
CristÕn ¢pest£lh
Qadda‹oj Ð ¢pÒstoloj kaˆ
lal»saj prÕj AÜgaron toÝj
lÒgouj toà Kur…ou ¹mîn
'Ihsoà Cristoà katšbhsan
¢mfÒteroi ™pˆ t¾n phg¾n
t¾n legomšnhn Keras£n kaˆ
™b£ptisen tÕn AÜgaron
panoikÍ kaˆ ¹g…asen ...
eÙcaristîn tù qeù: met¦
d@ tÕ bapt…sai tÕn AÜgaron
Ð m@n Qadda‹oj ¢pÁlqen
khrÚsswn tÕ eÙaggšlion. `O
d@ AÜgaroj œsthsen t¾n
e„kÒna toà Kur…ou ¹mîn
'Ihsoà Cristoà prÕj t¾n
pÚlhn tÁj pÒlewj †na p©j
tij prÒteron t¾n e„koÚsa
tim¾n ¢ponšmei tÍ e„kÒni:
gr£yaj kaˆ ™pigraf¾n Óti
KÚrioj qeÒj Ð e„j s@ ™lp…zwn
oÙk ¢potugc£nei ¢ll' œcei
zw¾n a„ènion kaˆ fîj
dikaiosÚnhj ™pa.............
aÙtÒn: Óti sÝ ™lee‹j toÝj
kataragmšnouj, toÝj
peptwkÒtaj kaˆ soˆ t¾n
dÒxan ¢napšmpomen tù
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a„înaj tîn a„ènwn. 'Am¾n. Patrˆ kaˆ tù Uƒù kaˆ tù
¡g…J PneÚmati nàn kaˆ e„j
toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn.
'Am¾n.
After our Lord Jesus
Christ was taken up
into heaven he sent
Thaddaeus to the city
of Edessa to cure
Abgar and all
sicknesses. Thaddaeus
came and spoke the
word of the Lord to
him, taught him and
took him to the
fountain called
Kerassa and baptised
him together with all
his household. Abgar
was immediately freed
from his suffering. He
rejoiced in the spirit,
praising and extolling
God forever and ever.
Amen.
And he said to
Thaddaeus, “What else
do I need?” Thaddaeus
answered, “You need
to be baptised”, and
going straight down to
the fountain called
Kerassa, Abgar was
baptised together with
his wife and children
in the name of the
Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit, now and
for evermore, Amen.
After our Lord Jesus
Christ was taken up into
heaven he sent Thaddaeus
to the city of Edessa to
cure Abgar and to fulfil
the spiritual economy,
Thaddaeus the apostle was
sent to Abgar and spoke
the word of the Lord to
him. They went together
to the fountain called
Kerassa praising and
blessing God, Amen.
After baptising him,
Thaddaeus the apostle
prayed thus: Christ our
God, you are the wall of
Edessa and the true
promise, whoever hopes in
you will never be let down
but shall have eternal life,
for you are the one who
straightens the crooked
and lifts up the fallen. We
give glory to you, the
Father and the Son and the
Holy Spirit for ever and
ever, Amen.
After our Lord Jesus
Christ was taken up into
heaven Thaddaeus the
apostle was sent and he
spoke to Abgar the words
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Both of them went down
to the fountain called
Kerassa and he baptised
Abgar together with all his
household .... thanks to
God. After Abgar had
been baptised Thaddaeus
went away to preach the
gospel. Abgar placed the
image of our Lord Jesus
Christ over the doorway of
the city so that everyone
would pay homage to it.
He also wrote an
inscription, “Lord God,
whoever hopes in you will
never be let down but will
have eternal life and the
light of justice will sh(ine)
on him. Because you pity
the broken and the fallen,
to you we give the glory,
to the Father, the Son and
the Holy Spirit for ever
and ever. Amen.
The differences I have highlighted are the major ones among the versions in the
MSS. It is true that the basics of the story coincide (as they do in all the texts – the
Narratio, the Synaxarion, etc.), but even when the versions of the Epistula Abgari are
telling the same story, the vocabulary and the expressions employed are so different that
it makes it difficult to postulate a common origin. Even the name provided by Lipsius is
misleading, as the text he edits contains much more than the letters. Equally misleading
is his claim to have used two MSS, because as explained above, the second is a
damaged witness containing only the Abgar-Jesus correspondence (as is the
Grottaferrata MS). Ernst von Dobschütz, in his study of the Abgar correspondence209,
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lists six Greek MSS as witnesses for the Epistula Abgari; one is the text edited by
Lipsius, but the others are either the Narratio de imagine Edessena or just further
isolated copies of the two letters copied out of context, with no surrounding text, i.e. not
versions of the Lipsius text at all.
I would argue that there is in fact no such common text as the Epistula Abgari, at
least in the sense as the title is used by Lipsius and by all those who have written about
it using his edition as their basis. All these articles and papers concern nothing more
than the MS used by Lipsius, accepting it as if it were a standard text in various
witnesses. As a result the article by Karaulashvili concerning the date of the text210 loses
much of its force as it can only be taken as a reference to the Lipsius text.
All the other versions were individually composed – they would appear to have
been based on the Abgar to Jesus letter and the reply (the Escorial version even ignores
the letter from the king of Edessa), followed by a version of the story of the Image. I
would postulate that each version was written for the occasion in question: the Pierpont
Morgan scroll was written in the context of the minuscule empire of Trebizond,
surrounded by hostile forces on all sides, as a plea for divine protection against the
enemy (in memory of the divine promise to protect the city of Edessa against its
enemies)211. The Vienna scroll seems to have been a private magical text, prepared for
an otherwise unknown Antonius. Apart from the Abgar letters and legend
(individualised to include the name of Antonius), other texts in the scroll are similarly
personalized: a general prayer to ward off spells for Antonius and his family and an
exorcism prayer from the liturgy of Basil in favour of Antonius and his household. The
scroll was produced in the Sinai Peninsula212. We have no further data concerning the
recipient of the scroll and so cannot tell if it was produced because of a specific danger
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 Cf. Peers, ‘Art and identity’, p. 178: “Christ was the wall … of Edessa and Trebizond both”.
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he was facing or whether it was just produced for general protection against evil and
bad luck.
The Escorial text is a heavily reduced version in comparison thereto; according
to the postscript it was copied in October 1435 under the rule of Thomas in Achaea213;
this refers to Thomas the son of Emperor Manuel II Palaeologus (r. 1391-1425).
Thomas was Despot of Mystra from 1428 to 1460, when the Turks finally conquered
the area. No mention is made of the Emperor himself, which makes it quite possible that
the MS was copied in Mystra rather than Constantinople. As such, the situation in
Morea was similar to that of Trebizond, a small and weak Christian kingdom
surrounded by enemies. The Abgar legend was especially attractive in these
circumstances as Christ was seen as both protector of Edessa and the place where the
legend was copied.
The Vienna MS used by Lipsius for his edition of the text was dated therein to
the twelfth century, although it seems more probable that it dates from the second half
of the thirteenth century. Nothing is known about the MS before it came into the hands
of the Hungarian humanist János Zsámboky (Johannes Sambucus, 1531-1584). There
are no other magical or related texts in the codex; it contains, among other pieces,
Capita adhortatoria ad monachos in India by Johannes Carpathius, and the anonymous
Narratio de virginis moribus et forme corporis. It was written on Oriental paper rather
than parchment, which “can be understood as an argument of Cypriot origin”214. The
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 Personal correspondence from Professor Ernst Gamillscheg, National Library of Austria, dated 13
May 2013. The content of the MS is compared to other versions of the Abgar legend in Lipsius, Die
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that of the letters between him and Abgar”. In the Arabic MS the cloth the image was imprinted onto is
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Kingdom of Cyprus throughout the thirteenth century was in the hands of Frankish
kings and the Catholic Church, coexisting with the Orthodox authorities and faith
although not always in peace and harmony. This feeling of oppression of the island’s
religion and being ruled by a foreign dynasty may have led to a comparison with the
situation of Abgar and his adopting a new religion while surrounded by hostility to it,
and therefore to the copying of the related legend. We should not forget, however, that
the Vienna MS is not a magical scroll and the text of the Abgar legend contained therein
is therefore most probably a copy from another, now lost, source, which may not even
have been of Cypriot origin. We cannot adopt these conclusions about the purpose of
the text as confidently as we can with the specific scrolls.
We do not know if either the Vatopedi text (the partial version used by Lipsius)
or the Grottaferrata MS contained anything beyond the correspondence between Abgar
and Christ. Given that there were so many MSS containing the decontextualised letters
without the legend, it is difficult and perhaps unnecessary to speculate on the
circumstances of and reasons behind their copying. If each version was adapted at the
time of writing, which seems to be the only viable explanation, the dating of each text
cannot go beyond the date of the MS it was first written in.
These versions are all valuable additions to the larger textual tradition of the
Image of Edessa legend (and three of them have miniatures too), although they should
be taken as separate texts, each composed for a special individual occasion. The Abgar
legend was well known and available in many different formats and abbreviations; these
texts are yet further proof of the great flexibility of the Abgar legend and how it was
used in different circumstances and in different places to create individual identities and
serve specific purposes.
                                                                                                                           
called 	
ا, which means “ship” or “vessel”; Gottheil, p. 276, says that this is “undoubtedly a mistake”
and suggests the more expected لد	.
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Chapter 3
 Saint Alexis and the “ymago sanguinea”
The Life of Saint Alexis, the rich young man who abandoned his wife on the eve of
their wedding to live a life of poverty for God, once enjoyed great popularity215 as its
transmission in several languages shows, including Syriac, Ethiopian, Greek, Irish,
English, German, Old Norse, Flemish, Provençal, Latin, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish,
Polish and Serbian216.
The earliest known versions are in Syriac, surviving in MSS dating from the
fifth and sixth centuries217. The first text is dated to no later than 475218. These stories
keep Alexis within Edessa, where he dies and is buried, and are relatively free of the
more popular details that crept into the later versions. Most stories tell how the saint
was born in Rome into a wealthy family, and left his (untouched) bride on their
wedding night to devote himself to God. He found his way to Edessa, where he spent
seventeen years as a beggar at a church door. In the later versions, a talking image
informed the keeper who he was and told him to bring the saint inside. Alexis then came
back to Rome where he spent a further seventeen years at his parents’ house
(unrecognised) – his mother and father only realised who the beggar was when he died.
Known as the Man of God, Alexis gave rise to a vast amount of popular literature219 and
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 Cf. Amiaud, La légende syriaque de Saint Alexius, l’Homme de Dieu (Paris 1889), p. XXVIII: “Il
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 E.g. Nicolas Wiseman, The Hidden Gem (London 1859), Henri Ghéon, Le pauvre sous l’escalier
(Paris 1925) and Benjamín Jarnés, Vida de San Alejo (Madrid 1928). Wiseman, ibid., p. 78, makes
mention of Christian learning in Edessa and how Abgar received this directly from Christ: “But in Edessa
these all flow alike into one deep yet crystal cistern, filled by King Abgar with the flood of life fresh from
its source”.
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even to an opera (written by Stefano Landi), a cantata (by Rimsky Korsakov) and an
oratorio (by Camilla de Rossi). The developments in the story are studied by Amiaud220,
although what interest us here are the references to the Image of Edessa when Alexis
arrives in the city.
The Image of Edessa is mentioned in most later versions of the saint’s life, both
in Greek, Latin and the numerous translations into the vernacular languages, when the
city is first brought into the story. The earliest versions, however, in Syriac, lack all
references to the Image221 and so are not discussed here. The image not made by human
hands in the city of Edessa could only be the Image of Edessa; but despite the references
to Edessa and the image, the many different texts of the legend of St Alexis have not
been associated with Mandylion studies in the literature, with a single exception222;
hence this chapter is essentially original in the field of Image of Edessa studies.
3.1 The Greek texts
The earliest extant Greek text concerning the saint would appear to be the one attributed
to Joseph the Hymnographer223, although it makes no mention of either Edessa or the
Image.
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 Cf. Amiaud, La légende p. XXXI. The hymn was published in the Menaion of Rome, vol. IV, pp.
99-105 (Rome 1888) and a Latin translation can be seen in the Acta Sanctorum Julii, tom. IV (Société des
Bollandistes: Brussels 1725), pp. 247-248.
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Symeon Metaphrastes’ original Menologion text is lost, although the supposed
Metaphrastic version given by Massman224 makes no mention of the Image on the
saint’s arrival in Edessa:
ploiar…J d@ ™ntucën t¾n ™mpor…an prÕj Laod…keian tÁj Sur…aj poioumšnJ, ™n toÚtJ
™xšplee: k¢ke‹qen ™kb¦j tÁj nhÒj, ÐdoipÒroij sun»nthse t¾n Ðdoipor…an kaˆ aÙto‹j prÕj
”Edesan poioumšnoij kaˆ met' aÙtîn dihnekšwj tÁj Ðdoà mÁkoj katšlusen:
He found a boat on its way to Laodicea in Syria and went on board. When he got off, he
fell in with some travellers and went with them all the way to Edessa.
The Greek text edited by Fernando María Estevez Pereira225 and dated by him to
the ninth century at the very latest, introduces the city of Edessa in the saint’s life in the
following way:
katšlaben ”Edessan t¾n mesopotam…an <pÒlin>, œnqa ke‹tai ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj
<e„kën> toà caraktÁroj toà despÒtou toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà ¿n œdwken 'Abg£rJ
™n tÍ zwÍ aÙtoà    
He came to Edessa, a city in Mesopotamia, where the image, not made by human hands,
of the impress of our Lord Jesus Christ lay; while he was still alive he had given it to Abgar.
 However, it is an otherwise unknown image of the Mother of God that speaks
concerning the admission of Alexius into the church:
kaˆ „doÝ ¹ e„kën tÁj QeotÒkou epen prÕj tÕn prosmon£rion
And behold, the image of the Mother of God spoke to the caretaker
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One of the Paris MSS226 varies from the text edited by Estevez Pereira in the
order of words only (as far as the mention of the Image is concerned), although the
reference to how it came into the hands of Abgar is more complete:
Kaˆ sunèdeusen aÙto‹j mšcrij oân kat»nthsan t¾n ”Edessan Mesopotam…aj tÁj
Sur…aj, œnqa ke‹tai toà despotikoà caraktÁroj toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà, ¹
¢ceiropo…htoj e„kën ¿n œdwken AÙg£rJ ™n tÍ kat¦ s£rka ™pˆ gÁj o„konom…v aÙtoà.
And so he travelled with them until they came to Edessa, in Mesopotamia in Syria,
where the impress of our Lord Jesus Christ, the image not made by human hands, lay; while he
was still in the flesh on earth he had given it to Abgar.
Another MS in Paris, edited by Margarete Rösler227, introduces the Image of
Edessa in a somewhat different way:
Kaˆ ™lqën ™n A„dšssV tÍ pÒlei e„j t¾n ¢ceiropo…hton toà swtÁroj ¹mîn Cristoà
¥cranton e„kÒna kaˆ proskun»saj ™kaqšsqh ™n tù n£rqhki toà naoà tÁj despo…nhj ¹mîn tÁj
¡g…aj QeotÒkou ...
And coming to the city of Edessa, to the stainless image of our Saviour Christ, not made
by human hands, he venerated it and sat in the narthex of the church of Our Lady, the Holy
Mother of God ...
One of the variants recorded by Rösler228 among the Greek witnesses contains a
unique description of the Image. The MS in question is Parisinus BN gr. 897, which
states:
œnqa Ð ¢ceiropo…htoj ke‹tai toà basilšwj tîn Ólwn carakt¾r
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There lies the impress of the king of all, not made by human hands.
As for the MSS from Mount Athos, the textual variations are numerous. None of
these MSS have been previously published229.
Megiste Lavra 1824 (16th c.), f. 114v makes no mention of the city of Edessa or
of Abgar, simply stating that Alexis came to Mesopotamia, where the ¢ceiropo…htoj toà
despÒtou e„kën was.
Megiste Lavra 1817 (15th c.), ff. 117v-118r describes Edessa as a fortress
(k£stron) rather than a city (pÒlij)230 and then explains how the Image came to be there
in slightly more detail:
¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kÒna toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà t¾n Ðpo…a œstalhn Ð CristÕj
¢pÕ t¾n `Ierousal¾m e„j tÕn top£rchn AÜgaron
The icon of our Lord Jesus Christ, not made by human hands, which Christ sent from
Jerusalem to the ruler Abgar.
Megiste Lavra 1509 (16th c.), ff. 45r-45v is virtually identical to the Paris MS,
while the text in Megiste Lavra 1142 (15th c.), f. 150v is similar to MS 1824 from the
same monastery – although it tidies up the grammar and describes Abgar as king
(basileÝj) rather than ruler (top£rchj). MSS Megiste Lavra 499 (16th c.), ff. 181v-197v
and 467 (16th c.), ff. 163r-185v transmit the same text, including the grammatical (or
phonetical) peculiarity ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kÒna, rendering the latter word in vernacular.
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The former MS adds another error in the article: e„j tîn basilša AÜgaron for e„j tÕn
basilša AÜgaron.
Megiste Lavra Θ24 (16th c.) f. 108v is damaged precisely where the Image of
Edessa is mentioned, although sufficient remains to be able to read that it is described as
<¹ ¢ceiropo…h>toj toà despotikoà caraktÁroj toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà
the master’s impress, our Lord Jesus Christ, <not made by human han>ds
The extended version of the story in Megiste Lavra 1139 (17th c.), ff. 41v-52v
and Megiste Lavra 1084 (15th c.), ff. 299v-315r makes no mention of Edessa or the
Image, while the legend contained in Megiste Lavra 650 (copied in 1627), ff. 377v-384r
and Vatopedi 632 (15th c.), ff. 312v-331r has the saint come to the city of Edessa but no
mention is made of the Image. There are various other Athonite MSS that mention
Edessa but make no reference to the Image: Dionysiou 3694 (17th c.), f. 178r; Dionysiou
3794 (17th c.), f. 30v; Panteleimon 5620 (15th c.), f. 118r; Iveron 4246 (15th c.), f. 15v;
and Philotheou 1848 (15th c.), f. 154r231.
One of the earliest Athonite MSS is Megiste Lavra 139 (12th c.), in which the
life of St Alexis takes up ff. 96v-111r. The description here is similar to the ninth-
century text edited by Estevez Pereiro:
katšlabon A‡dessan t¾n mesopotam…an Sur…aj, œnqa ™stˆn ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kÒna
toà despotikoà caraktÁroj toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà ¿n œdwken AÙg£rJ ™n tÍ zwÍ
aÙtoà
                                                                                                                           
Greek word for city, polis, is replaced by the new term, even when, in the later tenth and eleventh
centuries, urban life began to flourish once more”.
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 The numbering in this MS is on the left hand folio, so that when studying the text, f. 154r is on the
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He came to Edessa in Mesopotamia, in Syria, where the image, not made by human
hands, of the impress of our Lord Jesus Christ was; while he was still alive he had given it to
Abgar.
This text, with minor variations, can also be found in Dionysiou 3823 (16th c.),
Docheirariou 2767 (16th c.)232, Xeropotamou 2541 (17th c.) and Xenophontos 35 (14th
c.).
As is well known, hand-copied MSS were still being produced on Mount Athos
as late as the nineteenth century; among the later witnesses for the life of St Alexis is
Vatopedi 95 (18th c.), ff. 47v-65v. This version explains how ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kën toà
kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà was kept in the city (Edessa is not named as such – the
image is in Mesopotamia and the city is referred to as t¾n ¡g…an pÒlin). Neither is
Edessa named in Vatopedi 261 (17th c.) ff. 168v-182v: it is referred to as tÕ k£stron tÁj
Mesopotam…aj tÁj Sur…aj but is clearly identified as Edessa by the presence of ¹
¢ceiropo…htoj e„kÒna toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà. Exactly the same text can be found
in Vatopedi 212, ff. 333r-343r, which may have served as the exemplar for Vatopedi 95.
Another seventeenth-century MS contains the same text with an explanative
gloss incorporated into the text to make the identification of the city clear. The MS in
question is Vatopedi 89, ff. 63r-89r and the gloss reads tÕ Ðpo‹on k£stron lšgetai ”Edesa.
The city is also named (but in this case just before the reference to tÕ k£stron) in
Vatopedi 83 (17th c.), ff. 85v-99r.
There are three MSS containing the Life of St Alexis at the monastery of
Koutloumousiou on Mount Athos. Codex 150 (16th c.), f. 9r.13-17 (Figure 3.1) reads as
follows:
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kaˆ Ãlqe met' aÙtoÝj e„j t¾n ”Edesan tÕ k£stron: ™ke‹ Ðpoà eØr…sketon ¹
¢ceiropo…htoj e„kÒna toà K(ur…o)u ¹mîn 'I(hso)à C(risto)à:
And he came with them to the city of Edessa, where the image of Our Lord Jesus Christ, not
made by human hands, is to be found.
This text, with minor variations, is preserved in the following Athonite MSS:
Dionysiou 3696 (17th c.), Dionysiou 3757 (17th c.), Iveron 4589 (17th c.), Iveron 4578
(16th c.) and Docheiariou 2801 (17th c.). Of these, Dionysiou 3696 and Iveron 4589
have the more correct e„kën while the others have the vernacular form, e„kÒna.
Koutloumousiou 156 (16th c.), f. 328r.10-13 (Figure 3.2) presents further
variations on the text:
kaˆ sunodhpÒrisen met' aÙtoà: mšcri tÁj A„desinîn pÒlewj: tÁj Mesopotam…aj: œnqa
¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kën toà K(ur…o)u ¹mîn 'I(hso)à C(risto)à Øp£rcei:   
And he travelled with him to the city of the Edessenes in Mesopotamia. This is where
the image of Our Lord Jesus Christ, not made by human hands, lies.
Koutloumousiou 177 (17th c.), f. 117r.3-6 (Figure 3.3) reads:
œfqasen e‡j t¾n Mesopotam…an e„j t¾n ”Edesan tÕ k£stron: ™ke‹ Ðpoà Âton º
¡ceiropo…htoj e„kÒna toà K(ur…o)u ¹mîn 'I(hso)Ú C(risto)Ú:
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He came to Mesopotamia, to the city of Edessa where was the image of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, not made by human hands.
Another sixteenth-century MS at Koutloumousiou (180) also contains the Life of
St Alexis, but its state of preservation is so poor that it cannot even be handled without
serious risk of loss. It has not been microfilmed for storage and so its textual witness is
probably lost for ever.
Original and variant texts can be found in other MSS from Mount Athos. Just
like Vatopedi 95 above, Dionysiou 3833 (17th c.), f. 141r refers to Edessa as t¾n ¡g…an
pÒlin, while the title of the text is quite different in Iveron 4503 (17th c.): lÒgoj
qaumastÕj toà 'Alex…ou toà ¢nqrèpou toà qeoà. The phonetic transcription is poor in this
MS: ei for ¹ and ºkona for e„kÒna, and the identification of the city is also unique: kaˆ
Ðpo…on k£stron Ñnom£zetai ”Edesa.
There are three Greek MSS containing the Life of St Alexis at the monastery of
El Escorial in Spain. The first is MS X-IV-10 (12th c.), where on f. 188v.9-13 (Figure
3.4) the text reads:
kaˆ sunÐdoipÒroj gšgwnen met' aÙtoà: mšcrij oà katšlaben ”Edessan t¾n
Mesopotam…an, œnqa ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj ke‹tai toà despotikoà carakt»roj toà K(ur…o)u ¹mîn
'I(hso)à C(risto)à, ¿n œdwken AÙg£rJ top£rcei: œti zîntoj aÙtoà:
And travelling with him he arrived in Edessa in Mesopotamia. This is where the imprint
of Our Lord Jesus Christ lies, not made by human hands, which he gave to Abgar the ruler
while he was still alive.
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The second MS is Y-II-11 (14th c.). Folio 208v.8-9 (Figure 3.5), where Edessa is
mentioned, has been seriously damaged by humidity, but is still partly legible:
mšcrij oá kat»nths[en]: [kaˆ] t¾n ”Edesan Mesopotam…aj œnqa ke‹tai toà ¡g…ou k[aˆ]
despotikoà carakt»roj toà K[ur…o]u ¹mîn 'I[hso]à C[risto]à: ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj ¿n œdwken
AÙg£rJ: ™n tÁ kat¦ s£rka ™pˆ gÁj o„konomia aÙtoà
until he came to Edessa in Mesopotamia, where the sacred imprint of Our Lord Jesus
Christ lies; the image not made by human hands, which he gave to Abgar while he was still in
the flesh on earth.
The third Escorial MS is Y-II-13 (13th c.), f. 28-32 (Figure 3.6). The text is very
similar to the first:
kaˆ sunodoipÒroj genÒmenoj met' aÙtoà mšcrij ¨n katšlaben ”Edessan t¾n
Mesopotam…an: œnqa ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj ke‹tai toà despotikoà caraktÁroj toà K[ur…o]u ¹mîn
'I[hso]à C[risto]à: ¿n œdwken AÙg£rJ.
And travelling with him he arrived in Edessa in Mesopotamia. This is where the imprint
of Our Lord Jesus Christ lies, not made by human hands, which he gave to Abgar.
A critical edition of the Greek versions of the Life of St Alexis remains an
urgent desideratum. It would be an enormous undertaking, as there are literally
hundreds of MSS containing the text; for the purposes of this chapter I have studied in
situ MSS at the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, El Escorial in Spain, and the
monasteries of Koutloumousiou, Megistis Lavra, Iveron, Panteleimon, Docheiariou,
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Xenophontos, Xeropotamou and Vatopedi on Mount Athos. Just the differences in the
references to Edessa and the Image would seem to suggest a complex textual
tradition233.
3.2 The Latin versions
The many Latin versions of the legend of St Alexis refer to the Image on a linen cloth
when first bringing the city of Edessa into the story. The Life published in the Acta
Sanctorum states234:
deo prosperante pervenit Laodiceam et inde iter arripiens abiit Edessam Syriae
civitatem, ubi sine humano opere imago domini nostri Jesu Christi in sindone habebatur.
He came to Laodicea with godspeed and from there travelled to Edessa, a city in Syria,
where lies the image of our Lord Jesus Christ, not made by human hands, on a linen cloth.
An alternative text from MS Bruxellensis II 992235 makes the identification even
clearer:
ibi sine manu factam imaginem dominatoris videlicet vultum domini nostri J. Ch. vidit,
quem Abgaro regi in civitate dedit.
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 A limited edition was published by Rösler: Die Fassungen, using three Greek MSS from the
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris: Parisini graeci 1604 (11th c.), 897 (12th c.), 1632 (14th c.). The text is
published in columns, alongside a Latin text based on Bruxellensis II 992 (11th c.), Parisinus lat. 11104
(12th c.) and Oxoniensis Bodleianus Canonici Misc. 244, and a French text from Parisinus BN fr. 412
(15th c.).
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 Acta Sanctorum Julii, tom. IV (Société des Bollandistes: Brussels 1725), pp. 251-253.
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There he saw the image of our Lord not made by human hands, more specifically the
face of our Lord Jesus Christ, which he had given to Abgar, king in the city.
The speaking image, which in previous versions is said to be of the Theotokos,
is here just said to exist in honour of the Mother of God:
Imago, quae in honore sanctae dei genetricis Mariae ibidem erat, paramonario ecclesiae
dixit,
The image in honour of Mary, the holy Mother of God, was there and said to the church
caretaker,
This could very well be a reference to the Image of Christ mentioned earlier in
the same text as no other images are spoken of between the two references, although it
could also be a completely different one, in honour of and also depicting the Theotokos;
the text allows for either supposition. The texts in the Legenda Aurea236 are
substantially the same as these. In comparison with the somewhat chaotic state of the
Greek witnesses, the Latin textual tradition seems relatively stable. I consulted five
MSS in the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris237 and found the text to be basically as in
the MS used for the Acta Sanctorum. The only differences were in lat. 5572, where a
short hymn to St Alexis is included after the Life, and in lat. 11104, where the relative
clause “quae data fuerat Abgaro rege in vita sua” is added after the words “in sindone”.
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 Cf. W. Foerster and E. Koschwitz, Altfranzöisches Ubungsbuch (Leipzig 1951), p. 299.
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 Legenda aurea, ed. Giovanni Paolo Maggioni (Florence 2007), vol. 1, p. 696.
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 Parisini latini 5290 (13th c.), ff. 139r-142r; 5298 (12th c.), ff. 43v-46v; 5356 (13th c.), ff. 128v-131v;
5572 (11th c.), ff. 47r-51r; and 11104 (12th c.), ff. 165r-169r.
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What is arguably the oldest Latin version of the legend, to be found in Visigothic
handwriting in the tenth-century MS Emilianense 13 and an eleventh-century MS now
kept in Paris238, mentions neither Edessa nor any kind of image. The text reads as
follows:
Invenit naviculam parvulam et ascendens in eam perrexit ad insulam que vocatur
Laudocia. Ibi est civitas que vocatur Erea. Est civitas illa in extremis locis.
He found a small boat and boarding it came to the island known as Laodicea. There is a
city there called Erea. It is an extremely remote city.
Neither is there an image to warn the caretaker to take Alexis into the church –
this mission is fulfilled by a night vision, or dream.
The different Latin versions given by Massman239 include the Vita S. Alexii e
Surii De probatis sanctorum historiis (Colon. 1579), in which Edessa is introduced with
the following description:
donec Edessam Mesopotamiae urbem, ubi domini Jesu imago servatur non manu facta,
quam ipse dedit Abagaro in vita sua, pervenit.
He came to the city of Edessa in Mesopotamia, where there is an image of Jesus not
made by hands, which he gave to Abgar while he was still alive.
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 Edited by Luis Vázquez de Parga in ‘¿La más antigua redacción latina de la leyenda de San
Alejo?’, Revista de Bibliografía Nacional II.3-4 (Madrid 1941), pp. 245-254. The Emilianense MS was
copied at San Millán de la Cogolla and is now at the Real Academia de la Historia in Madrid, while the
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The speaking image is also clearly described as that of the Mother of God in this
text:
imago ipsius beatae virginis sic aedis custodem est allocuta .....
The image of the blessed Virgin spoke thus to the doorkeeper of the building ...
In the fourteenth-century Latin verse version of the Life of Saint Alexius240 we
read the following lines:
Hinc iter arripiens Edisse (venit) in urbem,
in qua sanguinea domini serva(ba)tur ymago
non manibus facta, sed vultu tracta decore.
Travelling from here (he came) to the city of Edessa
Where the bloodstained image of the Lord is kept
Not made by human hands, but decorously formed by the face.
And once again, the image that speaks to the custodian is that of the Virgin:
Notificare volens eius vitam pia virgo
                                                                                                                           
eleventh-century version was copied at Santo Domingo de Silos and is now at the BNF, Latin nouv. acq.
2178. It was classified as the life of an anonymous saint in the BNF catalogue.
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 Massman, Sanct Alexius, pp. 157-208.
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 Massman, Sanct Alexius, pp. 176-179, from cod. Monacensis Aug. S. Ulr. 111.
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Dixit custodi domini genitricis ymago
The pious virgin wished to inform about his life
And so the image of the Lord’s mother said to the custodian
The significant detail in this version is the use of the word sanguineus to
describe the Image of Christ at Edessa241. The word was common in the Augustan poets
and from its obvious etymology means “bloody” or “bloodstained”. Such is the force of
the word in Tibullus 1.5.49242:
sanguineas edat illa dapes
may she eat a bloody meal
and Ovid, Metam. 13:85243:
hunc ego sanguineae successu caedis ovantem
eminus ingenti resupinum pondere fudi
In his pride at the bloody slaughter, I then hurled a huge stone
                                          
241
 Von Dobschütz, Christusbilder, vol. 2, p. 196, was aware of this and some other Alexis texts, and
suggests that the word ‘sanguinea’ was used to fill out the line or under the influence of the sweating of
blood in Gethsemane or the Veronica legend: “Der Zusatz sanguinea c, vielleicht zunächst nur Füllung
für den Vers, weist doch auf eine Vorstellung wie in 56b (Gethsemane) oder in der jüngeren
Veronicalegende”. Such a choice of word simply to fill out the line seems most unlikely.
242 Tibulli Aliorumque Carminum Libri Tres, ed. John Percival Postgate (Oxford 1914), p. 15.
243 P. Ovidi Nasonis Metamorphoses, ed. R. J. Tarrant (Oxford 2004), p. 373.
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at him from a distance and laid him flat
From the context the meaning can only be bloody in the sense of bloodstained −
an image cannot be said to be bloodthirsty. If the Image of Edessa was bloodstained in
this version, this would mean that its origin lies in the garden of Gethsemane, as told in
the alternative story in the Narratio and as the only version in the sermon by Gregory
Referendarius.
3.3 The vernacular versions
In the vernacular translations, the Image is mentioned in the Old Italian version from the
twelfth-century MS Biblioteca Comunale di Ascoli Piceno XXVI.A.51 f. 130a-151a244:
In Lauditia non demora
geune em Siria em derectura
laove nn’era bella figura
de Cristu Deu statura
in una ecclesia per ventura
de regina mundo cura:
et era una figura in illo domo
ket no era facta ja per mano de homo
He tarried not in Lauditia
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 Edited by Ernesto Monaci, Antichissimo Ritmo Volgare sulla Leggenda di Sant’Alessio (Rome
1907).
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but came direct to Siria
where there was a beautiful image
of the divine person of Christ
kept in a church
devoted to the queen of the world
and it was an image in this church
not made by human hands
Edessa is not named in this version, although we are told that the church and
image(s) were in Syria. The MS is mutilated and the part where an image speaks to the
church doorman is lost. There is no mention of blood on either of the images, though
the reference to the image containing the statura of Christ is curious. The story of St
Alexis was still popular in Italy in the late sixteenth century, as can be seen from the
beautiful extended edition of the story published in Florence in 1554, together with
eight woodcut illustrations (Figure 3.7).
The Old English versions mention an image on Alexius’ arrival in Edessa –
some stating it was the image of the Mother of God, others of her son245. The Laud 622
MS246 states:
At þat chirche is an ymage
Of oure lefdy upon a stage
                                          
245
 Cf. F. J. Furnivall, Adam Davy’s Five Dreams about Edward II, edited from the Laud Ms. 622 in
the Bodleian Library (London 1878), p. 34.
246
 Dated to the fourteenth century: cf. Furnivall, Adam Davy’s, p. 7.
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While MS Bodleian Vernon247 describes the image in this way:
þat chirche was of ur ladi
þer-Inne was a great celli
an ymage of hire sone
maked of a wonder werk
The British Library MS Harley 4775, f. 118r narrates the story of Alexius’
arrival in Edessa as follows248:
... and fro thens he came in to a Cyte of Adyce in Surrie where the ymage of our lorde
was made in a clothe withouten werke of mannes hond.
The idea of a bloodstained image can be inferred from an early Spanish version.
MS 9247 at the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid contains various hagiographical texts, the
Life of Saint Alexius taking up ff. 84a-89d249. The MS was copied in 1380250. The names
of the cities given therein are unique to this version and cannot be identified with any
known place: leaving Rome Alexius found a boat in a place called Chaples and came to
another city known as Magnia. The latter city, whatever the reason for calling it thus,
must be Edessa as the text continues:
Entonçe salió de la barca e faló gentes que levavan bestias cargadas, con que entró en
aquella çiudat. E andó tanto que legó a la Yglesia de Santa María. E alí vio él huna ymagen en
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 Dated to ca.1400: cf. Furnivall, Adam Davy’s, p. 17.
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 Edited by Rösler, Die Fassungen, pp. 113-117.
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 Edited by Carlos Alberto Vega, La Vida de San Alejo, Versiones Castellanas (Salamanca 1991),
pp. 63-82 (see Figure 3.8).
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 Vega, La Vida, p. 64.
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forma de cruçifixu que non fuera fecho con mano de honbre, ante la dio Nuestro Señor
Abagarón hun rey en su çiudat.
Then he disembarked and spoke to some people who were driving laden animals and he
went into the city with them. And he walked so far that he came to the Church of Holy Mary.
And there he saw an image in the form of a crucifix, not made by human hands, which Our Lord
had once given to Abgar, the king of the city.
The image not made by human hands given by Our Lord to King Abgar means
the Image of Edessa. However, the most noticeable element in this description is that
the image is described as “en forma de cruçifixu”, in the form of a crucifix. At first sight
this would appear to refer to the actual physical shape of the image (i.e. it was shaped
like a cross), although this would not make much sense, as it would then not be an
image of Christ but rather a cross-shaped piece of cloth. It must have been an image of
Christ crucified, namely Christ on the cross or Christ after the crucifixion. It would be
quite logical for such an image to be bloodstained too.
A second old Spanish version is contained in the fifteenth-century Flos
sanctorum, kept as MS 419 at the Lázaro Galdiano Foundation in Madrid251. The city in
Syria where Alexius went is called Odiosse, i.e. Edessa. We are then told that
estava la ymagen de Nuestro Señor Jhesu Christo que es dicha Verónica.
there was the image of Our Lord Jesus Christ called the Veronica
This appellation is quite remarkable, linking the Image of Edessa to its western
counterpart, the Veronica (see below, pp. 245-248). The Veronica image, according to
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 Edited by Vega, La Vida, pp. 87-96.
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the legend, was formed while Jesus was on his way to Calvary and usually shows the
face of Christ stained with blood from the crown of thorns (also present). It could be a
result of simple confusion between the two legends, or it could suggest that the Image
of Edessa was a bloodstained image of Jesus.
The story of Alexis remained popular in Spain for some time, as can be seen in
an eighteenth-century version of the story (with a woodcut engraving but no mention of
Edessa or the image)252.
From a purely literary point of view, the classical French poem on the Life of St
Alexis is perhaps the most valuable of the vernacular versions. It is also the most
ambiguous when it comes to describing the image in Edessa. The textual history of the
poem is not simple: the oldest version dates from the eleventh century253, followed by a
thirteenth-century poem preserved in MSS in Paris and Oxford254, and another
thirteenth-century version, also edited by Gaston Paris255.
Stanza XVIII in the oldest version is remarkably ambiguous about the image in
Edessa, which is neither specified as showing Jesus or his mother256.
Puis s’en alat en Alsis la citet
Por une imagene dont il odit parler,
Qued angele firent par commandement Deu
El nom la virgene qui portat salvetet,
Sainte Marie, qui portat Damnedeu.
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 See Figure 3.9.
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 The oldest known copy is in the twelfth-century St Alban’s Psalter. A copyright-protected image of
f. 39r, containing the reference to the image, can be seen at
http://www.abdn.ac.uk/stalbanspsalter/english/translation/trans059.shtml (last accessed: 3 July 2014).
Text edited by Gaston Paris, La Vie de Saint Alexis (Paris 1917).
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 ‘La Vie de Saint Alexis’, Romania 8 (1879), pp. 163-180.
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Then Alexis went to the city of Edessa
because of an image he had heard of
which angels made at God’s command
in the name of the Virgin who brought salvation
Holy Mary, who bore God.
The French text is best understood as stating that the image was made “in the
name of the Virgin”, i.e. it could either be an image of Christ or of his mother. A
modern Spanish translation mistakenly understands this reference as an image of the
Virgin:
De allí se fue a la ciudad de Edesa
A causa de una imagen de la que oyó hablar
Y que unos ángeles habían hecho por mandato divino,
Una imagen de la Virgen, la que nos trajo la salvación,
Santa María, la que nos trajo al Señor257.
From there he went to the city of Edessa
Because of an image he had heard of
And which some angels had made by divine command,
An image of the Virgin, who brought us salvation,
Holy Mary, who bore us the Lord.
The thirteenth-century version in Parisinus BN fr. 2162, however, clearly links
the image to the one sent to Abgar, in stanzas XII and XIII:
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Tant va par ses jornees qu’il ne fu retenus,
C’an pangne et a travall est a Hrohais venus,
La trova une ymage dont Diex fait grans vertus.
Es vos dant Alexin dedens Rohais entrés,
La trova una ymage de grant atorité
Del fil Dieu Jhesu Crist qui siet en maiesté
Si com le ancisor le vos on[t] raconté,
Ainc ne fu faite d’ome carmement engenré.
Li fix Dieu le tramist un roi de la cité,
Abagarons ot non de si grant dignité
Com li escris raconte u nos l’avons trové.
He journeyed far with no delay
With difficulty and travail he came to Edessa
And found an image there through which God works great miracles
And so Alexis came into Edessa
And found there an image of great authority
Of the Son of God, Jesus Christ, who sits in majesty
As our forefathers told you
It was not made by mortal man.
The Son of God sent it to a king of the city,
Abgar, a most worthy man
According to the texts we found.
Neither the other thirteenth-century version (BN fr. 25408) nor the fourteenth-
century poem make any mention at all of the image, although they do include the
talking image of the Mother of Christ. The eleventh-century poem is therefore the only
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version that attributes the reason for Alexis’ going to Edessa in the first place to the
image.
A French prose version of the legend258 (Figure 3.10) echoes the reading of
Matritensis BN 9247, with the enigmatical reference to the image of a crucified man:
La vit il une ymage en forme de crucefis, qui onques navoit este fete de meins d’omme.
Ainz l’avoit nostre sires donnee a Agabaron, le roi, en sa cite.
He saw there an image in the form of a crucifix, which was not made by human hand.
Our Lord had given it to Abgar, the king, in his city.
The leading role played by the Image of Edessa in the legend of Saint Alexis is
clearest in the two Old Portuguese versions in Codices Alcobacenses 181 and 462259,
both dating from the fifteenth century260. The MS numbers are given as 36 and 266 in
the University of Illinois publication, although in the National Library of Portugal
catalogues and in the actual library reference system the MS numbers are 181 and 462,
respectively261.
According to the beginning of Codex 181, the Life of Saint Alexis was
translated into Portuguese and copied by Fr. Estevão Annes, a monk at Alcobaça
Monastery. The Life starts on f. 153r, and the reference to Edessa can be found on f.
153v:
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Edalj tomou o camjnho. foise ahũa cidade da terra de
Siria que chamavã Edissa. em aqual cidade sta afigura de nosso
senhor jhesu christo. em hũu pano. nõ pintada. nẽ feyta por mãao
de nẽ hũũ homẽ. que a hi pintasse nẽ fezesse.
And so he set out and came to a city in the land of
Syria, called Edessa. In this city was the figure of our
Lord Jesus Christ on a cloth, but not painted, not made by
human hand which painted or fabricated it.
Codex 462 (which is numbered 266 by the actual copyist) was translated and
copied by Fr. Hylario de Lourinhã, who describes himself as a Cistercian monk at
Alcobaça. The life of St Alexis is contained on ff. 67v-74v, and the mention of Edessa
on f. 69r:
foise ahũa çidade da terra desiria que chama
uã edissa Em na qual cidade esta afigurad
a afigura262 de nosso senhor Jhesu Christo ẽ hũu pan
o nom pijntada nem feyta por maão. de nem
huũ homẽ que ahy pijntasse nem fezesse.
He came to a city in the land of Syria, called
Edessa. In this city was the figure
the figure of Our Lord Jesus Christ on a cloth,
but not painted, not made by human
hand which painted or fabricated it.
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In these versions the description of the Image when first mentioning Edessa is
very clear and in both cases it is most probably this image that speaks to the church
caretaker (even though it is described as an image in honour of Mary it is not said that
the image was of the Virgin).
An Old Provençal verse translation has no mention of either Edessa or the image
of Christ when Alexis escapes from his home and bride, although there is an image that
talks to the doorkeeper263:
La forma de la magestat
La cual fo fayta ad honor
De la mayre nostre Senhor
The image of majesty
Which was made in honour
Of the mother of our Lord
An image of majesty would seem to suggest an image of Christ, as in the French
poem, made in honour of his mother (but not of his mother).
The later Ethiopian versions of the legend include an interesting variation on the
Edessa section of the Alexis legend264. The Acts (transmitted in three MSS, one dating
from the sixteenth century and the other two from the eighteenth) do not even mention
the name Alexis, preferring the denomination “Man of God” throughout. This Man of
God was born in Constantinople, the son of the emperor Theodosius II (408-450). The
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saint does not flee from his bride to Edessa but rather to Armenia, where there is no
mention of any image; the Virgin Mary appears to a good priest to tell him to take the
Man of God into the church.
It is only in a secondary version of the Ethiopian Synaxarion (contained in Vat.
Cerulli Aeth. 25)265 that Edessa and the Image are mentioned, although the king of
Edessa to whom Jesus sent the Image is named Eugenius. Even so, the Image is silent in
this version and once again it is the Virgin who appears to a priest to tell him to take the
saint inside the church.
3.4 Blood on the Image of Edessa
Certain Latin versions of the Alexis legend describe the Image of Edessa as a
bloodstained image; there are further possible references in this sense. A supposedly
bloodstained Mandylion existed at Saint Pierre de Corbie in France266 – it was stolen
from the church in 1970 and never recovered, although it could possibly have survived
in a private collection after sale on the black market. There are some photographs at the
Archives des Monuments Historiques (Figures 3.11 and 3.12) and a lithograph by
Charles Hugot dating from 1846 (Figure 3.13). The image (known in Corbie in its time
as a Veronica) was supposedly of Byzantine origin, brought back to France by Robert
de Clari, although there is no hard evidence for this. The face is indeed similar in style
to other known Mandylion copies, such as Genoa and Rome, although Durand dates the
Corbie image to the fifteenth, possibly the fourteenth century267. Moreover, the crown
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au XVe siècle”.
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of thorns and the bloodstains were, according to Durand, added even later, making the
lost Corbie image a literal and physical example of how the Mandylion was turned into
the Veronica.
There is another Mandylion originally from Georgia and now kept in Paris that
evidences four clear wounds and bloodstains from each wound on the forehead268.
Based on the Georgian inscription the triptych dates from the last quarter of the
seventeenth century and is in private hands269. The central panel of the triptych shows
Christ the Man of Sorrows, naked, but with no wounds and hence not necessarily
directly related to the Passion (Figure 3.14). The nimbus contains the words Ð ên, like
many copies of the Image of Edessa270.
In this case, the Image of Edessa is on the back of the triptych (Figure 3.15). The
bloodstains on the forehead are not related to the agony in Gethsemane (as in the second
version of the origin of the image in the Narratio de imagine edessena and the sermon
by Gregory Referendarius) as the wounds are clearly visible. Also, underneath the cloth
is the crown of thorns, making the link to the Passion evident.
The idea of a bloodstained Image of Edessa can be dated back to the tenth-
century Greek text attributed to Constantine Porphyrogenitus, the Narratio de imagine
edessena. The idea of a cloth being pressed to Jesus’ face during his agony in the garden
of Gethsemane was introduced into the story as an alternative version to the traditional
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failed portrait attempt, and indeed is given as the only origin of the facial imprint on the
cloth in the sermon by Gregory Referendarius. The question that needs asking is why
was a new version of the origin of the Image introduced into the story? If the cloth was
pressed to Jesus’ face during his agony in Gethsemane, when he was sweating blood,
the answer would seem to be that there was a need to explain blood or bloodstains on
the cloth.
There is also a text that might possibly explain the bloodstains on the cloth, by
attributing its origin to the crucifixion271. The text in question is a list of relics that King
Louis of France managed to purchase in two lots, written by Gerard of Saint Quentin in
ca.1245272. Among other relics of the passion obtained by King Louis of France, the text
lists a tabula quedam qua, cum deponeretur Dominus de cruce, eius facies tetigit; the
Trésor de la Sainte Chapelle exhibition catalogue automatically assumes this is a
reference to a different tradition about the origin of the Image of Edessa273, although the
only grounds for this assumption would seem to be the use of the word tabula, which as
explained above (pp. 100-102), most probably has nothing to do with the Image of
Edessa.
3.5 Conclusions
The legend of St Alexis is a significant and largely unknown source for information
concerning the Image of Edessa. The Greek texts are interesting and show that a critical
edition of the story is urgently needed, although the references do little in themselves in
the way of providing new data. What the texts do show us is that the Image was so well
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known that it became symbolic of Edessa, the city where the Man of God went to live in
poverty. In other words, the city of Edessa was identified by the Image of Christ; the
two were intimately linked in the popular imagination, to such an extent that the very
identity of Edessa was defined by the Image.
The Latin versions, however, do provide further information about the Image,
describing it as bloodstained, while certain medieval French and Spanish translations
state that the cloth contained the image of a crucified man. This links the origins of the
Image to the passion of Christ rather than an episode with a messenger sent by King
Abgar just before the crucifixion. This could be inspired by the sweating of blood in
Gethsemane, as in some of the Greek versions of the Abgar legend, or because blood
was visible on the Image and needed an explanation – or indeed, both.
The idea of the bloodstained Image of Edessa is further developed in the
following chapter, which takes a much closer look at what exactly medieval writers
understood the Image to be, and what the many different terms used to describe both the
image and the cloth it was imprinted onto can tell us about the nature of the object.
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Chapter 4
The terminology used to describe the Image of Edessa
and alternative ideas concerning the nature of the Image
There are many words in the different texts used to describe both the image of Christ on
the cloth and the cloth itself. In this chapter we examine the most important of these
terms in an attempt to understand more precisely what the Image of Edessa was, or at
least what it represented and meant for the authors of these texts and their audiences.
4.1 Tetr£diplon
Perhaps the best way to begin this analysis is with a word coined specifically for this
image, tetr£diplon, first used in the seventh-century Acts of Thaddaeus. To our
knowledge, the word is a hapax in terms of its use with reference to an object in the
whole of known Greek literature. This in itself is highly significant, for it reflects a
unique property of the object in question, something that differentiates it from other
similar objects, in this particular case from other likenesses of Christ. Modern scholars
have by and large ignored this word and its significance274. The word is common in
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texts related to the Abgar legend and can be seen in the Synaxarion, the Acta Thaddei
and in George Cedrenus among others, as a compound form with ·£koj. It is avoided in
the Narratio de imagine edessena.           
At first sight, the word seems easy to understand – it is made up of two
elements, the words for “four” (tetra) and “fold over in two” (diplon). However, does
this mean folded over in two four times (resulting in sixteen layers), or folded in four so
that there were four layers, or eight layers (i.e. four double layers)?275 The fact that the
word is only used for the Image of Edessa means that there is nothing it can be
compared to, and the fact that we do not know exactly what the Image of Edessa looked
like means that it is not a straightforward task to understand the exact meaning of
tetr£diplon
276
.
Diploàj means folded in two. There are no other numerical terms like
tetr£diplon with a numerical prefix, i.e. tr…diplon, pent£diplon or ˜x£diplon. There are,
however, similar words formed from numerical roots and pl£sioj. dipl£sioj means
double or twice as much, ˜xapl£sioj means six times as large, etc. Could tetr£diplon
mean four times as large (i.e. the opposite of folding something up, which effectively
makes it smaller)? This seems unlikely, as there is no point of comparison in any of the
texts (four times as large as what?) and if this was what the authors wished to express,
they would surely have employed the word tetrapl£sioj.
If diploàj means folded in two, producing two layers, then tetr£diplon could
either mean folded over in two four times (producing sixteen layers), or folded over in
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such a way as to produce eight layers, i.e. four double layers, which actually involves
only three folding actions. This said, there is a way to fold a large cloth that does
involve four folding actions and results in four double layers: the cloth would be folded
in half, and then folded a further three times by quarters.
As pointed out above, tetr£diplon is a word used specially for the Image of
Edessa, and for no other object. It must therefore be significant in establishing an idea
about the actual appearance of the cloth, for if the Image was folded over any number of
times it cannot have been imprinted onto wood. No matter what exact number of folds
is involved in making a cloth tetr£diplon, it is clear that the use of this word means that
the cloth was reasonably large, larger at least than the amount of cloth needed for a
facial image. As already mentioned, this point has been ignored in most recent works on
the Image of Edessa, and yet seems to be absolutely fundamental in understanding its
nature.
4.2 'Aceiropo…htoj
Another word that is usually (though not exclusively) linked to the Image of Edessa is
¢ceiropo…htoj, meaning “not made by human hands”277. It is used in all versions of the
Abgar legend (Evagrius uses the circumlocution ¿n ¢nqrèpwn m@n ce‹rej oÙk e„rg£santo).   
The word ¢ceiropo…htoj seems to be a specifically Christian coinage, first used in
the New Testament (Mark 14:58, 2 Cor. 5:1, Col. 2:11)278. It does not appear at all in
the Septuagint, possibly as there was no word in Hebrew to be so translated. The
positive form ceiropo…htoj can be found, usually in the context of ridiculing statues of
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false gods, e.g. Is. 2:18: kaˆ t¦ ceiropo…hta p£nta katakrÚyousin (“and the idols will
totally disappear”)279; or establishing prohibitions, e.g. Lev. 26:1: oÙ po…hsete Øm‹n aÙto‹j
ceiropo…hta (“Do not make idols … for yourselves”). The word used in the Hebrew text
of both Isaiah and Leviticus (the latter without the article) is םילילאה – translated as
“idols” by Lisowsky280 and “worthless gods, idols” by Brown, Driver and Briggs281.
The Vulgate translates the word as “idolum” in Leviticus and the plural form “idola” in
Isaiah; both this and the Septuagint translation evidence a very specific meaning of the
term, limited to gods made by human hands.
In secular Greek the word was used as the opposite of aÙtofu»j, something that
occurs or is produced in nature282. In the New Testament, the Letter to the Hebrews
(9:11) uses a compound negative form with an explanation: kaˆ teleiotšraj skhnÁj oÙ
ceiropoi»tou, toàt' œstin oÙ taÚthj tÁj kt…sewj (“the greater and more perfect tabernacle
that is not man-made, that is to say, not a part of this creation”).
The Gospel of Mark (14:58) distinguishes between the temple that was built by
humans and the temple that Christ will erect in its place: ™gë katalÚsw tÕn naÕn toàton
tÕn ceiropo…hton kaˆ di¦ triîn ¹merîn ¥llon ¢ceiropo…hton o„kodom»sw (“I will destroy this
man-made temple and in three days will build another, not made by man”). The Vulgate
uses the circumlocution “non manu factum”, Latin lacking the flexibility of Greek to
accommodate the idea. The word is also used in 2 Cor. 5:1 to describe the dwelling
place God has prepared for believers in heaven, and in Col. 2:11 referring to a spiritual
circumcision, as opposed to the physical ritual circumcision in Judaism.
The adjective ¢ceiropo…htoj could not have been loosely applied to an icon that
was obviously painted, although the earliest description of the Image’s origins, in the
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Doctrine of Addai (dated to ca.400), states quite clearly that Hanan, the king’s archivist
and artist, “painted the portrait of Jesus with choice pigments”283. There is no hint
whatsoever of a miraculous origin for the Image in this version.
No matter what the reason for this statement is (had the author seen the Image?
If so, and if he saw that it was a painting, why did all later versions change the whole
story?), it is very clear that all later versions are in total and complete disagreement with
this. They are all adamant that it was most definitely not a painting, but rather an
¢ceiropo…htoj, an image not made by human hands.
Some of the copies of the Narratio de imagine Edessena on Mount Athos,
however, seem to have been in doubt about this fact. When Abgar expresses his new-
found belief with reference to the Image on the cloth, the text states that ™peg…nwsken oÙ
di¦ crwm£twn Ølikîn t¾n sÚstasin œcousan, although in the first-hand texts of Megiste
Lavra 429 and Iveron 595 the negative is a later addition (m¾ in L1 and oÙ in Iv).
Megiste Lavra 644 omits the negative altogether, as does von Dobschütz284, thus
expressing the idea that Abgar realises the Image is in fact a painting. In the light of the
rest of the same text in the same MS, this can only be seen as a mistake by the copyist,
corrected elsewhere to preserve the general sense. No matter what the Image of Edessa
was, the author of this particular text wanted to express the fact that it was not a
painting, and so the phrase adopted at this point should reflect this.
Michael Whitby offers an interesting possibility for the roots of this word being
applied to the Image of Edessa285: Procopius describes the Persian mound that the
defenders in Edessa successfully set fire to as a lÒfoj ceiropo…htoj, and given that it was
destroyed with divine aid through the Image, this came to be known as ¢ceiropo…htoj.   
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Hans Belting finds the word unnecessarily complicated, stating that “an image
not made by human hands is a contradiction in itself, since such an image is at the same
time not only no image, but the very contrary of an image”286.  He tries to show that the
word ¢ceiropo…htoj actually means that the image in question is not an image at all, but
an actual body. Such thought is without doubt far from the intentions of the writers who
described the Image of Edessa as not made by human hands − all they meant is that the
Image is not a painting but an image miraculously produced by the divine power in
Jesus.
Andrew of Crete (ca.660-740) makes it clear that the image was not a
painting287:
Prîton m@n t¾n AÙg£rJ tù top£rcJ pemfqe‹san ™n ·£kei sebasm…an e„kÒna toà
kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà, ™kmage‹on oâsan toà swmatikoà aÙtoà caraktÁroj kaˆ mhd@n
¢podšousan tÁj ™k tîn crwm£twn grafÁj ...        
First of all, the sacred image of our Lord Jesus Christ that was sent to Abgar the ruler,
which is an imprint of his bodily form and owes nothing at all to work with paint …
Unlike the word tetr£diplon, the term ¢ceiropo…htoj is not used exclusively for
the Image of Edessa. Other miraculous icons are described as not made by human
hands, such as the icon of Camouliana, while Leo the Deacon tells us that there was a
monastery called 'Aceiropo…htoj288.
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4.3 E„kèn
The Image of Edessa is constantly referred to in the texts as an e„kèn, a word which I
have not translated by the obvious “icon”, preferring instead “image”. The reason for
this is that the word “icon” today suggests a painted image; reading the texts concerning
the Image of Edessa it becomes clear that it is not described as a painted image (except
in the Doctrine of Addai), but rather as a miraculous image, and so I decided it was
better to avoid any possible misunderstanding.
 The Septuagint uses this word in the creation account (Gen. 1:26-27: poi»swmen
¥nqrwpon kat' e„kÒna ¹metšran kaˆ kaq' Ðmo…wsin ... kat' e„kÒna qeoà ™po…hsen aÙtÒn),
where it must signify similarity and not a painted image or the exact essence of
something or somebody else. New Testament usage of the word has two different
connotations: a representation of the emperor on a coin (Mark 12:16), but also “the very
essence of a thing made visible in its image”289, as in 2 Cor. 4:4: ... toà Cristoà, Ój ™stin
e„kën toà qeoà. The use of the word e„kën in reference to the Image of Edessa is to be
taken in this second sense.
4.4 Mandylion
After the Image was taken to Edessa in the mid-tenth century a new name for the whole
object (i.e. cloth and image) appeared: Mandylion290. In texts, the word is used mainly
in the Menaion hymns and it also figures in a fourteenth-century Athonite typikon,
describing the image of Christ on a coin: ān nÒmisma met¦ mandul…ou291. No coins are
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known to specifically depict a Mandylion; the reference could be to a medal (of which
no examples are known either) or to a coin simply showing the face of Christ (such as
the golden solidi hammered under Justinian II [685-695, 705-711]) (see below, pp. 292-
293). If this is the case, it would mean that the influence of the Mandylion was such that
any face of Christ was associated with it.
The tenth-century anonymous Theophanes Continuatus specifically uses the
word as an alternative to ™kmage‹on (see below, p. 184)292, while the term is also found in
Michael Glykas293. It is, of course, very often qualified as “holy” or “sacred” (¤gion,
ƒerÒn), the inscriptions par excellence on virtually all visual depictions of the Image of
Edessa.
There are various theories about the origins of the word, although the most
probable solution is that it derives from the Latin mantilium, a general word for a large
cloth294. Isidore of Seville (ca.560–636) defines the homonym “mantelia” thus:
Mantelia nunc pro operiendis mensis sunt; quae, ut nomen ipsud indicat, olim tergendis
manibus praebebantur295.
Mantelia are now used for covering tables; but as the name itself shows, they were once
used for drying hands.
In other words, the meaning seems to have changed from a smaller to a larger
cloth from classical times to Isidore’s day. The Greek term mandÚlion is used for a
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monk’s mantle296, and mand»lh is attested as a fifth-century transliteration of the Latin
“mantele”297. With such antecedents it seems unnecessary to insist on an Arabic origin
for the word (mandil – small cloth), although various studies do precisely this298. It
would certainly seem more logical that the main influence would be from Greek and
Latin299. It could also be related to the Greek mandÚh, used of a monk’s cloak by Leo the
Deacon300. What is possibly the earliest use of the term in relation to the Image of
Edessa can be found in the poem Digenis Akritas301, the date of which remains
unsolved. The Spanish edition I used dates this text to the tenth or eleventh century302
while Bingham Hull’s translation dates it to “about the eleventh century”303.
Mavrogordato dates it more precisely to the reign of Constantine IX Monomachos
(1042-54)304. The reference in question can be found in Book III: 150-152:
OÙ par' ºm‹n tÕ Nšeuma Øp£rcei tÕ mand…lin
Öj basileÝj ™gšneto met¦ tîn 'Assur…wn,
ka…, di¦ plÁqoj ¢retîn, qaum£twn ºxièqh;
Is not Naaman’s mandilin with us,
he who was king of the Assyrians,
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centuries, although the lack of context makes a specific translation beyond the generic “sheets”
impossible: cf. Panagiota Sarischouli, Berliner Griechische Papyri: Christliche literarische Texte und
Urkunden aus dem 3. -8. Jh. n. Chr. (Wiesbaden 1995), pp. 158-184, 192-194.
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and who thanks to his great virtues was judged worthy of miracles?305
If the object in question is the Mandylion, who then was Naaman king of the
Assyrians? According to Mavrogordato, he can hardly be equated with Abgar. He must
be the Naaman cured by the prophet Elisha, and the “mandilin” must be the towel he
dried himself with after bathing in the River Jordan. This seems reasonable in itself,
although the argument falls through when we read the account of Naaman’s healing in 2
Kings 5, quite simply because no towel is mentioned; Naaman washes in the river and is
cured, but we are not even told that he dried himself. Mavrogordato’s argument that
“Edessa was such a well-known clearing-house of religious legend that there may have
been many relics there that we have not heard of”306 holds no water as the supposed
towel of Naaman exists nowhere beyond his own imagination. In conclusion, despite
the somewhat obscure reference and the slightly different spelling of the word, the
general context of the poem would seem to suggest that the “mandilin” is indeed the
Image of Edessa307; in fact, the word is only used in reference to the cloth of the Abgar
legend308.
   A valid question that seems not to have been asked is what led to the use of a
new name to describe the Image after its translation to Constantinople. Does the term
Mandylion reflect a special property of the cloth that was only noticed once it was in the
capital? If so, it is not easy to ascertain exactly what this property was.
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 Most scholars at least admit the possibility of the reference: cf. Valero Garrido, Digenis Akritas p.
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“mandilin” in Edessa at this time can only be a reference to the Mandylion, unless the author is
deliberately trying to mislead his readers.      
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4.5 Sudarium / soud£rion
This word is used once to refer to the cloth in the Latin version of the Abgar legend
contained in MS Parisinus BN lat. 2688, not in the main body of text but right at the
end. The use of this word to describe the Image of Edessa (i.e. the cloth the image was
imprinted onto) is rare in both Latin and Greek sources. Examples of its use in Greek
can be found from the ninth century, in George the Monk (Hamartolos):
”Esti d@ kaˆ ™n 'EdšsV tÍ pÒlei ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kën toà Cristoà par£doxa
™rgazomšnh qaÚmata, ¿n aÙtÕj Ð KÚrioj ™n soudar…J tÁj o„ke…aj morfÁj tÕ edoj
™napomax£menoj di¦ Qadda…ou toà ¢postÒlou sèzousan tÕn caraktÁra tÁj ¢nqrwp…nhj
morfÁj aÙtoà AÙg£rJ top£rcJ tÁj 'Edesenîn pÒlewj ¢pšsteile, kaˆ t¾n nÒson aÙtoà
„£sato
309
.        
The image of Christ not made by human hand is in the city of Edessa, made in a
wondrous manner. The Lord himself wiped his face with a cloth (sudarium) and the image of
his mortal nature was imprinted thereon. He sent it to Abgar, the ruler of Edessa, in the hands of
the apostle Thaddaios, and cured his illness310.
And in the Letter of the Three Patriarchs to Emperor Theophilos311 (also dating
from the ninth or tenth century):
Kaˆ aÙtÕj d@ Ð KÚrioj kaˆ Swt¾r tîn Ólwn, œti ™pˆ gÁj politeuÒmenoj, tÕ ™kmage‹on
tÁj ¡g…aj morfÁj aÙtoà ™n soudar…J tinˆ ¡g…aij cersˆn aÙtoà „d…aij, tÕn ƒdrîta toà ¢cr£ntou
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prosèpou aÙtoà ¢pomax£menoj ™n aÙtù, aâqij Ð carakt¾r ™n aÙtù tÁj ¡g…aj morfÁj aÙtoà
™naptom£ttetai, t¦ carakthristik¦ aÙtoà p£nta „dièmata, æj ™n crèmasi tisˆ qe…v aÙtoà
™nerge…v ¢nade…knutai, æj dšon e„pe‹n, ¢par£llakton aÙtÕn tÕn œnqeon caraktÁra ¢posèzwn
tù ™n tù soudar…J qaumatourg»mati: oÛtwj g¦r ™gšneto eÙdok…v toà swtÁroj ¹mîn 'Ihsoà
Cristoà, Öj ™pˆ gÁj êfqh kaˆ to‹j ¢nqrèpoij sunanestr£fh.
And the Lord himself and Saviour of all, while he still lived on earth among men, <left>
the impress of his divine face on a towel. Having with his very own divine hands wiped off the
sweat of his immaculate face with it, instantly the image of his divine face was imprinted on it.
All his personal features were shown, drawn as it were with colours by means of his sacred
energy, as we have to say, preserving unaltered his divine characteristics by this miracle on the
towel. For it happened thus by favour of our Saviour Jesus Christ, who was seen upon earth and
conversed with men312.     
The word sudarium is Latin in origin, and its root is linked to its use, not what it
was made of or where it came from. The Latin sudor means “sweat”, which relates the
cloth to a use of cleaning or wiping sweat from the face or hands. Its uses in classical
Latin are, however, manifold, including a bath towel313, a cook’s cloth to dry his face314,
a cloth in which a woman hides her face315, a cloth Nero used to cover his mouth and
protect his voice316 and a towel used at the barber’s317.
The Latin sudarium was adopted in a transliterated form into Greek, the Hebrew
of the Talmud (sudar) and Syriac (sudara). The English language does not possess an
exact equivalent of the word − all translations leave something out or suggest something
that is not inherent in the original word, as such a cloth is no longer in use in the English
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speaking world. The word in Greek appears four times in the New Testament. It can be
found twice in the fourth Gospel, first in the account of the raising of Lazarus (John
11:44): ™xÁlqen Ð teqnhkëj dedemšnoj toÝj pÒdaj kaˆ t¦j ce‹raj keir…aij kaˆ ¹ Ôyij aÙtoà
soudar…J periedšdeto (“The dead man came out, his hands and feet wrapped with strips
of linen, and a cloth around his face”). Then again in the account of the burial cloths
(although it is not the main burial cloth) seen in the tomb on the Sunday morning after
the crucifixion (John 20: 6-7): œrcetai oân kaˆ S…mwn Pštroj ¢kolouqîn aÙtù kaˆ e„sÁlqen
e„j tÕ mnhme‹on, kaˆ qewre‹ t¦ ÑqÒnia ke…mena, kaˆ tÕ soud£rion, Ö Ãn ™pˆ tÁj kefalÁj aÙtoà,
oÙ met¦ tîn Ñqon…wn ke…menon ¢ll¦ cwrˆj ™ntetuligmšnon e„j ›na tÒpon (“Then Simon Peter
came along behind him and went straight into the tomb. He saw the linen cloths lying
there, as well as the cloth that had been wrapped around Jesus’ head. The cloth was still
lying in its place, separate from the linen”).   
The word appears again in the parable of the pounds, in the Gospel of Luke
19:20: kaˆ Ð ›teroj Ãlqen lšgwn, KÚrie, „doÝ ¹ mn© sou ¿n econ ¢pokeimšnhn ™n soudar…J
(“Then another servant came and said, Sir, here is your mina; I have kept it laid away in
a piece of cloth”). As a loan word in the Hebrew of the Talmud, the word is given a
very similar use: Rabbi Abba keeps money in his sudar, which he wore on his
shoulder318. The fourth time the word appears in the New Testament is in the Acts of the
Apostles. Speaking of the cures that God carries out through Paul, we are told (Acts
19:12) that éste kaˆ ™pˆ toÝj ¢sqenoàntaj ¢pofšresqai ¢pÕ toÝ crwtÕj aÙtoà soud£ria À
simik…nqia kaˆ ¢pall£ssesqai ¢p' aÙtîn t¦j nÒsouj (“so that even handkerchiefs and
aprons that had touched him were taken to the sick, and their illnesses were cured and
the evil spirits left them”).
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According to José O’Callaghan, who studied in detail the meaning of the term
sudarium in ancient times319, the cloth was made of linen and used mainly by villagers.
One of its domestic uses was that of a towel, which coincides exactly with the use
mentioned in the poems of Catullus (see above, note 311).
4.6 Sindèn
Sindèn means “good quality cloth”, in a very general definition. Herodotus employs the
word to describe the cloths used in the process of mummification320:
kateil…ssousi p©n aÙtoà tÕ sîma sindÒnoj buss…nhj telamîsi katatetmhmšnoisi
they roll the whole body up in fine linen cut into bands
and again to mean a surgeon’s bandages321:
kaˆ sindÒnoj buss…nhj telamîsi kateil…ssontej
and wrapping (him) up in bands of the finest linen
In ecclesiastical Greek it is also used of the linen cloth covering the altar322,
while in the New Testament it immediately brings to mind the burial shroud of Jesus in
the Synoptic Gospels (John prefers t¦ ÑqÒnia, which Luke also uses as a synonym of
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sindèn)323. The word can also be found twice in the Septuagint: in Judges 14:12, when
Samson offers a reward for anyone who can solve his riddle: dèsw Øm‹n tri£konta
sindÒnaj; and again in Proverbs 31:24, in the context of the activities of the perfect
wife324: sindÒnaj ™po…hsen. The underlying Hebrew word in each case is ןידס, which is
translated somewhat unfortunately as “under-garment” by Lisowsky325 and as “linen
wrapper” by Brown, Driver and Briggs326, who relate it to a possible Assyrian influence
(sudinnu, meaning “garment”). The Vulgate is of no help in understanding the word
here, as it opts for the simple transliterations sindones and sindonem respectively. The
Hebrew ןידס is also used in Isaiah 3:23, where the Septuagint opts for t¦ bÚssina and
the Vulgate maintains sindones. As with sudarium, the Old Testament use of the word
does not lead to a very specific meaning, while the predominating influence from the
New Testament suggests the burial cloth of Christ.
This could very well be the reason why the Narratio de imagine edessena
deliberately avoids the word. The anonymous author of this text, and possibly its
promoter, Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, must have wished to make it clear that the
Image of Edessa was not to be confused with Christ’s burial cloth327. The two items are
often listed as separate relics in pilgrims’ recollections; e.g. the anonymous Descriptio
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sanctuarii Constantinopolitani, dating to ca.1190, includes both the burial cloth and the
Mandylion328, and the lists of relics in Constantinople in 1201 by Nicholas Mesarites
also differentiates the burial shroud with the full-body image of a naked man and a
further cloth that seems to be the Image of Edessa and the tile329. The burial cloths are
described as follows:
'Ent£fioi sindÒnej Cristoà: aátai d' e„sˆn ¢pÕ l…nou, Ûlhj eÙènou kat¦ tÕ prÒceiron,
œti pnšousai mÚra, Øperteroàsai fqor©j, Óti tÕn ¢per…lhpton nekrÕn gumnÕn ™smurnhmšnon
met¦ tÕ p£qoj sunšsteilan.
The burial cloths of Christ: these are made of linen, a cheap and easy to find material.
They are still fragrant with myrrh and defy corruption since they held the uncirumscribable
naked body, sprinkled with myrrh, after the passion.
After the ten relics from the passion, the following is listed:
kaˆ tÕn nomodÒthn aÙtÕn æj ™n prwtotÚpJ tetupwmšnon tù ceirom£ktrJ kaˆ tÍ
eÙqrÚptJ ™gkekolammšnon ker£mJ æj ™n ¢ceiropoi»tJ tšcnV grafikÍ.
The lawgiver himself as if imprinted on a towel as a prototype, and engraved on the
delicate tile by some art not made by human hands.
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This deliberate avoidance of the word usually related to the burial shroud of
Christ shows that the confusion certainly did exist; von Dobschütz was well aware of
this and devotes a section of Christusbilder to the idea of the full-body image on the
Mandylion (further analysed below, pp. 187-192). The Narratio de imagine edessena
might avoid the word, but it is very common in other versions of the legend: it is used in
the verse introduction to all the Synaxarion texts for 16 August, the feast day of the
Mandylion in the Orthodox Church:
™n sindÒni zîn ™xem£xai s¾n qšlwn
       Ð nekrÕj e„sdÝj œscaton t¾n sindÒna.
¢ceirÒteukton ceirÒteukton sÕn tÚpon
cšrei kšramoj, pantoteÚkta Cristš mou.
In life you wiped your form onto a linen cloth
In death you were placed in the final linen shroud.
A manmade tile bears your form, not made by human hands,
My Christ, creator of all.
It can also be found in the Acts of Thaddaeus330, the Nouthesia Gerontos331, the
Acts of Mar Mari332 and the miniatures in the Moscow Menologion333 (Figures 4.1 and
4.2). In a military harangue dated 958, Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus explains how
he is sending the army water consecrated by contact with various relics to give them
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added strength334. Among the relics is tÁj qeofÒrou sindÒnoj, the God-bearing shroud.
Whatever the exact meaning of qeofÒrou in the context (possibly bearing an image of
God, or having been in contact with Christ and therefore in a sense “imbued” with his
divinity), given the avoidance of the word sindèn in the Narratio, written under the
auspices of the same Constantine VII, it seems unlikely that he would use this word to
refer to the Image of Edessa.
4.7 'Ekmage‹on
This is another common word, which can mean both the object on which an impression
is made (in this case, the linen cloth) and the actual image itself (in this case, of Christ’s
face), although its use does not imply any special properties of either335. It is used in the
sermon by Gregory Referendarius336, in Codex Skylitzes337, the Chronicle of Leo the
Grammarian338, George the Monk339 and Symeon Metaphrastes340.
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4.8 `R£koj
A word often used to refer to the cloth is ·£koj or ·£kkoj. Its classical usage meaning
“rag” or “tatters”341 makes it an unlikely candidate to describe a holy cloth with a
miraculous image of Christ, although it is precisely this usage that makes us realise the
meaning had changed over time and must have come to signify “cloth” in general. The
word can be found in John Damascene342, and is often used as a compound: ·£koj
tetr£diplon in the Synaxarion, and tÕ ƒerÕn ·£koj in the Narratio de imagine edessena.
4.9 Other terms
Some words common to just about all the different texts refer exclusively to the image
on the cloth and not the cloth itself: such words are morf»343, ¢peikÒnisma, Ðmo…wma,
¢paÚgasma
344
 and ™ktÚpwma. Compound forms are common in all the texts, e.g. in the
Narratio: ™ktÚpwma toà qe…ou ¢peikon…smatoj. Other words refer specifically to the cloth,
such as the Latin manutergium345 and the Greek ÑqÒnh in the Narratio de imagine
edessena, Constantine Stilbes, the sermon by Gregory Referendarius and Nicephorus
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Callistus346. The seventh-century History by Theophylact Simocatta employs a term
used nowhere else for the Image of Edessa: ‡ndalma347.
Equally significant is the deliberate omission of this word and of sindèn in the
Narratio de imagine edessena. This is by far the longest text about the Image and it uses
just about every other word common to other texts to refer to the cloth and the image
thereon, and also various different combinations of these descriptions. The omission of
these words cannot be coincidental. As stated above, a possible reason for this is to
avoid confusion with the burial shroud of Christ in the case of sindèn, although the same
reason cannot be applied to the omission of the word tetr£diplon.
As will be seen below (pp. 262-307), in relation to the painted depictions of the
Image, what really stands out is the great variety of words and phrases, and
combinations thereof, used to describe a piece of cloth with an image of a face (and
sometimes neck and shoulders) on it. This shows what a central role the image played in
Byzantine religious life, and the great imagination employed in the numerous texts that
refer to it. There are no similar cases with any other icons either in the east or the west.
4.10 Alternative ideas about the Image
The great majority of texts describe the Image of Edessa as an image of the face of
Christ on a piece of linen cloth. Most texts also tell the story of the image’s origin as
lying in Jesus’ pressing a cloth to his face in response to a request from King Abgar of
Edessa shortly before the Passion. Most depictions of the cloth, as will be seen in
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chapter six of this thesis, show the face of Christ on a cloth (even though the shape of
the cloth itself differs greatly).
There are exceptions, however. As we will see below (pp. 262-307), some
depictions of the Image show Christ’s neck, shoulders and even chest. The Narratio de
imagine edessena offers two versions of the origin, the traditional one and another from
the garden of Gethsemane, while the sermon by Gregory Referendarius only gives the
second version348. The early Syriac versions say the image was a painted portrait on a
wooden tablet, while all the later versions ascribe a miraculous origin to the image,
which was impressed onto a linen cloth.
My intention in this section is to look at the minority or unique texts and
depictions, which very often give us a very different idea of what the Image of Edessa
was. The best place to start is without doubt Ernst von Dobschütz’s work on the images
of Christ349, hailed in just about every study on the subject as the benchmark for all
future research and publications and the conclusions and analyses of which nobody has
ever seriously put in doubt.
The first different attribution is the idea that the image of Christ on the cloth was
much more than a facial image – it was in fact a full-body image. Ordericus Vitalis in
his Historia Ecclesiastica350 gives a somewhat confusing reference to the image sent by
Christ to Abgar:
Abgarus toparcha Edessae regnavit; cui dominus Iesus sacram epistolam destinavit, et
pretiosum linteum, quo faciei suae sudorem extersit, et in quo eiusdem Salvatoris imago
mirabiliter depicta refulget; quae Dominici corporis speciem et quantitatem intuentibus exhibet.
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 For descriptions of these two texts, see above, pp. 71-77 (Narratio), 80-81 (Gregory
Referendarius). The Narratio is re-edited below, Appendix I, and the sermon by Gregory Referendarius in
Guscin, The Image, pp. 70-87.
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 Von Dobschütz, Christusbilder.
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Abgar the ruler reigned at Edessa; the Lord Jesus sent him a sacred letter and a beautiful
linen cloth he had wiped the sweat from his face with. The image of the Saviour was
miraculously imprinted onto it and shines out, displaying the form and size of the Lord’s body
to all who look on it.
The first impression from the text is that Jesus only dried his face on the cloth, in
which case the cloth would show only a facial image, but then we are told that those
looking at the cloth could see an image of the Lord’s body. This would appear to be an
internal contradiction in the text, although von Dobschütz was convinced that Orderic
referred to a full-body image351.
The same author also refers in passing to another Latin text, which however, is
much clearer on this aspect. The account by the pilgrim Gervase of Tilbury352, whose
version of the letter sent by Jesus to Abgar, dating from the beginning of the thirteenth
century, reads as follows:
Sed quia me corporaliter videre desideras, en tibi dirigo linteum, in quo faciei mee
figura et tocius corporis mei status continentur.
As you wished to see what I look like, I am sending you a linen cloth on which the form
of my face and my whole body can be seen.
As to how a full-body image could be seen on the cloth, Gervase also gives an
explanation:
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 Historia Ecclesiastica IX:13, ed. Marjorie Chibnall, The Ecclesiastical History of Orderic Vitalis,
6 vols (Oxford 1969-1980), vol. 5, p. 287.
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 Von Dobschütz, Christusbilder, vol. 1, p. 184: “Das gleiche aber thut der soeben erwähnte
lateinische Traktat, aus dem offenbar Ordericus die Vorstellung geschöpft hat, dass es sich um eine
Darstellung Christi in ganzer Figur handele”.
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Traditur autem ex archivis auctoritatis antique, quod dominus super linteum
candidissimum toto corpore se prostraverit et ita virtute divina non tantum faciei sed etiam
tocius corporis dominici speciosissima effigies linteo impressa sit.
There is a story in trustworthy documents that in the past the Lord laid his whole body
down on a clean linen cloth and the beautiful form, not only of his face but of his whole body,
was imprinted onto the linen.
The reference to Jesus laying his whole body down on a clean linen cloth is
much more reminiscent of the burial shroud than of the Abgar legend. It is clear that the
interpolation in the text was made either by Gervase himself or someone before him but
no earlier than in 769353. The main question is: Why? Did the idea of the full-body
image arise from confusion with another object, and if so, which object? Or was it just
fanciful imagination? These questions are impossible to answer with certitude, although
I would be more inclined to think that there must have been another object with a full-
body image of Christ that was identified with the Image of Edessa.
There are other texts that suggest the Image of Edessa was indeed a full-body
image of Christ. In a Latin tractate, also edited by von Dobschütz354, containing the
Abgar legend and the correspondence, the following can be read:
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 Otia Imperialia III:23, ed. S.E. Banks and J.W. Binns, Gervase of Tilbury, Otia Imperialia:
Recreation for an Emperor (Oxford 2002), p. 596 for Latin text and p. 597 for facing page translation.
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 Cf. Banks and Binns, Otia p. 595, note 2: “Gervase’s source is an interpolated Latin version of an
ancient sermon, probably written originally in Greek … The original must date from before 769, since the
sermon was drawn on by Pope Stephen III in his speech against the iconoclasts at the Lateran Synod of
that year … The text at this stage asserted that only Christ’s face was miraculously imprinted on a cloth.
At some date between 769 and c. 1135, when the sermon seems to have been used by Orderic Vitalis (HE
ix.11), an interpolation was made to the effect that not just the face but the whole body of the Lord was
imprinted on the cloth”.
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 Cf. von Dobschütz, Christusbilder, vol. 2, pp. 130-140. The two MSS used by von Dobschütz date
from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; there is another earlier MS with the text in question, unknown to
von Dobschütz, namely Codex Vossianus Latinus Q69 (10th or 11th c.).
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Si vero corporaliter faciem meam cernere desideras hunc tibi dirigo linteum, in quo non
solum faciei mee figuram, sed totius corporis mei cernere poteris statum divinitus
transformatum. Quem cum intuitus fueris ardorem tui animi refrigerare poteris.  In patris mei
sapientia, bene valeas per cuncta secula.
If you really want to see what my face looks like, I am sending you this linen cloth, on
which you will be able to see not only the form of my face but the divinely transformed state of
my whole body. When you have seen it you will be able to soothe your burning desire. May you
fare well for all time in the wisdom of my Father.   
It is probable that this text was the source used by Gervase of Tilbury for his
own version of the Abgar legend.
Mention has already been made above (pp. 90-91) to the Didaskalia on the
Mandylion and the Holy Tile, a text written by Constantine Stilbes. Towards the end of
this version of the Abgar legend, when Abgar sees both the Image and the tile for the
first time, we read the following355:
t¦j e„kÒnaj Ðr´ ¢feqe…saj pÒrrwqen ™p' aÙtÒn, oŒai kaˆ tîn swmatikîn stoice…wn tÕ
eÙkra@j kaˆ ™arin¾n kat£stasin scedi£zousi. Qeopt…an tÕ pr©gma log…zetai kaˆ ØpÕ pštrv
tù ker£mJ qeoà prÒswpon kataqre‹, e‡poi tij ™mbaqÚnwn, Ñp…sqia, tÕ kat£ ge t¾n ™n
™sc£toij s£rkwsin mÒrfwma À tÕ met¦ t¾n ØpÒstasin Ôpisqen Âkon kaˆ Østerocronoàn
¢peikÒnisma: aÙtoprÒswpon nom…zei par' aÙtù genšsqai tÕn 'Ihsoàn kaˆ Ólon di¦ tîn
sumbÒlwn kom…zesqai tÕn qe£nqrwpon, Ãpou kaˆ tÕ dittÕn tîn aÙtoà qaumat…zesqai fÚsewn,
di£ te toà gh…nou ker£mou di£ te toà tÁj ÑqÒnhj leptoãfoàj kaˆ diafanoàj.
He saw the images being brought towards him from afar, shaping the gentle springtime
of youth to his bodily elements. He thought he was seeing a heavenly vision, as if in the solid
tile he was looking down on the face of God, or if you were to go deeper into the matter, God’s
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back, the human form he took on in the last times after he became flesh, a form from a later
time. He believed it was Jesus himself coming, the whole divine man coming via the symbols,
or that he was given to wonder at the two natures through the clay tile and the finely-woven
transparent cloth.
The tone of the passage is clearly poetical, and even though Abgar is depicted as
imagining Christ in person coming to him through the two images, it is at the same time
interesting that once again, a full-body image is brought into the story when talking
about the depiction on the cloth.
One of the textual variations in the Acts of Thaddaeus also suggests that the
Image of Edessa was in fact a full-body image. Palmer dates this Greek text to between
609 and 726356, while Lipsius, who edited and published the text, states that the
additions to Eusebius’ version were made towards the end of the fourth century357. The
Acts tell us that Lebbaios was a native of Edessa who came to Jerusalem when John the
Baptist was preaching – he was baptised and took the name of Thaddaeus. He was then
chosen as one of the twelve disciples. The Acts then tell the story of Abgar – the king’s
letter to Christ is a fairly free adaptation of Eusebius’ version, although nothing
substantial is modified. Instructions are given to Ananias to bring a description of Christ
just as in the Synaxarion, but the instructions are somewhat shorter:
Paragge…laj tù 'Anan…v Ð ”Abgaroj ƒstorÁsai tÕn CristÕn ¢kribîj, po…aj e„dšaj
™st…n, t»n te ¹lik…an kaˆ tr…ca kaˆ ¡plîj p£nta.
Abgar told Ananias to record Christ’s exact appearance, what he looked like, his stature,
his hair and everything in detail.
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 Cf. Flusin, ‘Didascalie’, p. 76.
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 Cf. the appendix to Desreumaux, Histoire, p. 137.
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There is an interesting variant in one of the two MSS Lipsius used for his edition
of the Acts of Thaddaeus. In MS Vindobonensis bybl. Caesar. hist. gr. 45 (olim 14),
which he dates to the ninth or tenth century, this same paragraph ends with the words
p£nta aÙtoà t¦ mšlh (his whole body) – i.e. Abgar is telling his artist to bring back a
painting of the whole body of Christ. In his recent edition of the Acts358, Palmer
describes this addition as a “whole phrase, not in P, which would have been deliberately
excised only by a consistent abbreviator”; i.e. it is an interpolation. However, the fact
that the addition was not part of the original text in no way lessens its importance as
historical testimony for what one anonymous writer thought about the Image of Edessa;
if it is to be ignored simply because it is an interpolation, this would be attributing to the
original text a historical value it does not possess.
A further text that clearly suggests that the Image of Edessa showed the whole
body of Christ was recently discovered in a Georgian MS on Mount Sinai (N/Sin-50)359.
According to this text, there was an inscription in Syriac (“I am revealed by him who
you see here”) at the feet of the image, and the “icon of God stood upright”. The article
by Karaulashvili, however, is confusing and incorrect in places; she claims that the
image seen by the sixth-century pilgrim of Piacenza in Egypt (cf. above, pp. 57-59) was
in fact also a full-length image of the body of Christ360, whereas the text itself makes no
such claim. Her dating of the development of the idea of the full-body image to a period
“subsequent to this” therefore makes no sense. In fact, she gives no date for the
Georgian MS transmitting this text361.
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 Lipsius, Acta p. cvii.
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 Palmer, ‘The Logos’, p. 168.
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 Cf. Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend’, pp. 224-229; cf. esp. p. 225: “According to the Georgian
chronicler, it depicted the full-length luminous figure of Christ”.
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 Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend’, p. 228.
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 It actually dates from the early tenth century: S. H. Rapp, Studies in Medieval Georgian
Historiography: early texts and Eurasian contexts, Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, vol.
601, tom. 113 (Louvain 2003), p. 300: “The Royal Lists were written down no later than the start of the
tenth century, when the N/Sin-50 manuscript was copied”.
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A further minority view of what the Image of Edessa was is also given by von
Dobschütz: in this case, he states that according to some texts the Image was in fact the
burial shroud of Christ362. This idea, so openly recorded by the great German scholar, is
often hushed up today as it would appear to equate the Image with the Shroud of Turin,
a highly controversial subject for so many scholars363. It is, however, openly accepted in
a nineteenth-century book on Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus364. However, this
controversy only arises if it is assumed that the burial shroud of Christ (and there
definitely seems to have been a burial shroud) is indeed one and the same as the cloth
now known as the Shroud of Turin: this argument lies beyond the scope of this thesis
and was probably not implied by von Dobschütz (despite the fact that this would also
explain the idea of a large cloth with a full-body image). The description of the Image
of Edessa as the burial shroud of Christ is for the present purpose not related to the
debate about the Shroud of Turin.
That the burial cloth of Christ survived and was kept by Christ’s followers is
suggested in various texts. The four canonical Gospels do not say anything about what
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 Rambaud, L’Empire Grec, p. 107: “... le Saint-Suaire de Jésus-Christ, autrement dit l’Image
d’Édesse”. The identification has been suggested more recently by Ian Wilson, Shroud (London 2010).
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happened to the burial cloths after the resurrection. The first reference can be found in
the Gospel of the Hebrews, an apocryphal work that is only known from quotations in
other writers – the original is lost. Jerome says it was originally written in Hebrew, but
he also affirms that only the letters were Hebrew, while the language was Chaldean or
Syriac365. As for its age, Clement of Alexandria and Origen prove that this Gospel did
exist in the middle of the second century, and it is quite possible that it is earlier366.
In his De Viris Illustribus 2, Jerome quotes the following passage from the
Gospel of the Hebrews:
Evangelium quoque, quod appellatur secundum Hebraeos, et a me nuper in Graecum
Latinumque sermonem translatum est, quo et Origenes saepe utitur, post resurrectionem
Salvatoris refert: Dominus autem cum dedisset sindonem servo sacerdotis, ivit ad Iacobum et
apparuit ei.
The gospel called According to the Hebrews, which I recently translated into Greek and
into Latin, and which Origen uses frequently, recounts this after the resurrection: “But the Lord,
after giving the shroud to the priest’s servant, went to James and appeared to him”.
The Life of St Nino of Georgia also related how the burial cloths were kept by
the disciples. The textual tradition is complex367. There are various versions in
Georgian, which in spite of being written at many different periods in history, do not
show great textual differences, reflecting the copyists’ faithfulness. There is also an
Armenian version by Djouansher, which according to its translator into English, F. C.
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Conybeare, “represents a text written before the end of the fifth century”368. The
translation reads:
And they found the linen early in Christ’s tomb, whither Pilate and his wife came.
When they found it, Pilate’s wife asked for the linen, and went away quickly to her home in
Pontus; and she became a believer in Christ. Some time afterwards the linen came into the
hands of Luke the Evangelist, who put it in a place known only to himself. Now, they did not
find the sudarium, but it is said to have been found by Peter, who took it and kept it, but we
know not if it has ever been discovered.369
Another author who relates how the cloths were saved is Ishodad of Merv. Merv
is an oasis in what is today Turkmenistan. Born in the ninth century, Ishodad was
bishop of Hedatta in the Church of the East, commonly (and inaccurately) referred to as
Nestorian. In approximately 850, Ishodad wrote his Commentaries on the Gospels370.
Ishodad’s commentary on the Gospel of John states the following:
… but they gave the garments and linen clothes to Joseph the Senator; for it was right
that they should be returned to him, and be kept for him as the lord of the grave, and as he who
brought them for His honour.
Joseph the Senator is Joseph of Arimathea, logically related to the burial shroud
as the Gospels say that it was he who bought it. When the text calls him “lord of the
grave”, it must mean “owner of the tomb”.
Finally, there is also a reference to an image on the burial shroud of Christ in
the so-called Spanish Mozarabic Liturgy. This liturgy, which would be better called the
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Visigothic, Toledan or Isidorian liturgy, survived the Arabic invasion in 711 only to be
finally abolished under Alfonso VI in the eleventh century. There is a passage in the
liturgy for the first Saturday after Easter, which reads as follows371:
Ad monumentum Petrus com Iohanne cucurrit recientaque in linteaminibus defuncti et
resurgentis vestigia cernit.
Peter ran to the tomb with John and saw the recent imprints of the dead and risen one
on the cloths.
The context of the passage is clear and cannot be denied – the two disciples are
running to the tomb after it has been reported empty, and saw something related to Jesus
on the burial cloths. The doubtful point comes when we try to analyse exactly what the
two disciples saw. The Latin word is vestigia. The normal meaning of this word is
“footprint” or “track”, although it can also mean “trace”, “mark”, “sign” or “token” –
this is much more general. The first meaning can be dismissed as inappropriate in the
context, which leaves us with some kind of mark or sign of Christ, something clearly
related to his death and resurrection. This could indeed be blood (death) and an image of
Christ (resurrection). The only point relevant to the argument here is that there are
numerous texts that state how the burial shroud of Christ was kept.
Von Dobschütz relates the Image of Edessa to the burial shroud of Christ
because of the use of the word “sudarium” in certain related documents, and also
because of Gervase of Tilbury (see above, pp. 188-189). However, neither of these
reasons stand up to examination. The cloth on which the Image of Edessa was imprinted
is called a sudarium in only a few texts (see above, pp. 177-180), and despite certain
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medieval texts that confuse the two words, this word is only used in relation to the
burial of Christ in the fourth Gospel (John 20:6-7), and is not the burial shroud but
rather another cloth that had covered Jesus’ head before the burial and the use of the full
shroud. Secondly, the text by Gervase of Tilbury does indeed seem to suggest an
imaged burial shroud (Christ “laid down” his body on a linen cloth and a full-body
image was formed), although it is never stated clearly that the burial shroud is meant.
Despite von Dobschütz’s weaker arguments in this regard, there are other
reasons for arguing that at times some writers did indeed think the two cloths were one
and the same. The repeated use of the word sindèn in various texts (see above, pp. 180-
184), the same word used by the three Synoptic Gospels for the burial shroud of Christ,
was what most probably led the author of the Narratio de imagine edessena to avoid the
use of the word. The presence of blood on the Image of Edessa (as suggested by the
alternative origin in the garden of Gethsemane, when Jesus used the cloth to wipe the
bloody sweat from his face, in both the Narratio and the sermon by Gregory
Referendarius) could suggest either an origin in the garden of Gethsemane or a post-
crucifixion origin of the image, which would be backed up by the descriptions of the
image in the French and Spanish versions of the legend of St Alexis, in which the Image
of Edessa is described as that of a crucified man (see above, pp. 196).
Indeed, for either (or both) of these theories to hold any water at all, the cloth on
which the image was imprinted would have to be much larger than a simple face cloth.
This idea has already been seen in the use of the word tetr£diplon and can be expanded
by other texts. One of the authors in question is John Damascene, writing in the eighth
century372:
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`O kÚrioj, AÙg£rou toà tÁj 'Edesshnîn pÒlewj basileÚontoj zwgr£fon
¢poste…lantoj t¾n toà Kur…ou ÐmoiografÁsai e„kÒna kaˆ m¾ dunhqšntoj toà zwgr£fou di¦ t¾n
¢post…lbousan toà prosèpou lamprÒthta, aÙtÕj ƒm£tion tù o„ke…J prosèpJ tù qe…J kaˆ
zwopoiù ™piqeˆj ™napem£xato tù ƒmat…J tÕ ˜autoà ¢peikÒnisma kaˆ oÛtwj ¢pšsteile toàto
poqoànti tù AÙg£rJ.
Abgar, king of the city of Edessa, sent an artist to paint the Lord’s image but could not
do so because of the shining brilliance of his face. The Lord therefore placed a large cloth on his
divine and life-giving face and wiped his own imprint onto it. He sent this to Abgar in answer to
his request.
The word ƒm£tion is usually used to define a cloak or outer garment373.
Leo the Deacon refers to the Image as follows374:
Qadda…ou toà ¢postÒlou 'Abg£rJ prÕj toà SwtÁroj tù tÁj 'Edšsshj ¢postalšntoj
top£rcV, æj aÙtÕn tÁj sunecoÚshj paršsewj di¦ toà qeandrikoà ¢pall£xeien ™ktupèmatoj,
™ntauqo‹ parodeÚontoj tÕn pšplon, ú tÁj aÙtoà morfÁj tÕ edoj ¢¸·»twj Ð CristÕj
¢netÚpwse, ker£moij ™n ¢pokeimšnoij prÕ toà ¥steoj katakrÚyai.    
The apostle Thaddaeus was sent by the Saviour to Abgar, the ruler of Edessa, to cure
him by means of the theandric image from the paralysis that afflicted him. While he was passing
by there, he hid the cloth on which Christ had ineffably imprinted the image of his face among
some tiles lying outside the town375.
                                                                                                                           
case of prayer facing East, and also to the story about the Mandylion, the cloth in which the Lord himself
impressed his features for King Abgar of Edessa”.
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Reference should also be made to a wall painting (now lost) at Mateič in the
FYROM, part of a cycle of murals depicting the Abgar Legend; the cloth seen in this
painting is very large (Figure 4.3), large enough to justify either von Dobschütz’s
explanations of the Image as a full-body image and/or the burial cloth of Christ. The
murals, dated to between 1356 and 1360376, make up a series of paintings showing
Christ’s conversation with Abgar’s messenger, Christ giving the cloth to the messenger
and the latter giving the cloth to Abgar. It would also be possible to identify the second
scene as the first, as the messenger giving the cloth to Christ (presumably after Christ
had asked for it). This explanation is upheld by Vladimir Petković377, who at the time
was also able to read the inscription on this painting: t¾n sindèna œchj ¢pÕ toà AÙg£rou –
“here you have the cloth from Abgar”. Not only is the cloth depicted as large, but it is
also called sindèn – the same word used by the Synoptic Gospels for the burial shroud
of Christ.
4.11 Conclusions
Both the analysis of the terms used to describe the Image of Edessa and the cloth it was
imprinted onto, and certain texts concerning the Abgar legend, show that there were
various perceptions of the icon’s appearance and size. The coining of a new word,
tetr£diplon, which is only ever used in the context of the Image of Edessa, whatever its
exact meaning may be, without doubt suggests a large cloth, an idea supported by other
authors who describe a full body image on the cloth (Ordericus Vitalis, Gervase of
Tilbury and Constantine Stilbes).
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‘The Abgar Cycle’, p. 221.
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Is there a pattern behind these different terms, or can we learn anything about
the Image itself from the words used to describe it? The key point here is the use of
tetr£diplon, which no matter what it does or does not mean in detail, certainly implies a
cloth large enough to be folded over various times. As I have already stated, the very
fact that a new word was brought into play to describe a “simple” piece of cloth makes
it clear that something special and inherent in the object needed describing.
             The possible presence of bloodstains on the Image (suggested by the alternative
version of the Image’s origins in Gethsemane, when according to an early interpolation
in Luke’s Gospel Jesus sweated blood) relates it to the passion rather than the
messenger from Abgar. This is related to some of the descriptions of the Image of
Edessa found in the huge body of St Alexis literature (analysed above, pp. 138-166),
where it is called an ymago sanguinea (bloodstained image) and the image thereupon is
twice described as that of a crucified man (necessarily after the passion)378. A
bloodstained image of Christ’s face could be the result of confusion with the Veronica,
which according to tradition was formed on the way to the crucifixion, but the various
references to the full body and the crucified man cannot be included in such confusion.
           The frequent use of the word sindèn in the texts, coupled with the above,
inevitably leads to a discussion of the burial shroud of Christ. As expressed above (pp.
193-194), this argument should be kept separate from the debate around the object
known as the Shroud of Turin; the discussion in hand is the possible relationship
between the Image of Edessa and the burial shroud of Christ (which according to
ancient literature existed, as shown above), and not whether the Shroud of Turin is the
burial shroud of Christ. Literature concerning the Shroud of Turin was published in
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peer-reviewed scientific journals after the scientific examination of the cloth in 1978
(see above, p. 193, n. 363) up to and including the carbon dating of the same ten years
later, according to which the cloth is medieval. Since then it has in general been
restricted to literature of a more religious and much less academic nature, which has led
some scholars of the Image of Edessa into unnecessary fields of debate in order to
distance their own studies from such literature, and even to contradicting what is known
about the Image of Edessa just because it might be used to try and identify the Image
with the Shroud of Turin379.
           However, the fact remains that there is a secondary current of texts and
descriptions that would make the Image of Edessa something quite different from a
mere facial image of Christ produced before the passion. These texts and descriptions
do not coincide with the majority, but they do exist and they should not be dealt with in
the light of a different controversial object. Once again, what these different texts show
is the immensely flexible nature of the Image of Edessa and how it could be, and indeed
was, adapted to the needs and circumstances of specific times and places.
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 Cf. Mondzain, Image, p. 205, dismissing the Shroud of Turin as a “work of art bearing all the
characteristics of a fraud designed to provoke popular piety and to obtain all the familiar benefits of
pilgrimages to miracle-working relics”.
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Chapter 5
The tradition of the Image of Edessa
and the Abgar correspondence in the West
This chapter examines the transmission, reception, use and transformation of the Image
of Edessa and the Abgar correspondence in Western Europe. It explores the general use
of the expanded version of the letter Christ sent to Abgar as a magic charm to ward off
evil and its later life, how at certain times it lost all relation to the actual Abgar legend,
became decontextualised and survived as an amulet quite independently of Edessa and
its original eastern setting. The material includes hitherto unpublished texts and little
known editions of the Abgar–Christ correspondence, together with depictions of the
Image of Edessa.
5.1 The Abgar Correspondence and the Image of Edessa in the West
In this section we look at the forms and extent to which the Abgar–Christ letters were
transmitted in the West separately from the use of Jesus’ reply as a magical amulet380.
One of the earliest western references to the legend appears in the so-called Libri
Carolini, composed by Theodulf of Orleans towards the end of the eighth century as a
considered statement of the Frankish Church concerning image worship, in response to
the report on the Second Council of Nicaea (787), which put a temporary end to
iconoclasm in the East381. The Latin translation of this report was faulty, as it made no
distinction between the Greek terms latre…a (used for divine worship) and proskÚnhsij
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 An important article for this aspect is Cora E. Lutz, ‘The Apocryphal Abgarus-Jesus Epistles in
England in the Middle Ages’, in eadem, Essays on Manuscripts and Rare Books, (Connecticut 1975), pp.
57-63.  
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(veneration for images), translating both by adorare and thereby causing grave
misunderstanding in the West382.
Libri Carolini, Book IV, Chapter X is devoted to the Abgar letters and the Image
of Edessa. The text starts by pointing out that the Abgar episode is not included in any
of the four canonical Gospels, and is therefore apocryphal, while the Image is dismissed
as ‘imaginem quamdam’ (‘a certain image’). The text shows that the legend was indeed
known in the West, although only in high ecclesiastical circles and not necessarily
among the common people. The Libri Carolini survive in just two MSS and, though
others may have been lost in the course of time, it seems that they were not circulated
widely383. A somewhat more extensive knowledge of the Abgar legend is shown by the
fact that it is transmitted in an Anglo-Saxon poem384. Based on Eusebius’ text, it
consists of 204 lines and it is generally ascribed to Aelfric, archbishop of York (1023-
1052).
The Abgar legend and correspondence were involved in the definition of the
Biblical canon from early times. Declared to be apocryphal in the fifth century385, it was
included in two eleventh-century Georgian MSS otherwise containing only the four
Gospels – a deliberate attempt to argue that the episode was considered as canonical386.
The correspondence played a significant role in defining what the Biblical canon was
and meant in seventeenth and eighteenth-century England; in other words, in new
reactions to the Bible and Christianity that became evident during the Enlightenment. In
1660 Samuel Fisher (1605-1665) published a pamphlet entitled Something Concerning
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 G. Stephens, Abgarus-Legenden paa Old-Engeisk (Copenhagen 1853).
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 Cf. Ernst von Dobschütz, Das Decretum Gelasianum de libris recipiendis et non recipiendis in
kritischem text herausgegeben und untersucht (Leipzig 1912), p. 13.
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Agbarus, Prince of the Edesseans387, to attack the accepted idea of the Biblical canon by
arguing for the historical authenticity of the Abgar legend and other apocryphal texts
such as Paul’s Epistle to the Laodiceans388. The fact that the legend was selected by
Fisher as one of the main arguments against the authority of the Biblical canon shows
that it was known well enough to attain this purpose.
A somewhat different purpose lies behind the use of the letters by Dr Conyers
Middleton, an English clergyman, who was born in Yorkshire in 1683 and died in
1750389. The majority of Middleton’s works were published posthumously in five
volumes (London, 1755), although his comments on the Abgar correspondence were not
included. These comments are preserved in British Library, Add. 32459, ff. 46r-49v,
entitled ‘Essays and other papers of Dr Middleton, generally in his own hand or
corrected by him’390. These pages seem to have been written by Dr Middleton himself,
as the text has been heavily corrected and the hand that introduced corrections is the
same as that which copied the original text (Figures 5.1-5.5). The notes appear as
follows:
Among the spurious pieces, which were forged within the 3 centuries, I should mention
in the 1st place the letter pretended to have been written by Abgar, King of Edessa in Syria, to
Christ, and the letter of Christ in answer to it.
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 For a biographical sketch of Middleton, see Hugh Trevor-Roper, ‘From Deism to History: Conyers
Middleton’, in History and the Enlightenment, ed. John Robertson (Padstow 2010), pp. 71-119.
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Middleton shows right from the start that he has no doubt the letters are fakes.
He then explains how we came to have the text at all:
These letters were first published by Eusebius, who copied from the originals, and
translated them into Greek from the Syriac, in which they were written, and lay, as he affirms,
in the archives of the city of Edessa, where they were preserved.
He then gives a short history of the legend and correspondence’s acceptance:
The credit of this story and the two epistles is rejected and derided by many, both
Papists and Protestants, yet is defended by some Protestants eminent for their learning and
because of their antiquity, especially by Dr. Cave and the learned Grabe, who endeavour to
establish the authority by many plausible arguments and testimonies and to refuse all the
objectives which have been alleged by the learned who reject it.
Middleton’s purpose is therefore evidently the opposite of Fisher’s; he sets out
from the start to show that the letters are fakes and lacking in any historical worth.
Placed within the context of these works, I would suggest that his criticism of the Abgar
legend belongs to the end of his life. Middleton had spent the greater part thereof
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attacking orthodoxy and defending deism, at times trying to reconcile the two when
there was some possibility of material and professional advancement (let us not forget
he was, after all, a clergyman), but in 1747, “where he had nothing left to hope or fear
from the clergy, he decided to cast caution aside. He would publish and be damned”391.
The early Church Fathers came in for especially virulent attacks; “the traditions passed
on by these men”, said Middleton, “quite apart from their inherent improbability, could
have no value; nor, of course, could the miracles for which they were the only
authority”392. Middleton’s dismissal of the Abgar legend would appear to fit in very
well with the writings from this period of his life, although in the end it would remain
unpublished.
Just as convinced as Middleton of the letters’ absolute lack of authenticity is the
author of a tract written in Latin in 1758 and entitled Dissertatio Historica de Christi ad
Abgarum Epistola. The author, John Isaiah Christian Heine, presented the work towards
his PhD (see Figure 5.6). The text contains an introduction to the Christ–Abgar
correspondence, followed by an explanation of why Christ’s letter cannot be genuine.
No mention is made at all of the Image of Christ that usually accompanies the letters.
Over a hundred years before Tixeront most effectively explained why the letters could
not be genuine393, Heine came to same conclusion for the same reasons (p. 9):
Qui hancce scripsit epistolam, legisse videtur Mathaei Evangelium; ordinem enim
narrationis ipsius Matth. 10:5 studiose servavit; Evangelista habet, Tufloˆ ¢nablšpousi, kaˆ
cwloˆ peripatoàsi, leproˆ kaqar…zontai, kaˆ kwfoˆ ¢koÚousi, nekroˆ ™ge…rontai, cfr. verba
epistolae TufloÝj ¢nablšpein poie‹j, cwloÝj andc.
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Whoever wrote this letter had evidently read the Gospel of Matthew; he carefully
preserved the order of the narrative in Matth. 10:5; the Evangelist has, The blind shall see, and
the lame shall walk, lepers shall be cleansed and the deaf shall hear, the dead will be raised, cf.
the words of the letter, You make the blind to see, the lame etc.394
The conclusion, repeated throughout the tract, is clearly stated (p. 10):
Ergo a Christo non est scripta illa epistola.
Therefore this letter was not written by Christ.
The text of the letters can also be found in various western MSS, usually with no
introduction or contextualisation, and often with no argument either for or against its
authenticity (although their very inclusion in the MSS would appear to show they were
considered as genuine). Among these MSS is the beautiful sixteenth-century Spanish
MS Scorialensis h.iv.26, ff. 12v-13v, preserving a hitherto unedited version of the letters
(Figures 5.7-5.9). The text is reproduced below in its original medieval Spanish form;
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there is no need to translate it as the text contains the standard version of the two letters
(although there is no mention of the promise to keep the city of Edessa safe from its
enemies).
CARTA DEL REY ABAGARO A CHRISTO nuestro redemptor ABAGARO Rey de
Edessa à Iesus Salvador benigno, que en la region de Ierusalen aparecio en carne, embia salud.
Dicho me han las maravillas y curas milagrosas que aveys hecho, sanando sin medicinas
ni yervas a los enfermos, y es fama que alumbrays a los ciegos y haceys andar a los lisiados y
coxos, limpiays a los leprosos, alançays los dominios y espiritus malignos: days salud a los que
tienen largas y prolijas enfermedades y vida a los muertos. En oyendo esto de vos pensé ser una
de dos cosas, o que vos soys Dios que aveys vajado del cielo, o que soys a lo menos hijo de
Dios que obrays estas cosas tan estupendas y milagrosas. Por tanto me ha parecido de escriviros
esta carta y suplicaros afectuosamente que tomeys trabajo de venirme a ver, y de curarme desta
dolencia que tanto me fatiga. Y también he savido que los judíos están mal con vos, y
murmuran de vuestras obras, y procuran haceros algún grave daño. Aquí tengo una cuidad, que
aunque es pequeña, es cómoda y noble, y vastará para todo lo que ubieremos menester los dos.
A esta carta de Abagaro respondió Christo nuestro Salvador en esta forma.
Bien aventurado eres, o Abagar, porque sin averme visto, has creido en mi: que esso
está escrito de mi, que los que me vieren no creeran en mi, y los que no me vieren creeran, y
alcançaran la salud. En lo que me escribes, que deseas que te vea, hagote saber que todas las
cosas para que fui embiado se han de cumplir en esta tierra donde vivo y en cumpliendolas,
tengo que volver al que me embio. Despues que yo fuere partido, te embiare alguno de mis
discipulos para que te libre de essa dolencia congoxosa y te de vida a ti y a los que tienes
contigo.
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The text of the letters is followed by a page and a half of comments edited and
translated here for the first time:
Estas cartas pone Eusebio Cesariense en su historia, las quales dice que halló en los
archibos públicos de la ciudad de Edessa (en la qual reynó el dicho Abagaro) con la historia de
sus hechos y que estavan en lengua siriaca, de la qual él las trasladó en Griego. S. Agustin hace
mencion de ellas: y S. Efren diacono de la misma ciudad de Edessa, en su testamento; y
Teodoro Estudita en una epistola que escrive al Papa Pascual, hablan dellas honoríficamente.
El Cardenal Baronio dice que Christo nuestro Señor embio a Abagaro un retrato y
imagen suya hecha no por mano de hombres sino milagrosamente y que por ella obró Dios
muchos milagros y dio grandes victorias a los cristianos contra los infieles sus enemigos.
En cumplimiento de lo que el Señor prometio a Abagaro en su carta, escrive Eusebio,
que despues de subir al cielo, embio a uno  de sus setenta discipulos, llamado Thadeo, a Edessa
para curar al rey y a todos los otros enfermos de aquella ciudad, y alumbrarla con la luz del
evangelio y convertirla a su fe, como lo hizo.
Eusebius of Caesarea includes these letters in his history, saying that he found them in
the public archives of the city of Edessa (where the aforesaid Abgar reigned) together with the
story of his deeds, in the Syriac language. He translated them into Greek. St Augustine mentions
them, and St Ephrem, deacon in the same city of Edessa, does the same in his testament.
Theodore Studite mentions them in a letter he wrote to Pope Pascual, and they all speak of them
with honour.
Cardinal Baronius says that Christ our Lord sent a portrait to Abgar, an image of
himself not made by human hands but rather miraculously. God worked many miracles through
it and gave great victories to the Christians over their enemies the infidels.
In fulfilment of what the Lord promised Abgar in the letter, says Eusebius, after being
taken up into heaven he sent one of his seventy disciples, called Thaddaeus, to cure the king and
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the other sick in the city, and to illuminate it with the light of the gospel and convert it to faith in
him, and so he did.
The comments are interesting in that they attribute great importance and power
to the image, and state that Thaddaeus was one of the seventy disciples. The letter from
Christ to Abgar can also be found in Latin in MS Matritensis BN 172 (15th c.), ff. 43r-
43v, once more out of context and this time with no introduction or notes, not even the
letter from Abgar to Jesus. This is usual when the letter contains the magical charm
texts but this is a short version that makes no mention whatsoever of the letter’s magical
properties, not even the promise to keep Edessa safe (Figures 5.10 and 5.11). The two
letters are also preserved in two further codices in the same Library: MS 74 (16th c.), ff.
49v-50r, once again detached from the Abgar legend as a whole (Figure 5.12) and MS
3488 (17th c.), f. 8v (Figure 5.13), with the curious addition ‘Jesus adoretur’ (‘may Jesus
be adored’) following Abgar’s letter to Christ. This was not meant to be part of the
letter, however, but rather a pious interjection by the scribe, as other texts in the MS are
followed by similar phrases (e.g. ‘Viva Jesus’). The texts in these two MSS do not
include the promise to safeguard Edessa nor any hint of magic either in the reply to
Abgar. The Abgar-Christ letters are also transmitted out of context in two fifteenth-
century Greek MSS in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid: MS gr. 94 (4637), f. 95r
(Figure 5.14) and MS gr. 101 (4644), ff. 31v–32r (Figure 5.15). MS 94 (4637) was
copied in Milan in the early 1460s by Constantine Lascaris, taken to Messina at the end
of the century, came into the hands of the Duke of Uceda in 1690 and was acquired by
the Biblioteca Nacional in 1712395. MS 101 (4644) was also copied by Constantine
Lascaris, this time in Messina in 1490 (although some fragments belong to another
hand), and followed the same route to the Biblioteca Nacional as MS 94 (4637).
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The letters were not unknown in England either. MS British Library, Lansdowne
440396 must be dated sometime after 1688-1689 when Dr Cave’s Historia Literaria,
mentioned therein, was published in two volumes; mention is also made of Bishop John
Pearson, who died in 1686. Ff. 25r-25v contain English versions of the Abgar–Jesus
correspondence, with interesting comments hitherto unpublished (Figures 5.16 and
5.17). The text reads as follows:
The Letter of Agbarus King of Edessa to our blessed saviour
We have heard of thee and of thy cures that they are wrought by thee, without physick
or herbs, tis also reported thou makest the blind to see, the lame to walk and clensest the lepers,
castest out unclean spirits and devils, curest those that are afflicted with daily diseases and
raisest the dead: hearing all this of thee, I thought one of these two things, either that thou art
God who cam’st down from heaven to do these cures, or the SON of GOD who dost them,
whereby I beseech thee hereby to vouchsafe to com unto me, and cure the disease with which I
am opprest. I have also heard that the Jews slander and persecute thee but I have a city, very
small indeed, but honest, which may suffice us both.
EUSEBIUS, bishop of Caesarea in Palestine, affirms he copied these two letters out of
the records of the city of Edessa and translated them out of the Chaldee.
THE answer of Jesus to the letter of King Agbarus.
BLESSED art thou, because thou hast believd in me, when thou thyself hast not seen
me, for it is written of me, Therefore those that see me believe not in me: that those that see me
not may believe and live. But as to thy request of my coming to thee, I must here compleat my
mission and then be taken up to him that sent me; but after my ascension I will send one of my
disciples to cure thy disease and minister life to thee, and to those who are with thee.
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These letters are also admitted for true by many very learned and juditious men,
particularly Dr. Cave in his Historia Literaria, and Pearson in Vindication of Ignatius.
The text, which is interesting in itself, shows that the Abgar correspondence was
occasionally the subject of learned debate in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
The texts are short, especially Jesus’ reply (almost a summary), and make no mention of
any magical properties of the letters. Dr Cave was mentioned in the notes by Dr
Middleton; the Historia Literaria was published in London in two volumes in 1688 and
1698 respectively. The Vindiciae Epistolarum S. Ignatii was published by Bishop John
Pearson in Cambridge in 1672.
A copy of the Abgar to Jesus letter, without Jesus’ reply, was added sometime in
the fifteenth century to a thirteenth-century MS copied in England and preserved today
in Yale Library, Marston Collection 252397. The original MS contains the Gesta
Alexandri Magni, although the prologue was apparently damaged and replaced by four
unrelated folios including a remedy for a sick horse and the Abgar letter, thus
associating the letter with magic and cures, although Abgar’s letter contains only a
request for a cure and the text is a “faithful copy of the letter as it occurs in Eusebius-
Rufinus”398.
        A large selection of versions of the Abgar correspondence was published by
Enrst von Dobschütz399. Apart from the Greek versions, he included various versions
from Latin MSS together with a fourteenth-century Italian version400. French versions
of the letters are extant in Parisinus BN français 15219, Suppl. 738 (16th c.), ff. 46r-46v,
and Parisinus BN français 2810 (15th c.). The text in the latter codex, however, is not
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the Abgar legend but rather the Fleur des estoires de la terre d’Orient (ff. 226r-267v),
although the miniature on f. 230r (Figure 5.18) shows the messenger presenting the
Mandylion to King Abgar. The style, the dress and the background are entirely western
in nature. On f. 230v the text confuses the Mandylion with the Veronica:
La cite du roy Agar, au qui le Seigneur mande la Veronique, qui maintenant est à
Romme.
The city of King Abgar, to whom the Lord sent the Veronica, which is now in Rome.
There are two further French MSS, one in Paris, MS BN 50 (15th c.), f. 225r,
containing a miniature of Christ giving the letter to Ananias (Figure 5.19) while the text
tells the story of Thaddaeus’ preaching in Edessa and mentions the letters (hence the
miniature) but not the Image; and the other in Brussels, MS Bibliothèque Royale de
Belgique 9017 (15th c.), f. 335r, which transmits the Abgar story and contains a
miniature of the baptism of the king (Figure 5.20)401. The latter codex was illustrated by
the Master of Girart de Roussillon by order of Philip the Good in 1462. As with the
Paris miniatures, this scene is placed in a decidedly western-looking city and the
clothing follows the same style.
The memory of the Abgar letters and the story of the Image of Edessa (separate
from its magical connotations) did not completely die out in the West, although it did
become limited to academic books and discussions. As we shall see, the use of the
letters as a popular magical charm or amulet survived much longer and with a much
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wider scope, although this sometimes involved the letters quite devoid of their original
context and no doubt its bearers had little or no idea of either the legend behind the
correspondence or the Image of Edessa. The major and so far the only exception to this
is MS Parisinus BN lat. 2688 (13th c.). The text, edited and published by von
Dobschütz402, who calls it a Latin Armenian version of the Abgar legend, is
accompanied by eight miniatures showing the Image of Edessa, which have been
partially analysed and discussed by Ragusa and Tomei403. Ragusa focuses on the
relationship of the Paris miniatures to Byzantine examples404, while Tomei uses the
miniatures to suggest that the Mandylion came to Rome in 1208405. F. 70v shows the
artist in Jerusalem trying, unsuccessfully, to paint a portrait of Christ, while f. 75r in the
Paris manuscript (Figure 5.21) shows something not portrayed in any of the other
illustrated witnesses to the Abgar story406, namely, Jesus and the cloth immediately after
his face has been miraculously transferred onto the linen. The actual cloth shown here is
larger than in the other miniatures. There is a full-page miniature on f. 77r (Figure 5.22)
showing how the cloth was found again at Hierapolis, although the city is identified in
this MS as ‘Menpente’. It seems to be in a kind of frame, with the cloth flowing out of
the back. The episode of the cloth and tiles being hidden in the well, whose waters then
become miraculous, is depicted on f. 79r (Figure 5.23), in which the face is seen in the
same frame while the rest of the cloth flows around it. There are four miniatures
showing Abgar and his courtiers receiving and worshipping the Image, on f. 82r (Figure
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 Isa Ragusa, ‘The Iconography of the Abgar Cycle in Paris ms. Lat 2688 and its relationship to
Byzantine cycles’, Miniatura 2 (1989), pp. 35-51; Alessandro Tomei, ‘Il manoscritto lat. 2688 della
Bibliothèque Nationale de France: la Veronica a Roma’, in Medioevo: immagine e raconto. Atti del
convegno internazionale di studi, Parma 27-30 settembre 2000, ed. Arturo Carlo Quintavalle (Parma,
2003), pp. 398-406.
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 Ragusa, ‘The Iconography’, pp. 40-41: “This paper will not discuss the complete Abgar cycle in
Paris, but only those scenes related to Byzantine examples”.
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 Tomei, ‘Il manoscritto’, p. 404: “Dire che questa prevalenza sia da attribuire all’arrivo a Roma del
Mandylion trafugato nel 1204 del palazzo imperiale bizantino, anche se fortemente suggestivo, non è del
tutto lecito”.
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5.24), f. 85r (Figure 5.25), f. 86v (Figure 5.26) and f. 87v (Figure 5.27), where the linen
is once again out of its frame. It is only in this version (f. 96r) (Figure 5.28) that Abgar’s
widow takes the Image of Edessa to Jerusalem (there is no mention of its stay in
Constantinople) and, according to Ragusa, was included in the story “to distance it from
the Byzantine tradition”407. Not only is this the only complete and original western
version of the Abgar legend, but it also changes the details of the story to make it more
western and less eastern408; it is, therefore, of great importance as it is the only fully
westernised and illustrated version of the legend.
If the texts related to the legend, letters and image are scarce in the West, even
more so are the pictorial depictions of the Mandylion. There are a few examples in Italy:
in the early fourteenth-century church of San Giovanni Evangelista in San Cesario de
Lecce (Figure 5.29), and the mid/late fourteenth-century example from the crypt of the
church of San Francesco in Irsina (Figure 5.30)409. Probably the best-known Mandylion
in Italy is the one in Monreale in Sicily, dating from the twelfth century, although the
Byzantine influence is so heavy that the image can hardly be described as western in its
origins. What is definitely western is the restoration of the mosaic: “Christ’s face has a
decidedly ‘modern’ look and his beard appears to be oddly embedded in a kind of
collar-cum-cravat such as might be devised by a nineteenth century artist”410 (Figure
5.31).
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A unique case of a western Mandylion can be seen in the recently restored
church of Saint Leger in Terres de Chaux, France. The church was built in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries. Two angels are holding the cloth with Christ’s face over the
arch of the choir (Figures 5.32-5.34). The cloth is not identified by any kind of
inscription, although the type and style clearly depict a Mandylion, and not a Veronica.
The two angels holding the cloth rather than a single woman, the absence of the crown
of thorns on Christ’s head and the sharply pointed forked beard and hair show that this
painting was inspired by eastern depictions of the Image. Another well-known French
Mandylion is the Holy Face of Laon (Figure 5.35), although it is not western in origin;
it comes from the Balkans411.
The lack of knowledge about Abgar and the Mandylion comes to the fore when
depictions thereof are labelled as ‘Veronicas’. Such is the case with a clay tile dating
from ca.1800 (Figure 5.36), measuring 20.7 x 20.7 cm, presently kept in the National
Ceramics Museum in Valencia, Spain412. The tile shows a man holding a cloth with the
face of Christ on it, and is identified as St Judas Thaddaeus. The museum catalogue413
and the technical information card for the piece both identify the cloth on the tile as a
Veronica, but no explanation is given for why Judas Thaddaeus would be holding the
cloth rather than Veronica herself. The Abgar legend and how Thaddaeus came to have
a cloth showing the face of Christ were here forgotten, despite the text related to this
tile; the Spanish gozos (joys, from the Latin gaudium) are religious poems sung on the
feast day of saints. The verses corresponding to Judas Thaddeus are:
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 Cf. the exhibition catalogue Byzantium, Faith and Power, ed. Helen C. Evans, (New York 2004),
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p. 191.
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Si en vuestro rostro el Señor
copió su más fiel traslado:
Judas Thadeo sagrado,
dadnos consuelo y favor414
If on your face the Lord
copied the most faithful imprint:
Holy Judas Thaddeus,
grant us consolation and favour
Still in the city of Valencia, in the church of San Nicolás Obispo, there is a
chapel devoted to St Judas Thaddaeus, and in the chapel a statue of the saint holding the
Image of Edessa and a plaque on the wall showing the Image. As far as I am aware, this
church has never been mentioned in the literature on the Image of Edessa. The original
church dates from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, although the decoration is
later, dating to the seventeenth century. The statue of St Judas Thaddaeus (Figure 5.37
and detail, 5.38) is from the late seventeenth century. The saint holds the image of the
face of Christ on a piece of cloth while bloodstains are depicted on Christ’s forehead,
presumably from the wounds caused by the crown of thorns and thereby evidencing the
artist’s confusion with the Veronica. The saint also holds an axe, a reference to the
traditional belief of how he was martyred. The plaque on the wall (Figure 5.39), which
parishioners touch as an aid to their prayers to the saint, depicts the face on the cloth
clearly inspired by the face on the Shroud of Turin (the two cloths are identified as one
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and the same on the church’s web site415). The chapel and its images represent a late
version of the legend, mixing distinctly western traditions therein.
            If MS Parisinus BN lat. 2688 is the only complete western textual version of the
Abgar legend, the equivalent in art is surely the altarpiece of Santa Clara, today held in
the Episcopal Museum of Vic in Spain (Figure 5.40). The painting was completed in
1414, and is generally considered one of Lluis Borrassá’s (ca.1360-ca.1425)
masterpieces. Very little is known of the artist’s life. The picture depicts the letter from
Jesus being presented to King Abgar, who is healed by its touch. The text of Christ’s
reply to the king can be read on the letter in Latin. Behind Abgar and the letter is the
Image of Edessa, the face of Christ on a small white cloth. The style of the painting is
entirely western. 
The Abgar scene is just one of various depictions on the altarpiece, which
measures 610 x 422 cm, and is crowned by the crucifixion416. Others scenes include St
Dominic rescuing the fishermen and other images taken from the Legenda Aurea; this is
presumably where the painter obtained the information about the Abgar legend for the
depiction. No inscriptions are evident on the painting; we can suppose that not
everybody who saw the Abgar scene would immediately know exactly what it was.
With some notable exceptions, it seems that the Abgar legend was virtually
unknown, at least on a popular level, in the West. From the hundreds, if not thousands,
of depictions of the Mandylion in Orthodox churches, and the hundreds of MSS and
different versions of the legend in the East, we find a smattering of texts and pictorial
references in the West. Even when we do find them, they are often misunderstood and
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 http://www.sannicolasvalencia.com/san_judas.htm (last accessed: 20 November 2012): “En nuestra
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 A high resolution picture of this masterpiece, with the possibility of zooming in on details, is
accessible online at http://cultura.gencat.cat/patrimoni/retauleadvocacio/index.htm (last accessed: 7 July
2014).
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seen as the Veronica, due to ignorance of the original story. On the other hand, the use
of Christ’s letter as a magical amulet was much more widespread in the West, though
the letter was often used out of context, with no reference to the legend behind it or even
to Abgar’s letter that gave rise to the ‘magical’ reply. This is examined in the next
section.
5.2 Jesus’ letter to Abgar as a magical amulet
The supernatural power of Jesus’ letter to Abgar was suggested as early as the first
known mention of the correspondence, that is, in Eusebius: the letter contains the
promise to heal Abgar, and so its association with healing is central. In addition, some
MSS describe the reply from Jesus as ‘short but very powerful’ (Ñligost…cou m@n
poludun£mou)417. The meaning of the word ‘magic’ is usually nowadays associated with
something considered anti-Christian, something that most Christian denominations
would condemn (among fundamentalist evangelical circles even popular stage
magicians are often condemned), although this is more a matter of the word itself than
the actions that lie behind it418. Wearing medals of saints to protect the bearer
constitutes magic even when condoned by the Church, the use of holy water for healing
purposes is magic even when approved by the Church, even though people who indulge
in such practices would no doubt argue that their actions are unrelated to magic419. A
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 Hence the title of a book like Morton Smith’s Jesus the Magician (San Francisco 1978) is
deliberately provocative, appealing as it does to the twentieth-century understanding of the word
“magician” (closer to “trickster” or “illusionist” than Jesus’ actions actually expose). This said, some of
Jesus’ actions, like the cure of the blind man by means of the anointing of mud and washing the eyes
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good example of magic condoned by the Church can be regularly seen in north-west
Spain, in the village of San Andrés de Teixido, where the faithful offer up wax figures
of ailing bodily parts and even of sick cows to the saint in the local church (Figure
5.41); this is undoubtedly pure magic under the guise of Christianity. In the same way,
people who carried the Abgar letter with them as protection against the evils listed
therein would no doubt have considered their doing so as a Christian act rather than a
magical one420. The association of King Abgar and the letters he wrote to and received
from Christ with the force of magical protection had such an effect in the east that in the
modern Georgian language the word avgarozi is used to denote all kinds of amulets for
protection421. The general idea in medieval times seems to have been that some people
could definitely call upon and use supernatural power; if it came from God it was good,
and logically, if the same power came from the Devil, it was evil.   
The Abgar letter’s inherent ‘power’ was soon expanded from the basic text in
Eusebius to include a promise to keep the city of Edessa safe from enemies who
attacked it. This led to its being placed over the gateway not only of the city of Edessa
                                                                                                                           
(John 9), can in fact only be described as magical methodology regardless of the theology underlying the
story. For an analysis of magic in the early church, how the Fathers reacted to it and the difficulties of
defining what was magic (i.e. worked by demons) and what was miraculous (i.e. worked by God), cf.
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 Cf. Lidov, ‘The Mandylion’, p. 181.
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but also of other cities422; in fact, this was the Christianisation of a previous pagan
custom of placing a protective image (apotropaion) over city gates423. One such
inscription was found over the doorway to a house in Ephesus, dated to the fifth or sixth
century424 (Figure 5.42). Another was discovered in Philippi in 1914, with fragments
from both letters, but almost immediately lost again during the First World War425. The
inscription, which contains a unique reading in comparison with all other known texts
of the letters ('IdoÚ after [poiîn] taàta in Abgar’s letter), cannot be dated with any
certainty426. Another copy of Christ’s letter engraved in Greek on stone was found by a
tomb at Kırk Mağara, near Edessa, dated to the fifth century427. It should also be
recalled that while the pilgrim nun Egeria makes no mention of the letter being placed
over the gate, the supernatural power of the letter is evident in her narration of the attack
on Edessa in 545428:
Quod cum dixisset tenens manibus levatis epistolam ipsam apertam rex, ad subito tantae
tenebrae factae sunt, foras civitatem tamen ante oculos Persarum, cum iam prope plicarent
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civitati, ita ut usque tertium miliarum de civitate essent: sed ita mox tenebris turbati sunt, ut vix
castra ponerent et pergirarent in miliario tertio totam civitatem.
When he said this and the king was holding up the open letter in his hands, a thick
darkness suddenly overcame the outskirts of the city before the Persians’ eyes. They were
drawing close to the city, about three miles away, and they were so blinded by the darkness that
they could hardly make camp and besiege the city from three miles away.
The bishop of Edessa took Egeria to the city gate to read her the letter and still
followed the same custom whenever there was danger; hence the protective force of the
text was activated. The supernatural force of the letters at Edessa is also evident in a
twelfth-century epic poem telling the story of the First Crusade429:
Haec ibi temporibus permansit epistola multis
Atque ea ab adversis tutavit menia cunctis
Nam si barbaricus furor illuc adveniebat
Baptisatus eam puer alta in arce legebat
Moxque vel in pacem gens ex feritate redibat
Aut terrore fugam divino tacta petebat.
This letter remained there for a long time
And defended the walls from all the city’s enemies,
And if a barbarian fury came thereto
A baptised boy read the letter from a high archway
And people would soon become pacified from their fierceness
Or touched by divine terror would flee.
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The placing of the letter over a city gate, or over the door of a private household,
was clearly done in memory of the text’s protecting the city of Edessa, generalising the
promise made to Abgar and his city and extending it to wherever the letter was placed.
According to the sixth-century Chronicle of Pseudo-Joshua the Stylite, the letter of
Christ magically protected Edessa from Persian Kawad’s attack in 503:
Kawad, king of the Persians, (now) considered coming against Areobindus at Edessa.
The Tayy king Nu’man was also urging him on because of what had happened to his caravan,
but a tribal chief from Nu’man’s (city of) Hirta who was a Christian said, ‘Your majesty should
not trouble to go to war against Edessa, for over it there is an irrevocable declaration of Christ
whom they worship, that no enemy shall ever gain control of it’430.
This protective function is especially clear in the Philippi inscription, in which
Jesus’ reply is not addressed specifically to Abgar, or rather the king’s name is omitted
so that the letter is endowed with a more general application, although it should also be
noted that the text at the beginning of the reply is conjectural and based on the space
available431. Other inscriptions with the letter(s) have been found at Gurdju (Pontus II),
dated to the fourth or fifth century, and Euchata (Pontus I). The Abgar letters were still
sufficiently well-known when the Ephesus lintel was discovered to warrant a short
notice in the Daily Express (2 May 1900)432.
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A Coptic version of Christ’s letter to Abgar exists on a wooden tablet, presently
MS Manchester Ryl. Copt. Suppl. No. 50, which was most probably meant to be hung
over a doorway to protect the house433. I inspected the board in person and
photographed it for the first time ever (Figure 5.43). It measures 45.5 x 12 cm, and is
approximately 1.3 cm thick. There are ten complete lines of text, and a further half line
on the lower right. The text reads as follows (in translation)434:
Copy of the letter from Jesus Christ, the Son of the living God, who writes to Abgar, the
king of Edessa: Greetings! Blessed are you and that which is good shall happen for you, and
blessed is your city whose name is Edessa. Although you have not yet seen, you have believed;
you shall receive according to your faith and your good will. Your diseases shall be healed and
if you have committed any sins as a man they shall be forgiven you, and Edessa shall be blessed
forever. The glory of God shall grow in her people and faith and love shall grow in her streets. I,
Jesus, have written and commanded these words: Because you have loved much I will put your
name in eternal memory and honour and blessing of all the generations who shall come after
you in your whole country, and they shall hear it unto the end of the world! I, Jesus, have
written this letter with my own hand. In the place where you fix this manuscript there shall be
no power of the adversary nor shall any activity of the impure spirit be able to come near or fall
upon that place. Farewell in peace forever! In the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the
Holy Spirit.
On the verso of the tablet (Figure 5.44) is a Greek invocation to the Trinity, and
the scribe’s name: Paul, from Megaloktema in the nome of Oxyrhynchus. This hand has
been dated to the late seventh or early eighth century, and we can assume that the same
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is valid for the Coptic text435. There are nail holes in the wood, presumably for hanging
it over a doorway or on a wall. The interesting detail is that in relation to the Coptic text
of the Abgar letter, the nail holes are at the bottom of the wood. On the reverse side,
below the scribe’s name, can be seen remains of Greek letters under the two lines
identifying the scribe (Figure 5.45), although nothing can now be made out. The Abgar
letter could have been a rewriting on a previously used wooden board.
In the text there is no mention of either the Image or the Abgar legend, although
some knowledge thereof is assumed from the mentions of Edessa and how the city will
be protected by Christ’s promise. The primary use of the text is apotropaic, showing
how the use of the letters (and later the Image) was adapted for magical and protective
purposes.
This protective function of the letter was later taken over by the Image (it was
the image, not the letter, that was placed over the city gate of Edessa in the Narratio de
imagine edessena), and this is most probably behind the placing of the Mandylion over
an archway in so many churches436. The custom of placing Christ’s letter to Abgar over
a doorway, analogous to the Jewish mezuzah, was apparently still evident in rural
England until the eighteenth century437.
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The use of icons to defend cities was a widespread custom in the medieval
Christian world. The Image itself defended Edessa against the Persians in the sixth
century, while during the attacks on Constantinople in 1204 and 1453 icons were
carried around the city walls and even into battle438. This use of icons and relics was not
limited either to Constantinople or even to the east: when the Franks invaded Spain in
541, the inhabitants of the city of Zaragoza paraded the tunic of St Vincent (a local
deacon martyred under Diocletian) around the walls and the invaders withdrew439.
As the letter from Christ to Abgar took on more of a magical nature, however,
additions to the text accrued. One of the earliest versions to do so is Oxyrhynchus
Papyrus 4469 (Figure 5.46)440, dated to the late fifth century. The Oxyrhynchus letter
from Abgar to Jesus basically follows the Eusebius text, except for an addition (partly in
Coptic, partly in Greek) at lines 21-24, interrupting the request to come and heal Abgar
with a personal request to come quickly and heal a certain Epimachus:
EKEQERAPEUEN EPIMACE PWHRE L[    ] IA TACU TACU TACU INA
QERAPEUSIS EPIMACE PWHRE [    ] M ...  TACU TACU TACU
                                                                                                                           
houses, in many places, fixed in a frame with our Saviour’s picture before it, and they generally, with
much honesty and devotion, regard it as the word of God, and the genuine epistle of Christ”. Cureton also
says that “I have a recollection of having seen the same thing in cottages in Shropshire”.      
438
 For 1204 cf. Chronica Albrici Monachi Trium Fontium, ed. Paulus Scheffer-Boichorst, in
Monumenta Germaniae Historica: Scriptorum, vol. 23 (Hanover, 1874), pp. 631-950. There is an English
translation of the part relating to the Fourth Crusade in Alfred J. Andrea, Contemporary Sources for the
Fourth Crusade (Leiden 2000), pp. 291-309. For 1453 cf. Roger Crowley, Constantinople, the Last Great
Siege, 1453 (London 2005): “All the most holy icons of the city were brought out from their shrines and
chapels”; and Steven Runciman, The Fall of Constantinople 1453 (Cambridge 1965), p. 121: “… a last
appeal was made to the Mother of God. Her holiest icon was carried on the shoulders of the faithful round
the streets of the city, and everyone who could be spared from the walls joined in the procession”. For
earlier occasions, cf. Robert Ousterhout, ‘The Virgin of the Chora: an Image and its Contexts’, in The
Sacred Image East and West, ed. Robert Ousterhout and Leslie Brubaker (Chicago 1995), p. 95: “The
Virgin was credited with the salvation of the city on several occasions, checking the Avar attack of 626
and the Arab siege of 717. In each instance, apparently a procession bearing the Virgin’s robe around the
walls preceded the victory”.  
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 Cf. Gregory of Tours, Historia Francorum III:29, and E. A. Thompson, The Goths in Spain
(Oxford 1969), p. 15.   
440
 Edited with an introduction, translation and notes by F. Maltomini, The Oxyrhynchus Papyri, vol.
LXV (London 1998), pp. 122-129.
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Heal Epimachus son of [    ], quickly quickly quickly, heal Epimachus son of [    ],
quickly quickly quickly
The letter then resumes with the expected text, with more additions at the end:
”Edessa kaˆ ”Edessa e[    ] [    ] [    ]  touth apel [    ]  [    ]  esta [    ]  en kaendoxa
. ou . [    ] non kaˆ skepasou Óti soˆ ™lpˆj ¹mîn. qer£peue tacÝ tacÝ tacÝ (magical
characters) fwn¾ k(ur…o)u diakÒptontoj flÒga purÒj. Iaw Sabawq Elwe Adwnai. zwh
qerapeÚeij tacÝ tacÝ tacÝ
Edessa and Edessa … and protect, because you are our hope. Heal quickly quickly
quickly (Magical characters). The voice of the Lord who splits the flame of fire. Ioa Sabaoth
Eloe Adonai. Life. Heal quickly quickly quickly.
The additions are quite remarkable in that they personalise Abgar’s request to
Jesus and apply it to the bearer441. It is usually Christ’s letter to Abgar that was used as
an amulet, but here it is the king’s letter that is adapted. The magical characters (for
which the editor refers to the plates) could possibly represent the seven seals in later
magical versions of Christ’s reply, although the symbols are quite different and they
would be out of place in Abgar’s letter. They are more likely to be magical symbols but
unrelated to the seals. This text was no doubt used as an amulet, to be carried with the
petitioner not only for specific healing actions but for general protection.
Another similar personalised version of the correspondence (Jesus’ letter to
Abgar) can be found in a Coptic parchment fragment in Vienna, which at the end of the
epistle adds the words ‘God, Jesus Christ, heal Christodora the daughter of Gabrilia.
                                          
441
 Cf. the sixteenth-century Vienna Scroll, which personalises Christ’s letter to Abgar with a promise
for the health of a son of Antonius, analysed above, pp. 120-126.
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Amen, let it be so quickly quickly!’442. The ‘quickly quickly’ (tacÝ tacÝ) motif seems
to have been a standard formula, added to the personalised plea for healing443. The use
of the actual text of the letter was not essential for invoking the power that lay therein.
A sixth- or seventh-century Coptic amulet contains the following extraordinary text (in
translation)444:
Give me, all of you, the second letter that our Lord Jesus Christ, the son of the ever-
living God, wrote to him, to Abgar the king, the king at the city, to give deliverance through
Ananias the messenger, the copyist, that it might give health to those who are in every infirmity,
whether an infirmity from …. illness or a potion or magic or a drug. In general, it must deliver
from everything evil, becoming a source of healing for those who are in every infirmity, in the
peace of God, Amen. Jesus Christ, help!
The rest of the amulet contains a prayer attributed to Elijah the Tishbite, and the
SATOR AREPO palindrome445. The amulet suggests that the text of the Abgar letter
was so well-known that a reference to it was sufficient to unleash its power; the text
itself was not necessary. We should assume that the ‘second letter’ refers to Jesus’ reply
to Abgar, in other words Abgar’s letter to Christ was the ‘first’ letter, rather than two
letters written by Christ himself. The promises for protection are the same, in sense at
least, as the additions to the actual text of the letter.
                                          
442
 Cf. Drioton, ‘Un apocryphe’, p. 308. The scroll in question is Regn. 55 (no date given). There is a
further reference to a Coptic magical scroll with the Abgar letter in E. A. Wallis Budge, Amulets and
Superstitions (London 1930, repr. New York 1978), p. 132: “One contains a copy of the apocryphal letter
of King Abgar to Christ, and the first words of each of the Four Gospels (Oriental 4919 (2))”.
443
 The formula can be paralleled in Egyptian love spells: cf. Karavieri, ‘Magic’, p. 412: “You holy
names and powers, be strong and carry out this perfect spell. Now, now. Quickly, quickly”, and is still
used in modern Greek: prw… prw…, gr»gora gr»gora, potš potš potš.
444
 Vindobensis K 8302 (Rainer AN 191), translated by Marvin Meyer in Meyer and Smith, Ancient,
pp. 113-115.
445
 The five-line Roman magic square SATOR AREPO TENET OPERA ROTAS was a palindrome
readable in four directions. The literal translation is ‘Arepo the sower guides the wheels by his work’,
although the letters can be rearranged to spell out PATER NOSTER in cruciform, with the letters A and
O (i.e. alpha and omega) on the ends of the arms of the cross. Cf. Skemer, Binding Words, pp. 116-117.
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Another amulet version is the Gothenburg Papyrus446, containing a fragment of
the Abgar letter with some unique readings. Apart from the full name and title of Jesus
('Ihsoàj CristÕj UƒÕj Qeoà kaˆ uƒÕj Mar…aj), the version includes the assurance that Jesus
himself wrote the letter (™gë 'Ihsoàj ceireˆ [leg. ceirˆ] tÍ ™mÍ œgraya) and more
importantly, a hint of the magic charm aspect in the sentence ™gë ™ntšll(omai ¢poqšsqai
diÒl)ou diamartÚan [leg. diamart…an], k(aˆ) Ópou d'¨n problhqÍ mou t¦ gr£mmata .... , the
first part of which is unique to the version in this fragment.
Carrying magical amulets was a widespread practice in the Middle Ages447,
inherited from the ancient world. Magical and protective amulets were common in all
ancient civilisations, whether as carved stones or written texts. Examples of textual
amulets are numerous in the Middle Ages, from the smallest of fragments to scrolls
measuring over five meters in length, such as the Pierpont Morgan Scroll, with some
even reaching almost six meters. Such is the fifteenth century scroll written by Percival
of Coverham Abbey in Yorkshire (Figures 5.47 and 5.48)448.
The magical additions to the Abgar letter are also present in the Anglo-Saxon
Latin MS British Library Royal 2.A.xx449 (Figure 5.49). At the end of Jesus’ reply to
Abgar, the following words were added:
                                          
446
 Herbert Youtie, ‘A Gothenburg Papyrus and the Letter to Abgar’, The Harvard Theological Review
23 (October 1930), pp. 299-302.  
447
 Cf. Thomas, Religion, p. 33: “The most common of these amulets … was intended to serve as a
defence against the assaults of the Devil and as a preservative against thunder, lightning, fire, drowning,
death in child-bed and similar dangers”, and p. 212: “Some of the other charms … were debased versions
of Christian prayers or barely intelligible bits of semi-religious verse, describing supposed episodes in the
life of Christ or the saints”. Cf. also ‘Christian Charm Discovered on 1,500-year-old Tax Receipt’,
Medievalists.net, on-line journal dated 11 September 2014 at
http://www.medievalists.net/2014/09/11/christian-charm-discovered-1500-year-old-tax-receipt/ (last
accessed: 12 January 2015).
448
 Described by W. H. Legge, ‘A Decorated Mediæval Roll of Prayers’, Reliquary 10 (1904), pp. 99-
112.
449
 Royal 2.A.xx. According to the British Library on-line catalogue description, the MS contains
liturgical and devotional collections in Latin, with later Anglo-Saxon and other glosses. Descriptions of
the MS can be found in the Catalogue of Ancient Manuscripts in the British Museum (London 1884), pt.
ii, p. 60; W. de G. Birch, An Ancient Manuscript belonging to Newminster (Cambridge 1889), app. A, p.
101; F. E. Warren, Antiphonary of Bangor (London 1895), Pt. ii, p. 97, and the whole of the original
Latin text (without the glosses and additions) is printed in the appendix to the Book of Cerne, ed. A. B.
Kuypers (1902) and in Cureton,  Ancient Syriac Documents, p. 154. The history of this private prayer-
book is by no means certain, but the nature of the ornament and various liturgical points show so much
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Siue in domu tua siue in ciuitate tua siue in omni loco nemo inimicorum tuorum
dominabitur et insidias diabuli ne timeas et carmina inimicorum tuorum distruuntur. Et omnes
inimici tui expellentur a te siue a grandine siue tonitrua non noceberis et ab omni periculo
liberaueris, siue in mare siue in terra siue in die siue in nocte siue in locis obscures. Si quis hanc
epistolam secum habuerit secures ambulet in pace. Amen.
Whether in your home or in your city or in any place, none of your enemies will have
dominion, and you need not fear the treacheries of the devil and the curses of your enemies will
be broken, and all your enemies will be driven away from you. Whether in hail or thunder, you
will not be injured, and you will be free from all dangers, whether on sea or on land, whether in
day or in night, or in strange places, whoever has this letter with him will go about safely in
peace. Amen450.
MS British Library Cotton Galba A.xiv, which also dates from before 1066,
contains Christ’s reply to Abgar, out of context and with no hint given of the rest of the
legend. The magical properties of this copy of the letter are reduced to one sentence at
the end: ‘salvus eris, sicut scriptum est, qui credit salvus eris” (You will be saved, as it
is written, whoever believes will be saved)451.
                                                                                                                           
Celtic influence as to make it probable that it was written in Mercia or Northumbria, while added collects
prove it to have belonged in the tenth or eleventh century to a Benedictine monastery. Cf. also
Christopher M. Cain, ‘Sacred Words, Anglo-Saxon Piety, and the Origins of the Epistola salvatoris in
London, British Library, Royal 2.A.xx’, All Kinds of Writing, Syriac Articles in English (no date), on-line
journal at
http://www.syriacstudies.com/AFSS/Syriac_Articles_in_English/Entries/2010/12/8_Sacred_Words,_Ang
lo-Saxon_Piety,_and_the_Origins_of_the_Epistola_Christopher_M._Cain.html (last accessed: 1 July
2014).  
450
 Translation from Cain, ‘Sacred Words’, pp. 168-189. Cain dates the MS to the late eighth or early
ninth century and states that “the source of the addition ... in the manuscript is obscure”. Patrick
Considine dates the manuscript to the seventh century, Considine, ‘Irish Versions’, p. 238, while Cureton,
Ancient Syriac Documents, p. 154, says it is “very antient” (sic).
451
 This early eleventh-century manuscript was edited by Bernard James Muir, A Pre-Conquest
English Prayer Book (BL MSS Cotton Galba A.xiv and Nero A.ii) (Woodbridge 1988), Christ’s letter,
which is in the former of the two witnesses mentioned in the book title, is on p. 47.
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Another version of the letter with magical additions can be found in Oxford, MS
Bodl. Lat. Liturg. f. 9 (31 357), ff. 82r-83r (Figures 5.50-5.52), which is datable to the
very early fifteenth century and copied for Catherine of France (1401-1437), who later
married Henry V of England (1386-1422)452. With the exception of a few sentences this
version of the letter remains hitherto unpublished453:
Beatus es, Abgare rex, qui me non vidiste et in me credidiste. Multi sunt qui me
viderunt et in me non credidierunt. Sed propter quod misiste ad me ut veniem, scito quod cum
impletum tempus fuit incipiendi a patre meo quia oportet me implere omnia propter que missus
sum. Et cum revertar ad patrem meum deinde tibi que mitto, item mittam tibi epistolam manu
mea scriptam et ubicumque fueris et eam semper te portaveris, salvus eris a grandine a flumine
a tonitruo et ab omni periculo et nemo inimicorum tuorum dominabitur tibi. Et insidias diaboli
non timebis. Carmina inimicorum tuorum destruentur et inmundi spiritus a te excellentur454 et
salvus eris in civitate, in domo, in via, in agro et ubicumque fueris.
Blessed are you, King Abgar, as you have not seen me and yet you have believed in me.
There are many who have seen me and not believed in me. About the request that you sent me,
however, asking me to come to you, you should know that when the time for beginning was
fulfilled by my father, because I should fulfil everything I was sent for. And when I return to my
father, then what I am sending you, I will also send you a letter written in my own hand, and
wherever you go and take it with you, you will be safe from hail, rivers, thunder and all danger,
and none of your enemies will be able to overcome you. Neither shall you fear the wiles of the
devil. The spells of your enemies will be destroyed, unclean spirits will be driven away from
you and you will be safe in the city, in your house, in the country and wherever you may go.
                                          
452
 Cf. John C. Hirsh, ‘Latin Prayers as a Lesson in Writing and Devotion for a Lady of Standing’,
Chaucer Review 41.4 (2007), pp. 445-454, and Skemer, Binding Words, p. 103.
453
 With the exception of a few sentences in Skemer, Binding Words, p. 103, note 87.
454
 I.e. expellentur.
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A section of the text appears to be missing, or the copyist has jumbled up some
text in the middle section, which contains two anacoloutha. The letter starts
immediately after the preceding text, with no introduction or title and nothing to
indicate the break in the text except for a horizontal cross. Similarly, at the end of the
text only a capital letter indicates the beginning of the next text, a travel amulet starting
with the words ‘Iesus autem transiens per medium illorum ibat’455. It is interesting that
here the power of the letter lies in the bearer simply carrying it; there is no need to read
it. The same idea is present in MS Canterbury Cathedral Add. 23 (13th c.), which
consists of a single sheet of magic and charms456 (Figure 5.53). Once again, Christ’s
letter to Abgar is decontextualised and no reference is made to either the legend or to
Abgar’s letter. At the end of the letter, the following apotropaic formulas are added:
Iterum vero mitto tibi epistolam istam manu mea scriptam et ubicumque fueris vel
perrexeris semper illam tecum portabis, et salvus eris a grandine, a pluvia, a tonitruo, a fulgure,
ab omni periculo. Nemo inimicorum tuorum et accusaciones destruentur. Inmundi spiritus
expellentur salvus eris in civitate in domo in agro in mari in ventis validis in tempestate in
carceribus in obscuris locis in omnibus periculis fiat fiat. Amen.
I am sending you this letter written in my own hand so that wherever you are or
wherever you go, if you take it with you, you will be safe from hail, rain, thunder, lightning and
all dangers. None of your enemies457 .... and their accusations will fall through. Unclean spirits
will be driven out and you will be safe in the city, in your house, in the countryside, at sea, in
                                          
455
 For a different interpretation of this kind of amulet, cf. Thomas, Religion, p. 276: “The inscription,
Jesus autem transiens per medium eorum ibat, on the noble coined by Edward III, was taken by some to
constitute immunity against both theft of the coin and harm to its owner”.
456
 Cf. Lutz, ‘The Apocryphal’, p. 153, edition of text in Skemer, Binding Words, pp. 285-304.
457
 There is clearly a lacuna in the text here (none is indicated in the edition).
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strong winds, in storms, in prison, in dark places and in all danger. May it be so, may it be so,
Amen.
The list of dangers is much more complete than in the previous MSS, although
the choice of words at the beginning of the addition would seem to suggest a common
origin. An interesting detail in the Canterbury MS is the special emphasis placed on the
seals and the figures, promising further protection against various means of death; the
seals also play a significant role in the magical Abgar letters discussed below (pp. 239-
244).
In the Bodleian and Canterbury MSS, the letter is completely decontextualised
and no references are made to the Abgar legend, although the beginning of the letter
refers to a previous letter from Abgar to Christ. The important part of the letter,
especially in the magical scrolls, are the (supposed) words of Jesus promising protection
to the bearer and/or reader of the letter in various different situations of danger. In other
words, the apotropaic aspect of the letter has replaced the legend in importance. Perhaps
the text of the letter could not be disassociated from its original version (while still
retaining the semblance of being the letter from Jesus to Abgar) any more than by
simply entitling the text as the Abgar letter but containing no further reference to the
legend behind the name. This kind of text can be found in a fifteenth-century French
amulet roll from an (unspecified) private collection458. The text reads as follows:
Ait Abgarus rex mitto tibi epistolam meam et in manu mea scriptam, ut ubicumque
ambulaveris sive in domo sive in civitate sive in flumine sive in omni loco non agitaberis vel ab
igne vel ab aqua non oporteat te timere inimicus tuus vel adversarius non dominabitur tibi neque
incidias diaboli tenebris de omnibus in mundum periculis liberaberis.
                                          
458
 Edited (with no further details about the MS) in Skemer, Binding Words, pp. 305-307.
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King Abgar said, I am sending you my letter written in my own hand, so that wherever
you may go, whether at home or in the city or on a river or anywhere, you will not be troubled
by fire or water, you should not fear your enemy or the wiles of the devil, your adversary will
not overcome you and you will be freed from all darkness and dangers in the world.
As is evident from this text, the reference to the Abgar episode is limited to the
barest mention of the king’s name. The part of the letter referring to the first letter and
the request for Christ to come to Edessa is now lost and the main body of the text
contains only the apotropaic additions – in other words, the additions have taken over
and eliminated the original letter. Furthermore, the letter is presented as though it were
Abgar himself and not Christ promising all the advantages to be obtained from the
letter. It would seem that the memory of the original story had become so blurred that
only the name of Abgar was now associated to the magical words.
In opposition to the magical versions of the letter with no reference to the legend
that lay behind their creation, one of the most interesting magical versions of the letter
can be found in a fifteenth-century Synaxarion codex from Mount Athos, Iveron 433, ff.
215a-218a (Figure 5.54)459. This is, as far as I am aware, the only example of a
duplicated version of the letter within a regular Synaxarion text, in the sense that the
apotropaic text appears within the context of the entire Abgar legend. Christ’s letter to
Abgar finishes with the promise to keep the city safe from its enemies and after
repeating the introductory phrase ‘For it is written about me’ it continues as follows
(col. a, lines 24 ff.):
                                          
459
 Iveron 433 (15th c.), ff. 215a-218a. The text was edited by Guscin, The Image, pp. 96-97.
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Gšgraptai g¦r perˆ ™moà, mak£rioi oƒ m¾ „dÒntej me kaˆ pisteÚsantej, ™peˆ d@ sÝ m¾
˜wrakèj me pep…steukaj, ¹to…masqa… soi swthr…a yucÁj kaˆ sèmatoj, kaˆ tù o‡kJ sou prÕj
swthr…an tîn blepÒntwn se. Kaˆ g¦r œklina oÙranoÝj kaˆ katÁlqon, di¦ tÕ gšnoj tîn
¢nqrèpwn, ûkhsa d@ parqenik¾n  o‡khsin †na t¾n par£basin t¾n ™n tù parade…sJ ™xale…yw,
˜autÕn ™tape…nwsa, †na Øm©j megalÚnw. AÛth dš mou ¹ ™pistol», Ópou ™¦n problhqÍ, e‡te ™n
dikasthr…J e‡te ™n Ðdù, À ™n puršssousin, À frikiîsin, À Øpšrbasin farm£kwn p£qwsin, À
Ósa toÚtoij Ómoia œsontai dialuq»sontai. ”Estw d@ Ð forîn aÙt¾n ¡gnÕj kaˆ kaqarÕj
¢pecÒmenoj ¢pÕ pantÕj pr£gmatoj, kaˆ legštw aÙt¾n e„j ‡asin enai kaˆ car¦n beba…an, diÒti
ÐlÒgrafoj gšgraptai tÍ „d…v mou ceirˆ met¦ tÁj sfrag‹doj tÁj ™mÁj: ™sfr£gisa d@ t¾n
™pistol»n mou taÚthn ˜pt¦ sfrag‹sin, a†tinej Øpotetagmšnai gr£mmasin ˜brako‹j
shmanqe…saj, a†tinej meqermhneuÒmenai, toàto dhloàsi: Qeoà Qeîn Qe‹on Qaàma  + Y E U
R A D. `O m@n staurÕj dhlo‹ Óti ˜kën ™p£gh ™n aÙtù. TÕ y dhlo‹ Óti yilÕj ¥nqrwpoj oÙk
e„mˆ ¢ll' ¥nqrwpoj kat¦ ¢l»qeian. TÕ e dhlo‹ ™gë qeÕj prîtoj kaˆ pl»n mou oÙk œstin
¥lloj. TÕ u dhlo‹ ØyhlÕj basileÝj kaˆ qeÕj tîn qeîn. TÕ r dhlo‹ ·Ústhj ™genÒmhn toà tîn
¢nqrèpwn gšnouj. TÕ a dhlo‹ ¢napšpaumai ØpÕ tîn Ceroub…m. TÕ d dhlo‹ diÒlou kaˆ
dihnekîj kaˆ diapantÕj kaˆ diamšnwn e„j toÝj a„înaj.
For it is written about me, blessed are those who have not seen me and yet believe. You
have not seen me and yet you have believed, and so the salvation of your soul and body and
your household is stored up for you and for the salvation of those who look on you. I came
down from heaven for the sake of mankind, to dwell in a virgin in order to wipe away the sin
that was committed in the Garden of Eden. I humbled myself in order to glorify you. This is my
letter and wherever it is read, whether in a court of justice or on the road, if you have fever or
you are shivering or are suffering from an overdose of medicine or anything else like this, you
will be freed from it. May he who bears it with him be holy and clean and kept safe from all
trouble. May it be read to heal and give great joy, because the text was written by my own hand
and I have sealed my letter with my own seal, seven seals in Hebrew letters, which are given
below, and when translated mean, godly wonder of the God of Gods + Y E U R A D. The cross
means that I underwent it willingly. The Y means that I am not merely a man (yilÕj ¥nqrwpoj)
according to appearances but in truth. The E means that I am God first (™gë qeÕj prîtoj) and
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besides me there is none. The U means that I am a mighty king (ØyhlÕj basileÝj) and God of
Gods. The R means that I became the deliverer (·Ústhj) of the human race. The A means that I
rest (¢napšpaumai) on the Cherubim. The D means that I am eternal, everlasting, perpetual, and
I exist (diÒlou kaˆ dihnekîj kaˆ diapantÕj kaˆ diamšnwn) for ever and ever460.
The magical version of the letter can be found in other Greek witnesses461,
although this is the only version I know of that forms part of a longer text concerning
the Abgar legend.
    Don C. Skemer argues that the latest development of the Abgar letter was the so-
called Heavenly Letter462. It is true, as we have stressed, that Christ’s letter to Abgar
developed as a magical charm completely out of context in relation to the original
legend, and there are even examples of the letter mentioning Abgar’s name but
containing only the magical additions and no part of the original text. The Heavenly
Letter, however, is an entirely different text and bears no textual relation whatsoever to
the Abgar correspondence. This is evident from the text of the letter, which can be read
in an eighteenth-century copy from my own collection (Figures 5.55-5.57).
Robert Priebsch suggested that the letter from heaven originated towards the end
of the sixth century in Spain or the neighbouring parts of Gaul, which at the time
formed part of the same Visigothic kingdom463. The Abgar letter could not be described
as a heavenly letter of any kind, as it was (according to the legend) written on earth
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 See above, note 198.        
461
 E.g. Protaton 83 (12th c.), ff. 288v-290r (Figure 2.2), and Docheiariou 235 (18th c.), whose pages
are unnumbered. I studied both these manuscripts in situ and edited and translated the texts in Guscin, The
Image, pp. 116-123.
462
 Skemer, Binding Words, pp. 96-105. The author constantly calls the Abgar letter “a heavenly
letter”, which is not correct, as according to the legend it was written during Jesus’ earthly life, in a
specific physical location, namely Jerusalem.
463
 Letter from Heaven on the Observance of the Lord’s Day (Oxford 1935), p. 19. Cf. also Hippolyte
Delehaye, ‘Note sur la légende de la lettre du Christ tombée du ciel’, Bulletin de l’Académie Royale de
Belgique: Classe des lettres et des sciences morales et politiques et de la classe des beaux-arts (1899),
pp. 171-213; Clovis Brunel, ‘Versions Espagnole, Provençale et Française de la Lettre du Christ tombée
du Ciel’, Analecta Bollandiana LXVIII (1950), pp. 383-396 and W.R. Jones, ‘The Heavenly Letter in
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while Christ was still alive, while according to the related stories these later epistles
came down from heaven and were found in miraculous circumstances. The actual text
itself of the Heavenly Letter bears no relation to that of the original Abgar cycle,
although some later versions share some of the apotropaic promises. For example, a
version of the Heavenly Letter, whose discovery was suitably ‘modernised’ and left by
an angel at Magdeburg in 1783, promises that ‘... that man who carries this letter with
him, and keeps it in his house, no thunder will do him any harm, and he will be safe
from fire and water ...” (Figure 5.58).
These same apotropaic promises can be found in another version of the
Heavenly Letter with perhaps the most interesting origin attributed464: the letter was
supposedly found in Christ’s wounds by one Joseph of Barmophe (probably a
corruption of Joseph of Arimathea) when the dead body was taken down from the cross.
The text reads as follows:
Ioseph of Barmophe founde this lettre uppon our lord iesu crist woundes at the takynge
downe of the cros The which was wryting be our lord ffyngers And who that bere this lettre
uppon hym shall not deye of no euel dethe. Nor of no fals take of man or woman nor of no fals
Iuge be Iuged nor no venym ne fyre nor water nor lightnyng nor thondrying shal not be overcom
And yf þat a woman be with childe bere this uppon hyr neither þe woman ne þe childe shal not
perrysh.
The similarity of the apotropaic promises, however, is not sufficient to claim that
the Heavenly Letter is a late development of the Abgar letter, for the origin, situation,
content and force of the two are radically different.
                                                                                                                           
Medieval England’, Medievalia et Humanistica 6 (1975), pp. 163-178. None of these authors suggest any
relation to or even make any mention of the Abgar letters.
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The Image of Edessa eventually replaced the letters in just about all aspects,
even as a magical talisman. It is the Image itself to which magical powers are attributed
in the Acts of Mar Mari465:
Le linge fut emporté comme source de secours et déposé dans l’église d’Édesse, jusqu’à
ce jour466.
The linen cloth was taken as a source of aid and placed in the church of Edessa, where it
is kept to this day.
The same idea can be found in the so-called longer version of the Ethiopic
version of the Abgar legend467:
This image is of me and none other. Submerge it in the ocean and see if it disappears.
Burn it in fire, and see if it is damaged. Thus will you understand that this image is my own
strength and not that of any other. This image will bring about anything you wish for. It will
answer all your requests in my name.
Not only this, but Jesus speaks to the image on the cloth and the image answers:
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 Cf. László Sándor Chardonnens and Rosanne Hebing, ‘Two Charms in a Late Medieval English
Manuscript at Nijmegen University Library’, The Review of English Studies, New Series 01/2010 (2010),
pp. 1-12. This author also describes the Abgar correspondence as a “heavenly letter”.
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 Introduction and French translation in Jullien and Jullien, Les Actes.
466
 Jullien and Jullien, Les Actes, p. 67.
467
 Edited and translated by Sylvain Grébaut, ‘Les Relations entre Abgar et Jésus’, Révue de l'Orient
Chrétien 3 Ser. i (21) (1918-1919), pp. 73-87 (edition of Ethiopian text), 190-203 (translation into
French). Cf. Wallis Budge, Amulets, p. 197: “The Ethiopians believed that Moses, Solomon, Christ and
His Apostles and Disciples were all magicians, and therefore the Books of the Old and New Testaments
and copies of them were often regarded as amulets”.    
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Our Lord Jesus said to the image, ‘Go with the messengers to Abgar the Nazarene’. The
image replied to our Lord and said, ‘I am going, o word of the Father’s justice’. After saying
this, the image left with the messengers and went to Abgar.
The magical power of the image is also evident in the thirteenth-century work by
Gervase of Tilbury, Otia Imperialia468. In Book III: 26 we read the following:
In Edissa equidem civitate, ob presentiam sancte ymaginationis Christi, nullus hereticus
vivere potest, nullus paganus, nullus ydolorum cultor, nullus Iudeus; sed nec locum illum
barbari possunt invadere.
As a result of the presence of the holy image of Christ, no heretic can live in the city of
Edessa, no pagan, no idolater, no Jew; and barbarians cannot invade the place.
Gervase does continue with a description of the powers of the letter, too,
although the magical virtues thereof have also clearly been transferred to, or shared with
the Image.
5.3 The seals on Christ’s letter to Abgar
Seals in themselves enjoy a lengthy tradition as magical objects. There are protective
seals from the Hebrew world469, Persia470 and Muslim North Africa471. The seals
appended to some versions of Christ’s letter to Abgar were no doubt believed to contain
some kind of magical power, together with that of the text itself. The power of seals
(although not specifically the Abgar ones) is further shown at the end of the Canterbury
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 Ed. Banks and Binns, Otia, p. 608.
469
 The three seals of the three angels, protecting Adam, Eve and Lilith: cf. Wallis Budge, Amulets, pp.
224-225.
470
 Cf. Wallis Budge, Amulets, pp. 125-126.
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amulet text472, where the seals and figures have their own legends. This amulet contains
the Abgar letter but the inclusion of the seals to the text thereof is limited to the East.
The seals are unknown in the Latin versions of the letter and in the western vernacular
versions − they are to be found only in the Greek, Georgian and Armenian versions.
There was no fixed version of the seals themselves; they vary from one text to another,
as do the explanations. Sometimes the explanations do not even correspond to the seals
in the same letter. The seals are usually mentioned in studies and articles about the
particular text in question, but no detailed comparative study has yet been undertaken.
Some of the texts with the seals included in this first original analysis were not available
before they were published in my own book on the Image of Edessa.
The seals appear in two miniatures of texts related to the Abgar legend: Pierpont
Morgan 499 (Figure 5.59) and the Gelati Gospels in Georgia (Figure 5.60). In other
MSS they are either larger than the rest of the text (e.g. the Alaverdi gospels [Figure
5.61] and Athos Protaton 83 [Figure 5.62]), or in red so that they stand out (e.g. Athos
Docheiariou 235 [Figure 5.63]). In the aforementioned Synaxarion MS with the magical
version of the letter (Athos, Iveron 433), the seals are a later addition in red in the
margin, although the explanations thereof form part of the original text (Figure 5.54).
The seals and the explanations in the Pierpont Morgan scroll can be seen above (pp.
110-117). The seals in this manuscript are different from all others in that in the
illustration the contracted form of Jesus Christ ('I[hsoà]j C[ristÒ]j) is present, and the
word NIKA (conquer) at the end; these would appear to be magical additions conferring
on the text, the seals and their bearer even greater protection. The fact that one of the
miniatures in this text is devoted exclusively to the seals shows the great importance
they were given.
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 Cf. Wallis Budge, Amulets, p. 40, for an amulet known as the Seven Seals, coinciding in number
with the seven seals on the letter from Christ to Abgar.
472
 Skemer, Binding Words, pp. 301-304.
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The seals in the Gelati Gospels are given in Greek, despite the text being in
Georgian, and coincide with the Pierpont Morgan scroll: + Y C E U R D. The
explanations given in Georgian also coincide with the Pierpont Morgan scroll, i.e., they
depend on the Greek words, not the translation into Georgian:
The + Cross reveals that I was willingly nailed on it.
The fari (Y) reveals that I am not a mere man, yet a man in full truth.
The qani (C) reveals that I rest above the Cherubim.
The eni (E) reveals that I am the first God, and there is no other [God] besides Me.
The Â (U) reveals that I am the highest Lord and the God of Gods.
The raÁ (R) reveals that I became a Redeemer of the race of man.
The doni (D) says, that I am altogether truthful and perpetual and alive and shall
abide forever473.
In contrast, the seals in the Armenian version474 are translated and made up of the
first letters in Armenian words:
X: the cross (xač’) to which I was nailed by humans.
S: not just (sosk) man, but true God and true man.
K’: overlooking the Cherubim (K’erovbēic’), resting on them.
Ē: I (es) am God and there is no other apart from me.
V: God is above (veragoyn) all gods.
P’: Saviour (P’rič’) and life of the world.
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 Text from Irma Karaulashvili, The ‘Epistula Abgari’: Composition, Redactions, Dates
(unpublished PhD thesis, Central European University, Budapest, Department of Medieval Studies,
2004).
474
 Outtie, ‘Une forme enrichie’, p. 137. Outtie gives the Armenian text and French translation; my
English translation is based on the French text.
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B: Whole (bovandak) and alive I am eternal.
The explanations are similar to the others, except for the penultimate one. The
letter in this Armenian version also contains the promises for safekeeping for the bearer.
The explanations in the Georgian gospel MS of Alaverdi are reduced to an absolute
minimum:
These are the seven seals: †YEC†D. The Cross, the Resurrection of Souls, the Hope
of Christians, Eternal Life, the Ascender towards the Light of Heaven, the Cross, the Glory of
Christ. This is the explanation of these seals475.
The seals are also translated into Georgian and the explanations are based on this
language. Another Georgian manuscript contains a fuller explanation of the seals476:
And I have sealed this epistle with seven seals, which are written below:
q (C) f (Y) q (C) e (E) i (U) r (R) d (D)
The explanation of each Seal is:
The Cross shows that I was willingly nailed to the cross.
The fari (Y) predicts the hidden secrets, because He became a man truly revealed,
and not hidden.
The qani (C) predicts His resting on the Cherubim.
The eni (E) says: “This is the first God, and there is no other [God] besides Him.”
The ini (U) says that He is the highest Lord and the God of Gods.
The raÁ (R) says that I became a Redeemer of the race of man.
The doni (D) says, that I am great, and high, and powerful, and alive forever.
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 Text from Karaulashvili, The ‘Epistula Abgari’.
476
 Sinai 78 (10th c.). Text from Karaulashvili, The ‘Epistula Abgari’.
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The explanations basically coincide with those in the Pierpont Morgan scroll,
with the addition of the ‘prediction of secrets’ in the second seal. A very similar
explanation can be found in the thirteenth-century Largvisi Gospels, also from
Georgia477:
+, Y, C, E, U, R, D
This is the explanation of the Seals:
The + Cross reveals that I was willingly nailed on it.
The si reveals that I am not a mere man, yet a man in full truth.
The i reveals that I rest above the Cherubim.
The mÂ reveals that I am the first God, and there is no other [God] besides Me.
The Â reveals that I am the highest Lord and the God of Gods.
The raÁ reveals that I became a Redeemer of the race of man.
The delta reveals that I live eternally, perpetually and forever and that I shall abide
forever.
Six of the seven seals in the Synaxarion MS with the magical additions (Iveron 433)
are the same as the Pierpont Morgan scroll (+ Y E U R D) while the third seal (C) is
replaced by A in the penultimate place. There are some interesting points to mention
in relation to this MS, mainly the inclusion of the four thetas: Qeoà Qeîn Qe‹on Qaàma
(godly wonder of the God of Gods) immediately before the expanation of the seals as
in all other Synaxarion texts478, the variation in the order of the seals and the use of A
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 Text from Karaulashvili, The ‘Epistula Abgari’.
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 Although no magical property is suggested in the Synaxarion. Cf. the unique depiction of the four
thetas on a painted Mandylion in the monastery of Varlaam at Meteora (Figure 6.149). For a similar text,
see Eirene Harvalia-Crook, ‘A Witness to the Later Tradition of the Florilegium in The Letter of the
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rather than C to explain the resting on the Cherubim (the A is the first letter of the
Greek verb ¢napšpaumai, meaning ‘to rest’).
In the late witness Docheiariou 235, the seals are the same as in the Pierpont
Morgan scroll, although the order is different: + Y U E C R D. The explanation of the
seals in this MS leaves much to be desired - the explanation for the letter U is out of
order and the grammar in the sentence about the Cherubim and Seraphim is faulty (this
version is unique in mentioning the Seraphim).
The seals in the Lipsius text are also similar to in the Pierpont Morgan scroll,
although the last one is an A rather than D. The meaning is the same, although the letter
stands for the Greek word a„înaj rather than the various words beginning with D.
In the Escorial MS, the seals are presented although no explanations are given:
met¦ taÚthj sfrag‹doj tÁj ™mÁj ™sfr£gisa d@ t¾n ™pistol¾n ˜pt¦ sfrag‹sin a†tinej
Øpotetagmšnai e„sˆn aÜte  + Y E Z Q U D
I have sealed this letter with my own seal, and these seven seals are as follows + Y E Z
Q U D
The lack of explanations is frustrating as it would have been interesting to see
what was meant by Z and Q. In the Vienna Scroll the seals Y and C are given in the
reverse order, although the explanations are the same.   
                                                                                                                           
Three Patriarchs (BHG 1386): An Anonymous Collection of Icon Stories (Hierosolymitanus S. Sabas gr.
105)’, in Porphyrogenita: Essays on the History and Literature of Byzantium and the Latin East in
honour of Julian Chrysostomides, ed. Charalambos Dendrinos, Jonathan Harris, Eirene Harvalia-Crook
and Judith Herrin (Aldershot 2003), p. 348.115-116: θαàµα θαύµατος θαυµαστότερον.
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Some of the seals seem to have been more or less common to all the known
versions of the letters containing them, although there are always variations and
incongruences. This shows the very fluid nature of the seals, just as with the actual text
of the magical version of Christ’s letter to Abgar, of which no two versions are exactly
the same. Just as with the text of the letters themselves, there seems to have been no
fixed or standard version – everything was adapted according to the needs of the
moment. It seems that this was not a linear development – the text did not develop as
time passed by, as there are versions with no magical additions that are later than the
texts with the variations, and the use of the letter as an amulet was an early
development.
5.4 The relationship of the Eastern Mandylion with the Western Veronica
The tradition of the imprinting of Christ’s face onto a linen cloth is better known in the
West from the legend of Veronica and her cloth (sometimes called the Vernicle). This
story too is apocryphal (it is not in the canonical Gospels) and late (the story of the
imprinting of Christ’s face onto the cloth dates from the thirteenth century). By way of
introduction, the incorrect interpretation of the name Veronica as ‘vera icona’ is
surprisingly widespread479; the name Veronica is in fact nothing more than the Latin
transcription of the Greek name Beren…kh, a dialectical form derived from Feren…kh, i.e.
‘the bearer of victory’.
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 E.g. Kessler, Spiritual Seeing, p. 11; Fernández González, ‘Del santo Mandilyon’, in the title of the
article and again on p. 360; Georges Didi-Huberman, Devant l’Image (Paris 1990), p. 227; and Gerhard
Wolf, ‘From Mandylion to Veronica’, in Kessler, Holy Face, p. 156. Gervase of Tilbury is unique in
attributing the meaning of the name to the fact that the woman walked doubled up, Otia Imperialia III:25,
ed. Banks and Binns (Oxford 2002), p. 604: “ .. propter diutinam passionem fluxus curva indecens; unde
a varice, poplitis vena incurvata, Varonica (quia incurvata) docta est” (“as a result of her prolonged
suffering from the haemorrhage she walked doubled up, and so she was called Veronica  [‘the bent one’],
from varix, the name of the bent vein in the knee”).  
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It has been argued that the story of Veronica and her cloth is a development of
the Abgar legend480. This, however, is a misinterpretation of the evidence. The stories
are radically different. Veronica was a woman whom Jesus encountered on the way to
Calvary, wiped his face and saw that an image of his face had been imprinted onto the
cloth (hence these images usually, but not always, show the crown of thorns and
bloodstains)481; while Abgar was a man, a king, who never met Jesus – Christ imprinted
his face onto a cloth just before the passion (this is so even if the Gethsemane version is
accepted). In depictions of the Veronica it is almost always Veronica herself who is
holding the cloth, whereas except for the icon from St Catherine’s in the Sinai
Peninsula, Abgar is never shown holding the Mandylion. There are numerous depictions
of the Image of Edessa held up by two angels, one on either side of the cloth; a well-
known Veronica that is also held up by two angels, just like the Mandylion, is the Face
of Christ by Albert Duhrer, dating from 1513 (Figure 5.64). In the end, we could argue
that all that the two images have in common is a possible desire to explain the existence
of a piece of linen cloth with an image of Christ imprinted thereon.
It is also true that the two images were often confused in both literature and art.
The Mandylion at the Romanian skete of the Prodromos on Mount Athos shows the
face of Christ with the crown of thorns (Figure 6.83) (see below, p. 285), although no
bloodstains. As mentioned above (p. 156), a fifteenth-century Spanish manuscript of the
Life of St Alexis describes the image in Edessa as follows:
estava la ymagen de Nuestro Señor Jhesu Christo que es dicha Verónica
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 Cf. Wolf, ‘From Mandylion’, pp. 153-180, and Fernández González, ‘Del santo Mandilyon’, pp.
353-371.
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there was the image of Our Lord Jesus Christ called the Veronica
The aforementioned MS Parisinus BN français 2810 (15th c.), f. 230v, also states
that the Lord sent the Veronica to King Abgar. Confusing the two images, however, is
not equivalent to one developing from the other. The Abgar legend and the Image of
Edessa survived in the West, albeit in a limited way, at the same time as the Veronica
story was growing in popularity, while Veronica, although accepted as a saint in the
Orthodox Church, is never related to the Mandylion. The fact that in some versions of
the Veronica legend she is portrayed as a princess of Edessa482 is a further example of
the confusion between the two, but does not show that the western version had its roots
in the eastern.
As for art, the vast majority of pictorial depictions of the Mandylion are to be
found in churches, whereas the majority of Veronicas are paintings, nowadays in art
galleries. As for the literature, there is surprisingly much more written in the west
concerning the Mandylion than there is about the Veronica; scholarly books are
surprisingly scarce in this field, and one of the few devoted specifically to the Veronica
seems to have been written with the sole purpose of provocation483.
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 Although in the Legenda Aurea, in the text where Veronica’s cloth heals the emperor Tiberius, the
origin of the image is not specified anywhere; it is just said that Jesus imprinted his image onto the cloth.
Cf. Giovanni Paolo Maggioni (ed.), Legenda Aurea, 2 vols. (Florence 2007), vol. 1, p. 398.
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 Cf. L. C. Casartelli, ‘The Origin of the Church of Edessa’, The Dublin Review 104 (1889), p. 348.
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 Ewa Kuryluk, Veronica and Her Cloth (Oxford 1991). A couple of quotations will suffice to prove
the point; pp. 7-8: “The fifteenth-century double portraits of Veronica and Christ show a human pair but
evoke a cosmic couple, with the woman-cloth functioning as the womb and earth, and Jesus’ head as the
sun, penis, child”; pp. 90-91: “While King Abgar and Jesus communicated with each other by means of
correspondence – language – the Hemorhissa and Christ came into contact by touching each other. An
official relation between two public men was thus replaced with a private affair, intimate and even
embarrassing – a love story of sorts; action moved from center to backstage, and a straightforward
account about a sick king, a famous healer and messengers travelling between Syria and Palestine turned
into an erotic reverie”. Further on in the book (p. 126), we are told that Christ and Veronica hold the
napkin like a couple walking their child. The book also contains obvious errors; the etymology of
Veronica is once again given as “vera icon” (p. 8), and the “menaeon” (sic) is confused with the
Synaxarion (p. 57). A more reasonable account of Veronica and the cloth can be found in Fogliadini, Il
Volto di Cristo, pp. 163-189.
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Despite the lack of a direct relationship between the two cloths (although as
pointed out above, the basic idea of an image of Christ on a piece of cloth is clearly the
same), it is worth mentioning two lesser known types of Veronica. Both are related to
Spain and to the Spanish colonies in Latin America. The first is a double sided icon with
a face of Christ on a cloth on the front (Figures 5.65 and 5.66). Nobody is holding the
cloth and there are no bloodstains or crown of thorns. The interesting detail is the back
of the icon, which shows the feet of Christ with the nail wounds and surrounding
bloodstains. The icon dates from the fourteenth century and is kept at the monastery of
Santa Clara, in Tordesillas484. Even though there are no wounds on Christ’s face, the
presence of the feet with the holes made by the nails clearly links the icon to a moment
after the crucifixion. The second little-known type of Veronica shows three faces
(representing the Trinity), but with each eye apart from the two at the edges to be taken
on two different faces, i.e. instead of six eyes, there are only four. A good example of
this can be seen at Santa María la Real de Nieva in Segovia (Figure 5.67). This kind of
three-headed image was not limited to the Veronica, but could also be seen on paintings
representing and even explaining the Trinity (e.g., at the church of Santa María de la
Caridad in Tulebra [Figure 5.68]). The three-headed image was condemned by the
Papacy in 1628 and again in 1745, but remained popular even after this in distant
Catholic countries such as Mexico485.
There are some western Veronicas that look distinctly like the Mandylion, such
as the miniatures in MS Parisinus BN français 105 f. 8v, dating from the first half of the
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 Cf. F. Español Bertrán, ‘Santa Faz y llagas en los pies’, in Maravillas de la España Medieval vol. 1
(León 2001), ed. Isidro Bango Torviso, p. 131.  
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 Cf. R. Petazzoni, ‘The pagan origins of the three-headed representations of the Christian Trinity’,
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes IX (1946), pp. 135-155, and Musa Ammar Majad,
‘Breve historia de las representaciones trifaciales y tricéfalas en Occidente’, Editorial Letralia Colección
Internet (September 2008).  
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fourteenth century486 (Figure 5.69) and MS Parisinus BN français 9123 f. 4, dating
from 1315-1335487 (Figure 5.70).
It seems, therefore, that the details of the Veronica and Abgar legends are too
different for one to have developed from the other. To reinforce this point, the Abgar
legend continued to be known in the West to the same limited extent even after the full
development of the Veronica story. As argued above, all that the two icons have in
common is the attempt to explain the existence of an image of Christ on cloth whose
origin could only be explained in the Middle Ages by resorting to the miraculous.
5.5 The Image of Edessa and the letter of Publius Lentulus
Another document also related to the search for the physical appearance of Christ is the
so-called letter of Publius Lentulus, a late apocryphal text. Publius Lentulus was alleged
to have been consul during the reign of Augustus (63 BC- 14 AD)488, and is said to have
been Governor of Judea before Pontius Pilate (although no such procurator is known).
The reasons against its authenticity are well summarised by Edward Robinson489:
The result of our enquiry into the authenticity of the epistle of Lentulus may be summed
up in a few words. In favour of its authenticity we have only the purport of its inscription; there
is no external evidence whatsoever. Against its authenticity we have the great discrepancies and
contradictions of the inscription; the fact that no such official person as Lentulus existed at the
time and space specified, nor for many years before and after; the utter silence of history in
respect to the existence of such a letter; the foreign and later idioms in the style; the
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 Cf. http://mandragore.bnf.fr/jsp/rechercheExperte.jsp (last accessed: 29 June 2013), adding the MS
reference.
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 Cf. http://mandragore.bnf.fr/jsp/rechercheExperte.jsp (last accessed: 29 June 2013), adding the MS
reference.
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 Cf. Res Gestae Divi Augusti, ed. P. A. Brunt and J. M. Moore (Oxford 1967), p. 20.
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 ‘On the letter attributed to Publius Lentulus, respecting the personal appearance of Christ’, Biblical
Repository 2 (Andover 1832), pp. 392-393. David Freedberg, The Power of Images (Chicago 1989), p.
210, states the earliest possible date as the thirteenth century. Fernández González, ‘Del santo Mandilyon’
p. 368, prefers the eleventh or twelfth century.    
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contradiction in which the contents of the epistle stand with established historical facts; and the
probability of its having been produced some time not earlier than the eleventh century.
A complete critical edition of the Latin text was published by von Dobschütz490.
There are significant variations in the transmission of the text, although the basic
description of Christ remains the same. Despite its obvious nature as a secondary,
medieval text, its interest lies in the question as to whether the text could be in any way
related to the Image of Edessa; in other words if the face and appearance of Christ on
the Mandylion influenced the description given in the letter (the letter is much later than
numerous depictions of the Image, so influence the other way round is unlikely)491. The
first step is to see the text itself.
MS British Library Lansdowne 440, which contains an English version of the
Abgar correspondence, is also witness to an unpublished English translation of the
Lentulus letter (f. 25r) (Figure 5.16):
   
 PUBLIUS LENTULUS
His letter to the Senate of Rome describing the person of our Saviour Jesus Christ
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 Von Dobschütz, Christusbilder, vol. 2, pp. 308-330.
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 Such is the conclusion reached by John Oliver Hand, Catherine Metzger and Ron Spronk, Prayers
and Portraits: Unfolding the Netherlandish Diptych (Yale University Press 2006), p. 40; Jensen, Face to
Face, p. 135: “Lentulus’s description also more or less agrees with the details of Jesus’ features in a
famous account of a ‘from life’ portrait of Jesus; the miraculous image acquired by King Abgar of
Edessa, ...”; Cora Lutz, ‘The Letter of Lentulus Describing Christ’, The Yale University Gazette 50 (2)
(1975), p. 97, is even more direct: “One can only conclude that, whatever its origin, there was an early
portrait that men of the East believed to have been made in a miraculous manner during Christ’s lifetime
and which they guarded and reverenced … the letter of Lentulus, apocryphal though it is, also belongs in
this tradition”. José Pijoán, Arte cristiano primitivo, Arte bizantino hasta el saqueo de Constantinopla por
los cruzados en el año 1204, vol. VII of Summa Artis, Historia General del Arte (Madrid 1935, repr.
2000), p. 174, takes this one step further and says that the traditional image of Christ as we know it today
with a beard, moustache and long hair, comes from the Image of Edessa: “lo que nos interesa es que, sin
duda alguna, la imagen tradicional de Jesús con bigote, barba y cabellos largos debió de conformarse con
el retrato famoso de Edessa”. For a contrary point of view, cf. The Image of Christ – The Catalogue of the
Exhibition “Seeing Salvation”, ed. Gabriele Finaldi (London 2000), p. 94: “The description therefore
follows the traditional way of depicting Christ and was presumably written while looking at such an
image. This makes assessing its impact on artists’ representations difficult to judge. Indeed with the
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There appear’d in these our days a man of great virtue, nam’d Jesus Christ: who is yet
living among us, and of the Gentiles is accepted for a prophet, but his own Disciples call him
the Son of God. He raises the dead and cures all manner of diseases, a man of stature, somewhat
tall or comely, with a very revered countenance, such as the Beholders may both love and fear,
his hair of the colour of a chestnut full ripe, plain to his ears, whence downward it is more
orient, curling and waving about his shoulders, in the midst of his head is a seam or partition of
his hair like the Nazarites, his forehead smooth and very delicate, his face without spot or
blemish, beautified with a lovely red, his nose and mouth so form’d as nothing can be
reprehended, his beard thickish, in colour like his hair, not very long but forked. His look
innocent and mature, his eyes gray, clear and quick, in reproving he is terrible, in admonishing
courteous and fairspoken, pleasant in conversation mixt with gravity, it can’t be remembered
that any have seen him laugh, but many have seen him weep. In proportion of body most
excellent, his hands and arms delectable to behold, in speaking very temperate, modest and
wise, a man for his singular beauty surpassing the children of men.
Greek versions of the text are preserved in the following eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century MSS on Mount Athos492; Panteleimon 636 (19th c.) (Figures 5.71-
5.72), Docheiariou 236 (18th c.) (Figures 5.73-5.74), Dionysiou 286 (19th c.) (Figures
5.75-5.77) and Vatopedi 207 (18th c.)493 (Figures 5.78-5.79). Immediately after the
Lentulus letter, MS Panteleimon contains further apocryphal texts, including Pilate’s
sentence against Christ and the correspondence between Pilate and the emperor
Tiberius.
                                                                                                                           
exception of the details relating to the colour and style of Christ’s hair and eyes, the letter gives few
specifics that would be of any use to someone actually constructing a portrait”.              
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 These MSS are not mentioned by M. Geerard, Clavis Apocryphorum Novi Testamenti (Brepols
1992), p. 189.
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 This MS is mistakenly attributed to the 16th century by Sophronios Eustratiades and Arcadios
(Deacon of the Monastery of Vatopedi), Catalogue of the Greek manuscripts in the library of the
monastery of Vatopedi on Mt. Athos (Cambridge 1924; repr. New York 1969), p. 44.
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To the best of my knowledge the Greek versions of the letter have never been
published. There are two different traditions: a longer version that is faithful to the Latin
original and another shorter text, not based on any previously known textual tradition.
The edition below is based on the four Athonite MSS.
Di Athos Dionysiou 286 (18th c.)
Do Athos Docheiariou 262 (18th c.)
`H  ™pistol» Poubl…ou toà LentoÚlou ¢pestalmšnh ™k `Ierousal¾m prÕj t¾n
gerous…an tÁj `Rèmhj.
'Ef£nh kat¦ toÝj ¹metšrouj crÒnouj ¥nqrwpoj tˆj ™k meg£lhj ¢retÁj, Óstij zÍ kat¦
tÕ parÒn, kaloÚmenoj 'Ihsoàj CristÒj. `O laÒj prof»thn tÁj ¢lhqe…aj tÕn Ñnom£zei, oƒ d@
¢pÒstoloi aÙtoà uƒÕn qeoà lšgousin, ¢nasta…nei nekroÝj, ƒatreÚei ¢rrèstouj. Enai mštrioj5
kat¦ tÕ mšgeqoj kaˆ kat¦ poll£ æra‹oj tÍ Ôyei kaˆ glukÚj l…an, kaˆ tÒson enai
megaloprep¾j tù e‡dei Ðpoà oƒ blšpontej aÙtÕn ¢nagk£zontai n¦ tÕn ¢gapîsi kaˆ n¦ tÕn
foboàntai. ”Ecei t¦j tr…caj tÁj kefalÁj kat¦ tÕn crwmatismÒn toà pampexÚrou
leptokarÚou, kataba…nousin ›wj t¦ ðta, kaˆ ØpÕ t¦ ðta ›wj toÝj êmouj œcousi tÕ crîma
tÁj gÁj, ¢ll¦ lamprÒteron. ”Ecei e„j tÕ mšson toà metèpou tÁj kefalÁj t¦j tr…caj, kat¦10
t¾n sun»qeian tîn Nazhra…wn. TÕ mštwpon œcei mšgalon ¢ll¦ kat¦ poll¦ ƒlarÒn. TÕ
prÒswpon enai cwr…j ·ut…da À st…gma, suntrofiasmšnon ¢pÕ eÜpoion crîma. Mštrion œcei
t¾n ·…nan kaˆ tÕ stÒma, cwr…j yÒgouj tinÒj. TÕn pègwna stumnÕn kat¦ tÕ crîma tîn
tricîn tÁj kefalÁj, Ôci maàron ¢ll¦ ™scismšnon kat¦ tÕ mšson. TÕ blšmma tou enai
sobarÕn kaˆ carišstaton. Oƒ Ñfqalmoˆ caritwmšnoi kaˆ kaqaroˆ kaˆ glukÚtatoi, kaˆ Ótan15
™lšgcei katapl»ttei kaˆ Ótan did£skei ¢ršskei kaˆ ¢gap©tai ¢pÕ Ólouj, kaˆ enai
caroÚmenoj mesobarÒn. Dšn tÕn ede tin¦j n£ gel£sei, tÕn ede Ómwj kaˆ œklausen. ”Ecei t¦j
ce‹raj kaˆ toÝj brac…onaj kat¦ poll¦ æra…ouj. Kat¦ t¦j sunanastrof£j, ƒkanopoie‹ poll£,
¢ll¦ span…wj blšpetai kaˆ Ótan sunanastršfetai enai swfronšstatoj, e„j t¾n Ôyin kaˆ e„j
tÕ fanÒmenon enai ÐlomorfÒtatoj ¥nqrwpoj Ðpoà n£ ™f£nh e„j t¾n gÁn.20
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1. `H deest Do     Poubl…ou add. ¢xiwmatikoà ¢ndrÕj Do     ™k tÁj ¡g…aj pÒlewj `Ierousal¾m Di     2. `Rèmhj
add. katafrasqe‹sai ™k toà lektikoà Do     3. ™k meg£lhj Di     Óstij deest, <zÍ kat¦ tÕ parÒn> Di     4. tÕn
Ñnom£zei prof»thn tÁj ¢lhqe…aj Do      5. aÙtoà] toà ¢nqrèpou Do     7. megaloprep@j tù e‡dei] k§t¦ tÕ edoj
megaloprep@j Do     8. foboÚntej add. ™n tautù Do     kat¦ tÕn crwmatismÒn] toà paromo…aj m@ tÕn
crwmatismÕn Do      pampexÚrou] pamxÚrou Di     9. kataba…nousin] a†tinej kataba…nousin Do     kaˆ ØpÕ] ¢pÕ
d@ Do     ›wj toÝj êmouj] ›wj e„j toÝj êmouj Do     tÁj gÁj] tÁj ™ruqrÁj gÁj Do     10. lamprÒnteron Di   
tÁj kefalÁj desunt Do     11. toà Nazhra…ou Di     ƒlarÕn] †leon Do     12. œcei t¾n ·…nan kaˆ tÕ stÒma] t¾n
·…nan kaˆ tÕ stÒma œcei Do     13. yšgouj Di     stumnÕn] pinmnÕn Di     kat¦] kaˆ kat¦ Do    15. Ótan] Ó Di
16. kaˆ deest Do     tÕn deest Di     17. tin¦j] tin¦j potš Di     toÝj brac…onaj kaˆ t¦j ce‹raj Do     18.
æra…ouj] æra…a Do     19. ÐlomorfÒtatoj] ÐlomorfÒteroj Do
P Athos Panteleimon 636 (19th c.)
V Athos Vatopedi 207 (18th c.)
'Epistol» tÕn caraktÁra toà SwtÁroj 'Ihsoà Cristoà perigr£fousa
'Est£lh Latinist… par¦ P<oubl…ou> LentoÚlou tÒte dioikhtoà `Rwma…wn ™n
'Iouda…v. EØršqh d@ metaxÝ tîn ceirogr£fwn toà Batik£nou.
'Entaàqa ™n tÍ 'Iouda…v eØr…sketai ½dh tij ¥nqrwpoj meg£lwn ¢retîn k£tocoj, kaˆ
Ñnom£zei ˜autÕn 'Ihsoàn CristÒn. Oƒ m@n ¥lloi xšnoi nom…zousin aÙtÕn prof»thn, oƒ d@ Ðpadoˆ5
aÙtoà timîsin aÙtÕn æj uƒÕn toà ¢qan£tou qeoà. 'Ege…rei nekroÚj, qerapeÚei p£saj t¦j
¢sqene…aj di¦ lÒgou mÒnon kaˆ di¦ tÁj ™piqšsewj tîn ceirîn. Enai mšgaj tù sèmati kaˆ
eÜshmoj, tÕ prÒswpon enai ƒlarÕn kaˆ semnoprepšj, t¾n d@ kÒmhn kataba…nousan mšcri tîn
êmwn e„j plok£mouj ˜likoeide‹j, kaˆ ™pˆ toà metèpou diVrhmšnwn. TÕ d@ crîma aÙtÁj
toioàton, Ðpo‹on dÚskolon n¦ perigrafqÁ. TÕ mštwpÒn tou enai makrÕn kaˆ ÐmalÒn, aƒ10
pareiaˆ caritÒrruqmoi, ¹ ·ˆn kaˆ tÕ stÒma sÚmmetra, t¦ gšneia dasša, diVrhmšna, kaˆ tÕ
crîma tÁj kÒmhj œconta, kaˆ m£kroj ˜nÕj daktÚlou. T¦ Ômmata zwhrÒtata. 'Elšgcei
eÙkosm…wj kaˆ protršpei ƒlarîj, oƒ lÒgoi tou enai pl»reij car…twn kaˆ t¦ œrga a„dšsima,
pot@ d@n tÕn ede tij gelînta, poll£kij d@ kla…onta. `H metriÒthj kaˆ sÚnesij aÙtoà
™xa…retoi. Kaˆ tšl<ei>oj enai ¥nqrwpoj, Öj kaˆ di¦ tÁj eÙteloàj aÙtoà æraiÒthtoj kaˆ tîn15
qe…wn teleiot»twn Øperba…nei p£nta ¥nqrwpon.
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2. Latinit… P     toà tÒte P     tîn `Rwma…wn P     3. corogr£fwn V     4. tij ¥nqrwpoj ½dh P     meg£lwn]
meg…stwn P     7. tÕ sèma V     eÜschmoj P     8. prÒswpon enai ƒlarÕn] prÒswpon tou ece ƒlarÕn P
semnoprep@ P     kataba…nousai P     9. plokamÕn P     toà deest P     10. TÕ mštwpÒn ... ÐmalÕn desunt P
11. t¦ gšneia] t¦ d@ gšnea P   12. protršpwn P     14. geloÚnta P     kl£zonta V      ¹ sÚnesij P     ™xa…retoi]
™xa…retoj aƒ ›li.. sic P     Kaˆ tšloj deest P     15. Ój kaˆ desunt P     kaˆ] tou P     16. p£ntwj ¢nqrèpwn P
The shorter version in the Vatopedi and Panteleimon MSS comes from a
different source, different from both the Latin text and the longer, more literal Greek
translation. Even when the two Greek versions agree in sense, they sometimes differ in
vocabulary; the longer text has ƒatreÚei ¢rrèstouj whereas the shorter one reads
qerapeÚei p£saj t¦j ¢sqene…aj and adds the extra detail that the healing took place
through only Jesus’ word and the laying on of hands (di¦ lÒgou mÒnon kaˆ di¦ tÁj
™piqšsewj tîn ceirîn). The shorter text refers to Jesus’ followers as Ðpadoˆ while the
longer text uses the more traditional ¢pÒstoloi, ‘apostles’. The difference between the
two versions concerning the colour of Jesus’ hair is curious; the longer text tells us that
it was the colour of a ripe hazelnut (kat¦ tÕn crwmatismÒn toà pampexÚrou leptokarÚou),
while the shorter version simply states that the colour was difficult to describe (dÚskolon
n¦ perigrafqÁ). The two texts even contradict each other; the Latin version and the
longer translation say that Christ was of average stature (‘statura procerus mediocris’,
mštrioj kat¦ tÕ mšgeqoj), while the shorter text tells he was tall (mšgaj tù sèmati).
The shorter version is not related to any other known descriptions of Christ
either. There is a physical description of Christ in Athens, National Library 2583, f. 183r
(14th/15th c.) and Athos, Koutloumousiou 144, f. 289v (14th c.)494. The text in these two
MSS also states that Jesus was tall – “full seven spans tall” (t»n ge m¾n ¹lik…an, e‡toun
¢nadrom¾n toà sèmatoj, ˜pt¦ spiqamîn Ãn tele…wn). A span is the distance from the tip of
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 The Athens MS was edited by Panagiotis Fragkiadakis, A study of the Byzantine description of the
physical appearance of Jesus Christ and the Theotokos: Athens, National Library 2583, f. 183r
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the thumb to the tip of the outstretched little finger, which at most could be calculated at
25 cm. This would mean Jesus was 1.75m tall. The way the height is expressed,
however, is completely different from the translations of the Lentulus letter. The text
did not influence the translations of the Lentulus letter, as can be seen from other words
and expressions: Christ’s hair is described as blond (™p…xanqon œcwn t¾n tr…can), his eyes
as joyful and his nose as long (eÙÒfqalmoj d'Ãn kaˆ ™p…rrin), very different from the
Lentulus letter (oƒ Ñfqalmo… caritwmšnoi kaˆ kaqaro… kaˆ glukÚtatoi and ¹ ·ˆn kaˆ tÕ stÒma
sÚmmetra).
Neither is the shorter translation of the Lentulus letter related to the descriptions
of Christ by Andrew of Crete495, Ulpius the Roman496, Nicephorus Callistus497,
Hippolytus of Thebes498 or in the Letter of the Three Patriarchs499. It seems to be an
original and previously unknown variation on the letter, possibly based on an unknown
Latin version as it does claim to be a translation of the Lentulus letter as found in the
Vatican archives. It is translated below:
A letter concerning the appearance of Jesus Christ the Saviour
It was sent in Latin by P<ublius> Lentulus, a Roman official in Judea at the time. It was
found among the manuscripts in the Vatican.
                                                                                                                           
(unpublished MA dissertation, Hellenic Institute, Royal Holloway, University of London, 2006). The
Athos, Koutloumousiou MS was not collated for this edition; I studied it in situ in 2002.     
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 PG 97, cols 1302-1304.
496
 Ulpius the Roman, ed. M. Chatzidakis, ‘'Ek tîn 'Elp…ou toà `Rwma…ou ¢rcaiologoumšnwn
™kklhsiastikÁj ƒstor…aj perˆ carakt»rwn swmatikîn’, 'Epethr…j `Etaire…aj Buzantinîn Spoudîn 14 (1998),
pp. 393-414.    
497
 PG 145, cols. 748-749.
498
 PG 117, col.  1056.
499
 Munitiz, The Letter. Cf. also the section on the description of Christ’s physical appearance by
Christopher Walter in this volume, pp. lxvi-lxviii. The height of Christ and the colour of his hair and
beard vary greatly in all the different descriptions, although even when they coincide with this translation
of the Lentulus letter, the vocabulary and expressions used are so different that any direct relationship is
most unlikely.
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At that time in Judea there was a man possessed of great virtue, called Jesus Christ.
Some people called him a prophet, but his followers honour him as the son of the eternal God.
He raises the dead, heals all sicknesses by his word only and by the laying on of hands. He is
tall and handsome, his face is gracious and worthy of respect, his hair falls down to the
shoulders in curls, parted on his head. The colour of his hair is difficult to describe. His
forehead is broad and smooth, his cheeks are gracefully ruddy, his nose and mouth are of
moderate size, his beard is thick and forked, of the same colour as his hair, and one digit long.
His eyes are very lively. He reproaches gently and walks joyfully, his words are full of grace
and his works are irreproachable. Nobody has ever seen him laugh, although he has often been
seen to weep. His moderation and understanding are excellent. In short, he is a man, and on
account of his perfect beauty and the perfect gods he is superior to all mankind.
One of the best-known pictorial depictions of Christ painted according to the
Lentulus letter is a lost fifteenth-century work by Jan van Eyck, although many later
copies survive (Figures 5.80-5.81). The dependence of this portrait on the Lentulus
letter is traditional500. Another portrait of Christ that is without doubt inspired by the
letter can be found on a Dutch diptych (Utrecht, Museum Catharijneconvent, INV.
BMR S 2), dating from the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century (Figure 5.82)501.
There can be no doubt about the inspiration because the left hand side of the diptych
contains the Latin text of the letter, with the painted face on the right. The face is in
profile, which makes comparison with the Mandylion very difficult.
It is true that certain details describing Jesus’ personality and manners in the
letter cannot be represented in a portrait. The colour of the hair and eyes varies from one
copy of the Image to another; all that could possibly be taken from the letter and applied
to a portrait are the details about the hair and beard. A face with no blemish is standard
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 Cf. Fernández González, ‘Del santo Mandilyon’, p. 368.
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to the majority of portraits, even if there are blemishes on the original human subject,
and a perfect nose and mouth are almost impossible to define as tastes change over
time; the nose and mouth on the Dutch diptych certainly do not seem perfect by
twentieth or twenty-first century standards of beauty. The Dutch diptych does indeed
show straight hair to the ears, which then becomes wavy further down, but given that it
is a profile, we cannot see if the beard is forked. Even if we imagine this portrait turned
round so that it is facing us, it does not immediately remind us of any known copy of
the Image of Edessa. The top of the head on the diptych seems to be balding.
It is indeed difficult to ascertain whether the Image of Edessa had any influence
on the writing of the description of Christ contained in the Publius Lentulus letter502.
The only clues would seem to be the parting in the hair, the curly hair below the ears
and the forked beard, features which are present on the majority of copies of the Image
of Edessa. This would seem to suggest that whoever composed the letter of Publius
Lentulus did either have a copy of the Image before him, or was describing one from
memory. However, in the nineteenth century, broadsheets were published containing the
Letter from Heaven, the Abgar correspondence and the Publius Lentulus letter all
together (see Figure 5.83).
5.6 Conclusions
Curiosity about and the subsequent search for the physical appearance of Christ was
evident in Christendom from very early times. There are no descriptions of any kind in
the New Testament and human curiosity together with Christological questions soon led
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 Cf. The Catalogue of the Exhibition “Seeing Salvation”, ed. Gabriele Finaldi (London 2000), pp.
94-97.
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 Emanuela Fogliadini has no doubt on this point, in Il Volto di Cristo, p. 82: “La presentazione del
volto di Cristo [scil. in the Letter of Publius Lentulus] ricalca fedelmente quella degli autori bizantini e si
presenta conforme al Mandylion e al Santo Keramion”.
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to a desire to know what Jesus of Nazareth actually looked like. This took the form of
the stories of images made by Christ himself and texts supposedly by eye-witnesses and
also forms part of the wider human curiosity about other details and people in the
Biblical story, from names for the nameless to the parents and grandparents503. The
related stories were adapted to and arose from their respective times and places: the
Abgar legend in the East with its inherent power as an icon to defend cities, and later,
when both Edessa and Constantinople had in fact fallen to enemy Muslim forces, as a
miraculous image capable of defending individuals, and the Veronica in the West,
where the bloodstained face of Christ fitted in much better with the distinctly Catholic
taste for images depicting his suffering and agony.
The importance of the Image of Edessa in this context cannot be overstated, and
indeed, it has been argued, with some force and certainty, that the traditional image of
Christ as Christians see him today in all means of expression – i.e. with long hair and a
beard – has its roots in the face on the cloth in Edessa. Despite the difficulty of
establishing whether later stories of the image of Christ are in fact developed from the
Image of Edessa, all the related texts and icons form part of a lengthy and lasting
tradition concerning an image of Christ on cloth whose earliest and most significant
example is the Image of Edessa. Before the historically ascertained presence of the
Image in Edessa in the fifth century, the majority of images of Christ were portrayed in
a more Roman fashion; the face was generally that of a young beardless youth504. After
the Image became known, the artistic depiction of Christ took on a new air, in line with
what can be seen thereon. While it might not be possible to categorically state that it
was the Image of Edessa that led to this generalised change, the fact that the change
took place at the same time as the Image came to light certainly makes it probable.
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 E.g. names for the two thieves crucified with Christ and the Protoevangelium of James, concerning
Mary’s parents.
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Without the tradition of the Image and its great diffusion in the Orthodox world, there
might have been no legend of Veronica or letter of Publius Lentulus, and today’s
accepted image of Christ might be completely different.
Not only did the Image of Edessa play a significant role in the development of
the depiction of Christ, but also in the story of the canon of the New Testament. The
question of the canon was never entirely solved and even today varies in different
denominations and different countries. The Abgar legend was never a serious contender
for canonicity, although it did take a part in the various related arguments. It seems to
have had a deeper significance in Georgia, where in two eleventh-century illustrated
Gospel MSS the Abgar story is most definitely canonised, although there were no
supporting arguments for including the legend in the canon and its inclusion therein had
no further effects in other areas. As explained above, the authenticity of the legend in
seventeenth and eighteenth-century England was both defended and derided in relation
to the New Testament canon, used to evidence the mistaken nature of the canon (if
historical episodes were omitted) and to ridicule the miraculous tales told by the Church
Fathers.
The legend and its significance may have remained beyond the reach of the
common man’s understanding at this time, but so did the rest of the learned arguments
(and even some of the basic ones) concerning Christianity in general. Among the wise
and learned, the Abgar legend (both the correspondence and the Image) were well-
known enough to be used as fodder for arguments of various shades and colours.
The influence of the Abgar legend was also widely felt in the diverse world of
medieval magic. Protective (or apotropaic) statues and magical charms were common in
the ancient world and rather than abandoned in favour of Christianity they were more
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 See Jensen, Face to Face, pp. 142-153.
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often than not assimilated into the new religion. This was the case with the statues of
pagan gods at city gates, a function taken over first by the Image of Edessa over the city
gates and continued (at least in essence) by the placing of depictions of the icon on the
upper part of church arches.
The use of magical texts as charms, carried or worn by travellers or simply by
adherents of a given belief, can be attested in both the pagan Roman and Greek world
and also in Jewish history (Hebrew mezuzot and phylacteries), and once again, they
were Christianised rather than eliminated. The earliest text of Christ’s letter to Abgar
contained nothing that could be construed as magical; the promise to safeguard Edessa
was an early addition and became the gateway for a whole series of additional promises
to keep the reader or bearer safe from all kinds of danger. The letter eventually became
decontextualised and only the name Abgar remained, together with the additions that
turned it into a magical charm.
What immediately stands out from this secondary use of the legend and Image is
the immense diffusion it must have once enjoyed in order to convey meaning and sense
in a context that was far removed from the original setting. It is hard to imagine that
country folk in eighteenth-century England who kept copies of the Image and the letter
in their homes were aware of the origins of their keepsakes; this could be compared to
many Orthodox and Catholics today who know who the patron saint of their particular
profession or feast day is but have little or no idea of when or where the saint in
question lived. They most probably made an association of the name Abgar with
safekeeping from danger. The use of magical amulets and texts is still very much alive;
even within the various different Churches of different communion, although nowadays
they shy away from the term “magic” as more related to superstition (i.e. with negative
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tones). This addresses a very human need for divine protection in order to feel safe and
secure in an unsafe and insecure world.
The same conclusion could in fact be applied to just about every aspect of the
whole Abgar legend – its dissemination and influence in all Christendom is immense.
From the easternmost extremes of the Orthodox world to the north of England, from the
earliest days of the Church to our own times, it has made itself felt and been used in
fields as diverse as the canon of the New Testament and the reliability of the Church
Fathers, magic and superstition and the search for the physical appearance of Jesus of
Nazareth.
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Chapter 6
Fieldwork in Byzantium
This chapter discusses fieldwork I carried out in Turkey, Greece, especially the Mani
peninsula and the north, including Mount Athos, the FYROM and Georgia. Similar
work was done in Cyprus on my behalf505. This is part of an ambitious project to build
up a data base with images and descriptions of the Image of Edessa as depicted all over
what was the world of Byzantium and beyond. In some areas, especially Mani,
recording the icons is essential as many churches are literally falling down and will
soon be lost forever. Damage to icons is ongoing in Cappadocia despite efforts towards
preservation for tourists. I have preserved the Greek forms of the church names (i.e.
Agios rather than St) for churches in Greece as these are the forms by which the
buildings are generally identified and it sounds contrived to use westernised forms.
6.1 Cappadocia
In 1935 André Grabar stated that there was only one Mandylion in Cappadocia506; by
1980 the number had increased to four507 − an error that has been corrected in recent
years. It is true that the Image of Edessa does not proliferate among the rock cut
churches of the Anatolian plains, and yet despite attention to the two icons in Sakli
church, most of the others lack studies or remain unpublished. In 2009 I spent two
weeks studying the iconography of the churches in Cappadocia and the little that is left
of Edessa’s Christian heritage (the city today is known under the name of Sanliurfa).
Various interesting discoveries were made on the trip.
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  By lawyer George Apostolos, to whom I am most grateful.
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 Grabar, ‘La Sainte Face’, p. 23.
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 Thierry, ‘Deux notes’, pp. 16-19: “On connait quatre représentations du Mandylion en
Cappadoce”. The first illustration in this article is entitled “Karanlik Kilise, Abraham et le Mandylion”
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The best preserved icons in Cappadocia are to be found in the so-called Dark
Church, or Karanlik, in the main Goreme complex (Figure 6.1). In the north apse is the
Mandylion, heavily damaged and yet even so, the best preserved in the whole of
Cappadocia (Figure 6.2). According to Spiro Kostof, the church dates from “the Middle
Byzantine Phase (about 1020-1130)”508. Most of the face is missing, although this
would appear to be due to falling plaster rather than deliberate damage. From what is
left, we can see long brown hair falling behind the neck and shoulders of Christ, an
elongated face and a forked beard. The neck is clearly visible, as is the nimbus with a
cross. The cloth is displayed flat, with no knots or angels to hold it up as there are on
some other copies. Above the cloth is written TO AGHON MANLHN, and underneath
this, IC XC (the contracted form of I[HCOY]C X[PICTO]C). The icon measures 88 x
40 cm (40 cm. is the height in the middle of the cloth, slightly more at the edges).
The position of the Mandylion in the Dark Church is unique in this and other
areas, not so much for its physical location (the fifth bay in the southern apse) as for
what accompanies it: it is directly below Abraham, who is blessing with his right hand
and holding a scroll in the left (Figure 6.3). In the words of Halis Yenipinar, “The
placing of Abraham in a part of the bema is very rare and carries a Eucharistic
connotation as the prefiguration of Christ”509. According to Sharon Gerstel510, the
placing of the Mandylion in this position, and over or below the prothesis niche as
opposed to over an arch (which is related to its placing over the gateway in Edessa), and
close to other icons associated with the Incarnation, shows that it was thereby linked to
the Eucharist (see also below, pp. 311-312).   
                                                                                                                           
although the actual photograph does not correspond to this description – it shows a seriously damaged
Pantocrator.
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 Caves of God, Cappadocia and its Churches (Oxford 1972), p. 274.
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 Paintings in the Dark Church (Istanbul 1998), p. 70.
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 Beholding the Sacred Mysteries: Programs of the Byzantine Sanctuary (London and Seattle 1999),
pp. 68-77.
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One of the most outstanding details is without doubt the presence of the roundels
and designs on the tasselled cloth. There are three on each side and one underneath the
face; the middle ones on each side are brownish in colour, whereas the others are grey.
The fact that there are seven roundels has led some to think that they represent the seven
seals of the letter from Christ to Abgar511, although only four (and a half) roundels are
visible on the Mandylion in St Catherine’s (Goreme Chapel 21 – Figure 6.4), thirteen
are present on the higher Mandylion in Sakli church (Figure 6.5), and eight can be seen
on the miniature in the Alaverdi Gospels in Tblisi, Georgia (Figure 6.6), thus disproving
this theory.
The damage to the Mandylion in Chapel 21 (St Catherine’s) is much more
severe (Figure 6.4). Comparing the photograph used by Nicole Thierry in 1980512
(Figure 6.7) and the photograph used by Catherine Jolivet-Levy in a more recent
article513 (Figure 6.8) with the one I took myself in 2009 (Figure 6.4), we can see that
much of the damage is recent.
This image, placed directly above the prothesis niche, is slightly larger than the
Dark Church icon, measuring 96 x 46 cm. Kostof makes no reference to this chapel
either in the main text of his work or in the dating list, while Jerphanion simply refers to
the Mandylion in this church as “une image de Jésus-Christ, en buste”514. All that is left
visible on the face is the red hair and the lines showing that the neck was also present,
similar to the two icons in Sakli church (see below, pp. 265-266). What stands out on
this Mandylion is the fact that it is completely off-centre – the designs on the cloth are
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parallel on both sides – moving inwards from the outside are the tassels, three vertical
blue lines, geometrical decoration with circles inside, another series of three lines like
the previous one and the white space in the centre for the face.
The face, however, is displaced to the top right; the circle the face is in is almost
touching the blue line on the right, leaving enough room on the left for the identification
IC XC. Four roundels are complete (heavily damaged); three underneath the face and
one to the left, while the roundel to the top right does not even fit onto the cloth. The
presence of only five (or four and a half) roundels speaks against their representing the
seven seals on the letter from Christ to Abgar. The only logical explanation for this
asymmetrical Mandylion would appear to be that the artist must have started with the
face itself rather than the cloth.
The only church in Cappadocia with two icons of the Mandylion is Sakli, the
aptly named Hidden Church; it was only discovered in 1957. Access remains difficult,
as the church is half way down a cliff face and is usually locked to the public (Figure
6.9). Kostof dates it to the same period as the one for the previous church, ca.1020-
1130515, adding that the figural programme was superimposed on an earlier aniconic
decoration in the tenth or eleventh century. The ceiling indeed preserves the aniconic
decoration, consisting of a grid system with roundels and a large cross.
The lower of the two depictions is the more heavily damaged, precisely as it is
more accessible (Figure 6.10). It is directly above the prothesis niche in the wall, just as
in Chapel 21. It measures 73 x 46cm (the height is just 33 cm in the middle). The
colours on both Sakli icons are the same as what can still be seen on the Mandylion in
St Catherine’s chapel, and we can assume that they are all from the same period. The
face on the lower Sakli icon has been deliberately scratched away and most of the rest
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Cappadoce, Tome Premier, Deuxième Partie (Paris 1932), p. 475. Jerphanion dates the church to the
second half of the eleventh century.
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has faded. Faint remains of three roundels are visible, although there were originally no
doubt more.
The other Sakli Mandylion has survived damage much better thanks to its
position high up over an arch (Figure 6.5). The measurements are the same as the other
icon in the church, and only the eyes have been hacked out – the rest is well-preserved.
There are seven reddish roundels, three to the left of the face in a diagonal line and four
on the right, two at the top and two at the bottom. There are also six fainter roundel
outlines, four on the right and two on the left. They appear to form no particular pattern,
and no intentional meaning appears to be evident. The distinctly round face and beard
(although it is forked too) remind us more of the earlier Sinai Mandylion than the later
icons. The neck is again depicted in Sakli; the different shade from the background is
just visible.
One of the characteristics of post-Iconoclastic icons of Christ is to highlight the
incarnation, the fact that the eternal Word did indeed become flesh. A good example of
this is the miniature in the Chludov Psalter showing Christ wearing an apron to wash the
disciples’ feet (Figure 6.11)516. The positioning of the Mandylion in Sakli is also
designed to emphasise the incarnation; to the left of the icon is the Archangel Gabriel
announcing the birth of Jesus and the Virgin Mary spinning wool, while to the right is
Isaiah prophesying the birth of the Messiah (Figure 6.12). A similar position is evident
in a late thirteenth-century example in the St Euthymios chapel in Thessalonike (Figure
6.13)517. The association of Mary with the Mandylion is relatively commonplace,
perhaps to emphasise the birth of Jesus and therefore his humanity as the theological
charge of the icon. This relationship is taken even further in a now lost sixteenth- or
seventeenth-century icon from the Monastery of the Acheiropoietos in Lambousa in
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Cyprus (Figure 6.14), in the part of the island occupied by Turkey since 1974. The icon
depicts Mary with open arms, showing the Mandylion in the same attitude as she adopts
with the infant Jesus in the Hodegetria icons.
Not too far away from the main Goreme valley complex in Cappadocia lies the
Soganli valley with its churches. There are two Mandylia in Soganli. The first is to be
found in the church of St Barbara, and it is the most damaged of all the surviving icons,
hardly recognisable as a face of Christ (Figure 6.15). It is smaller than the other icons in
Cappadocia, measuring just 68 x 31 cm (height at edges). The church is dated by Kostof
to the “Transitional Phase (ca.950-1020)”518, and more specifically, the nave decoration
is dated by inscription to the reign of Constantine VIII and Basil II, probably sometime
between 1006 and 1021. This seems more realistic than the dating on the panel outside
the church, suggesting the church was built in the fifth or sixth century.  
The Mandylion is portrayed in a most unusual position, underneath the prothesis
niche in the north wall (Figure 6.16). Inside the niche is St Sabas on the back wall while
Sts Kosmas and Damianos are on the sides. There are no traces at all left of the face of
Christ on the Mandylion; there are two roundels on either side of where the face once
was, and three reddish blotches in the facial area. In fact, it is only recognisable as the
Mandylion because of the cloth. Jerphanion mentions the niche and the three saints
depicted therein, stating that “sous laquelle est painte une serviette brodée, tendue aux
quatre coins”519. Was the icon already so damaged that he did not realise it is in fact a
Mandylion? It would appear he did not even take it for an icon of Christ. In fact, earlier
in the same work520, he refers to this and other images as “pechguirs, ou serviettes
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brodées, dont on fait encore usage en Turquie”. This is surely a mistaken identification
of what is clearly a Mandylion.
The second Mandylion in the Soganli Valley (or what little is left of it) is in the
church of Karabaş (Figure 6.17). Kostof dates the church to the Middle Byzantine phase
(1020-1130)521. On the west wall, above the inside of the main door (Figure 6.18) – a
unique position for the Mandylion – are the remains of a cloth and a face within a
nimbus (Figures 6.19-6.20). The floral design just visible is similar to that on many
other examples522.
A tantalising detail came to light during the excellent restoration of Karsi Kilise
(St John according to a sign at the church) in Gülsehir in 1995 (Figure 6.21). The
decoration is dated by inscription to 25 April 1212, under Emperor Theodore I Lascaris
(r. 1205-1222), and so is placed by Kostof in the “Late Byzantine Phase (from the late
12th century)”523. In the same position as the Mandylion at St Barbara in the Soganli
valley, i.e. under the niche, the tasselled side of a cloth is clearly visible (Figure 6.22).
The tassels are on the bottom (all that remains) rather than the sides, although this can
be paralleled on other depictions of the Mandylion, including the mural in the church of
the Protaton on Mount Athos (Figure 6.23), two later portable icons from the same
church (Figures 6.24-6.25), the miniature in MS Vaticanus Ross. 251 (Figure 6.26), the
fourteenth-century mural in Gradanica in Kosovo (Figure 6.27) (only one side knot
remains but the tassels are on the bottom), the Mandylion in the church of the
Zoodochos Pige in Mani (Figure 6.28) and the portable icon of Neruk Rostov (Figure
6.29). It would appear that the restoration work of 1995 has brought to light the remains
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of a previously unknown and unrecorded Mandylion. Only one corner of the cloth
survives, so no conclusions can be drawn about the image of Christ or the inscriptions,
if there were any.
One of the aniconic churches in the region is St Stephen’s at Keselik monastery,
to the south of Goreme. Jerphanion thought that the few images in the church (Figure
6.30) dated from after the iconoclastic period524, although Restle more recently has
shown that the images were painted at the same time as the iconoclastic decoration525.
Kostof mentions the Communion of the Apostles on the south wall (Figure 6.31), the
cross on the ceiling (Figure 6.32) and the Cross of St Euphemia, but fails to mention the
fascinating disembodied face of Christ above the prothesis niche in the bema (Figure
6.33). This face of Christ is in the same place as the Mandylion in St Catherine’s
(Chapel 21) in Goreme (although it is on the left, whereas in St Catherine’s it is on the
right), and as far as I am aware, has not been recorded before.
The face of Christ is heavily damaged, by graffiti, falling plaster and what would
appear to be deliberate damage to the eyes. The portrayal is crude, only black is used
against the natural background colour of the plaster. The face lies in the middle of a
series of concentric circles, with various lines moving from the edges of the face to the
outer circle, making it look somewhat like a spider’s web. The hair is shoulder-length,
there are traces of a short beard, and the neck is clearly visible, as in other copies of the
face of Christ. The round face and rounded beard would suggest an earlier rather than
later date within the period proposed by Kostof.
The number of wall paintings depicting the Mandylion in Cappadocia has grown
since the churches in the area were first described in detail by Jerphanion in the early
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twentieth century. Those within easy reach have been seriously and deliberately
damaged (some in recent times, such as the painting in St Catherine’s chapel), while the
more inaccessible (i.e. higher up from the ground) have been better preserved. The
remains of a previously undocumented Mandylion uncovered during restoration work at
Karsi Kilise give hope for further discoveries. Possibly the most significant aspect of
the wall paintings in Cappadocia is the position in the churches – representing the
Incarnation at Sakli, the Incarnation in the Dark Church and in previously unrecorded
positions underneath the prothesis niche at St Barbara and the aforementioned newly
discovered remains, and above the main door (no doubt representing the original
protective position over the gateway at Edessa) at Karabaş.
6.2 Hagia Sophia in Trabzon (Trebizond) and in Istanbul
The church of Hagia Sophia in Trabzon (Figure 6.34) is a beautiful example of
thirteenth-century Byzantine architecture and painting526. The Mandylion is over the
entrance to the west porch; the right half of it has fallen away (Figures 6.35 and 6.36).
No features are visible on the face of Christ, although the reddish-brown hair recalls the
icon in the church of Sakli in Cappadocia. There is an angel on the left-hand side of the
cloth, which leads us to suppose that there was most probably one on the other side too.
No roundels are visible on what remains of the cloth.
The case of the Mandylion in Hagia Sophia in Istanbul involves research with a
slant that seems much more related to detective work. A visit to the Great Church, now
a museum, reveals no sign whatsoever of the icon; the main clue lies in an old
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 An analysis of the church and the city can be found in Antony Eastmond, Art and Identity in
Thirteenth-Century Byzantium: Hagia Sophia and the Empire of Trebizond (Aldershot 2004), to which
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engraving, published in 1680527. The engraving (Figure 6.37) shows the apse of the
cathedral, with icons of the Virgin and Child, the archangels Michael and Gabriel, and
on the soffit of the bema, the Image of Edessa. Grelot, true to his western point of view,
mistakenly identifies the icon as a Veronica528. Enough can be seen on the engraving to
distinguish the face of Christ on a cloth, and two protruding locks of hair, one on each
side of the head.
Restoration work on the site was undertaken in 1847 by Gaspar Fossati and his
younger brother Giuseppe529. Apart from the very necessary architectural work, mosaics
were uncovered and shown to Sultan Abdul Medjid (r. 1839-1861), who had entrusted
the brothers with the project. The Sultan was overwhelmed and gave instructions to
display all the ancient mosaics, although the two brothers were less sure that the
Sultan’s tolerance towards Christian imagery would be shared by his subjects, and the
icons were accordingly plastered over530. They remained so until the 1930’s, when
permission was given by the secular government to uncover them again. As can be seen
from photographs taken in 2009 (Figures 6.38-6.39), the mosaics of the Virgin and
Child and the Archangel Gabriel are once again visible, but the area where the Holy
Face was depicted by Grelot back in the seventeenth century is blank.
Matters are complicated by a photograph taken during the Byzantine Institute’s
work during the 1930’s531, in which the exact area where Grelot places the Image of
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Edessa (Veronica in his list of mosaics) appears to reflect the light of the camera flash
(Figure 6.40). Plaster would not reflect the light in such a way, whereas golden mosaic
tesserae would; the top of the apse arch does indeed seem to be covered by golden
tesserae, despite some apparent plaster between the top and the archangel.
A close look at the photograph in Teteriatnikov’s book reveals discolouring in
the mosaic at the top of the arch (Figure 6.40), also evident in the colour photograph in
the standard guidebook to the museum (Figure 6.41)532. The discolouring can be seen
more clearly when highlighted (Figure 6.42)533 and seems to coincide exactly with the
shape of the Mandylion on Grelot’s engraving. There was heavy loss of mosaics in the
earthquake of 1894, although it cannot have affected this area too much as the golden
tesserae are still visible where Grelot shows the Mandylion. It is also true that nobody
would have put the tesserae in place after Grelot copied his engraving in the late
seventeenth century, so the obvious question to ask is what could have happened to the
Mandylion, if it existed as shown in the engraving.
It has been suggested that the Mandylion mosaic had already disappeared when
the Fossati brothers were working in Hagia Sophia534, and it is certainly true that the
brothers make no mention of the mosaic in their report. This may well be true, although
it does not help understand what might have happened to the icon. The fate of another
mosaic in Hagia Sophia could bring us nearer to solving the mystery; the mosaic of
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Emperor Alexander, which was also sketched by Fossati, but was presumed lost
(possibly in the 1894 earthquake) until it was rediscovered in 1958535. The mosaic had
simply been painted over rather than plastered over.
However, Mango saw the apse mosaics for himself at first hand and close
quarters in 1964, atop scaffolding measuring almost 30 metres high. In the detailed
report written after this inspection536, he denies the presence of the Mandylion537. What
he says about the golden mosaic tesserae being in place seems to be confirmed, and it is
very difficult to argue against an expert who has seen and examined the arch in question
in person and at very close quarters, although two points would still require
clarification: (a) why would Grelot have invented the presence of a Mandylion, albeit
mistakenly identifying it as a Veronica? His engraving of the apse is very exact in all
other details – the Virgin and child, the two angels on either side – and the whole could
have been considered an invention until these mosaics were rediscovered in the 1930’s
exactly as drawn by Grelot; and (b) the discolouring visible on the photographs of the
bema arch which seems to coincide exactly with at least part of what would have been
Grelot’s Mandylion.
A possible solution to the enigma was provided by Robert Ousterhout538. He
suggested, while admitting that a Mandylion in this position would make perfect
programmatic sense, that the discolouration was already present in the golden mosaic
bed in the seventeenth century and this led Grelot to fantasise and see an acheiropoietos
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of an acheiropoietos. His visual record was then made hurriedly, and engraved by
someone else. This hypothesis is very imaginative; it could even be true, although it is
now impossible to be verified. Despite the technical difficulties involved, I would
suggest another close-up inspection to see if Grelot’s Mandylion was painted over in
gold in a similar way to the Alexander mosaic. Mango must have been aware of the
painting and discovery of the Alexander mosaic in 1964 (six years had elapsed since it
was uncovered), although this does not necessarily mean that he inspected the area for
signs of similar painting over.                          
The date of the apse mosaics is usually considered to be ninth-century, from
shortly after the end of the Iconoclast crisis539, although in his 1954 article, when he
accepted the one-time existence of the Mandylion, Cyril Mango argues that the
Mandylion must date from after 944, when it was translated there from Edessa540. This
argument is not solid, as the Mandylion was known in Constantinople before this date,
and there is no reason to assume that the mosaic is later than the others in the apse. His
later dating of the whole series to 867 does not include the Mandylion, as in his 1964
report he no longer accepted even its existence and loss.
The possible existence of a Mandylion in Hagia Sophia in Istanbul remains
unsolved. The enigma would require further close-up inspection of the site; given the
height of the arch, this would not be simple. The use of the Mandylion in Trebizond is
possibly related to the production of the Pierpont Morgan magic scroll (see above, pp.
110-117) – a small kingdom surrounded by enemies more conscious than previously of
the need for divine protection. There are no other depictions of the Mandylion in the
churches standing in Istanbul, or in the churches and monasteries in and around
Trabzon.
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6.3 Sanliurfa (Edessa)
The scant nature of the remains of Christianity in Edessa is well attested541: what were
once the city’s churches have been converted to mosques or other public buildings. The
fish pools mentioned by the fourth-century pilgrim nun Egeria are still present (Figure
6.43), although they are, of course, not related to Christianity in any way.
Some Byzantine mosaics have recently come to light during excavation work for
pipelines. The Turkish archaeologist in charge of the excavations and preservation of
the mosaics, Mehmet Onal, kindly agreed to let me examine them at close quarters
(Figures 6.44-6.46). While discussing the find over a cup of ubiquitous tea, Dr Onal
mentioned a mosaic of the Image of Edessa, which was kept in storage at the museum.
The museum curator, also present, said that it had been found in the basement of a
house during rebuilding work and taken to the museum in exchange for a small sum of
money. It was not on show and there are no plans to put it in the main body of the
collection. When I asked for permission to see and photograph the mosaic, he said that a
permit would have to come from the Ministry of Culture in Ankara; I duly obtained this
permit after the trip, but despite numerous letters and e-mails requesting the photograph,
and various phone calls to the Ministry with a Turkish interpreter, the answer has been
silence. Dr Onal did inform me that a photograph had been published in a local
magazine; a search in all the city’s bookshops (not particularly numerous) led me to
what was possibly the last copy of the publication542. 
The magazine itself (p. 48 shows the photograph of the mosaic together with a
Greek inscription of the Abgar letter and translation thereof into Turkish), and Dr Onal
and the museum curator (in person) confidently state that the mosaic is a copy of the
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Image of Edessa (Figure 6.47 – taken from the magazine). The long hair, pointed beard
and large eyes are certainly consistent with the Image, and to the viewer’s right of the
face there are remains of the halo, whose gold has been removed. Antony Eastmond’s543
initial reaction was that “the icon is early (pre-eighth/ninth century), based on the
consistent size of the tesserae (Middle Byzantine mosaics tend to use smaller tesserae
for faces)”544.
My own search for similar mosaics revealed two pieces with a very similar style.
The first is the mosaic of St Zacharias at Poreč (Croatia) (Figure 6.48). The large eyes,
the size of the tesserae, the pointed beard and the way the hair parts and hangs over the
shoulders, coincide in both mosaics. The second example is to be found in the
Monastery of St Catherine’s in Sinai, in the apse behind the iconostasis. The mosaic
depicts the Transfiguration and the face of Christ is surprisingly similar to that on the
Edessa mosaic (Figure 6.49). Both mosaics can be dated to the sixth century545. If the
mosaic is indeed part of what was once a larger Image of Edessa, it is indeed a highly
significant find as it would be one of the earliest of all known copies of the Image546.
In the Historical Museum in Sanliurfa, a statue outside in the garden is
noticeable because it so obviously has a Christian cross on it (Figure 6.50). The
museum provides no information about the statue, although it was presumably found in
Edessa. The establishment of Christianity in the city could help here with an
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approximate date. Edessa is generally held to have been the first officially Christian
kingdom. If the stories in the Narratio de imagine Edessena and the Synaxarion are
taken at face value, then Christianity was established in Edessa very soon after the
crucifixion of Christ. However, the correspondence between Jesus and Abgar is not
genuine, which in turn means that it cannot be used to argue for such an early link
between the city and the new religion.
Yet “every legend is based on a substratum of fact, however distorted or
tenuous”547. Even though there was a king of Edessa called Abgar at the time when
Christ lived, general opinion seems to equate the official coming of Christianity to the
city during the reign of a different Abgar, namely Abgar VIII the Great (177-212)548.
There was definitely a Christian church in Edessa during the reign of Abgar the Great,
and the philosopher and poet Bardaisan, a contemporary of Abgar, was most probably a
Christian of sorts, or at least had some strain of Christian belief mixed up in his own
philosophies and ideas549. There were even heretics in Edessa at the end of the second
century – Valentinians and Marcionites – which means that they must have been
established there some time before. Tixeront estimates that Christianity was first
preached in Edessa in the decade from AD 160 to 170550 (see above, pp. 44-46).
There are other signs of the use of a cross during the reign of Abgar VIII, this
time from coins551. A bronze coin in the Ashmolean Museum collection dating from
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 J. B. Segal, ‘When did Christianity come to Edessa?’, in A Felicitation Volume for Professor J. D.
Pearson, ed. B.C. Bloomfield  (Mansell 1980), pp. 180.
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 According to Ilaria Ramelli, ‘Possible historical traces’, p. 25, “In fact, it is even possible that
Abgar the Great was a Christian himself”.
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 Cf. Tixeront, Les Origines, p. 11: “quoi qu’il en soit, Bardesane était certainement chrétien vers la
fin du IIe siécle”.
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 Tixeront, Les Origines, p. 15.
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 Despite Steven K. Ross’s mistaken statement in Roman Edessa: Politics and Culture on the
Eastern Fringes of the Roman Empire, 114-242 CE (Abingdon 2001), p. 134: “... no Christian symbols
appear on the coins of Abgar VIII or any Edessan ruler”. Arguing for the presence of the cross, which
seems very clear, cf. John J. Gunther, ‘The Meaning and origin of the name Judas Thomas’, Le Museon
93 (1980), p. 129, note 86, based on T. S. Bayer, Historia Osrhoene et Edessena ex nummis illustrata,
vol. iii (St Petersburg 1734), p. 173: “For a period Abgar’s tiara on coins actually seems to feature the
Christian cross”.
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179-192 clearly shows Abgar wearing a tiara with a cross (Figure 6.51)552. The use of
the cross is therefore evident on both coins and at least one surviving decorative
fountain from Edessa, showing the establishment of the religion in the area.
The scarce Christian remains from the city that was home to the Image of Edessa
are limited to crosses on coins and a piece at the history museum. If the sixth-century
mosaic fragment is a depiction of the Image then it would be among the earliest known;
although not enough survives around the face to affirm without doubt that it is the
Image of Edessa.
6.4 Mani
Two of the main challenges in Mani are finding the churches and then securing access
to the ones that are kept under lock and key. As for the locked churches, sometimes the
key can be obtained from neighbouring houses (Agios Iohannis in Keria, Agios Sotiras
in Gardenitsa), while at other times it is kept under a stone near the door or in a niche in
the wall.
A much deteriorated Mandylion can be seen in the small thirteenth-century
church of Agioi Anargyroi in Nomitsi, in the Exo Mani (Figure 6.52). The cloth is
knotted at both sides and is therefore similar in shape to the late twelfth-century
Mandylion at the church of the Panagia Phorbitissa in Asinou, Cyprus (Figure 6.53),
although the Cypriot cloth is not knotted, being rather held up by (painted) nails553.
Other knotted Mandylia (and therefore of a similar shape) can be seen at the early
fourteenth-century church of Christ Soter in Veria (Greece) (Figure 6.54)554, the 1347
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 The coin is shown and described in the on-line catalogue at http://rpc.ashmus.ox.ac.uk/coins/6491
(last accessed: 7 July 2014). A further example can be seen in Wayne G. Sales, Ancient Coin Collecting
IV: Roman Provincial Coins (Iola 1998), p. 61. Neither publication mentions the cross on the tiara.
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 Cf. Vivien Seymer, W.H. Buckler and Mrs W. H. Buckler, ‘The Church of Asinou, Cyprus, and its
Frescoes’, Archaeologia 83 (1933), pp. 327-350.
554
 This is the only Byzantine church in Veria that is regularly open to the public and where there are
no restrictions on taking photographs.
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Mandylion in the church of Agios Ioannis in Kalogerou (Crete)555, the chapel of Agios
Euthymios in the church of Agios Dimitrios in Thessalonike (Figure 6.13)556, the
fourteenth-century church of Agios Nikolas Orphanos in the same city (Figure 6.55) and
the fourteenth-century church of the Holy Apostles in Pyrgi, Chios (Figure 6.56). Very
little can be seen of the face on the cloth at Agioi Anargyroi.
The Mandylion in the church of Agios Demetrios in Keria represents the saddest
part of Mani. A door no more than 50 cm high is the way into a church half of whose
roof has collapsed and whose interior is ruined, except for the icons in the single apse
(Figures 6.57-6.58). The Mandylion, situated directly above the conch (Figure 6.59), is
cracked down the middle. The expected inscription IC on the left of the face has
disappeared, while on the right the corresponding XC can be seen, together with the
crudely inscribed TO AGHON MANDILH. The face is clear, with brown hair and
beard; the neck is visible too. Drandakis dates the church and its paintings to ca.1300557.
Possibly the most interesting Mandylion in Mani is to be found in the church of
Agios Georgios in Karynia. Dated to 1281, what immediately stands out are the two
hands holding up the cloth, coming down out of nowhere from the top of the mural. The
head and halo are larger than the cloth and clearly stand away from it at the top. The
neck is clearly visible on this excellently preserved Mandylion (Figure 6.60).
The hands holding the cloth up can also be seen in the diminutive thirteenth-
century church of Agios Nikolaos in the village of Briki (Figure 6.61)558. Only the hand
to the viewer’s right is now visible (Figure 6.62). The face is contained within the cloth
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 Cf. Konstantin Kalokyris, The Byzantine Wall Paintings of Crete (original Greek publication
Heraklion 1957, English translation New York 1973), p. 107.
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 For a detailed description of this church cf. R. F. Hoddinot, Early Byzantine Churches in
Macedonia and Southern Serbia (London 1963), pp. 125-154.
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 M£nh kaˆ Lakwn…a, vol. 2 (Athens 2009), pp. 372-376.
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 Drandakis, M£nh, vol. 2, p. 551, states that the hands are Veronica’s: “`Ag…aj Beron…khj, poÝ
e„kon…zetai ktatèntaj met¦ duÕ cšria tÕ ƒerÕ Ûfasma”. This seems unlikely – there is no reason to think of
Veronica at all in this purely Orthodox context. The hands are either an artistic depiction with no deeper
meaning, or represent Ananias or Abgar holding the cloth.
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in this example of the Mandylion. The hands holding up the cloth would appear to be a
feature limited only to Mani.
An angel is depicted holding up a later (eighteenth-century) Mandylion in the
church of the Zoodochos Pige, in the village of Karnata, although in this case the hands
are turned upwards (as the angel’s upper torso is depicted) rather than downwards as if
the hands were coming from heaven. The church is fully painted with frescoes from
1787 by Anagnostes Kalliergakis of Proastio and Philippakis of Androuvitsa, both of
whom were active in a number of Mani churches at that time. Another detail that makes
this Mandylion interesting is the fact that Christ is shown with the upper half of his
torso (Figure 6.28)559.
A much deteriorated Mandylion in the church (which from the outside is just a
pile of stones) of the Archangel Michael looks at first sight (there is no light inside the
church as there are no windows) as if there is a hand holding up the cloth on the left, but
closer inspection reveals that it is more probably the wall underneath from where paint
has fallen off. No signs of hands are visible on the other side of the cloth (Figure 6.63).
The murals are dated to 1278 by an inscription.
The murals in the twelfth-century church of Episkopi (Figure 6.64) are in an
excellent state of repair and include a Mandylion, a Keramion and a further face of
Christ below this560. The images in question are on the left and right columns above the
iconostasis (Figure 6.65), dividing the nave and the bema, thus symbolically separating
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 Cf. Drandakis, M£nh, vol., p. 551: “Ð CristÕj e„kon…zetai mšcri toà mšsou toà st»qouj”.
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 The church is normally locked, although an open window on one side is accessible, from where
photographs of the Keramion and the face of Christ can be easily taken. There is an open window on the
other side too (where the Mandylion is), but it is not accessible without risking a serious fall. This led to a
mistaken appraisal of the murals on the Svetlana Tomekovic web site of Byzantine art
(www.ica.princeton.edu/tomekovic/main) (last accessed: 22 May 2010); the face of Christ underneath the
Keramion was taken for the Mandylion, as these photographs were taken from the window and not from
inside the church; from the accessible window the Mandylion is almost invisible. The mistake has been
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the spiritual and terrestrial realms561. The Mandylion is on the viewer’s left (Figure
6.66), and is well preserved apart from the inscription on the left and Christ’s mouth.
On the right of the face we can clearly read XC and MANDHLHN (vertical), and we
could therefore suppose that the lost inscription to the left of the face would be IC and
vertically, TO AGION.
The shape of this Mandylion (and that of the corresponding Keramion) is almost
square, quite different from the horizontal copies at the top of an arch. The reason for
this is most probably as simple as the place chosen for the murals – on the columns
rather than over the arch562.
The portrayal of Christ’s hair is original; as opposed to the long locks of hair
falling on both sides of the head (as on the majority of icons of the Mandylion), there is
only hair on one side of the head (the viewer’s right). The same depiction appears on the
Keramion (6.67) – no attempt has been made to make the latter a mirror reflection of the
former, as was done for example in the miniature in MS Vaticanus Ross. 251 (Figure
6.26). The inscription on the Keramion has been perfectly preserved: IC XC across the
top (just as we can imagine for the Mandylion), and vertically, TO AGION on the left
and KERAMHDHN on the right. The colour is reddish brown, in imitation of a tile,
while the Mandylion cloth is ivory or cream.
What really makes this set of images unique is the third face of Christ, directly
underneath the Keramion (Figure 6.68). The background this time is blue, and although
the lower part of the image has been lost, the inscription can still be made out. Across
                                                                                                                           
partially corrected and both the Keramion and the face under it are now described simply as frescoes
showing Christ.
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 Cf. Kessler, Spiritual Seeing, p. 84.
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 Irma Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend’, p. 235, associates these murals with others of a similar
“quadrangular” shape; the miniatures in the Moscow Menologion (Figure 6.69), the Gelati Gospels
(Figure 6.70), Vatican Cod. Ross. 251 (Figure 6.26), and the lost mural of Spas Nereditsa (Figure 6.71).     
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the top, just as on the Mandylion and the Keramion, the letters IC XC, and vertical
lettering on the left and right which most probably reads O ANTIFWNHTHS. Christ
Antiphonetes was a special icon owned by Empress Zoe (d. 1050), which she used for
divining the future according to changes in its skin colour563. Zoe even had coins minted
showing Christ Antiphonetes. A mid-fourteenth century icon of Christ Antiphonetes is
today held in the Metropolitan Museum in New York (Figure 6.72). The church
therefore shows three well-known icons of Christ, which makes one wonder what was
shown in the lost icon under the Mandylion564. Damage to the column makes this
question impossible to answer.
A Mandylion can also be seen in the thirteenth-century church of Agios Ioannis
in Kastania565 (Figures 6.73-6.74). The face of the icon is entirely missing (although the
damage appears to be from a state of abandonment rather than deliberately inflicted).
The design on the cloth consists of stars, each within its own square. The letters IC are
visible above the cloth to the left.
Some of the post-Byzantine Mandylia in Mani are also most interesting and
deserve recording. Such is the case of the church of Agios Ioannis (Chrysostomos in
this case) in the village of Skoutari, in the east of the Mani peninsula. The murals can be
dated by inscriptions in the church to 1750; the artists were Anagnostes of Langada and
Nikolaos of Nomitsi. The Mandylion (Figure 6.75) is almost square, and in this case it
would seem to be the artist’s choice to paint it so, as it is in the usual place on the arch
above the Mother of God, where there was plenty of room to make it as rectangular as
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 Cf. Michael Psellos, Chronographia VI, ed. Émile Renauld, Chronographie ou histoire d'un siècle
de Byzance (976-1077), 2 vols. (Paris 1926-1928), pp. 65-67; John Duffy, ‘Reactions of Two Byzantine
Intellectuals to the Theory and Practice of Magic: Michael Psellos and Michael Italikos’, in Byzantine
Magic, ed. Henry Maguire (Washington 1995), pp. 88-89.
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 Cf. Herbert L. Kessler, ‘Configuring the Invisible by copying the Holy Face’, in Kessler, Holy
Face, p. 149: “The .... church of Hagios Jannakis at Episkopi in the Peloponnesos carried the argument
still further, subsuming a third icon and (originally) possibly a fourth into the same argument”.
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the artist wished. Two angels are holding the cloth up, one on either side. The
inscription to the left and right of the cloth reads TO AGION MANDHLION. What is
most noticeable on this icon is the fact that Christ’s neck and clothed shoulders are
clearly visible – according to some a sign of an early Mandylion566, but here there is no
doubt that we are dealing with a very late (eighteenth-century) example.
A very similar but much earlier Mandylion can be seen in the church of Agios
Nikolaos in Milea (Figures 6.76 and 6.77). Drandakis dates it to the middle of the
eleventh century although he makes no mention of the Mandylion567. The position and
shape are the same as in Skoutari; two angels hold the cloth up (although there is no
inscription), and Christ’s shoulders are also outlined. It looks as if the icon was never
finished, as the outlines of Christ’s body down to his chest are visible, but appear not to
have been painted.
Another late Mandylion is painted in the church of the Metamorphosis of the
Saviour (the paintings can be dated to 1725 by an inscription in the church) (Figures
6.78-6.79). No neck is visible and the long brown hair protrudes sharply to each side of
the head. The attempts at depicting folds in the cloth are very poor, and it would appear
to be held up by painted nails (the one on the left is still visible).
Another eighteenth-century icon of the Mandylion, in the church of Agios
Ioannis in the village of Platsa568, is without doubt the smallest Mandylion in Mani (it is
too high up to measure, although I would estimate it is no more than 30 cm across). The
painting is simple to the point of being child-like, Christ has two small dots for eyes,
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 The church is described in Drandakis, M£nh, vol. 1, pp. 433-437.
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 André Grabar, L’iconoclasme bizantin (Paris 1957), translated into Spanish as La Iconoclastia
Bizantina (Madrid 1998), p. 55: “La cabeza de Cristo destaca en el disco del nimbo crucífero, y – signo
de arcaismo de este tipo iconográfico – el cuello está representado ....”.     
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 Drandakis, M£nh, vol. 1, p. 217.
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 The church is described in Drandakis, M£nh, vol. 2, pp. 661-667.
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short hair (and a beard), while one of the two angels (really just faces with wings) at the
sides of the cloth has a grinning mouth (Figure 6.80).
In conclusion, among the numerous Mandylia in Mani, two details stand out: the
unique feature of hands holding the cloth from above, seen nowhere else, and the
example showing Christ almost down to his waist. This adds to the great variety of
models existing for what is in essence no more than the face of Jesus on a piece of cloth.
6.5 Mystra
The later enclave of Mystra is better preserved in general than anything in Mani,
although despite this, the murals are sadly lacking in most churches. One of the
exceptions is the second east chapel in the fourteenth-century church of Hagia Sophia
(built between 1350 and 1370) in the upper part of the city. The visitor’s eye is
immediately drawn to the large mural depicting the Dormition of the Virgin, and most
eyes miss what is directly underneath this scene – the scanty remains of what must have
been a huge Mandylion (approx. 1.8 m across) (Figures 6.81-6.82)569. All that is left is
part of the cloth at upper left, part of Christ’s halo and a hint of his hair. Nothing is left
of the face, and no further conclusions can be drawn from these remains570.
The Mandylion can also be seen at three other churches in Mystra: the
fourteenth-century churches of the Hodogetria and Peribleptos, and the fifteenth-century
church of the Pantanassa571. 
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 The photograph is inverted in Emmanuel, ‘The Holy Mandylion’, p. 302.
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 Cf. Emmanuel, ‘The Holy Mandylion’, pp. 291-298.
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 They are described and photographed in Emmanuel, ‘The Holy Mandylion’.
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6.6 Mount Athos
One of the most interesting examples of the Mandylion on Mount Athos can be found at
the Romanian skete of the Prodromos. The skete dates from the mid-nineteenth century,
and the icon looks contemporary (Figure 6.83). It is the only Mandylion I have seen in
the Orthodox world in which Christ is wearing the crown of thorns (though there are no
bloodstains or other signs of the passion). In the west, Christ’s face with the crown of
thorns on a cloth would be clearly identified as a Veronica, but this icon is just as
clearly identified by its inscription – SF (i.e. Sfanta) MAHRAMA, the Holy Mandylion.
This takes the cloth out of the Abgar legend (a few days before the passion) and places
it right in the middle of the narrative of Christ’s crucifixion and death. As far as I am
aware, neither this Mandylion nor any of the following icons are mentioned in the
published literature.
One of the most spectacular paintings of the icon can be found over the archway
at the entrance to the monastery of Docheiariou; a large sixteenth-century Mandylion
greets all those who come in (Figure 6.84). The face of Christ is bearded, while the long
hair is split into two on each side of the face. The golden halo bears the letters Ð ên572,
and there is a great extension of cloth on each side of the face, filled with various groups
of three black dots arranged in the form of a triangle.
The seventeenth-century Mandylion in the church at the monastery of Dionysiou
(Figure 6.85) has several features in common with the Docheiariou one; the same
golden halo with the same inscription Ð ên (although at Docheiariou the article is on the
left of the face, and at Dionysiou it is above), the same extended cloth on either side of
the face and the same black dots (although at Dionysiou there are other designs in
addition). The Dionysiou Mandylion identifies the subject with the traditional
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 For an explanation of the inscription, see above, p. 164 note 270.
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contracted form of the sacred name IC XC, absent at Docheiariou. Christ’s hair is
divided into two on the left but there is only one lock on the right.
There is a small and deteriorated Mandylion in the Megiste Lavra monastery,
painted onto the wall in the courtyard and protected from the elements by a glass cover
(Figure 6.86). The hair is split into two on both sides of the face, and just visible inside
the light blue halo are the letters IC XC.
Probably the oldest (twelfth- or thirteenth-century) and most damaged
Mandylion on Athos is in the church at the Protaton, in Karyes, the administrative
‘capital’ of Mount Athos (Figure 6.23). Christ’s face (with a halo) is on a grey cloth
with horizontal red stripes and golden tassels at the bottom. The cloth is held up by two
angels, although little more than the arms and legs of the one on the left now remain.
The inscription too is damaged − all that can now be read is n mand…li.            
The beautiful Mandylion at the monastery of Stavroniketa was painted by
Theophanes the Cretan in 1546 (Figure 6.87). It shows an almost thoughtful Christ on
an intricately designed cloth (damaged to the lower right of the face). The cloth shown
is also much wider than those in the Protaton and Megistes Lavras.
A different model is evident in two later versions in the Koutloumousiou
monastery and hanging in a frame in the church at the Protaton. Similarities in the
design of the cloth and in certain facial features suggest that the two were painted by the
same artist, or that the later one is a copy of the earlier. Christ’s hair (divided into two
locks on either side of the face) is much longer than in other paintings, and his lips are
painted very red, seeming almost to be pouting. There are also tassels at the bottom
rather than on the side of the cloth (Figures 6.24 and 6.25). These two features are also
imitated on certain souvenir icons of the Mandylion for sale in the town of
Ouranoupolis, from where the boats leave for Athos (Figure 6.88).
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A spectacular version of the Mandylion can be seen in the recently painted
refectory at the monastery of Koutloumousiou. The whole room was painted during the
1990’s, and the far end (from the main door) is presided over by a truly impressive
Mandylion (Figures 6.89-6.90). A stern looking Christ is portrayed with his hair
brushed behind his shoulders. Three crimson strips take the place of the letters Ð ên
evident on other paintings, while the cloth itself is white with blue stripes. The cloth is
tied into knots at the upper corners and suspended on golden hooks, while Christ’s
garment is artistically blended into the cloth itself.
Athonite monasteries also hold smaller painted icons on wood, such as the three
at Iveron measuring 14.5 x 11.5, 24.5 x 20.5 and 31.5 x 23 cm respectively (Figures
6.91, 6.92 and 6.93). One of the three can be dated to 1782 from an inscription on the
icon itself, while another bears a more complete inscription than most others: TÕ ¤gion
mandÚlion toà kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà.
The Athonite Mandylia are in general late and evidence little in the way of
originality. The one exception to this is the Romanian skete of the Prodromos, where on
the Mandylion the face of Christ is depicted with the crown of thorns, clearly linking
the Abgar legend and the related image to the passion of Christ. This is a unique
representation of the Image of Edessa.
6.7 North-West Greece and the FYROM
The Mandylion in the Church of the Anastasis tou Christou in Veria (as it is called on
the sign outside the building), or Christ Sotir (according to Thanasis Papazotos573) or
simply Christ (according to Sharon Gerstel574) dates, along with the other wall paintings
in the church, from the early fourteenth century (see Figure 6.54). Both the church and
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 Wandering in Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Veria (Athens 2007), pp. 20-25.
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 Gerstel, Beholding, pp. 105-107.
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the paintings are well described575 (the paintings can be dated to 1314 by an inscription
over the main door, the Dormition of the Virgin is in an excellent state of preservation,
and the painter – Kalliergis – devoted most of his talent to the study of colour). One
should point out the form of the cloth, one of the many hanging and knotted types that
became common in Greece and Cyprus from the mid-thirteenth century onwards. There
is another similar Mandylion in the church of Agioi Theodoroi in Veria, dating from the
eighteenth century576.
In Kastoria there are various Byzantine and post-Byzantine churches, some of
which have depictions of the Mandylion. One of the most interesting is to be found in
the church of Agios Nikolaos tou Kasnitze (Figure 6.94), dating from the late twelfth
century577. The Mandylion is suspended, which would make it one of the earliest
recorded of this type (Figure 6.95).
In the same church there is what is most probably a Keramion, painted above an
arched recess on the east wall of the narthex, and previously unrecorded (Figure 6.96).
The dating is presumably the same as for the rest of the church (i.e. late twelfth
century). The painting is heavily damaged and no inscriptions are visible; the
rectangular shape suggests a Keramion, although the tile usually reflects the shape and
features of the Mandylion itself. The different format for the Mandylion and Keramion
is rare; it can be paralleled at the church of Agios Demetrianos in Dali (Cyprus),
analysed below (p. 301).
Another previously unrecorded Mandylion in Kastoria can be found in the
church of Taxiarchis Mitropoleos (Figures 6.97-6.98). The church itself dates from
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 Cf. Papazotos, Wandering, p. 22: “Due to their quality and the fact that they are signed, the wall-
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ca.1000, although the paintings are mid-fourteenth century578. The decoration on the
cloth is unlike any other in the area, but similar to the Mandylion in Kastania, in Mani
(Figure 6.74). This discovery adds another example to the knotted suspended type.
There is an interesting wall painting in the church of the Agioi Anargyroi in
Kastoria, dating from the second phase of painting in the building in the late twelfth
century579. The setting seems ideal for a Mandylion: the Annunciation is shown with
Gabriel on the left and the Virgin on the right, leaving the space directly over the arch
free for the cloth. This indeed is where the Image of Edessa is found in so many other
churches. However, instead of the cloth with Christ’s face we find a semi-circle with
Christ Pantocrator – a most unusual place for this icon (Figure 6.99). Gerstel calls the
image the Ancient of Days in a half medallion580.
As for the Mandylion in Hagia Sophia in Ohrid (FYROM), as far as I am aware
there were no previous good colour photographs of the painting available in the
literature581. The wall painting dates from the eleventh century, and this is one of the
earliest depictions of the Mandylion showing Christ’s neck, shoulders and part of the
chest (Figures 6.100-6.101)582. The Mandylion is above Christ Pantocrator (a rare
positioning), and is flanked, as on so many other examples, by two angels. Other
examples of the icon showing Christ’s shoulders and chest are described above, in the
section on Mani.
There is a dearth of descriptions and photographs of the icons in general in this
area, and especially concerning the Image of Edessa. New examples of both the
Mandylion and the corresponding Keramion have been recorded herein, although the
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 Gerstel, Beholding, p. 89.
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 Gerstel even seems unaware of its existence in her description of the church, Beholding, pp. 83-84.
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 Cf. Alexei Lidov, ‘The Mandylion and Keramion as an Image-Archetype of Sacred Space’, in
Eastern Christian Relics, ed. Alexei Lidov  (Moscow 2003), p. 269: “A depiction not only of the neck but
also the shoulders of Christ provides an extremely rare detail, which deserves a special consideration”.
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morphology of the two is different and they do not face each other as they do in so
many other churches where both are present. Colour photographs are provided for the
first time of the interesting Mandylion in Ohrid, an early example showing Christ’s
neck and shoulders, suggesting something quite different from just the facial image.
Obtaining permission to take photographs in the FYROM is not a simple task and this
could explain the lack of earlier pictures.
6.8 Georgia
Iconoclasm had a very limited effect on Georgia due to the distance from the capital583,
and so some of the icons in the country are very early. Georgia was also the only
country in the Byzantine periphery to show an interest in icons584. Georgian art and
architecture is not strictly Byzantine, although the two are intimately related585.
Tradition in the country holds that the miraculous copy of the Mandylion on the tile (the
Keramion) was taken there by St Antony of Martkophi586 (for modern icons showing St
Antony with the image, see Figures 6.102 and 6.103). It is therefore somewhat
surprising that there are no known depictions of the Keramion in Georgian churches.
The earliest image of Christ in Georgia is without doubt the Anchiskati icon.
Dating from the sixth or seventh century, the original encaustic painting on a wooden
board measures 105 x 71 cm, and is 4.6 cm thick (Figure 6.104). The current revetment
dates from the nineteenth century, although it was first covered in the twelfth century by
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the use of images in public worship. A persecution of those who resisted followed; enforcement was
always more marked at Constantinople than in the provinces”.
584
 Cf. Tania Velmans, ‘La Periferia Oriental del Mundo Bizantino’, Il Viaggio dell’icona dalle orgini
alla caduta di Bisanzio (Milan 2002), translated into Spanish as El Viaje del Icono desde los orígenes
hasta la Caída de Bizancio (Milan 2003), p. 85. Ethiopian icons generally date from the fifteenth century
onwards and so are post-Byzantine.  
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 Cf. Cortés Arrese, El arte bizantino (Zaratamo 1999), p. 84: “... las arquitecturas armenia y
georgiana no son bizantinas en el sentido estricto del término; se trata de familias separadas de
arquitectura religiosa del oriente cristiano, especialmente a partir del siglo X”.
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Queen Tamar, and again on various subsequent occasions. One of the inscriptions (from
the eighteenth century) even claims that the Anchiskati icon is the true original Image of
Edessa, thus making Georgia home to both the Mandylion and the Keramion587. The
icon is now held at the Museum of Fine Arts in Tblisi588.
The icon is a painting on wood and shows no immediate link to the Mandylion
(i.e. there is no cloth). And yet according to Pucko589, “On doit de fait reconnaître son
lien avec Édesse: elle est du type ‘acheiropoïète’”. According to the description by Š.
Armiranašvili590:
L’image du Sauveur est tellement endommagée que beaucoup de détails relatifs au style
et à l’originalité de l’icône en question restent peu clairs. Le Sauveur de cette icône est du type
acheiropoïète: les gros yeux largement ouverts, les sourcils arqués typiques des monuments des
VIe-VIIe siècles en sont charactéristiques. On ne peut pas voir si les sourcils étaient réunis. Le
nez est allongé, droit, et ne produit pas d’impression de pesanteur. Le contour des moustaches et
de la barbe n’est plus visible. Le Sauveur avait les cheveux séparés par une raie, le visage était
jaunâtre, selon saint Jean Damascène, était charactéristique des répresentations du Sauveur dans
la pinteur syrienne; il la désigne du terme spécial sitóchrous. La figuration en question du
Sauveur représente donc, sans aucun doute, par son contenu iconographique et par certains traits
stylistiques, un monument très ancien d’iconographie, non postérieur au VIIe-VIIIe siècle,
étroitement lié à la peinture syrienne.
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 Cf. Ekaterine Gedevanishvili, ‘The Representation of the Holy Face in Georgian Medieval Art’,
Iconographica V (2006), pp. 11-12.
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 Gedevanishvili, ‘The Representation’, p. 12. The inscription reads as follows: “This icon not made
by human hands was first translated from Edessa to Constantinople, and when Leo the Isaurian and the
other iconoclasts appeared, at that time it was translated from there and brought to Klarjeti, to the
bishopric church of Ancha”. Cf. Karaulashvili, ‘King Abgar’, p. 188.
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 No photographs are permitted in the museum, and there are no reproductions of the icon available
at the small museum shop. There is a life-size copy of the icon just outside the main museum door, where
people light candles and say prayers (Figure 6.105).
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 V. Pucko, ‘Les imagines clipeatae chrétiennes primitives et l’icône du Sauveur d’Anči’, Revue des
Études Géorgiennes et Caucasiennes 2 (1986), pp. 197-210.
590
 Š. Armiranašvili, Beka Opizari (Tblisi 1956, original in Russian).
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The Anchiskati icon would appear to be a copy of the Image of Edessa591 – most
probably the oldest known copy (unless the Edessa mosaic is understood to be a
Mandylion). Another early copy of the Holy Face is the image in the eighth-century
church of Telovani (Figure 6.106). This style of depicting the face of Christ in a circle is
known as a clipeata image. According to André Grabar, the clipeata image was
typically used for portraits of a sovereign, for his subjects to pay homage to592. It seems
that this kind of image was specifically used to portray the triumph of Orthodoxy and
iconophile convictions, and indeed, the clipeata image of Christ appears various times
in the ninth-century Chludov Psalter miniatures to express the victory over the
iconoclasts (Figures 6.107-6.108)593.
Nevertheless, there are various supposedly clipeata images of Christ that are
completely unrelated to the triumph of Orthodoxy after iconoclasm, either because they
are earlier than the Iconoclast crisis or just because they are not related to the question
of image veneration. An example of an image of this kind from before the Iconoclast
controversy is the disembodied face of Christ on an icon of Sts Sergius and Bacchus,
originally from St Catherine’s in Sinai but today kept at the Kiev Museum of Western
and Oriental Art (Ukraine). The icon dates from the seventh century (Figure 6.109).
Even earlier is the face of Christ at the spring of Nicodemus (Salamis, Cyprus) (Figure
6.110). It was discovered in the 1930’s and has been dated to the sixth century – it has
been virtually inaccessible since the Turkish occupation of Northern Cyprus in 1974,
although an artist made a copy shortly after the icon’s discovery and this can be seen at
the Medieval Museum in Limassol (Figure 6.111).
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 Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend’, p. 224, remains unconvinced: “It is difficult to estimate
whether this Ancha icon reflects the plausible original form of the Edessan image of Christ. Nevertheless,
the fact that from the thirteenth century onwards this icon is considered to be the Keramidion makes it
worthy of special attention”.
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 Grabar, L’Iconoclasme, p. 232.
593
 For a summary of the history of the clipeata image, cf. Belting, Likeness, pp. 107-114.       
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Given the definition and functions of the purely clipeata images as described by
Grabar and Belting, i.e. to celebrate the triumph of Orthodoxy after the Iconoclast crisis,
we could question the application of such an epithet to images like Telovani, Salamis
and the Sergius and Bacchus icon. All they have in common is the round shape, whereas
the function and purpose is completely different. None of the three icons mentioned
celebrates any kind of victory, and none are related to the iconoclast controversy.
And yet the face in these images is most definitely an Image of Edessa type – all
that is missing is the cloth. In fact, some early examples of the Mandylion are nothing
more than the encircled face of Christ placed in the middle of a piece of cloth, as can be
seen on the partial remains of the image in the church of Deir al-Surian in Egypt,
uncovered in the 2001-2002 excavations and dating to ca.800594 (Figure 6.112). The
lower part of a face in a circle can be seen on a cloth, identified as the Image of Edessa
by the accompanying Syriac inscription reading “and he sent him the image” (Figure
6.113). According to Karaulashvili, the fact that Abgar and the Mandylion are shown
next to Constantine and the cross turns the cloth into a “military relic”595; the Image was
certainly used to defend the city against enemies, but an active attacking role is not
attested before the sixteenth century in Russia, so Karaulashvili’s conclusion seems
somewhat anachronistic.
Also of a definitely Mandylion type are certain examples of coinage (necessarily
round) from Byzantium. The best-known examples are the golden solidi from the reign
of Justinian II (r. 685-695, 705-711) (Figure 6.114). The face of Christ (which was
abandoned on coins during the Iconoclast crisis and was later adopted once again)
displays all the features typical of the Image of Edessa: long hair and beard, oval-shaped
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 For a detailed description of the campaign and the results, cf. Karel Innemée and Lucas van
Rompay, ‘Deir al-Surian (Egypt): New Discoveries of 2001-2002’, Hugoye Journal of Syriac Studies 5.2
(2002), accessible on-line at http://syrcom.cua.edu/Hugoye/Vol5No2/HV5N2InnemeeVanRompay.Html (last
accessed: 7 July 2014).
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 Karaulashvili, ‘King Abgar’, p. 182.
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face and large open eyes. The neck and shoulders, so evident on the coin, are also to be
seen on many examples of the Image of Edessa. It is true that on the solidus one of
Christ’s hands is in a blessing position and the other holds a book, so much more typical
of a Pantocrator image, although the Mandylion was certainly associated with coinage.
A fourteenth-century typikon from Mount Athos twice mentions coins with a
Mandylion: ›n nÒmisma met¦ mandul…ou596 (see above, pp. 173-174). The document is
internally dated to the reign of Emperor Manuel II Palaeologus (r. 1391-1425) and more
specifically to May 1394597. The document concerns the restoration of order on Mount
Athos after internal disruption and the tributes each monastery has to pay to the Protos;
mostly expressed in measures of oil and wine, although two houses, the Lavra and
Chilandari, are also ordered to pay the coin with the Mandylion. It is impossible to
know exactly what kind of coins the typikon is referring to, but the association between
the Image and coinage is made clear598.
I would therefore propose the revision (or rather non-use) of the term clipeata
image in relation to faces of Christ dating from before Iconoclasm. They do not
represent any kind of victory and are much more closely related to the face of Christ as
depicted on the Image of Edessa.
The image at Telovani is likewise unrelated to the Iconoclast question. It is
seriously damaged (and this damage would appear to be deliberate – Figure 6.106);
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 The typikon was edited by Philipp Meyer, Die Haupturkunden für die Geschichte der Athosklöster
(Leipzig 1894; repr. New York 2005). The references to the coins with the Mandylion image are on pp.
201-202.    
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 Cf. Meyer, Die Haupturkunden, p. 61.
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 Cf. Kessler, Spiritual Seeing, p. 82: “An allusion to coins struck from a matrix may actually have
been intended; for the clipeate image looks ever so much like depictions on current coinage. Referring to
just such a representation, the fourteenth-century typikon of Manuel Palaeologus II on Mt. Athos alludes
to the tÒ nÒmisma met¦ mandul…ou” (sic).
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what can still be seen shows us a “half-image of Christ inscribed in a circle”599. The
inscription on this image is unique in the Christian world: “The Holy Face of God”600.
A particularly striking Holy Face (Figure 6.115) can be seen in the church of the
Assumption in the cave monastery of Vardzia, roughly three hundred kilometres from
Tblisi, in the area of Meshketi. The church and its murals date from 1184-1186, and in
the words of Ghivi Gaprindashvili,
[are] a remarkable relic of Georgian monumental art. When comparing them with other
works of the period, so as to establish the stylistic peculiarities of the frescoes of various
monuments, researchers are greatly aided by the precise dating, and the individual manner of
execution, evident in the elegance of the figures, the masterly rendering of pose, gesture and
movement, the psychological expressiveness of the faces601.
The face of Christ is shown without the cloth, giving rise to a much larger face
than would otherwise have been possible. According to Gedevanishvili602, remains of
the blue background paint are still visible. The placing of the Mandylion on the
tympanum above the door recalls the Image above the gateway into Edessa603, although
the scene of the communion of St Mary of Egypt above the Holy Face endows it with a
Eucharistic meaning, possibly even relating Christ to the bread of communion. The
typical Mandylion features are present on the Vardzia Holy Face – the wide open eyes
and long nose, and the long hair with a parting on the top of the head. The heavily
damaged Mandylion at Gelati Monastery (1291-1293) is also in a tympanum in the
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  Cf. Gedevanishvili, ‘The Representation’, p. 18.
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  Gedevanishvili, ‘The Representation’, p. 19. According to Tania Velmans, Byzance, les Slaves et
l’Occident. Etudes sur l’art paléochrétien et medieval (London 2000), p. 288, the image at Telovani is “la
plus ancienne image du Mandylion”.
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  Vardzia: History, Architecture, Wall painting, Applied arts (Leningrad 1975), p. 23.
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 Gedevanishvili ,‘The Representation’, p. 15.
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 Gedevanishvili, ‘The Representation’, p. 15, and Grabar, ‘La Sainte Face’, pp. 30-31.
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western wall of the narthex. Only the edges of the cloth and the outline of the head now
remain604.
A large Mandylion can be seen at the church of Timotesubani (Figure 6.116).
The Mandylion has been amply studied and analysed by Ekaterine Gedevanishvili605,
who concludes that its poor state of preservation is due to its having been painted
directly over another scene depicting the torments of the wicked in hell. It is the only
part of the original murals (dating from the early thirteenth century) that has been
repainted (towards the end of the same century), which explains the large dimensions
(not originally intended for the Mandylion). The repainting was related to the south
entrance into the church – coming in through this door the faithful were immediately
faced with the image, the triumphant light of the world shining out in hell.
The Mandylion at Timotesubani is heavily damaged and little can be seen of the
face. The clothed shoulders are clearly visible606, as is the original red colour of the
nimbus (symbolising the Resurrection607). The shoulders are a typical feature of the
Mandylion in Georgia608 and can be seen in the twelfth-century icons at Ikvi (Figure
6.117), Pavnisi and Tsaldashi. The Ikvi Mandylion is heavily damaged, although
enough can still be seen to establish a certain similarity with the icons at Agios Ioannis
in Skoutari and Agios Nikolaos in Milea, both in Mani in Greece, especially with
respect to the outline of the shoulders.
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 Cf. Gedevanishvili, ‘Some thoughts on the depiction of the Ecumenical Councils at Gelati’,
Iconographica VI (2007), p. 56.
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 ‘The Holy Face in the Murals of Timotesubani’, Georgian Antiquities 1 (2002), 79-84, revised and
repr. as ‘Encountering the Resurrection, The Holy Face at the Timotesubani Murals’, Intorno al Sacro
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that it is a “huge image of Christ with shoulders” – if the shoulders are present, obviously the neck must
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  Cf. Gedevanishvili, ‘The Holy Face’, p. 183.
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  Cf. Gedevanishvili, ‘The Representation’, p. 22.
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The thirteenth-century Mandylion at the church of the Archangels in Tanghili is
relatively well preserved609. It is set within a square frame, which pace Gedevanishvili,
would appear to depict the cloth of the Mandylion – few icons of the Mandylion in
Georgia show the cloth with tassels. A similar Mandylion is preserved at the monastery
church of Kobairi, now lying within the borders of Armenia (Figure 6.118). The icon
also dates from the thirteenth century. Christ’s neck and shoulders are clearly depicted
on this icon.
The later (fourteenth-century) Mandylion at the church of St George in Ubisi
(Figure 6.119) is an exception to the Georgian tradition of not emphasising the cloth.
The tassels are clearly visible on the sides of the rectangular cloth (Figure 6.120), while
the decoration on the cloth itself recalls that of the large icon at the monastery of
Docheiariou on Mount Athos (Figure 6.84). The Mandylion in Ubisi is in the highest
place in the apse, and forms an entity with the Trinity – God the Father (as the Ancient
of Days), the Son (as the Pantocrator) and the Holy Spirit (Figure 6.121). This is very
rare, if not entirely unique, in Mandylion iconography and would appear to lay
emphasis on the Incarnation of God. This Mandylion seems to have been painted over a
previous one, with a larger halo. The larger circle is still clearly visible, around the later
face and halo.
While at the National Centre of Georgian Manuscripts I was able to personally
examine and study the two MSS known as the Alaverdi and Gelati Gospels, both of
which contain pictorial cycles concerning the Abgar legend and the sending of the
image of Christ to Edessa. Much has been written about these two MSS; of particular
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 Cf. Tania Velmans, ‘Deux missions du CNRS en Géorgie: décoration originale des absides
médiévales’, Comptes rendus des séances de l'année-Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres, 123e
année, N. 3 (Paris 1979), p. 528 and Fig. 8.
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interest is the article explaining how the inclusion of the Abgar correspondence in a
Gospel MS is an attempt to canonise the episode610.
The Alaverdi Gospel MS can be dated to the year 1054611. Skhirtladze’s
description of the location of the miniatures relating to the Abgar episode is mistaken612,
while he in turn claims to correct an earlier description. The first miniature is on f. 316v
and takes up a whole folio. In this beautiful and richly coloured illustration, King
Abgar, lying on a bed (and with a halo), hands his letter to the messenger (Figure
6.122). On f. 318r Christ, wearing red and blue, writes the reply while the same
messenger (identified by the red clothing) looks on (Figure 6.123).
The actual Mandylion is depicted on f. 320v (Figure 6.6). A white rectangular
cloth with red tassels imitating Georgian writing holds the face and uncovered neck of
Christ against the nimbus with a cross, and the usual inscription IC XC. There are eight
red roundels; seven larger ones, three down each side and one underneath the face, with
two concentric circles, and an identical but smaller one (missing the outer circle) above,
between IC and XC. The interesting aspect about this particular miniature is that the
cloth is set against a much larger golden board or panel, which itself seems to arise out
of a rectangular red, blue and golden box or casket, resembling in this aspect the way
the body of Christ rises out of a similar casket in numerous Man of Sorrows icons613.
The gateway to the city of Edessa is shown on f. 321v and the final miniature from the
series is the baptism of Abgar by Thaddeus on f. 323v. The king is shown completely
naked and with disproportionately large feet.
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 Skhirtladze, ‘Canonizing’, pp. 69-93. Interest within Georgia in the Mandylion and the Abgar
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 Cf. among the numerous examples that could be cited, the sixteenth-century Man of Sorrows icon
at the Monastery of Iveron on Mount Athos (Figure 6.124), and the fifteenth-century Akra Tapeinosis by
Nikolaos Tzafouris (Figure 6.125).
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The text in the MS is similar to the wild type known as the Epistula Abgari (see
above, pp. 108-137), while the text of the correspondence contains nothing too different
from the Greek versions (one small difference is that the promise to keep Edessa safe
from Abgar’s enemies is extended to the whole country). Jesus’ reply contains the
magical formula and the seals – the text is analysed in the chapters of this thesis
concerning the Epistula Abgari (pp. 108-137) and the development of the letter as a
magical amulet (pp. 219-239)614.
The dating of the Gelati gospels is a much more debated matter; Skhirtladze
concludes it was copied in the mid-twelfth century615. In comparison to the Alaverdi
MS, the miniatures here are much smaller and more numerous (there are ten altogether).
The first is on f. 287r and shows Abgar giving his letter to his messenger, while on f.
287v Christ receives the letter. Folio 288v shows Christ handing over his own reply to
the messenger (Figure 6.126) (in the Alaverdi Gospels Christ is depicted writing the
reply), while a somewhat obscure miniature on f. 289r shows the hand of God reaching
down from heaven (Figure 6.127). The cross and six letters (in Greek) representing the
seven seals on Christ’s letter are shown beneath; the artist must have intended some
relationship between the two, although it is difficult to see exactly what this relationship
is.
The fifth miniature contains two scenes (Figure 6.128); the actual details are not
perfectly clear, although Abgar is lying in bed in both. According to Skhirtladze, the
upper scene shows Abgar receiving the envoy and in the lower one he is directing the
painter to return to Jerusalem to paint a portrait of Christ. This would seem to be the
case, despite the lack of inscriptions on the scenes. In the upper scene Abgar is talking
to one person at the foot of his bed while another is at his side; in the lower scene he
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 Skhirtladze, ‘Canonizing’, p. 81.
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talks to a group of four people at the foot of the bed. The colours of Abgar’s clothing
and bed are interchanged in the two scenes. On f. 290r Christ receives the messenger,
although the only person spoken to by Abgar in the previous scene wearing brown (as
the messenger is) has white hair and a white beard, while the messenger has short dark
hair on f. 290r.
Folio 290v has three scenes in one: an envoy comes to Christ, who washes his
hands (not his face) and then hands over the cloth (Figure 6.129). The next miniature (f.
291r) shows the column of fire descending at Hierapolis (Figure 6.130), and the last two
can be found on f. 292r. The first shows the healing of the paralytic and then Abgar
receiving the Mandylion (Figure 6.70) and is the only miniature in the Gelati Gospel
MS to actually show the cloth with the miraculous imprint of Christ’s face. The last
miniature depicts the baptism of Abgar.
The text in the Gelati MS is also a version of the wild text Epistula Abgari, and
the text of the correspondence is what we could call “standard” (the promise to keep
Edessa safe from Abgar’s enemies is here limited to the city). Jesus’ reply also contains
the magical formula and the seals.
The importance of the Mandylion in Georgia is evident from the numerous
copies and related texts. The age of the icons of Christ (especially the Anchiskati icon
and the Holy Face at Telovani) and the inclusion of the Abgar legend in two illustrated
Gospel manuscripts show how deeply the Image of Edessa is rooted in the religion and
culture of the country, which lay on the limits of Byzantium.
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6.9 Cyprus616
The island of Cyprus contains some of the most original, unique and fascinating icons
of the Image of Edessa. The most original feature is without doubt the extremely
elongated nature of some paintings of the Mandylion, and the corresponding Keramion
too.
The church of Agios Sozomenos in the town of Galata (Figure 6.131) is an
excellent example of this; it is post-Byzantine, dating from the year 1513. The
Mandylion is on the south wall over the portal, and shows Christ with large, wide open
eyes, neck and shoulders (wearing a robe). The cloth is unusually long – almost two
metres (Figure 6.132) − as is the Keramion over the north wall (Figure 6.133). The tile
is bright red, and the face of Christ is more or less identical (the mouth is smaller on the
Keramion, and while the neck is visible, the shoulders are not). The church is described
in some detail by Andreas and Judith Stylianou617, although neither the Mandylion nor
the Keramion are mentioned.
Also in the town of Galata is the sixteenth-century church of the Archangel, or
Panagia Theotokos. The Mandylion is on the south wall over the door, and is of similar
dimensions to the one in the church of Agios Sozomenos (Figure 6.134). No neck or
shoulders are visible. The Keramion is also similar (Figure 6.135). Stylianou mentions
both the “Holy Handkerchief” and the “Holy Tile” in this case618.
The church of Panagia tou Arakou in Lagoudera contains the most complete
Byzantine paintings on the whole island of Cyprus, dating from the late twelfth century.
Painted gold on a blue background, the Keramion is over the north door and shows a
distinctly sad Christ, with a neck but no shoulders depicted (Figure 6.136). The facial
expression is different on the Mandylion (Figure 6.137), which apart from a slight crack
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running up through the cloth, is perfectly preserved. The beard on the Keramion is
pointed but not parted, whereas on the Mandylion it is divided into two, and both neck
and clothed shoulders can be seen on the Mandylion. The Keramion and the Mandylion
face each other over the dome of the church, thus showing that “the original and offset
are equal representations of the archetype because the image exists not in them but
through them”619.
The early fourteenth-century church of St Demetrianus at Dali (Figure 6.138)
also contains both a Mandylion and a Keramion. The Mandylion is on the south wall
over the door and is quite heavily damaged; the left side is all but gone (Figure 6.139).
The cloth is held up at the corners, a similar shape to the Mandylion in the church of
Panagia Phorbiotissa at Asinou in Cyprus (Figure 6.53) and also to Agioi Anargyrioi
(Figure 6.52) and Agios Nikolaos in Briki (Figure 6.62), in Mani, Greece. The face in
the corresponding Keramion on the west wall (Figure 6.140) is painted so as to be
identical to the Mandylion, although the knotted cloth looks much smaller than the tile
(precisely because it is knotted at the corners).
The Mandylion at the church of Panagia Phorbiotissa in Asinou (Figure 6.53) is
dated to the early twelfth century, much older than Agios Demetrianos, and is
immaculately preserved620. The neck of Christ is portrayed, overlapping the nimbus at
the bottom. The long hair is only shown on the viewer’s right, while the hair on the left
is neatly tucked behind the neck.
Dating from 1474 is the Mandylion at the church of the Archangel Michael in
Pedoulas, painted in a local post-Byzantine style (Figure 6.141). An expressively sad
face of Christ exhibits some features in common with other icons from the island,
notably the hair on the viewer’s left being tucked away behind the head. This particular
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icon is original in that the letters IC XC are on the lower part of the cloth, instead of the
much more usual location at the top.
The church of Agia Paraskevi in Paphos (formerly known as Agia Christina)
dates from 1411, and the Mandylion therein, on the south wall, is exceptionally well
preserved (Figure 6.142). The face of Christ is disembodied; no neck or shoulders are
visible. The cloth is depicted as held up by pins or nails at the two top corners621.
There are three wall painted icons of the Mandylion in the chapels that form part
of the monastery of Agios Ioannis Lampadistis, in the village of Kalopanayiotis. The
church and its chapels were built over a long period of time, from the eleventh to the
fifteenth centuries. The Mandylion on the column in the middle of the nave facing east
towards the altar (Figure 6.143) shows the neck of Christ, while the icon over the portal
in the middle wall, facing west, is a facial image only, with two locks of hair to the
viewer’s right and just one to the left (Figure 6.144).
The third Mandylion, on the south wall over the portal, is also a face-only image,
although this time there are two locks of hair on each side of the face. The shape of the
cloth is also unique in this case; instead of an excess of cloth on each side of the face, as
we can see on many other examples, what we have here is a face at the top of a vertical
rectangle (Figure 6.145), and a field of empty cloth underneath the face. This could be
quite simply due to the space available for painting the icon and which it had to take up
(Figure 6.146).
The Mandylia on Cyprus show once again how the Image was adapted to local
conditions and identity. The original features are extremely long depictions of the cloth
(and the corresponding Keramion), unique to the island. The examples on Cyprus are
essential for understanding the pictorial flexibility and evolution of the Image of Edessa.
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6.10 Conclusions
Attempts to date variations of the Mandylion have been made by Grabar622 and more
recently by Karaulashvili623. Grabar’s theories can be summarised as follows: a
rectangular cloth, often with tassels and spread out on a surface, can be dated to the
twelfth or thirteenth centuries, whereas in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the cloth
is suspended either by the corners or a row of rings at the top. The nimbus is typical of
the Comnenian period (1081-1185), and the gentle and serious facial expression624 is
typical of the Macedonian (867-1057) and Comnenian periods. Long cheeks and a long
beard on a Mandylion mean that it dates from before the fourteenth century. A long thin
nose, large eyes, schematic hair and red cheeks are typical of the twelfth century.
Grabar also states elsewhere625 that the presence of the neck of Christ on a Mandylion
shows the image is early.
Karaulashvili is more succinct. She states that according to opinio communis, the
earliest types consist of a clipeata image stretched on a flat surface, the second type is a
suspended cloth (from the second half of the thirteenth century onwards – which
contradicts Grabar), whereas the third type, the knotted cloth, first appears in the
fourteenth century. She then tries to provide examples that do not fit in with this; the St
Catherine’s icon, which is on a “suspended or curled cloth”, and a similar depiction in
Codex Skylitzes. However, the Sinai icon can hardly be described as suspended in the
sense meant with the Mandylion – it is held by Abgar/Constantine.
It is true that Grabar wrote in the 1930s, when for instance only one copy of the
Mandylion was known in Cappadocia, and to his credit he cites the Mandylion at
Sopočani in Serbia as an isolated example of a suspended cloth dating from the early
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 Karaulashvili, ‘The Abgar Legend’, pp. 229-230.
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 Grabar, ‘La Sainte Face’, p. 18: “à la fois douce et grave”.
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thirteenth century (Figure 147)626. There are a further two Mandylion icons at Sopočani
(Figures 6.148-6.149), neither of which is suspended either from the corners or from a
row of rings along the top.
Let us now look at Grabar’s various dating categories in more detail. First of all:
“a rectangular cloth, often with tassels and spread out on a surface, can be dated to the
twelfth or thirteenth centuries”. Both Sakli Mandylia in Cappadocia are rectangular on a
surface, with tassels, and yet both date from the eleventh century. Still in Cappadocia,
the Mandylion icons in St Catherine’s Chapel and in the Dark Church also fit this
description, and are also dated to the eleventh century.
The next description is that “in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the cloth is
suspended either by the corners or a row of rings at the top”. This is certainly true of
later icons, especially images on Mount Athos, but is contradicted by the eleventh-
century Mandylion in the Dark Church (Cappadocia), the twelfth-century Mandylion of
Episkopi (Mani) and the thirteenth-century icon at the Protaton (Mount Athos), all of
which are suspended by the corners. Grabar makes no mention of the Mandylia
suspended by a pair of hands (Briki and Karinia in Mani, both from the thirteenth
century) or the numerous examples of an angel at each side of the cloth holding it up
(the Protaton on Mount Athos and Skoutari in Mani are good examples).
The next clue is that the nimbus is “typical of the Comnenian period”, although
it is evident on numerous examples both earlier and later than the period claimed by
Grabar. The “gentle and serious facial expression” would have required a more detailed
identification by Grabar as this is something that is subject to the viewer’s own
interpretation on virtually all examples.
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Grabar then continues with two physical descriptions of the actual face on the
cloth, which can be used for dating purposes. The first is that “long cheeks and a long
beard on a Mandylion mean that it dates from before the fourteenth century”, and the
second is that a “long thin nose, large eyes, schematic hair and red cheeks are typical of
the twelfth century”. Again, in many cases whether a nose or beard is long is purely
subjective. The long nose, long beard and long cheeks tend to come together on
examples with an elongated face, which means the two descriptions contradict each
other. Large eyes are evident on many examples from before and after the twelfth
century, and the Mandylions in the pre-twelfth century Sakli Church in Cappadocia are
generally red in colour. As for Grabar’s last statement that the presence of a neck means
the Mandylion is early, this is disproven by various later examples from Mani.
In conclusion, what can really be highlighted from all the Mandylion copies we
have examined, both early and late, is the huge variety of shapes and forms that arose
from what is after all a simple legend of the face of Christ imprinted onto a cloth. There
are rectangular cloths, square cloths, elongated cloths (in Cyprus), cloths held up by
angels, cloths held up by hands descending from above, and knotted cloths. There are
long faces, round faces, pointed beards, split beards, longer hair, shorter hair, wide open
round eyes and smaller eyes, faces with a neck, faces with a neck and shoulders and
disembodied faces. The hair can be further subdivided into variations involving two
locks on each side of the head, one lock on one side and two on the other and no locks
visible as the hair is tucked behind the head. The beard is sometimes rounded with the
chin, sometimes longer and divided into two.
Christ’s nimbus is shown with and without the Greek inscription Ð ên, whose
letters vary in position from one image to another. There is even a seventeenth-century
Mandylion in the monastery of Varlaam (Meteora, Greece), whose inscription is
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actually the four thetas, qqqq (Figure 6.150), as recorded in the Synaxarion summary of
the Narratio de imagine edessena627 − the only image I have seen with this inscription.
With such a huge variety of typologies covering a period of seven or eight
centuries, it seems impossible to date examples with specific features characteristic to
each Mandylion. The most that can be done at this stage is to group certain types
together according to their origin; it would appear that all Russian examples show
nothing more than the face of Christ and never the neck or shoulders, e.g. the Novgorod
image, dating from the mid-twelfth century (Figure 6.151)628 and an embroidered
Mandylion known as the Moscow Aer, dating from 1389 (Figure 6.152)629.
The extremely elongated Mandylion is only to be found in the town of Galata in
Cyprus, while the hands descending from above to hold the cloth are apparently limited
to a few churches in Mani. Angels holding the cloth can be found throughout the
Byzantine world, as can knotted and rectangular cloths. Decorations on the cloth vary
from the roundels in Cappadocia and Georgia to flower-like paintings and fold marks in
other examples.
Just as with the very broad range of terminology generated by the Abgar legend
and the Mandylion, art too has depicted the cloth in a huge variety of different ways.
This can only be the reflection of a hugely fertile imagination in matters of religion, in a
particular subject that was so much dearer to the Byzantine heart than to our own.
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General Conclusions
It would be no exaggeration to state that the Image of Edessa was an object that was
actually treated as a holy person (as indeed were certain relics); it had its own feast day
and its own akolouthia, and prayers were addressed to it for intercession630. Certain
icons (e.g. the Genoa Mandylion and the Mandylion in the collection of H.M. Queen
Elizabeth II – which is discussed below, p. 308) are surrounded by scenes from the
Abgar legend, in the same style as some icons of saints are surrounded by scenes from
their lives, thereby equating the cloth with the saints themselves631. The attribution of
the qualities of a saint to the Image of Edessa shows the immense importance attached
to it, as if it were Christ himself rather than a representation thereof.
The ‘journey’ of the Image over the centuries, in its various forms and traditions,
is summarised in Appendix II below (pp. 380-386), in an attempt to place its
development in a historical context. The overall vision and impression obtained from
this outline and from the discussion in the thesis is the tenacity of the tradition of the
Image of Edessa, its wide dissemination, transformation and major influence in diverse
and varied fields of history and expressions of faith over such a broad geographical
area. It was used to construct identity and meet various purposes in diverse countries at
different times.
The effect of the Image can also be seen beyond the scope of what has been
examined above, in objects and places not mentioned in the thesis. For example, it
appears on photographs showing the Image on the banner carried by Bulgarian troops in
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 Cf. Velmans, Il viaggio, p.13. For the prayers and intercessions addressed to the image, cf. Guscin,
The Image, pp. 124-140.
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 Cf. Cynthia Hahn, ‘Icon and Narrative in the Berlin Life of St. Lucy (Kupferstichkabinett MS. 78
A 4)’, in The Sacred Image East and West, ed. Robert Ousterhout and Leslie Brubaker (Chicago 1005), p.
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World War I (Figure C.1), a 1970 postage stamp from Czechoslovakia (Figure C.2)632
and even hanging in a chapel in Lincoln Cathedral in England in 2012 with no
explanation or description of what it is (Figure C.3). King Abgar V (r. 4 BC-AD 7 and
AD 13-50) is shown on the obverse of the 100,000 dram Armenian bank note, issued in
2009, pointing to the royal banner with the Mandylion; the reverse of the note shows
Thaddaeus handing the Image to the monarch (Figure C.4). Special mention should be
made of the Mandylion in the collection of H.M. Queen Elizabeth II (Figure C.5).
Dating from the eighteenth century, it is clearly a copy of a Simon Ushakov (1626-
1686) icon; the faulty inscription is a detail that Ushakov would never have permitted
(TON AGION MANDULIO). The icon was obtained by Prince Albert, consort of Queen
Victoria, from Prince Ludwig Kraft Ernst von Oettingen-Wallerstein as repayment for
an outstanding loan633. In a MS kept in Harburg Castle in Germany there is a catalogue
of Prince Ludwig’s art collection as it was in 1817-1818, and where this icon is
described (pp. 16-17)634. Hungarian composer Franz Liszt (1811-1886) had a
Mandylion icon in his bedroom, which can now be seen at the Liszt Ferenc Memorial
Museum in Budapest (Figure C.6). The icon dates from the seventeenth century and
hangs over a prie-dieu (a prayer desk for private use). It bears the following inscription:
‘IMAGO CHRISTI SALVATORIS AD IMITATIONEM EIUS QUAM MISIT
ABGARO QUAE ROMAE HABETUR IN MONASTERIO S. SILVESTRI’ (The
image of Christ the Saviour, a copy of the one he sent to Abgar, which is kept at the
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 See http://colnect.com/es/stamps/stamp/128337-Mandylion_16stol_Lukov-Slovak_folk_icon-
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 Cf. Ernst von Dobschütz and Lionel Cust, ‘Notes on Pictures in Royal Collections – Article III The
Likeness of Christ’, Burlington Magazine 18.5 (London 1904), pp. 517-528.  
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 Cf. Lorne Campbell, The Early Flemish Pictures in the Collection of Her Majesty the Queen
(Cambridge 1985), pp. xlviii-ix.   
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monastery of St Sylvester in Rome). This is in fact the Vatican copy, which was taken
from St Sylvester in 1870635.
Above all the Image of Edessa was used diachronically to express meaning. Like
other devotional objects, icons (including murals) were often used to express further
ideas, not always easy for the non-initiated to identify and/or interpret in what they
depicted636, as in the case of wall paintings placed in a specific iconographic programme
in a church. A good example of this is the change in the depiction of the crucified Christ
in the ninth century, from a fully clothed figure reigning in glory from the cross to a
suffering human wearing only a loincloth, which underlines the humanity of Christ.
This is related to the Iconoclast controversy. Iconoclasts argued that Christ, as God, was
uncircumscribable and that to depict him in any kind of icon was to deny his divinity,
while iconophiles argued in turn that not to depict the life and death of Christ was to
deny his humanity, as his human body was undeniably circumscribable637.  According
to all the different versions of the origin of the Image (whether Jesus providing a
portrait for the painter, or a letter to the messenger sent by Abgar, or the disciples giving
him a cloth to wipe off his bloody sweat in Gethsemane), it was produced by Christ on
earth and showed his human nature. This made it the perfect argument against the
iconoclasts, as not only was Christ showing himself to be circumscribable but also to be
authorising the existence and production of images of himself. The whole issue of the
Iconoclast controversy and its impact on the Byzantine world in general is complex and
has been debated in detail638; I have limited the discussion in this thesis to the role of the
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Image of Edessa in this context. This could lead to a more detailed study of the
controversy from the point of view of this particular icon and how specific icons
affected the underlying theological arguments in the debate.
The city of Edessa was in Syria, one of the Miaphysite areas (together with
Egypt, Syria, Armenia and Ethiopia). Miaphysites were sometimes confused (especially
by their opponents) with Monophysites, although the difference is significant; the
Miaphysites preserved the original terminology of Cyril of Alexandria, emphasising that
Christ was both human and divine in one nature, whereas the more extreme
Monophysite view held that Christ had one divine nature, which virtually absorbed his
humanity. This was the view held by the priest Eutyches (ca.380-ca.456) and the
minority that followed him639. The Image of Edessa contributes to showing this
difference, as an image of the face of Christ imprinted by Christ himself was more than
sufficient proof of his human nature; if the Miaphysites had not accepted the humanity
of Christ, the Image would surely not have been held in such high esteem in Edessa.
The role of the Image of Edessa as a depiction of the human Christ in the midst of the
Miaphysite controversy, and indeed, in the much more general and complex field of the
Christological debate, is a field for further detailed study.
The placing of the Image in iconographic schemes in churches is often said to be
related to the Eucharist (see above, p. 262). In the Dark Church in Cappadocia, for
example, the unusual presence of Abraham in the bema together with the Image is said
to have Eucharistic connotations. The exact meaning of this, however, is not
immediately clear. The link between Abraham and the Eucharist is a reference to the
near sacrifice of his son Isaac, by which Abraham is said to prefigure the Father’s
sacrifice of his Son on Calvary, re-enacted in the body and blood symbolism of the
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Eucharist. This could then be a further reference to the humanity of Christ (it was the
human body of Christ that was sacrificed on the cross) or could even link the image to
the Passion, as other sources do. One should always exercise extreme caution, however,
when attributing such meanings, as it is not always clear exactly why the artist placed
the Image together with, in this case, Abraham, and much less so how many people
would understand this significance through mere observance.
According to some scholars, the placing of the Image of Edessa by other icons
related to the Incarnation also related it to the Eucharist640. In Sakli Church in
Cappadocia, it is placed between the Annunciation and Isaiah prophesying the birth of
the Messiah (Figure 6.12) – to my mind this has very little or nothing to do with the
Eucharist, and everything to do with the birth and humanity of Christ. Even when the
Image of Edessa is found close to the prothesis niche, this too is related to his birth and
sacrifice on the cross rather than the Eucharist641. I would suggest that ever since the
end of Iconoclasm, the main theological significance of the Image of Edessa in
Byzantium was to stress the human nature of Christ, in both his birth and sacrifice on
the cross, and that this meaning remained with it and was expressed in its positioning in
churches. This also makes much more sense than a supposed link to the Eucharist,
which in itself would serve no particular purpose. When a clear link to the Eucharist is
intended for an icon or mural, it is made evident, as in the case of the early fourteenth-
century image of the Virgin at the Chora Monastery in Istanbul, which is located
between depictions of the miracle at the wedding in Cana (turning water into wine) and
the multiplication of the loaves, i.e. bread and wine, which would immediately suggest
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an obvious link to the Eucharist642. The origins of the Image, however, and its depiction
of Christ in his earthly life make it ideal to show to any who might have doubted that he
was indeed fully human and could be depicted as such.
In other cases the Image of Edessa is shown facing the Keramion, the tile on
which according to the Narratio de imagine Edessena the face of Christ was
miraculously imprinted from the original cloth. The meaning of this placing of the two
images is not clear or easy to define. According to Herbert Kessler, the two images
facing each other show the unchanging nature of the appearance of Christ643; this could
be applied to the icon Kessler was first describing (Vaticanus Ross. 251, f. 12v), where
the two icons appear to be deliberate mirror images of each other, although he then
applies the same explanation to icons in churches. He goes on to state that the faces
show the unchanging likeness of the prototype even when they are on different
materials and imprinted or engraved in different ways. It is difficult to gauge how many
people would have understood such a meaning, and even more so to guess at the artist’s
original intentions. A possible interpretation of an icon does not necessarily mean that
this very interpretation lay in the artist’s mind when he produced the representation. It
becomes even more difficult to accept an interpretation according to which two
deliberately different faces show that the original is unchanging.
Alexei Lidov adopts a much simpler interpretation, explaining that the two
images merely recall the miracle told in the Narratio “that occurred in the niche over
the gates of Edessa – the imprint of the divine face, without being drawn, on the tile
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covering this niche”644. Paul Hetherington would seem to disagree with these
interpretations by stating that the Keramion “… always took a subsidiary place to the
mandylion image”645. Given that in many such cases it is almost impossible to
determine the artist’s intentions, as we have stressed, I would conclude, following
Lidov, that the presence of the two images merely reflects the miraculous story as told
in the Narratio and other versions.
Moreover, the Image of Edessa and the underlying Abgar legend and
correspondence have served as a tool in the hand of those who defended numerous
different and varied causes. It was used to support the claim by the city of Edessa to be
the first city/state to adopt Christianity as the official state religion, and subsequently
modified to construct the Christian identity of Armenia (by making Abgar king of
Armenia rather than Edessa), and subsequently to disassociate the Image from
Constantinople and identify it rather with Rome. In the Narratio de imagine edessena,
an anonymous man uttered the following words under the influence of the Image:
“Receive your glory and joy, Constantinople, and you, Constantine Porphyrogenitus,
your kingdom” (see below, p. 373). The Image was thus used politically to justify
Constantine’s taking the throne. The story was open to change in order to accommodate
the necessary identification with a certain city or region. As explained above (pp. 203-
206), in the seventeenth century the “truth” of the Abgar legend was used as a tool to
attack the Biblical canon, and a century later to ridicule the miraculous nature of early
church stories. As recently as the nineteenth century, the legendary nature of the Abgar
story was employed to question the very existence of the historical Jesus of Nazareth646.
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Vocabulary related to the Image was also employed to argue for and against
specific purposes. The avoidance of the word related to the burial shroud of Christ in
the Narratio de imagine Edessena denotes a definite refutation of the identification of
the two objects, while the coining of a new word, tetradiplon, regardless of its exact
meaning, shows how original terms became necessary to describe what must therefore
have been an object with certain specific properties that were otherwise difficult to
define.
One of the most fascinating uses of the Image and the Abgar legend,
nevertheless, lies in their use as a magical amulet. The magical formulae contained in
adaptations of the Abgar letters (both the one sent by Abgar to Christ and the reply)
address a deep human need for protection when in danger647. This belief is as human
and alive today as it ever was: from lay good luck charms to religious symbols used for
protection648. This is borne out by the amulets containing one or both of the Abgar
letters (sometimes with personalised requests and prayers), designed to be worn or
carried by individuals, and also by copies of the whole Abgar legend written in times of
danger, appealing to the divine promise of invincibility given to the city of Edessa. The
borderline between magical practice and Christianity may be impossible to define, if it
even exists649, but this never impeded the proliferation of superstitious acts and objects
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made to protect the bearer, a practice that is still widespread today650. The use of both
the letters and the Image itself in this regard is still evident today in the placing of the
latter at the top of an arch, reminiscent of its apotropaic position over the gateway of the
city of Edessa.
The psychological benefits of the use of amulets have been described by
Hildburgh651: the mere possession of an amulet can help people to achieve their aims,
such as for example the presence of a medal of St Christopher in a vehicle can lead a
driver to react better in an emergency, and people tend to remember the one time an
amulet ‘works’ rather than the numerous occasions when it does not. Hildburgh remarks
that “the employment of amulets seems … [to be] based upon, fostered and perpetuated,
by reason of certain deep-seated human instincts …”, adding that an amulet is a
“tangible symbol of hope, pleasurably fortifying the spirit of the person who employs
it”. This whole analysis is applicable to the use of the Abgar letters and the Image of
Edessa itself as one of the earliest examples of Christian protective amulets, appealing
as they do to a very human need in times of adversity.
The Image of Edessa also plays a seminal role in the ongoing general fascination
concerning the physical appearance of Christ. There is no single reliable physical
description of him in whom so many millions have placed their faith over the centuries,
and those that exist more often than not contradict each other. The Abgar legend is the
earliest version of the story of how Christ himself imprinted his face onto a piece of
linen cloth, followed in the west by the tales of Veronica and her cloth and the textual
approximations found in the Letter of Lentulus and other texts. This curiosity is an
integral part of human nature, and once again shows how the Image helps fulfil this
essential part of our being and inquisitiveness. Even though the Image of Edessa may
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not be as well-known in the west as it once was, the search for the physical face of
Christ is still capable of arousing controversy. The television series Son of God, which
was first aired in the United Kingdom in 2001, produced a computer-generated
reconstruction of the face of Christ (Figure C.7) which led to various criticisms and
heated debate. Other books and articles have since continued the controversial search652.
The present thesis has explored the story of the Image of Edessa offering as full
an account as possible of its tradition through the ages. Given its scope and limits
certain aspects were not fully examined and it is hoped that they will be researched in
depth in the future. The first desideratum is a critical edition of the Greek version of the
Life of St Alexis, a major undertaking, which would shed light on the Image of Edessa
by way of detailed comparison and analysis of the many different versions of the Life in
all the languages it was translated and adapted into in search of further evidence of the
Abgar story transmitted therein.
In relation to the search for the physical appearance of Christ (whose original is
of course impossible to determine), an in-depth study of the Veronica legend, the
Publius Lentulus letter and an overall analysis of the textual evidence, beyond what is
discussed in the present thesis, are all called for. This study could also include artistic
representations of Christ and his image as portrayed throughout history, even down to
the twentieth century in films and television series – an extension of how the physical
appearance of Christ is related to places and cultures (e.g., the blond Christ with blue
eyes in the western world and the black Christ in African Churches).
As far as fieldwork is concerned, the possibilities for further research are almost
endless. My own work has covered large tracts of land, but even where work is done
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there are always more churches and previously unknown depictions of the Image of
Edessa. I have included Mount Athos (though not all the monasteries), Mani (where
there are many churches I was unable to visit), various different towns in NE Greece,
Ohrid (in the FYROM), Cyprus, Turkey and Georgia. Similar fieldwork is required in
the rest of Byzantine and Orthodox world (especially in museums and churches): Crete,
Russia, Romania, Bulgaria, the Balkan countries and also in Syria, Palestine and Egypt.
A data base could be created to hold photographs of all known depictions of the Image
of Edessa in all these territories, classified by geographical area, date and type.
Further textual work is always possible. If during the research carried out for this
thesis several previously unknown and unpublished texts related to the Abgar legend
and the Image were uncovered, it would seem only logical that there are further similar
discoveries waiting to be made.
A significant element in this thesis is the analysis of modern scholarship in
relation to the Image and how some scholars have been led to avoiding and even
misrepresenting certain aspects thereof (e.g. ignoring von Dobschütz’s discussion of the
Image as the burial cloth of Christ) in order to distance both themselves and the object
from anything related to the Shroud of Turin. However, as pointed out in the thesis (pp.
200-201), even if, as a few texts claim, the Image of Edessa is a large bloodstained cloth
depicting a crucified man, this does not in itself equate it with the Shroud of Turin.
Certain theories are repeated among scholars and become unquestionably accepted;
such is the case with the idea that the Mandylion ended up in Paris, whereas the actual
evidence for this affirmation has been shown to be very meagre, so much so that in fact
the theory can be dismissed. Uncovering new evidence always leads to a reappraisal of
what has been stated before.
                                                                                                                           
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/3958241.stm (last accessed: 10 July 2014), and Michele Bacci, The Many
Faces of Christ: Portraying the Holy in the East and West, 300 to 1300 (London 2014).
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Any study of the Image of Edessa, the present thesis among them, inevitably
raises as many questions as it answers and opens up numerous doors to future research
in history, culture and the spirituality of the living Church of Christ. Some of these
doors have been left ajar in our study, allowing us to catch a glimpse of possible future
research and where the work carried out herein might lead to. The role of the Image
within the immense and ongoing consequences of the debate over Iconoclasm and the
nature of Christ, and on a different level the search for what Jesus of Nazareth actually
looked like (a field involving the study of other icons, especially the Veronica, and
other texts describing Christ, down to the present day), are mentioned, although each of
these subjects could constitute an entire thesis on its own merit. The role and meaning
of the Image in icon programmes in churches has also been mentioned; this too is a
subject that could be studied in much greater depth. Some doors have been opened more
fully, such as the use of the Image and related texts as an amulet and the consequent
study of magic in Christianity, how the Image was used for political purposes to create
and justify national identity, and the geographical study of depictions of the Image,
although there still remains an immense amount of work to be done. It is virtually
impossible to say the final word on a subject as immense as the Image of Edessa,
covering two thousand years of history. The theological, canonical,
magical/psychological and cultural aspects of its tradition are still very much a force to
be reckoned with in both the Orthodox world and beyond.
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Appendix I
An edition and translation of the Narratio de imagine Edessena
The edition of the Greek text of the Narratio de imagine Edessena below is based on all
extant MSS previously recorded or newly discovered during my research. No attempt
has been made at this stage to explore the manuscript tradition in terms of the relation of
the MSS and construct a stemma codicum. For this reason I have adopted the term
deest/desunt rather than omisit/omiserunt in the apparatus criticus to record
words/phrases absent in the extant MSS consulted for this edition.
Sigla codicum653
A Parisinus graecus 1475 (saec. XI), ff. 122-136
B Vaticanus graecus 2043 (saec. XI/XII), ff. 200a-220b
Be Atheniensis, Benaki Museum 141 (saec. XII), ff. 128b-138b
C Mosquensis Synodicus 9 (saec. XI), ff. 192-209
D Vaticanus graecus 822 (saec XII), ff. 208a-225b
Di1 Athos Dionysiou 54 (saec. XII), ff. 197a-214a
Di2 Athos Dionysiou 145 (saec. XVI), ff. 524a-538a
E Parisinus graecus 1548 (saec. XII), ff. 134-146
F Romanus Vallicellianus B 14 (saec. XIII) ff. 235b-245a
G Vaticanus Ottobonianus graecus 87 (saec. XIII/XIV), ff. 147-152
H Neapolitanus II C 25 (saec. XIV), ff. 100-107
I Florentiensis BML gr. IX.33 (saec. XIV), ff. 384a - 397b
Iv Athos Iveron 595 (saec. XVI), ff. sine numeris
K Parisinus Coislinianus graecus 307 (saec. XVI), 1552 ff. 525-535
Ka Kalymnos 3 (saec. XIII), ff. 252a-304b (desunt ff. 259a-300b)
L1 Athos Megistes Lavras 429 (saec. XI), ff. 240a-255a
L2 Athos Megistes Lavras 644 (saec. XII), ff. 287a-308a
L3 Athos Megistes Lavras 1966 (an.1668), ff. 39b-55a
La Laurentianus graecus IX.33 (saec. XIV), ff. 384a-397b
                                          
653
 An additional MS, Scorialensis Th-III-17 gr. 456, contained the Narratio de imagine Edessena but
is now lost.
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Me Messinenesis, Biblioteca Regionale Universitaria, S. Salvatoris graecus 49 (70) (saec.
XII), ff. 225a-244b
Mi1 Mediolanensis Ambrosianus graecus C 186 inf. (saec. XI), ff. 143b-158a
Mi2 Mediolanensis Ambrosianus graecus D52 sup. (saec. XI), ff. 81b-103b
Mi3 Mediolanensis Ambrosianus graecus D 107 sup. (saec. XIV), ff. 208b-223b
P1 Patmiensis graecus 258 (saec. XI), ff. 108b-123b
P2 Patmiensis graecus 252 (saec. XII), ff. 201b-214b
Pa Athos Pantokratoros 99 (saec. XVI), ff. 193a-223b
Ph Athos Philotheou 80 (saec. XIV), ff. 22b-39a
Pr Athos Protaton 36 (saec. XII), ff. 222a-238a
Q Mosquensis Synodicus 160 (saec. XI), ff. 171-188
R Romanus Vaticanus Chigiani R VII 50 (saec. XI), ff. 162-176
S Taurinensis B II 24 (saec. XI), ff. 154-166
Sc Scorialensis Y-II-1 graecus 319 (saec. XIII), ff. 123a-134b
St Athos Stavronikita 18 (saec. XI), ff. 328a-340a
T Taurinensis B IV 8 (saec. XI), ff. 115-129
U Parisinus graecus 1527 (saec. XII), ff. 165-179
V Vindobonensis Historicus graecus 45 (saec. XI), ff. 194a-208a
Va Athos Vatopedi 635 (saec. XV), ff. 455-476
W Parisinus graecus 1528 (saec. XII), ff. 182-197
X Parisinus graecus 1474 (saec. XI), ff. 212-227
Y Parisinus graecus 1176 (saec. XII), ff. 252-262
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Kwnstant…nou ™n Cristù basile‹ a„wn…J basilšwj `Rwma…wn di»ghsij ¢pÕ diafÒrwn
¢qroisqe‹sa ƒstoriîn, perˆ tÁj prÕj AÜgaron ¢postale…shj ¢ceiropoi»tou qe…aj e„kÒnoj
Cristoà toà qeoà ¹mîn kaˆ æj ™x 'Edšshj metekom…sqh prÕj t¾n paneuda…mona taÚthn kaˆ
basil…da tîn pÒlewn KwnstantinoÚpolin.
1. Kwnstant…nou − `Rwma…wn desunt I L3 Mi2 Mi3 Sc V X     Kwnstant…nou] Kwnstant…nw D     basile‹
a„wn…J desunt Di2 Q R S T U W Y     a„wn…J deest Di2 L2 L3     basilšwj] kaˆ basile‹ D     `Rwma…wn]
add. toà porfurogenn»tou L2 L3     di»ghsij] add. p£nu qaumast¾ kaˆ yucwfel¾j L2 L3 Mi3, add. qaumast¾
kaˆ yucwfel¾j A B C D E F X     di»ghsij − ƒstoriîn desunt P2     2. prÕj] e„j Di2     qe…aj deest Pr     3.
Cristoà] 'Ihsoà Cristoà H I Iv Ka L1 L2 L3 Me Mi2 Mi3 P1 P2 Ph Pr Sc     Cristoà toà qeoà ¹mîn] toà
kur…ou kaˆ qeoà kaˆ swtÁroj ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà K Va     4. ™x deest Va, ™x 'Aidšshj Di2     taÚthn deest T
kaˆ basil…da desunt C D Di1 E G Mi1 Ph, kaˆ basil…da tîn pÒlewn desunt Mi2     tîn pÒlewn] pÒlin I Sc,
tîn deest G     Post KwnstantinoÚpolin add. kÚrie eÙlog»son C, p£ter eÙlog»son G Mi1, eÙlog»son p£ter
Di2 Va Y, dšspota eÙlog»son Mi3
1-4. LÒgoj ƒstorikÕj di»ghsin œcwn perˆ tÁj ¢ceiropoi»tou morfÁj toà ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà, tÕ di¦ t…noj kaˆ
pÒte kaˆ di¦ po…an a„t…an ¢pest£lh prÕj AÜgaron (”Agbaron V): kaˆ Ópwj qe…v promhqe…v diekom…sqh kaˆ
¢pedÒqh prÕj t¾n qeofÚlakton kaˆ basil…da tîn pÒlewn Pa V
1-3. desunt Pa, 1 2 et 3 usque ad kaˆ tîn desunt Be
1. OÙk ¥ra mÒnoj aÙtÕj ¢kat£lhptoj Ãn Ð sunadioj tù Patrˆ QeÕj LÒgoj, ¢ll¦ kaˆ t¦
ple…w scedÒn, À kaˆ p£nta tîn œrgwn aÙtoà, tù aÙtù tÁj ¢katalhy…aj gnÒfJ
perikalÚptetai, oÙ mÒnon Ósa tÕ p©n toàto dhmiourgîn Øpest»sato, ¢ll¦ kaˆ Ósa ™n tù
di'o„konom…an prosl»mmati toà ¹metšrou fur£matoj Ðmil»saj ¹m‹n kat¦ t¾n prèthn kaˆ
m…an ™ke…nhn ™n»rgei tÁj aÚtoà qeÒthtoj dÚnamin. Kaˆ cr¾ p£ntwj tÕn ˜autÕn m¾ ¢gnooànta5
kaˆ t¦ Øp@r aÙtÕn m¾ e„dšnai ginèskonta, m¾ e„j t¦ ¥metra kauc©sqai mhd@ kenembate‹n
¢maqîj kaˆ À p£nta e„dšnai filoneike‹n, À mhd@ enai §per aÙtÕj oÙ kate…lhfe. To…nun kaˆ
perˆ toà ™ktupèmatoj tÁj qeandrikÁj toÚtou morfÁj, Ö ¢gr£fwj ¢netupèqh tù Øperfue‹ toà
drîntoj boul»mati, e„j tÕ Ùpodex£menon Ûfasma kaˆ tÒte m@n tù AÙg£rJ ¢pest£lh prÕj
‡asin, nàn d@ ™x 'Edšshj prÕj t¾n basileÚousan taÚthn tîn pÒlewn o„konom…v p£ntwj qeoà,10
prÕj swthr…an aÙtÁj kaˆ fulak¾n meten»nektai, æj ¨n mhdenÕj tîn kalîn ™nde¾j dokÍ, ™n
p©sin Ñfe…lousa p£ntwn krate‹n. Omai de‹n tÕn eÙsebÁ kaˆ d…kaion ¢kroat»n te kaˆ qeat»n,
t¾n ƒstor…an m@n tîn kaq' ›kasta ¢kribîj maqe‹n ¢paite‹n kaˆ tÁj ¢rcaiolog…aj ™qšlein
¢parapo…hton t¾n gnîsin labe‹n, t¾n d@ a„t…an toà pîj ™x „km£doj Øgr©j d…ca crwm£twn kaˆ
tšcnhj tÁj grafikÁj ™napemÒrcqh tÕ toà prosèpou edoj ™n tù ™k l…nou Øf£smati kaˆ pîj tÕ15
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™x Ûlhj oÛtwj eÙfq£rtou tù crÒnJ diafqor¦n oÙk ™dšxato kaˆ Ósa ¥lla Ð fusikîj dÁqen
™pib£llwn to‹j pr£gmasi file‹ polupragmÒnwj diereun©n tù ¢nef…ktJ tÁj toà qeoà sof…aj
paracwre‹n, e„dèj, æj, e‡ tij p£nta filoneik»sV tù nù dialabe‹n ¢kribîj, e„j t¾n pantelÁ
¢gnws…an çsqeˆj kaˆ e„j ¥busson ¢katalhy…aj ¢popesèn, kinduneÚsei perˆ t¦ ka…ria
zhmiwqeˆj t¦ meg£la, †na m¾ dÒxV t¦ mikr¦ sugcwre‹n. “Osoi oân tîn perˆ t¾n p…stin Ñrqîn20
kaˆ qermotšrwn perˆ tÕn zÁlon ™ntaàqa sunelhlÚqate, deàte, ¢koÚsate, kaˆ dihg»somai Øm‹n,
¤per tÍ deoÚsV bas£nJ ›kasta polupragmon»saj, kaˆ oÙk ¢talaipèrwj perˆ t¾n tÁj
¢lhqe…aj diagenÒmenoj z»thsin, ¢pÒ te tîn ƒstor…aj gray£ntwn, kaˆ ¢pÕ tîn ™ke‹qen æj
¹m©j ™lqÒntwn, ¤ æj di'¢porr»twn tÍ mn»mV par'aÙto‹j diasèzesqai œlegon, ¢kribîsai
™x…scusa.25
1. OÙk ¥ra] OÙ g£r Mi2     mÒnon G H L1 Ph Pr Va     QeÕj LÒgoj] lÒgoj kaˆ qeÕj D     2. t¦ deest Pr Va
kaˆ deest Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X     t¦ p£nta H     gnÒfJ] aÙtù G     3. Ósa Ð tÕ p©n L3     4. prosl»mmati]
prost£gmati Y     æmil»saj D     6. m¾ ¢gnooànta kaˆ t¦ Øp@r aÙtÕn desunt Me     ¥metra] ¹mštera Mi1
7. kenembate‹n] kenemmate‹n Sc     filonike‹n G W, filonike‹ Me     mhd@ enai] m¾ e„dšnai Mi1     mhd@] m¾ Di2
Pr U Y     8. enai] e„dšnai X     kate…lhfen Mi2     9. ™netupèqh A1 Di1 Di2 L2 L3 Iv Mi2 Mi3 Q R S T U
Va W X Y     10. e„j] Âj Di2 L1 L2 L3 Pr Va Y     11. o„konom…an C     12. meten»negktai B     13.
Ñfe…lousan Di2 I Ka L1 Mi1 P2 Ph Pr Sc Va Y     Kaˆ omai Iv L2 Mi3     14. te kaˆ qeat¾n desunt Iv     m@n
tîn kaq' ›kasta ¢kribîj desunt P2     tîn deest D     maqe‹n deest C Di1 Mi1 St     15. ™qšlein] ™lqe‹n Di1
Di2 L1 L3 Pr Va     16. tšcnh B     17. ™napemÒrcqh] ™napemorfèqh A B C D Di1 H I K Ka Me Mi1 Mi3
P2 Pr Q R S Sc St T U Va W Y, ™napem£cqh V2, ™naf…qh D     l»nou V, l…nwn U Y     18. fusikÕj Di2     Ð
fusikîj dÁqen ™pib£llwn desunt B Me     19. pr£gmasi deest  Q Y, pr£gmasin Di2 Na     polupragmÒnoj Pr
™pib£llwn to‹j pr£gmasi file‹ polupragmÒnwj diereun©n] ™pib£llwn kaˆ polupragmÒnwj diereunîn Di2     20.
paracèreitw Di2     æj deest Ph     filonik»sV G Q R U, filoneik»sei Di1 Di2 Iv Ka L1 L2 L3 Ph St Va
21. e„j t¾n − çsqeˆj desunt Ph     ¢gnws…an çsqeˆj kaˆ e„j desunt U     23. tîn deest Iv L2 L3 Mi3     Ñrqoˆ Iv
L2 L3 V X     qermÒteroi Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X     24. tÍ deest Ph     25. polupragman»saj F     26. e„j ¹m©j
Di1 Di2 Iv L1     27. t¾n mn»mhn D     kaˆ par'aÙto‹j Va
2. Toà Kur…ou kaˆ Qeoà kaˆ SwtÁroj ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà, ™pˆ tÍ toà gšnouj ¹mîn
¢norqèsei prÕj ¹m©j ™kdhm»santoj, Ãn, kat¦ t¾n toà prof»tou fwn»n, plÁqoj e„r»nhj ™pˆ
tÁj gÁj kaˆ tÕ polÚarcon dieskšdasto, ésper ØpÕ mi©j zènhj, tÁj `Rwma…wn ¢rcÁj, ¡p£shj
diazwsqe…shj tÁj o„koumšnhj kaˆ Øf' ˜nˆ tattomšnhj shm£ntori. Kaˆ di¦ toàto p©sai p£ntwn
kaˆ prÕj p£ntaj ™pimix…ai ™g…nonto ¢deîj kaˆ oÙ memerismšnwj t¾n gÁn o„ke‹n ™dÒkoun oƒ5
¥nqrwpoi, ¢ll' æj ˜nÕj DespÒtou ktÁma tugc£nousan, æj kaˆ ˜nÕj t¾n p©san oâsan
dhmiourgoà, tù prètJ tÕn aÙcšna doàlon Øpokl…nantej prÕj ¢ll»louj e„r»neuon. DiÕ kaˆ Ð
tÁj 'Edšshj tÕ thnikaàta top£rchj AÜgaroj, tù tÁj A„gÚptou ™xhgoumšnJ f…loj kaˆ
gnèrimoj Ãn kaˆ par'¢ll»louj oƒ ˜katšrwn ™fo…twn di£konoi. “Oqen kaˆ kat¦ tÕn kairÕn
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™ke‹non, kaq' Ön Ð KÚrioj ¹mîn kaˆ QeÕj tÕ patrikÕn boÚlhma plhrîn, t¾n swt»rion10
didaskal…an to‹j ¢nqrèpoij proÙt…qeto kaˆ di¦ tîn Øperfuîn kaˆ paradÒxwn qaum£twn e„j
t¾n perˆ aÙtÕn p…stin toÝj anqrèpouj ™pšstrefe, sunšbh tîn toà AÙg£rou Øphretîn tina
'Anan…an ÑnomazÒmenon, prÕj t¾n A‡gupton di¦ tÁj Palaist…nhj „Ònta perituce‹n kaˆ
qe£sasqai pÒrrwqen tÕn CristÕn t¦ pl»qh to‹j lÒgoij tÁj pl£nhj ™xšlkonta kaˆ t¦ tîn
qaum£twn ™piteloànta par£doxa. `Wj oân t¾n ™p' A‡gupton pore…an di»nuse kaˆ perˆ ïn15
™petštrapto dialabën ¢nqupšstrefen ™pˆ tÕn kÚrion aÙtoà kaˆ ¢rqr…tidi cron…J
turannoÚmenon Édei kaˆ mela…nV lšprv ™kdapanèmenon kaˆ diplÁn sumfor£n, m©llon d@
pollaplÁn t¾n nÒson poioÚmenon, oŒj kaˆ ta‹j ¢pÕ tîn ¥rqrwn ÑdÚnaij sune…ceto kaˆ to‹j tÁj
lšpraj ™talaipèrei kako‹j. ProsÁn d@ kaˆ ¹ tÁj ¢morf…aj a„scÚnh, di' ¿n oÙd@ qeatÕj to‹j
¢nqrèpoij scedÕn Ãn. 'All' oÙd@ mÒnon klin»rhj t¦ poll¦ dietšlei, ¢ll¦ kaˆ toÝj20
kat'™p…skeyin ™rcomšnouj tîn f…lwn Øp' a„scÚnhj ™napekrÚpteto. Di¦ toàto p£lin ™n tù
Øpostršfein, ¢kribšsteron perˆ tîn aÙtîn diagnînai ™spoÚdasen, †n' œcoi beba…wj
¢pagge‹lai tù kur…J aÙtoà, æj ¨n ‡swj k¢ke‹noj tÁj di' aÙtoà „atre…aj ¢xiwqÍ. Eáren oân
p£lin tÕn KÚrion ™pˆ tîn aÙtîn, nekroÝj ¢nistînta, tuflo‹j tÕ blšpein dwroÚmenon, cwloÝj
¢rt…ouj deiknÚnta kaˆ p£ntaj toÝj Ðtioàn ¢sqenoàntaj ·wnnÚonta.25
2. [sei prÕj ¹m©j ™kdhm»] deest G     ™ndhm»santoj B Di1 F H I Iv L1 L2 L3 Mi1 Mi2 P1 P2 Pr R Sc Va
3. tÕ deest L3 X      dieskšdastai B Me     ésper] éste G     zènhj] ·èmhj R     5. toàto] toà Sc     ¢deîj]
¢daiîj Me     6. o„ke‹n t¾n g¾n Di2     7. kaˆ ktÁma Mi1     p©san oâsan] panouroàsan G, oâsan deest D     8.
doÚlJ Di1 Di2 Q R St U     Øpokl…nantoj D     A„deshj Di1     e„r»neusan L3 Va     tÕ deest Iv L2 L3 X
10. kaˆ g¦r ¢ll»loij Di2 L2 Iv     ˜katšrou Mi2 Mi3 V     11. KÚrioj kaˆ QeÕj ¹mîn Mi3     ™kplhrîn Va
12. proet…qeto C     Øperfuîj G     13. qaum£twn] pragm£twn te kaˆ qaum£twn L2 L3 Mi3, pragm£twn ta
kaˆ qaum£twn Iv     perˆ aÙtîn F     ™pšstrefen Mi2     14. tina Øphretîn ti L3     15. pÒrrwqen] pÒrrw Mi3
pÒrrwqen qe£sasqai Di2 Q R U Va, qe£sasqai pÒrrw V X, pÒrrwqen deest I     16. to‹j lÒgoij desunt Di2
™xülkon H     18. ¢nqupšstrefe H, ¢nqupšstrefon Sc     ™p@i tÕn KÚrion Di1 Di2 L1 L3 Sc Va      cron…v L3
Mi3 St V X, dicron…v L2, dicron…J P1, klin»rhj d@ add. St     Ædh Di2     20. ponoÚmenon L2     oŒj kaˆ ta‹j
¢pÕ] oŒj kaˆ ¢pÕ Pr, oŒj kaˆ tîn ¢pÕ P2, oŒj] corr. von Dobschütz     Öj sune…cetai G     21. ¹ tÁj ¢morf…aj]
kaˆ tij ¢morf…aj L3     22. to‹j deest Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3     'All' oÙd@ mÒnon] Kaˆ oÙ mÒnon Iv L2 L3 Mi3, Kaˆ
oÙd@ mÒnon Va, 'All'oÙ mÒnon Mi2, 'All'oÙd@ mÒnon prositÒj C, 'All'oÙd@ prositÒj mÒnon Di1 St, 'All'oÙd@
prositÕj mÒnon Mi1     23. fÚlwn Pr ™napekškrupto Iv L3     24. perˆ tîn aÙtoà C Mi1     25. œcei Iv L2 Pr
beba…wj] beba…a Me, ¢kribîj kaˆ beba…wj H     ™pagge‹lai Di1 Iv L2 Va     tÁj ˜autoà di' aÙtoà Iv     27.
dwroÚmenon] dwroÚmenoj Mi1
3. `Wj oân ™pistèqh kaˆ œgnw taàta fanerîj ØpÕ toà Kur…ou teloÚmena, tù AÙg£rJ
Øpostršyaj ™gnèrise kaˆ di¦ pleiÒnwn ¤ te eden ¤ te ½kousen ¢ned…daxen. “Oqen æj me‹zon
toà œrgou tÕ p£rergon paremporeus£menoj kaˆ æj eÙaggel…wn aÙtù kataggeleÝj dexiîn, tÁj
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proshkoÚshj ¢podocÁj kathx…wto kaˆ tîn eÙnoust£twn eŒj ™gnwr…zeto. Kaˆ ™peˆ tÕ k£mnon
¢eˆ æj ¤rpagma poie‹tai t¾n ™paggel…an, tÁj „atre…aj kaˆ tÁj ™lp…doj perisainoÚshj tÕn5
¥nqrwpon, spouda…wj perˆ t¾n q»ran toà mnhsqšntoj pe…qei Ðrm´n. Kaˆ Ð AÜgaroj prÕj tÕ di¦
grafÁj metakalšsasqai dianšsth tÕn „©sqai t¦ toiaàta legÒmenon dÚnasqai kaˆ paracrÁma
t¾n pantacoà periferomšnhn taÚthn ™pistol¾n prÕj tÕn KÚrion œgrayen, oØtwsˆ perišcousan.
1. oân deest I Sc     2. ™gnèrise] ™gnèrisen Mi2     4. ¢ggel…wn X     aÙtù deest Pr     6. „atre…aj] ƒstor…aj
Di1 Di2 I Q U, latre…aj Iv L2 L3 Sc     kaˆ deest Iv L2 L3     spouda‹oj B Be     7. mhnuqšntoj Ka Mi1     Ð
deest Sc     prÕj tù Iv L1 L2 Pr, prÕj tÕn Sc  kalšsasqai Pr     q»ran] qÚran P2     mnhsqšntoj]mhnuqšntoj P2
8. dÚnasqai] kaˆ aÙtÕn qerapeàsai add. Be V, æj dÚnasqai kaˆ aÙtÕn qerapeàsai Iv L2 L3 Mi3     kaˆ d¾
paracrÁma Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X     paraut…ka Ph     9. tÕn deest L2 L3     oØtwsˆ perišcousan desunt Sc
Epistula Abgari secundum codd. A B Be C Di1 Di2 G H I L1 Me Mi1 Mi2 P1 P2 Pa
Ph Pr Q R Sc St U V Va W Y
4. AÜgaroj top£rchj 'Edšshj, 'Ihsoà SwtÁri ¢nafanšnti ¢gaqù „atrù ™n pÒlei
`IerosolÚmwn, ca…rein. ”Hkousta… moi t¦ perˆ soà kaˆ tîn sîn „am£twn, æj ¥neu farm£kwn
kaˆ botanîn ØpÕ soà ginomšnwn. `Wj lÒgoj, tufloÝj ¢nablšpein poie‹j, cwloÝj peripate‹n,
leproÝj kaqar…zeij kaˆ ¢k£qarta pneÚmata kaˆ da…monaj ¢pelaÚneij kaˆ toÝj ™n makronos…v
basanizomšnouj qerapeÚeij kaˆ nekroÝj ™ge…reij. Kaˆ taàta p£nta ¢koÚsaj perˆ soà, kat¦5
noàn ™qšmhn tÕ ›teron tîn dÚo: À Óti sÝ e Ð qeÕj kaˆ katab¦j ™x oÙranoà poie‹j taàta, À Óti
UƒÕj e toà qeoà poiîn taàta. Di¦ toàto to…nun gr£yaj, ™de»qhn sou skulÁnai kaˆ ™lqe‹n prÒj
me kaˆ tÕ p£qoj Ö œcw qerapeàsai. Kaˆ g¦r ½kousa Óti kaˆ 'Iouda‹oi katagoggÚzousi sou kaˆ
boÚlontai kakîsai se. PÒlij d@ smikrot£th mo… ™sti kaˆ semn», ¼tij ™xarkšsei ¢mfotšroij
toà katoike‹n ™n e„r»nV ™n aÙtÍ.10
1. AÜgarou − ca…rein desunt Pa     Ð top£rchj Mi2     ¢gaqù ¢nafanšnti „atrù H L1 P1, ¢gaqù „atrù
¢nafanšnti Be Mi2     3. ØpÕ soà ginomšnwn desunt B Me     genomšnwn H Pr     `Wj g¦r Ð lÒgoj Di1, `Wj Ð
lÒgoj B Me Q R U, `Wj g¦r lÒgoj Be Mi2 Pa     tuflo‹j Pa V     4. daimÒnia Pa     5. ™laÚneij Be H I Ka L1
Me Mi1 Mi2 R P1 P2 Ph Pr R Sc  St Va, ™kb¦lleij Pa     6. p£nta deest L1 P1     7. ™k toà oÙranoà Di1 Mi1
Mi2     8. to…nun deest Ph     9. sou] se B Me R     10. ™xarke‹ V Be Mi2 Pa V     11. ¢mfotšroij ¹m‹n Be Di1
Di2 H I Ka L1 Me Mi1 Mi2 P1 P2 Pa Ph Pr St Va     ™n aÙtÍ ™n e„r»nV Be Mi2 Pa
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Epistula Abgari secundum codd. Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X
AÜgaroj top£rchj 'Edšshj, 'Ihsoà SwtÁri ¢nafanšnti ¢gaqù „atrù ™n pÒlei `IerosolÚmwn,
ca…rein. ”Hkousta… moi t¦ perˆ soà kaˆ tîn sîn „am£twn, æj ¥neu farm£kwn kaˆ botanîn
poie‹j qerape…aj kaˆ Óti tù lÒgJ mÒnJ tuflo‹j tÕ Ðr´n car…zV, kullo‹j tÕ peripate‹n, kwfo‹j
tÕ ¢koÚein kaˆ leproÝj kaqar…zeij kaˆ t¦ ¢k£qarta daimÒnia lÒgJ ¢pelaÚneij kaˆ toÝj ™n
makronos…v basanizomšnouj qerapeÚeij kaˆ guna‹ka aƒmorroàsan soà ¡yamšnhn „£sw kaˆ5
nekroÝj ™ge…reij. Kaˆ taàta p£nta ¢koÚsaj perˆ soà, kÚrie, ™nenÒhsa tÍ kard…v mou, Óti eŒj
™k tîn dÚo e: À Óti sÝ e Ð qeÕj kaˆ katab¦j ™x oÙranoà poie‹j taàta À Óti UƒÕj e toà qeoà
poiîn taàta. Di¦ toàto dšoma… sou di¦ gramm£twn kaˆ parakalî se, ›wj ™moà ™lqe‹n m¾
¢paxièsVj, †na kaˆ tÕ p£qoj Ö œcw qerapeÚsVj. 'Anhnšcqh dš moi Óti kaˆ 'Iouda‹oi
katagoggÚzousi sou kaˆ boÚlonta… se ¢nele‹n. ”Estin oân moi pÒlij bracut£th kaˆ semn»,10
¼tij ™xarkšsei ¢mfotšroij ¹m‹n toà katoike‹n ™n e„r»nV ™n aÙtÍ. ”Errwsqa… me kšleuson,
kÚriš mou.
1. top¦rchj] basileÝj Mi3 X     'Edšshj pÒlewj Mi3 X     'Ihsoà Cristoà X     ¢gaqù „atrù desunt Mi3 X
2. `IerosolÚmoij Mi3 X     6. aƒmorroo‹aj Iv     8. Ð deest X     11. bracut£th pÒlij Mi3     12.  kaˆ deest L2
L3 Mi3     ¢rkšsei Mi3 X     ¹m‹n deest L3     13. toà katoike‹n ™n e„r»nV ™n aÙtÍ desunt Mi3     ™n aÙtÍ
desunt L2 L3
5. 'Epeˆ oân Ð 'Anan…aj tÁj te prÕj tÕn kÚrion aÙtoà eÙno…aj safÁ pare‹ce tekm»ria kaˆ tÁj
Ðdoà ™tÚgcanen œmpeiroj kaˆ t¾n grafik¾n tšcnhn ºp…stato, di' aÙtoà t¾n toiaÚthn
™pistol¾n prÕj tÕn 'Ihsoàn ™xapšsteilen, ™pisk»yaj aÙtù, æj e„ m¾ dunhqe…h pe‹sai di¦ toà
gr£mmatoj prÕj aÙtÕn ™lqe‹n tÕn CristÒn, k¨n tÕ Ðmo…wma tÁj morfÁj aÙtoà
metagray£menon ¢kribîj, ¢gage‹n prÕj aÙtÒn, †n' æj ™n ski´ goàn didacqe…h, m¾ di' ¢koÁj5
mÒnon, ¢ll¦ kaˆ di¦ tÁj Ôyewj, oŒÒj ™stin Ð tîn meg£lwn toÚtwn terast…wn dhmiourgÒj. Kaˆ
d¾ t¾n 'Iouda…an katalabën Ð ¢postale…j, eáre tÕn CristÕn ™n Øpa…qrJ tù surreÚsanti
d»mJ dialegÒmenon kaˆ teratourgoànta t¦ tîn qaum£twn ™xa…sia. Di¦ d@ tÕ plÁqoj tîn
¥llou kat' ¥llhn cre…an ™lhluqÒtwn, m¾ oŒÒj te ín Ð 'Anan…aj plhsi£sai tù 'Ihsoà, ™p…
tina pštran mikrÕn ¢nesthku‹an tÁj gÁj, oÙ pÒrrw tÁj toà Kur…ou diatribÁj ¢pelqîn10
™kaqšzeto. Ka…, æj Ãn aÙtù katafan¾j Ð Swt¾r toà pl»qouj ¢pokekrimšnoj kaˆ Øperanšcwn
tîn pollîn, eÙqÝj ™ke…nJ m@n toÝj ÑfqalmoÚj, tù d@ c£rtV t¾n ce‹ra pros»reide kaˆ t¾n toà
fainomšnou metšgrafen ÐmoiÒthta.
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1. Ð deest Di2     tÁj te desunt U     2. zwgrafik¾n Iv L3 Pa Sc V X(m2)     ™p…stato P21     3. ¢pšsteilen Pr,
™xapšsteile Sc     4. tÕ deest L1 P1     5. metagray£menoj A B C Di1 Di2 I Ka L1 Me Mi1 P2 Q Sc U Va
6. di¦ deest L3     oŒÒj tš ™stin Iv L2 L3     7. d¾ deest Mi1     8. tÕn CristÕn] tÕn KÚrion Di2 L2 Pr Va
sureÚsanti Pr     9.  teratourgoànta] sun»qwj add. Iv L3 Mi3 Va X     ¥llou] ¥llon Sc     10. Ð deest C
11. toà Kur…ou] toà 'Ihsoà Pa     12. æj deest Pa     katafanši L1, aÙtÕ fanÁj H     ¢pokekrumenÒj Pa     13.
Øperšcwn L2 Mi3 V X     14. pros»reiden A B Be Me Mi2 Pr Sc V, prose…reide Pa
6. ”Egnw oân taàta tù pneÚmati Ð CristÕj kaˆ tÕn Qwm©n metakales£menoj, ”Apelqe,
fhs…, prÕj tÒnde tÕn tÒpon kaˆ tÕn ™pˆ tÁj pštraj kaqezÒmenon ¥nqrwpon kaˆ t¾n ™m¾n
morf¾n metagr£fonta, ¥gage prÒj me, ™piferÒmenon kaˆ ¿n o‡koqen Ãlqen œcwn ™pistol»n,
†na t¾n toà ¢poste…lantoj aÙtÕn ™kplhrèsV diatag»n. 'Apelqën oân Ð Qwm©j kaˆ tÕn
'Anan…an ¢pÕ toà § ½kousen eØre‹n diaprattÒmenon ™pignoÚj, ½gage prÕj tÕn 'Ihsoàn. PrÕ d@5
toà labe‹n t¾n ™pistol¾n par' aÙtoà, epen aÙtù Ð CristÕj kaˆ t¾n a„t…an tÁj parous…aj tÁj
prÕj aÙtÕn kaˆ t¾n dÚnamin tÁj ™pistolÁj. Eta labën taÚthn kaˆ dielqèn, ˜tšran
™pistol¾n prÕj AÜgaron ¢ntepšqhken ™pˆ lšxewj oÛtwj œcousan:
1. tù deest L2     Ð CristÕj] Ð 'Ihsoàj B Di2 Q U, Ð 'Ihsoàj CristÕj Di1 I St     2. fhsˆn A Di1 L1 Pr
”Apelqe, fhsˆ] œfh prÕj aÙtÕn: ¥pelqe Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     3. t¾n ™m¾n morf¾n] tÁj ™mÁj morfÁj
Ðmo…wsin Be V, t¾n tÁj ™mÁj morfÁj Ðmo…wsin Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 Pa X     morf¾n deest Ka     ™piferÒmenon]
™pifšronta Pr Va, deest B Me     4. Ãlqen deest Va     ™pistol¾n] ™pisto Di2 (lacuna)     5. oân deest Sc     Ð
deest Ph     Ð ¢pÒstoloj Qwm©j Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X    6. ½gagen aÙtÕn Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X     par'
aÙtoà t¾n ™pistol¾n Be Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 Pa V X    7. tÁj prÕj aÙtÕn parous…aj aÙtoà Be Iv L2 L3 Mi2
Mi3 V X, tÁj prÕj aÙtoÝj parous…aj aÙtoà Pa     8. ˜tšran ™pistol¾n desunt Mi3     kaˆ dielqèn] dielqën tš
Ph     9. prÕj AÜgaron desunt B, prÕj tÕn AÜgaron Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 V X     ™pšqhken B Me     lšxewn Ph
œcousa P2     œcousan oÛtwj Di1 Mi1
Epistula Iesu secundum codd. A B Be C Di1 Di2 G H I L1 Me Mi1 Mi2 P1 P2 Pa Ph Pr
Q R Sc St U V Va W Y
7. Mak£rioj e, AÜgare, pisteÚsaj ™n ™mo…, m¾ ˜wrakèj me. Gšgraptai g¦r perˆ ™moà, toÝj
˜wrakÒtaj me m¾ pisteÚein ™n ™mo…: kaˆ †na oƒ m¾ ˜wrakÒtej me, aÙtoˆ pisteÚswsi kaˆ
z»swntai. Perˆ d@ oá œgray£j moi ™lqe‹n prÕj sš, dšon ™pˆ p£nta, di' § ¢pest£lhn ™ntaàqa,
plhrîsa… me, kaˆ met¦ tÕ plhrîsai ¢nalhfqÁnai prÕj tÕn ¢poste…lant£ me Patšra. Kaˆ
™peid¦n ¢nalhfqî, ¢postelî soi ›na tîn maqhtîn mou, Óstij tÕ p£qoj sou qerapeÚsei kaˆ5
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zw¾n a„ènion kaˆ e„r»nhn soi kaˆ to‹j sÝn soˆ par£scoi kaˆ poi»sei tÍ pÒlei sou tÕ ƒkanÕn
prÕj tÕ mhdšna tîn ™cqrîn katiscÚsai aÙtÁj.
2. m¾ deest Ka     3. z»sontai A B Di2 I Me Mi1 P2 Q R Sc U Va W     ™pˆ] ™stˆ A2 B C Di2 I Iv Mi2 Pa
Ph Pr Q V Va, ™stˆn Sc     p£nta deest Iv     4. di' Ö B Me     ™ntaàqa deest Mi2     me deest B Me Ph     kaˆ
met¦ tÕ plhrîsai desunt Ph     ¢nalhfqÁnai me B, ¢nalhfqÁnai me kaˆ Me     5. Kaˆ ™peid¦n ¢nalhfqî
desunt P2     ¢nalhfqù Di1     soi deest Sc     ›nan Pa     6. mou] ÑnÒmati Qadda‹on add. Be     qerapeÚsoi A B
L1 Me P1 P2 Pr, qerapeàsoi Q R     e„r»nhn p©si to‹j sÝn sÕi Pa     a„ènion] add. soi Me     7. par£scei C
Di2, par£sch Di1 I Mi1 Sc, par£scousi U     „kanÕn Pa
Epistola Iesu secundum codd. Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X
Mak£rioj e sÚ, AÜgare, kaˆ ¹ pÒlij sou ¼tij kale‹tai ”Edesa: mak£rioj e Óti ™p…steusaj
e„j ™mš, m¾ ˜wrakèj me. `Ugie…a ˜toimasq»seta… soi diapantÒj. Perˆ d@ oá œgray£j moi toà
™lqe‹n me prÕj sš, dšon ™pˆ p£nta di' § ¢pšstalmai ™ntaàqa plhrîsai kaˆ met¦ tÕ
plhrîsai ¢nalhfqÁna… me prÕj tÕn ¢poste…lant£ me Patšra: ¢postelî dš soi ›na tîn
maqhtîn mou ÑnÒmati Qadda‹on, Óstij tÕ p£qoj sou qerapeÚsei kaˆ zw¾n a„ènion kaˆ e„r»nhn5
soi kaˆ to‹j sÝn soˆ par£scei kaˆ to‹j so‹j p©si: kaˆ poi»sei tÍ pÒlei sou tÕ ƒkanÕn prÕj tÕ
mhdšna tîn ™cqrîn katiscÚsai aÙtÁj.
3. dšon ™pˆ p£nta] dšon ™stˆ Iv L2 L3 Mi3     di' Ö L2 Mi3 X     4. kaˆ met¦ tÕ plhrîsai desunt Mi3     me
deest L3      5. d@ deest Iv     Qadda‹on] Qadda‹on ¢pÒstolon tÕn kaˆ Lebba‹on L3 Mi3 X     sou tÕ p£qoj Mi3
6. kaˆ to‹j sÝn soˆ par£scei] par£scoi kaˆ to‹j sÝn soˆ Mi3     8. aÙtÁj] aÙtÁj ›wj tÁj suntele…aj toà kÒsmou
Mi3 X
8. 'EpidoÝj oân tù 'Anan…v t¾n toiaÚthn ™pistol¾n Ð CristÒj, ™peˆ kaˆ perˆ toà t¾n ˜tšran
™ntol¾n toà kur…ou aÙtoà e„j pšraj ¢gage‹n œgnw diamerimnînta aÙtÕn kaˆ front…zonta,
toutšsti t¾n toà e‡douj aÙtoà ÐmoiÒthta prÕj ™ke‹non ¢penegke‹n, niy£menoj Ûdati tÕ
prÒswpon Ð Swt»r, eta t¾n ¢pÕ toÚtou „km£da ™n tù ™pidoqšnti aÙtù ceirom£ktrJ
¢pomax£menoj, ™ntupwqÁnai tÕn aÙtoà caraktÁra ™n aÙtù òkonÒmhse qe…wj kaˆ Øp@r lÒgon5
kaˆ toàto tù 'Anan…v ™pidoÚj, tù AÙg£rJ ™pidoànai prosštaxen, æj ¨n toà te pÒqou
paramÚqion kaˆ tÁj nÒsou aÙtÕ scÍ. `Wj oân Øpostršfwn met¦ toÚtwn Ð 'Anan…aj, e„j tÕ
k£stron `IerapÒlewj œfqasen, Ö tÍ m@n tîn Sarakhnîn fwnÍ Membˆc lšgetai, tÍ de tîn
SÚrwn MaboÚk, œxwqen toà toioÚtou katalÚsaj pol…smatoj, swre…aj ker£mwn newstˆ
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kataskeuasqšntwn ™ke‹se keimšnhj, ™ntaàqa tÕ ƒerÕn ™ke‹no ·£koj Ð 'Anan…aj ¢pškruye. Kaˆ10
perˆ mšsaj nÚktaj pàr ™f£nh polÝ tÕ toioàton cwr…on kukloàn, æj ™ntÕj toà ¥steoj doke‹n
p£nta t¦ pšrix purˆ kataflšgesqai kaˆ perˆ ˜autîn ½dh de…santaj Øpexelqe‹n kaˆ
diereun©sqai perˆ tÁj Ðrwmšnhj purka©j. 'Eke‹se d@ tÕn 'Anan…an eØreqšnta, sune‹con æj
aÙtourgÕn toà tolm»matoj kaˆ diereunînto perˆ toà pr£gmatoj kaˆ t…j te e‡h aÙtÕj kaˆ po‹
bad…zei kaˆ Óqen, diepunq£nonto.15
1. tù − ™pistol¾n desunt St     2.  diamerimnÒnta B, diamerimnoànta Pa V X     3. toutšstin B Be L1 Mi1,
toàt' œstin V     4. Ûdati deest Pa     ™n deest Iv L2 Mi3     5. aÙtù deest B Me     ceirom£ktJ B Ka Me X,
ceirom£ktrin Pa     aØtoà X, ˜autoà Me     caraktÁra] ¤gion caraktÁra Be Iv L2 L3 Pa     6. ÒkonÒmhsen Be
toÚtJ tù L1 P1     7. ™pidoànai] ¢podoànai Be H L1 Pa Ph Mi1 V, ™pidoqÁnai C Di2 L1 Pa Q U     toà te]
toàto Di1     pÒqou] pÒnou I     aÙtÕ] aÙtù B Me     ¢poscÍ Be     scÍ add. kate‹cen d@ Ð 'Anan…aj kaˆ Óper
e„kÒnisma ¢netÚpwqen Mi22     8. met¦ toutîn desunt H     Ö tÍ − MaboÚk desunt Mi3     Ð deest L1     9. tîn
(1) deest L1 L2     Memm…c B V1, Mem…c L1 P1 Pr Va, Membrˆc Iv     lšgetai] Ñnom£zetai Di1 Mi1 St
MaboÚm C     œxwqen toà toioÚtou katalÚsaj pol…smatoj desunt Va     10. toÚtou katalÚsaj toà pol…smatoj
Pa     swr»aj Pa     11. ™ke‹se deest Mi2, tîn ™ke‹se Va     ·£koj Ð 'Anan…aj] Ðmo…wma kaˆ t¾n ™pistol¾n
Mi22     ¢pškruyen Be L1 L2 Mi3 P Pr Q V     12. mšsaj] mšs Pr     mšsaj nÚktaj] tÕ mšson tÁj nuktÕj Pa
toioàto Mi2     perikukloàn Di1 Di2 I Q U     æj toÝj ™ntÕj Be Iv L2 Mi3 Pa, æj toÝj tÒstoà (sic) Mi2     13.
˜autîn] aÙtîn Mi22     ½dh deest Iv     15. æj deest P1     dihreunînto A L1 L2 V X     16. po‹] poà Pa
9. `Wj d@ tù ¢llokÒtJ tÁj a„ti£sewj Ð 'Anan…aj dihpore‹to, tšwj te Óqen e‡h kaˆ pÒqen
œrcetai kaˆ t… ™pifšretai dies£fhse kaˆ ¢poqšsqai ™n to‹j ker£moij ™d»lwse tÕ
™piferÒmenon, Óqen ™dÒkei ¢n£ptesqai kaˆ ¹ flÒx. EÙqÝj d@ ™ke‹noi t¾n tîn legomšnwn
diagnînai boulhqšntej ¢l»qeian kaˆ tÕn tÒpon diereunhs£menoi, eáron oÙ mÒnon tÕ ØpÕ toà
'Anan…ou ™ke‹se ¢poteqšn, ¢ll¦ kaˆ ™n tù plhsi£zonti tîn ker£mwn ˜nˆ ›teron ™ktÚpwma5
toà qe…ou ¢peikon…smatoj, paradÒxwj kaˆ Øp@r noàn ™pˆ tÕ Ôstrakon ¢pÕ toà Øf£smatoj tÁj
¢gr£fou metagrafe…shj morfÁj. •O kaˆ qeas£menoi kaˆ q£mbouj Ðmoà kaˆ ™kpl»xewj
genÒmenoi œmplew, di£ te toàto kaˆ di¦ tÕ mhdamoà pàr eØreqÁnai kaiÒmenon, ¢ll' ¢pÕ tÁj ™n
tÍ morfÍ lamphdÒnoj dÒxai t¾n flÒga ™kpšmpesqai, tÕn m@n kšramon tÕn ¢pomax£menon ™n
˜autù tÕ qe‹on ™ktÚpwma, katšscon par' ˜auto‹j, ésper ti keim»lion ƒerÕn kaˆ polÚtimon10
qhsaurÕn ¢pÕ toà Ðraqšntoj t¾n perˆ aÙtÕ stocas£menoi qe…an ™nšrgeian: tÕ prwtÒtupon d@
kaˆ tÕn toÚtou di£konon de…santej katasce‹n, ¢pšsteilan prÕj tÕn AÜgaron. Kaˆ nàn ™sti
swzomšnh kaˆ timwmšnh par¦ to‹j tÁj toiaÚthj pol…cnhj o„k»torsin ¹ ™n tù ker£mJ morf»,
tÁj morfÁj tÁj ¢gr£fou ¹ ¥grafoj, kaˆ tÁj ¢ceiroteÚktou ¹ ¢ceirÒteuktoj. `O d@ 'Anan…aj
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t¾n prokeimšnhn aÙtù pore…an dihnukèj, tù kur…J aÙtoà t¦ metaxÝ dietr£nwsen, ¢podoÝj kaˆ15
§ ™pefšreto swt»ria sÚmbola.
1. a„t»sewj Di2     tšwj te Óqen] tšwj d@ Óqen te Di1 H Iv L1 L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 P1 Pa Pr V Va X, tšwj te Óqen
d@ Ka Sc     2. dies£fhsen Be L1 Mi2 Mi3 P Sc     ¢poqšsqe Pa     3. kaˆ deest X     d@ deest Be L2 Mi2 Mi3
Ph V X     4. boulhqšntej diagnînai Di2     kaˆ deest Pr     ™reunhs£menoi Pa     5. ØpÕ] ¢pÕ Pa     7.
Øf£smatoj tÁj ¢gr£fou] Ðmoièmatoj Mi22     8. qambÒj Di2 L2 Pa     œmpleoi Be L2 L3 Pa V X     9. kaˆ
deest Pa     tÁj ™n desunt B Me, ™n deest Di2     10. ™n deest Di1     11. ti deest C Mi1 P2     par' ˜auto‹j
katšscon Ka     qe‹on qhsaurÕn kaˆ polÚtimon Ph     12. aÙtÕn B Me, aÙtoà L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V (perˆ deest Pa),
˜autoà X     tÕ deest L3, tÕn B     13. di£konon] di£konon ½goun tÕn 'Anan…an Be Pa V     14. ¢pšsteilon Di1
timwmšnV Di1     to‹j tÁj toiaÚthj] to‹j toiaÚthj Ka L3 Pa1 Va, to‹j toiaÚtoij Pa2     to‹j deest Be     pol…cnoij
Pa     15. tÁj morfÁj desunt Va     œggrafoj Mi3 X     16. ceirÒteuktoj Mi3 X     17. pore…an] tr…bon Pa
10. Kaˆ oátoj m@n Ð par¦ tîn pleiÒnwn legÒmenoj lÒgoj perˆ tÁj ™n tù Øf£smati taÚthj
¢gr£fou morfÁj toà SwtÁroj ¹mîn. Lšgetai dš tij kaˆ ›teroj perˆ toÚtou lÒgoj, oÜte tÕ
piqanÕn ™kfeÚgwn, oÜte martÚrwn crhstîn ¢porîn. DiÕ kaˆ toàton ™kq»somai, †na m» tij
Øpotop£sV ™n tù ¢gnoe‹n me toàton, kratÚnein tÕn ›teron. Kaˆ p£ntwj oÙd@n qaumastÕn ™n
tosoÚtJ crÒnJ plan©sqai poll¦kij t¾n ƒstor…an. Perˆ m@n g¦r tÕ ka…rion tÁj Øpoqšsewj,5
Ðmo…wj p£ntej sumfšrontai kaˆ Ðmologoàsin, ¢pÕ toà Kuriakoà prosèpou t¾n ™n tù
Øf£smati ™ktupwqÁnai paradÒxwj morf»n. Per… ti d@ tîn toà pr£gmatoj, ½toi tÕn kairÕn
diafšrontai. “O oÙd@n tÍ ¢lhqe…v luma…netai, e‡te prÒteron, e‡te Ûsteron gšgonen. ”Ecei d@
oÛtwj kaˆ tîn lÒgwn Ð ›teroj.
1. oÛtwj A Be Me P V     tÁj ™n tù Øf£smati taÚthj ¢gr£fou morfÁj] tÁj toiaÚthj morfÁj Mi22     2.
morfÁj] qe…aj morfÁj Be Iv L2 L3 V X     toà SwtÁroj ¹mîn] toà kur…ou kaˆ qeoà kaˆ SwtÁroj ¹mîn 'Ihsoà
Cristoà Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     Lšgetai dš tij kaˆ] Legšsqw d@ kaˆ Di2, Lšgetai dš kaˆ Pa     3.
martÚrwn crhstîn] martÚ .......V1, marturiîn Be Pa V2     4. Øpotop»sV Be Mi3 X, Øpotop…V Pa     ¢gnoe‹n
me] ¢gnoÁn Pa1, ¢gnoe‹n me Pa2      me deest L3 Pa, m@n X     toàto Be V     5. poll¦kij deest Mi2     6. g¦r
deest L3     Ðmo…wj deest P2     7. ™ktupwqÁnai paradÒxwj morf»n] ™ktupwqe‹san morf»n Mi1     8. paradÒxwj
deest St     ti d@] d@ d@ L3     ti deest C Mi1, t@ L2 Pr     tîn toà pr£gmatoj, ½toi tÕn kairÕn diafšrontai] tÕn
toà pr£gmatoj kairÕn diafšrontai Di1 Mi1 St     tîn deest Mi3 X, tÕn Be C Sc     ½toi tÕn desunt C     9.
lumane‹tai Va X, molÚnetai Pr     e‡te (1)] e‡per Mi1     10. oÛtw L3     tîn lÒgwn] tÕn lÒgon B Me     Ð deest
Iv L1 Pr
11. 'En tù mšllein, fas…, tÕn CristÕn ™pˆ tÕ ˜koÚsion p£qoj ™lqe‹n, ¹n…ka t¾n ¢nqrwp…nhn
¢sqšneian ™ndeiknÚmenoj, ¢gwniîn ær©to kaˆ proseucÒmenoj, Óte kaˆ toÝj ƒdrîtaj aÙtoà æseˆ
qrÒmbouj stal£ssein a†matoj Ð toà eÙaggel…ou lÒgoj Øposhma…netai, thnikaàta, fhs…n, ¢pÒ
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tinoj tîn maqhtîn labÒnta tÕ nàn blepÒmenon toàto tem£cion toà Øf£smatoj, t¦j tîn
ƒdrètwn lib£daj ™n aÙtù ¢pom£xasqai: kaˆ eÙqšwj ™ntupwqÁnai t¾n Ðrwmšnhn taÚthn toà5
qeoeidoàj ™ke…nou e‡douj ™ktÚpwsin, Ö tù Qwm´ paraqšmenoj met¦ t¾n e„j oÙranoÝj aÙtoà
¥nodon, di¦ Qadda…ou tù AÙg£rJ ¢poste‹lai prosštaxe, t¾n di¦ tîn gramm£twn ØpÒscesin
™kplhrîn. Met¦ oân tÕ ¢nalhfqÁnai tÕn KÚrion ¹mîn 'Ihsoàn CristÕn e„j toÝj oÙranoÚj,
doÝj Ð Qwm©j tù Qadda…J t¾n ¢ceirÒgrafon toà Kuriakoà prosèpou ™kmÒrfwsin, prÕj tÕn
AÜgaron ™xapšsteile.10
1. fas…n Mi2     CristÕn] add. kaˆ qeÕn ¹mîn Be Iv L2 Mi3 Pa V X    t¾n deest C Mi1     2. ¢sqšnian Pa
Ðr©to Iv L1 Va     3. qÒmbouj Di1     stal£ssei I     a†matoj stal£ssein Pa     4. ¢poshma…netai B Me
thnikaàta] tÕ thnikaàta Be L2 V X     fhs…n deest Sc, fasin L3 Ph     labÒnta] labën Va     tÕ deest Pr
nàn deest Ph     5. toàto deest Va     temm£cion Iv L1 Va  6. t»n Ðrwmšnhn deest P2     ™ke…nou e‡douj desunt Sc
7. ™ntÚpwsin Pa     8. toà AÙg£rou Q U     ¢poste‹lai] ¢postalÁnai Mi1     prosštaxen Mi2     11.
™xapšsteilen Be L1 Mi2 P2 Q Sc V
12. Katalabën to…nun Ð Qadda‹oj t¾n ”Edesan, œmeine prîton par£ tini tîn aÙtÒqi
'Iouda…wn. Twb…aj oátoj çnÒmasto. Kaˆ d¾ prÕ tîn lÒgwn, ¢pÕ tîn œrgwn qšlwn ˜autÕn
gnwr…sai tù AÙg£rJ Ð toà Cristoà maqht»j, toÝj ¢sqenoàntaj tÁj pÒlewj ™pikl»sei mÒnV
Cristoà ™qer£peusen. “Oqen tacÝ tÁj f»mhj diadoqe…shj, Óper ™pˆ tîn toioÚtwn sumba…nein
file‹, t¦ g¦r par£doxa tîn pragm£twn polloÝj œcei toÝj perˆ aÙtîn ¢paggšllontaj,5
œfqase kaˆ prÕj tÕn AÜgaron di£ tinoj tîn aÙtoà dunastîn 'Abdoà kaloumšnou, ¹ perˆ tÁj
™ndhm…aj toà ¢postÒlou Cristoà ¢ko». Logis£menoj oân eÙqšwj ™k tÁj ØpoikouroÚshj ™n
aÙtù ™lp…doj toàton ™ke‹non enai, Ön ¢poste‹lai prÕj aÙtÕn Ð 'Ihsoàj di¦ tÁj grafÁj
™phgge…lato kaˆ par' aÙtoà teleièteron t¦ perˆ toà Qadda…ou maqèn, ¢gage‹n aÙtÕn prÕj
aÙtÕn diwr…sato. `O oân Twb…aj ™lqèn ™gnèrise taàta tù ¢postÒlJ, kake‹noj ™n dun£mei10
prÕj aÙtÕn ¢pest£lqai e„pèn, tÕ ˜xÁj prÕj tÕn AÜgaron paregšneto. 'En d@ tù mšllein kat¦
prÒswpon aÙtù ™mfan…zesqai, ™pˆ toà „d…ou metèpou oŒon ¢nasthlèsaj t¾n toiaÚthn
™mfšreian, oÛtwj e„sÇei prÕj AÜgaron. `O d@ pÒrrwqen aÙtÕn prosiÒnta „dèn, kre‹tton Ôyewj
fîj ¢ktinoboloàn ¢pÕ tÁj Ôyewj aÙtoà ™xallÒmenon ™dÒkei Ðr´n, Ö tÕ ™pike…menon ºf…ei
Ðmo…wma. “Oqen tù Øperb£llonti tÁj ¢straptoÚshj lamphdÒnoj kataplageˆj kaˆ ésper ™n15
l»qV tîn perˆ aÙtÕn sumptwm£twn genÒmenoj kaˆ tÁj polucron…ou paršsewj tîn melîn, tÁj
kl…nhj ¢qrÒwj ¢nšqore kaˆ prÕj Øpant¾n t¦ pareimšna mšlh tršcein ™xebi£zeto, taÙtÕ p£qoj
paqën trÒpon ›teron to‹j ™n tù Órei Qabër t¾n ¢str£yasan morf¾n qeasamšnoij.
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1. œmeinen V     3. gnwr…sai ˜autÕn Pa     4. Cristoà deest Pa     “Oqen tacÝ tÁj f»mhj] “Oqen toà Cristoà tÁj
f»mhj Di2     5. sumba…nei file‹n Ka     6. perˆ aÙtîn desunt Mi2     ¢pagg usque ad ™ded…ein cap.14 desunt
Be     kaˆ deest Mi3     7. ”Amdou B Di1 L1 L2 Pa Pr     8. ¢ko¾ Pa     eÙqšwj] add. Ð ”Agbaroj V, add. Ð
AÜgaroj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa Va X     eÙqšwj deest Ph     ™poikouroÚshj V     9. ™ke‹non] aÙtÕn Ph
™phgge…lato] add. tÕn Tob…an metekalšsato Mi2     10. par' aÙtoà] par¦ toà aÙtoà ”Abdou Iv Mi3 V X,
par¦ toà aÙtoà ”Amdou L2 L3 Pa Va     teleiÒteron L3 Pr     12. dun£mei] add. 'Ihsoà Cristoà Iv L2 L3 Mi3
Pa V Va X    tÍ ˜xÁj L1 L2 L3 Mi2 P1 Pa Pr V Va X     13. aÙtù] aÙtÕn Pa, aÙtoà P2     15.
¢ktinoboloànta B Me Pa     16. Ó ti Pa     ¢f…ei L2 Iv, ºf…kei Ph     17. Øperb£llon tÁj Iv L2 L3
kataplag»j X     18. aÙtîn B Pa     19. ¢qrÒon Ph     ¢nšqwre Di2, ¢nšqoren Mi2     Øpat¾n X     mšlei Di1
20. tautÕ] taut¦ tÕ L3     ›teron trÒpon Pr     21. ¢str£ptousan Iv L2 Mi3 X     qeasamšnoij morf¾n Iv L2
L3 Mi2 Mi3 V X, qeasamnÒij dÒxan Pa     qeas£menoj A1 B Di1 Me Mi1 P1 Q U
13. Labën to…nun ¢pÕ toà ¢postÒlou tÕ toioàton Ðmo…wma kaˆ sebasm…wj aÙtÕ tÍ kefalÍ
periqeˆj kaˆ to‹j Ômmasi kaˆ to‹j ce…lesi kaˆ oÙd@ t'¥lla tîn toà sèmatoj merîn ster»saj
tÁj toiaÚthj prosyaÚsewj, œgnw pareuqÝ t¦ mšlh p£nta qaumas…wj ¢narrwnnÚmena kaˆ t¾n
e„j tÕ kre‹tton metabol¾n e„sdecÒmena kaˆ t¾n lšpran ™kkaqairomšnhn kaˆ ØpofeÚgousan, e„
kaˆ œti ™n tù metèpJ le…yanÒn ti taÚthj mikrÕn Øpele…peto. Didacqeˆj oân tÕn tÁj ¢lhqe…aj5
lÒgon tÒte prÕj toà ¢postÒlou tranÒteron kaˆ perˆ tîn paradÒxwn toà Cristoà qaum£twn,
tîn te qe…wn paqîn kaˆ tafÁj kaˆ tÁj ™k nekrîn ¢nast£sewj kaˆ tÁj e„j oÙranoÝj
¢nal»yewj kaˆ Ðmolog»saj ¢lhqÁ QeÕn tÕn CristÒn, perˆ tÁj ™n tÍ ÑqÒnV ™ktupèsewj tÁj
morfÁj ™punq£neto, ™pe…per aÙt¾n ¢kribšsteron ™pist£j, ™peg…nwsken oÙ di¦ crwm£twn
Ølikîn t¾n sÚstasin œcousan kaˆ t¾n ™n aÙtÍ katepl»tteto dÚnamin, Øf' Âj paradÒxwj10
™xanšsth tÁj kl…nhj kaˆ sunhriqme‹to to‹j Øgia…nousi. PrÕj taàta Ð Qadda‹oj tÕn kairÕn tÁj
¢gwn…aj ™d»lou kaˆ t¾n ™k tîn ƒdrètwn ¢crwm£tiston mÒrfwsin kaˆ t¾n tÁj ¢f…xewj tÁj
prÕj aÙtÕn toà Kur…ou e„s»ghsin kaˆ t¦ ¥lla Ósa tÕ fq£san tÁj ƒstor…aj ™d»lwsen.
1. to…nun] add. Ð AÜgaroj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa Va     ¢postÒlou] add. Qadda…ou Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa     Ðmo…wma]
¤gion Ðmo…wma Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa     tÍ] add. te Di1 L1 L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 Pa Sc     2. paraqeˆj Pr     kaˆ to‹j
ce…lesi kaˆ to‹j Ômmasi I     Ômmasin Iv Pr U     ce…lesin U     oÙt@ Pa     t¦ ¥lla Iv L2 L3     3. merîn] melîn
Iv Mi3 X     mšlh] mšrh Iv     4. ¢narrwnÚmena B, ¢narwnnÚmena V     e„j] prÕj Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 Pa V X
5. ¢pofeÚgousan Di1 L1 Pr, feÚgousan Mi3     metÒpJ V     6. Øpel…peto Me Pa     tÕn lÒgon tÁj ¢lhqe…aj Ph
par¦ toà ¢postÒlou tÒte Va     7. prÕj] par¦ Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa Va V X     tranèteron X     8. te] kaˆ L3
tafÁj] tÁj tafÁj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X    9. ¢lhqÍ Di1     tÕn CristÒn qeÕn P2     perˆ tÁj − ™punq£neto]
™punq£neto perˆ tÁj − morfÁj Di1 Mi1 St     tÍ deest Di1     10. ™fist£j A B C Mi1 P2 Pr Q U    11.
™peg…nwske C Di1 Iv1 Mi1 Mi3 Pa Ph Pr V2 X Va     oÙ deest A B C Iv1 L11 L2 Me1 Mi1 Mi3 P1 P2 Sc (oÙ
œcousan A)     oÙ] m¾ L12 Pa Pr V     oÙ di¦] d…ca Mi2     13. Øgia…nousin B C L1 Me Mi1 P1 Pr Sc V     taàta]
add. kaˆ Ph     t¾n] tîn B     14.  toà deest Q U     15. t'«lla Di1 Di2 Mi2 Pr Sc
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14. `Wj oân ¢pÒ te toÚtwn ¢pÒ te tÁj ™n tù ÑnÒmati 'Ihsoà Cristoà ™piqšsewj tîn ceirîn
toà Qadda…ou t¦ lupoànt£ te Øpex…stato kaˆ t¦ pareimšna oƒoneˆ sunesf…ggeto kaˆ ¹
¢morf…a diesked£nnuto kaˆ p£nta prÕj Øge…an ¢nštrece, tù pantacÒqen q£mbei Ð AÜgaroj
sunecÒmenoj, 'Ep' ¢lhqe…aj, œfh, gn»sioj e maqht¾j 'Ihsoà toà Uƒoà toà Qeoà, toà d…ca
farm£kwn kaˆ botanîn qerapeÚontoj. Kaˆ ™gë tosoàton tÍ perˆ aÙtÕn storgÍ kaˆ p…stei5
sundšdemai, éste e„ m¾ ™ded…ein tÕ Øperšcon tÁj tîn `Rwma…wn dun£mewj, o‰ to‹j ØpÕ sf©j
oÙk ¢nšcontai kat' ¢ll»lwn Ðpl…zesqai, t£ca ¨n kat¦ tîn staurws£ntwn tÕn KÚrion
'Iouda…wn Ópla ™k…nhsa, kaˆ paresths£mhn kaˆ ºndrapodis£mhn aÙtoÚj. Nàn d@ ™peˆ kaˆ tÕ
p£qoj aÙtoà ™did£cqhn ˜koÚsion kaˆ pšpeismai æj oÙk ¥n, m¾ boulhqšntoj aÙtoà, kat…scusan
oƒ ¢gnèmonej kat' aÙtoà, oÙd@n prosperierg£zomai. Dšomai d@ kaˆ toà qe…ou bapt…smatoj10
¢xiwqÁnai kaˆ panoikˆ prosoikeiwqÁnai kaˆ ¢nateqÁnai tù DespÒtV Cristù. Poll¦ to…nun
™pitelšsaj prÒteron qaÚmata Ð toà Kur…ou ¢pÒstoloj kaˆ p£ntaj ¢pÕ tîn nÒswn aÙtîn
„as£menoj, ™n oŒj Ãn kaˆ Ð prîtoj t¾n perˆ aÙtoà f»mhn tù AÙg£rJ ¢nenegkèn, Ön
podalgikoà paq»matoj ºleuqšrwse, pros»gage tÍ qe…v kolumb»qrv tÕn AÜgaron kaˆ t¦
nenomismšna ™p' aÙtù telšsaj, ™b£ptisen aÙtÒn te kaˆ t¾n guna‹ka kaˆ t¦ tškna kaˆ p£ntaj15
toÝj ™n tÍ o„k…v aÙtoà kaˆ ™xÁlqen ¢pÕ toà qe…ou toÚtou tÁj kaq£rsewj Ûdatoj, kaqarÕj Óloj
kaˆ Øgi»j, ¢fanisqšntoj ¢qrÒwj kaˆ toà Øpoleifqšntoj mikroà leiy£nou tÁj lšpraj ™n tù
metèpJ aÙtoà.
1. `Wj oân − tù ÑnÒmati] 'En toÚtwn oân p£nta ™k te tÁj ™n tù ÑnÒmati Pa     ¢pÕ te toÚtwn desunt Ph     2.
toà Qadda…ou] toà ¢postÒlou Qadda…ou Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     te deest C Mi1     3. sunesf…ggonto C Mi1
œtrece A L1 L2 L3 Q U, ¢nštrecen Mi2 V     4. ¢lhqe…v B, ¢llhqe…aj Di1     œfh deest Mi2     5. 'Ihsoà]
add. Cristoà Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Ph Va V X     toà (1) deest St, toà Uƒou desunt Ph     6. éste] æj Ph     7.
Øperšcwn L1 Pr     tîn deest Me     to‹j] toÝj Di2 Iv L2 L3 Va X     ØpÕ sf©j] tÕ sf¦j Sc     8. t£ca] t£cei
Sc     9. kaˆ ºndrapodis£mhn desunt Di2 I Ph Pr Q U Va     11. kat…scusan − aÙtoà desunt Pa
perierg£zomai I L1 P1 Sc     d@] add. loipÕn Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa Va V X     12. prosoikiwqÁnai A B,
prosJkeiwqÁnai Va     ¢nateqÁnai] ¢naqe‹nai Di2 L3 Va     kaˆ ¢nateqÁnai desunt Be I Pr Va     13. qaÚmata
prÒteron Di2     14. ¢pÒstoloj] add. Qadda‹oj Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     p£ntaj] p£ntwn Mi2     15.
¢nenegkën] add. ÑnÒmati Twb…aj Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X    Ön] add. kaˆ H Iv Mi3 Pa V X     podalgikoà]
podagrikoà Be Mi3 V X, podalrhkoà Pr     ºleuqšrwsen A Be Mi2 P1 P2 Q Sc V     16. pros»gagen P1 Q Sc
t¦ deest Sc     17-20 desunt Mi2     18. aÙtoà] add. e„j tÕ Ônoma toà patrÕj kaˆ toà uƒoà kaˆ toà ¡g…ou
pneÚmatoj Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     Kaˆ ™xÁlqen] Kaˆ kaˆ ™xÁlqen Di2     19. ¢qrÒwj kaˆ toà Øpoleifqšntoj
desunt A     20. aÙtoà deest Mi1
15. 'Enteàqen panto…wj timîn kaˆ sebÒmenoj tÕ toioàton Ðmo…wma tÁj toà Kur…ou morfÁj, kaˆ
toàto to‹j ¥lloij Ð top£rchj prosšqhken. 'Ek tîn palaiîn tÁj 'Edšshj politîn te kaˆ
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o„kistîn tîn ™pis»mwn tinÕj ˜llhnikîn qeîn ¥galma prÕ tÁj dhmos…aj pÚlhj tÁj pÒlewj
¢nest»lwto, ú p£nta tÕn ™ntÕj toà ¥steoj genšsqai boulÒmenon ¢nagka‹on Ãn proskunÁsai
kaˆ nenomismšnaj eÙc£j tinaj ¢podoànai kaˆ oÛtwj œcesqai tîn ™n tÍ pÒlei Ðdîn te kaˆ5
¢guîn. Toàto oân tÒte Ð AÜgaroj kaqelën kaˆ ¢fanismù paradoÚj, e„j tÕn tÁj ™ke…nou
st£sewj tÒpon t¾n ¢ceiropo…hton taÚthn e„kÒna toà Kur…ou ¹mîn 'Ihsoà Cristoà ™pˆ san…doj
koll»saj kaˆ di¦ toà nàn fainomšnou crusoà kallwp…saj, ¢nšsthsen, ™pigr£yaj ™n tù
crusù taàta t¦ ·»mata: Crist@ Ð qeÒj, Ð e„j s@ ™lp…zwn oÙk ¢potugc£nei. 'Eqšspisš te
p£nta tÕn di¦ tÁj pÚlhj ™ke…nhj dišrcesqai mšllonta, ¢ntˆ tÁj palai©j ™ke…nhj st»lhj tÁj10
¢cr»stou kaˆ ¢nwfeloàj, tÕ prosÁkon sšbaj kaˆ t¾n Ñfeilomšnhn proskÚnhsin kaˆ tim¾n
¢ponšmein tÍ poluqaum£stJ qaumatourgù toà Cristoà e„kÒni kaˆ oÛtwj e„j t¾n pÒlin
'Edšshj e„sšrcesqai. Kaˆ diethr»qh tÕ toioàton tÁj toà ¢ndrÕj eÙsebe…aj oŒon proc£ragma
kaˆ ¢n£qhma mšcri tÁj ™n tù b…J paroik…aj aÙtoà te toà AÙg£rou kaˆ toà toÚtou uƒoà, Öj tÁj
basile…aj kaˆ tÁj eÙsebe…aj tÁj patrikÁj katšsth di£docoj. 'All' Ð toÚtwn uƒÒj te kaˆ15
uƒwnÕj tÁj m@n patróaj kaˆ pappóaj ¢rcÁj di£docoj gšgonen, oÙ m¾n kaˆ tÁj eÙsebe…aj
klhronÒmoj ™gšneto ¢ll' ¢pel£ktisen, æj e„pe‹n, t¾n eÙsšbeian kaˆ prÕj toÝj da…monaj kaˆ
t¦ e‡dwla hÙtomÒlhse. DiÕ kaˆ oƒoneˆ tÕ ¢ntapÒdoma to‹j da…mosin ¢ntapodidoÚj, ™boul»qh,
™peˆ Ð p£ppoj aÙtoà t¾n e„dwlik¾n ™ke…nhn st»lhn ¢fanismù paradšdwke, t¾n aÙt¾n
katad…khn kaˆ tÍ toà Kur…ou e„kÒni prosagage‹n. 'All' oÙk ™pštuce tÁj q»raj Ð dÒlioj. `O20
g¦r ™p…skopoj toà tÒpou toàto prognoÚj, t¾n ™ndecomšnhn œqeto prÒnoian kaˆ ™peˆ Ð tÒpoj,
kaq' Ön ¢nškeito ¹ e„kèn, kulindroeidoàj ¹misfair…ou scÁma dišswzen, qruall…da prÕ tÁj
e„kÒnoj ¤yaj kaˆ kšramon ™piqe…j, eta œxwqen tit£nJ kaˆ pl…nqoij Ñpta‹j ¢pofr£xaj tÕ
™mbadÒn, e„j Ðmal¾n ™pif£neian tÕ te‹coj ¢phÚqune. Kaˆ ™n tù m¾ Ðr©sqai t¾n fqonoumšnhn
morf»n, ¢pšsth tÁj ™gceir»sewj ™ke‹noj Ð dusseb»j. `O d@ kšramoj di¦ toàto, omai, prÕ tÁj25
e„kÒnoj teqÁnai prÕj toà ƒeršwj dièristo, æj ¨n m» tina sÁyin ™k toà ¢pÕ tÁj o„kodomÁj
eÙrîtoj kaˆ tÁj ™k toà tit£nou not…doj ™ggenšsqai ™n tù Øpodoce‹ tÁj e„kÒnoj Øf£smati kaˆ
t¾n ™k toà crÒnou bl£bhn prosdšxhtai.
Cap. 15 deest Mi2     2. to‹j ¥lloij] to‹j ¥lloij aÙtoà kalo‹j Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X  3. politîn Di1 Di2
Iv L2 L3 Pa Pr    tinÕj] add. d@ Iv L2 L3 Pr     ˜llhnikîj C Di1 Mi1     4. tÁj deest Pr     ú] Ö V     p£nta
deest Va     ¥steoj] ¥stewj B     5. eÙc¦j tin¦j ¢podoànai] tin¦j eÙc¦j ¢podoànai Di1 Di2 Mi1 St Va, tin¦j
¢podoànai eÙc¦j Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     6. te kaˆ ¢guîn desunt Pr Va, kaˆ deest Sc     ¢guiîn V X
Toàto oân tÒte] Toàto oân tÕ ¢k£qarton kaˆ daimoniîdej ¥galma tÒte Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X, Toàto oân tÕ
¢k£qarton kaˆ daimoniîdej tÒte ¥galma Pa     tÒte deest Di1 L1 Pr Va     7. ¢fanismù] pantele‹ ¢fanismù
Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     tÕn] tÕ Be     9. kallwp…saj crusoà Ph     10. ™lp…zwn] ™lp…saj B Me
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¢potugc£nei] add. pote Be Mi3 V X     11. di¦ tÁj pÚlhj desunt Pr, di¦ deest L2 Iv Mi3 X     mšllonta
dišrcesqai Pr, mšllonta e…sšrcesqai Va     12. prose…kon Pa     13. tim¾n kaˆ t¾n proskÚnhsin I     tim¾n] t¾n
tim¾n Q U Di2 L3      ¢ponšmei Pa     tÍ poluqaum£stJ] tÍ tim…v kaˆ poluqaum£stJ Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V
X     qaumatourgù] kaˆ qaumatourgù Be Pa V X     toà deest Pa     14. ”Edessan Iv L2 X     diethr…qh Di1
tÕ deest B Di1 Di2 K Me Mi1 Mi2 P2 Q R S Sc T U W Y     15. eÙsebe…aj] add. qšspisma Be Iv L2 L3
Mi3 Pa V X     16. toà AÙg£rou desunt C, AÙg£rou kaˆ toà toÚtou desunt Mi1     toÚtou deest C     te deest
Ph     17. uƒwnÕj] o„wnÕj Pr     18. kaˆ pappóaj desunt Pa     m¾n] add. d@ C Di1 H Mi1 St     20. ™k toà ¢pÕ
tÁj] ¢pÕ toà tÁj Va     hÙtomÒlhsen Be L1 Mi3 P1 Q Sc V, aÙtomÒlhse Pa, aÙtomÒlhsen Pr     21. ™peˆ]
usque ad kaˆ tîn cap.22 desunt Be     t¾n e„dwlik¾n] t¾n miar¦n kaˆ e„dwlik¾n Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     22.
paradšdwke] paršdwke Di1 Pa     23. toà tÒpou desunt Mi1     24. prognoÝj] add. ™k qe…aj ¢pokalÚyewj Iv L2
L3 Mi3 Pa V X     ¹ deest Sc     ¹ e„kën] add. toà swtÁroj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     25. dišswze Di2 H I Iv
Ka L2 L3 Mi3 Pa Ph P2 V Va X, dišswsen Pr     tÁj e„kÒnoj] tÁj qe…aj e„kÒnoj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     26.
¤yaj] ¢n£yaj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X, ¢nagr£yaj Pa     pl»nqoij V     Ñpa‹j A     27. ÐmalÕn Di1 Pa Pr Va,
Ñmal¾n Di2 L3     ¢phÚqunen V, ™phÚqune Di2 L2 Pa Pr Q U     28. ™ke‹noj] ™ke…nhj Iv L2 L3 X     prÕj toà
ƒeršwj desunt Di2     ƒeršwj] ¢rcieršwj Iv     30. EÜrwtoj Q, ™brîtoj V     ¢pÕ tÁj − ™k toà desunt Ph     toà
tit£nou] tÁj tit£nou L1
16. ”Errei to…nun Ð crÒnoj di¦ mšsou polÝj kaˆ tÁj ™x ¢nqrèpwn mn»mhj ¢perrÚh kaˆ ¹
¢nast»lwsij tÁj ƒer©j taÚthj e„kÒnoj kaˆ ¹ ¢pÒkruyij. `Wj oân ™n to‹j o„ke…oij kairo‹j
CosrÒhj Ð tîn Persîn basileÝj t¦j tÁj 'As…aj pÒleij porqîn kaˆ prÕj t¾n ”Edesan
œfqase: kaˆ prÕ taÚthj phx£menoj c£raka, p©san mhcan¾n ™k…nei kaˆ p©n tÕ prÕj ¤lwsin
pÒlewj ™pit»deion Ôrganon ™xhrtÚeto, ™tekta…neto d@ p£nta t¦ prÕj ¢fšseij belîn,5
katase…seij teicîn, diaqraÚseij pulîn. 'En tosoÚtJ kindÚnJ oƒ 'Edesshnoˆ gegonÒtej,
™penÒoun m@n t¦ dunat¦ kaˆ aÙtoˆ prÕj ¢ntipar£taxin, diepresbeÚonto d@ perˆ bohqe…aj kaˆ
prÕj toÝj `Rwma…wn strathgoÚj. 'Il…wn d@, Ð tÒte tîn `Rwmakîn strateum£twn ¹goÚmenoj
kaˆ kaq' ˜autÕn ØpÕ tîn polem…wn ponoÚmenoj, to‹j ™n 'EdšsV summac…an pšmyai oÙc oŒÒj te
Ãn. Di¦ gramm£twn d@ pareq£rrune, tÁj toà Kur…ou ¢namimn»skwn ™pistolÁj kaˆ tÁj10
¢yeudoàj ™n aÙtÍ ¢pof£sewj, di' Âj ¢pÒrqhton thre‹sqai t¾n pÒlin kaˆ lšgetai kaˆ
pisteÚetai. Oƒ d@ Pšrsai met¦ tÁj ™mfanoàj ™piqšsewj kaˆ t¦ ¢fanîj ™penÒoun
™pibouleÚonta. Kaˆ pÒrrwqen ÑrÚttein ¢rx£menoi, di' ØponÒmwn œndon genšsqai tÁj pÒlewj
™tecn£zonto. `Wj d@ Ãsan oŒon Ûfudroi kolumbhtaˆ toà te…couj ™ntÕj ØpÕ gÁn, ™k toiaÚthj
a„t…aj katafan¾j to‹j œndon gšgonen ¹ ™piboul»: sunšbh kat' ™ke‹no tÕ mšroj œndon toà15
te…couj calkša o„ke‹n, oá t¦ kat¦ t¾n o„k…an a„wroÚmena skeÚh calk© Ãcon ¢petšlei, tîn
Persîn ØpÕ gÁn koptÒntwn kaˆ ™kforoÚntwn tÕn coàn. 'En ¢mhcan…v oân kaˆ tÍ ™sc£tV
¢pognèsei oƒ tÁj pÒlewj katast£ntej prÕj tÕn QeÕn katafeÚgousi kaˆ met' ÑdÚnhj kard…aj
kaˆ dakrÚwn ™xez»toun aÙtÒn. Fa…netai to…nun di¦ nuktÕj tù ™piskÒpJ, EÙl£lioj d@ oátoj Ãn,
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gun» tij eÙstal¾j kaˆ kosm…a kre‹tton À kat¦ ¥nqrwpon Øpotiqemšnh aÙtù t¾n20
¢ceiropo…hton e„kÒna labe‹n toà Cristoà, kaˆ litane…an met' aÙtÁj poi»sasqai: kaˆ p£ntwj
de‹xai tÕn KÚrion t¦ qaum£sia aÙtoà. `O d@ ™p…skopoj pantelîj ¢gnoe‹n œlegen e„ œstin Ólwj
e‡te par' aÙto‹j e‡te par' ¥lloij tisˆn ¹ toiaÚth e„kèn. TÒte lšgei prÕj aÙtÕn ¹ ™n gunaike…J
fainomšnh tù sc»mati, Óti ™p£nw tÁj pÚlhj tÁj pÒlewj ™n tùde tù tÒpJ di¦ tÒnde tÕn
trÒpon ¹ toiaÚth e„kèn ¢pokškruptai.25
1-12 (pÒlin) desunt Mi2     1.  Ð deest Va     polÝj] add. œth: ™pškeina tîn pentakos…wn Iv L3 Mi3 V
¢perrÚei P21     3. tîn deest Pa     4. œfqasen Mi1 V     ™ke…nei B Ph     5. Ôrganon deest Pa     ™xhrtÚto Me
7. oƒ 'Aideshnoˆ Di2, oƒ deest H     gegonÒtej] o‰ gegonÒtej X     kaˆ aÙtoˆ t¦ dunat¦ Di1 Mi1, aÙtoˆ t¦ dunat¦
St     prÕj] add. t¾n B Di2 L1 L2     8. ¢npar£taxin A     perˆ deest Di2     d@ perˆ bohqe…aj desunt Pa
diepresbeÚonto kaˆ prÕj toÝj `Rwma…wn ¢rchgoÝj perˆ bohqe…aj Ph     9. strathgoÚj] basile‹j te kaˆ
strathgoÚj L2 L3 Mi3 X, basilÁj te kaˆ strathgoÚj Iv     10. ponoÚmenoj] ºgoÚmenoj Pa     summac…an] add.
m@n Iv L2 L3 Pa V X     11. pareq£rrune] dieq£rrune Di1, pareq£rrunen Me Sc     ¢namimn»skein P2     12.  ™n
aÙtÍ] aÙtoà Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X     ¢yeudoàj deest Va     ¢pÒrrhton P2     13. ™piqšsewj] ¢pof£sewj B Me
14. ™pibouleÚmata Di2     15. oŒon deest H     Œfudroi L3 Va X     16. gšgonen ¹ ™piboul»: sunšbh kat' ™ke‹no
tÕ mšroj œndon toà te…couj desunt Di2     17. ™piboul…a Pr     sunšbh] add. g¦r Mi3 X     calkša] add. tin¦ Iv
Mi3 L2 L3 X     t¦ deest Ka Pr     19. kaˆ ™kforoÚntwn desunt Pr Va     20. katafeÚgousin Pr     21. ™z»toun
Mi3 Pa V X     24. met' aÙtÁj] met¦ taÚthj Pa V X     kaˆ deest Di2 Pa     t¦ qaum£sia aÙtoà] kaˆ nàn t¦
qaum£sia aÙtoà æj ¢e… Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     ™p…skopoj] add. EÙl£lioj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     25. e‡te
par' aÙto‹j desunt Ka     ¢gnoe‹n deest B Me     26. toiaÚth deest Iv L2 L3 Pa     e„kèn] ¡g…a kaˆ sebasm…a
e„kèn Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     gunaike…J] gunaik…J A B Pa     Óti deest B Me     27. tÁj pÒlewj desunt Pr
Va     tùde deest Pr     28. ¢pokškruptai] kškrupte B, ¢pokškrupte Me
17. “Ewqen oân Ð ™p…skopoj tù ™narge‹ tÁj Ôyewj pepoiqèj, met¦ litÁj prÕj tÕn tÒpon ™lqën
kaˆ diereunhs£menoj eáre t¾n qe…an taÚthn e„kÒna ¢dialèbhton kaˆ t¾n qruall…da ™n to‹j
tosoÚtoij m¾ ¢posbesqe‹san œtesi kaˆ ™n tù prÕj fulak¾n ™piteqšnti prÕ toà lÚcnou ker£mJ
™pektupwq@n ›teron Ðmo…wma toà Ðmoièmatoj, Ö kaˆ mšcri toà nàn ™n 'EdšsV tugc£nei
swzÒmenon. Labën oân met¦ ce‹raj tÕ qe‹on toàto toà qeanqrèpou Cristoà ¢peikÒnisma kaˆ5
™pˆ kre…ttonoj ™lp…doj genÒmenoj œrcetai kat' ™ke‹non tÕn tÒpon, kaq' Ön oƒ Pšrsai
diorÚttontej ¢pÕ toà tîn calkwm£twn ½cou kat£fwroi kaqest»kesan. Kaˆ ¢rxamšnwn
œndoqen ÑrÚttein tîn tÁj pÒlewj, æj ™ggÝj ¢ll»lwn ™gšnonto, ¢pÕ tÁj lucn…aj ™ke…nhj
œlaion ™pist£xantej e„j tÕ kat¦ tîn polem…wn aÙto‹j eÙtrepismšnon pàr kaˆ kat¦ tîn ™n tù
ØponÒmJ Persîn ¢fšntej, p£ntaj ¢pèlesan. Kaˆ tÁj ™nteàqen ·usqšntej ™piboulÁj, prÕj10
t¦j ™ktÕj toà te…couj mhcan¦j t¾n Ðmo…an pe‹ran pro»negkan kaˆ taÚtaj ¢qrÒwj katšflexan
kaˆ polloÝj tîn ™n aÙta‹j polem…wn ¢n£lwsan. ”Hdh d@ ¢nateqarrhkÒtej kaˆ l…qwn ¢fšseij
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sucnîn ¢pÕ tîn teicîn ™pepo…hnto, Øf' ïn kaˆ tÕn stratoped£rchn toà polem…ou
strateÚmatoj sunšbh pese‹n kaˆ ¥llouj polloÝj sÝn aÙtù. OÙ mÒnon dš, ¢ll¦ kaˆ t¾n
œxwqen ØpÕ tîn Persîn ¢nafqe‹san kat¦ tîn œndon pur£n, ¿n ¥peiroj Ûlh ™laiîn te kaˆ15
¥llwn sucnîn katakopšntwn dšndrwn Øpštrefe, kat' aÙtîn genšsqai ¹ tÁj summ£cou qe…aj
e„kÒnoj pepo…hke dÚnamij: æj g¦r ¥nwqen Ð EÙl£lioj toà te…couj ta‹j o„ke…aij ™faplèsaj
taÚthn pal£maij t¾n pÒlin dièdeuen, ™xa…fnhj, æj kat¦ tÕn tÒpon toàton ™gšneto, b…aioj
¥nemoj ™gerqeˆj kat¦ tîn ¢naflegÒntwn t¾n toiaÚthn purka¦n t¾n flÒga ™pšstreye kaˆ
™d…wke toÚtouj kaˆ ™nepÚrizen, æj toÝj Calda…ouj tÕ pr…n.20
1. oân] d@ B     Ð deest Va     ™p…skopoj] add. t¾n p£san Mi22     2. eáren V     ¢dialèbhton] add. kaˆ
kecarmšnhn Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     3. qruall…da] qrul…da C, qruall…da í toà qaÚmatoj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V
X     to‹j deest Ph     tosoÚtoij] add. crÒnoij Pa     ¢posbesqÁsan U Pa2      œtesi] œtesin A B L1 Me Mi2 P1
P2 Pr Q Sc U, deest Pa, crÒnoij V     4. ker£mJ prÕ toà lÚcnou I     ™ktupwq@n Iv L2 Mi2 Pa V X    Ðmo…wma
toà Ðmoièmatoj] Ðmo…wma toà prètou Ðmoièmatoj ¢par£llakton Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X (¢par£llhkton X)
5. met¦] kat¦ L2 L3 Iv Pa     oân met¦ ce‹raj] oân Ð ™p…skopoj EÙl£lioj met¦ car©j Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X
ce‹raj] car©j Mi2     6. Cristoà] lÒgou Mi3     8. kat£fwroi] kat£foroi A1 C Di2 Mi1 Pa St, kaˆ t£foroi V,
kat£foboi B     kaqest»kasi B L2 L3 Me Mi3 Pa X     9. tîn] tÕn B     ™gšnonto ¢ll»lwn Iv     10.
™pist£xantej] ™pist£xaj Iv L2     kaˆ katîn Ka     aÙto‹j] aÙtÁj Pa     11. tù deest I     ØpÒmù H     p£ntej Pa
¢pèlesan] add. ¥rdhn Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     12. t¦j] t¦ Di1 Di2 L2 L3 Iv Sc     mhcan¦j] chcan¦j Q
pros»negkan B L3 Mi3 V X     13. taÚtaj] p£ntaj L1     ¢qrÒwj] ¢qrÒaj C Mi1     ¢n£lwsan] ¢n»lwsan Pa
14. ¢pÕ tîn teicîn desunt Me     teicîn] toicîn B     15. stratopaid£rchn Pa     polem…ou] ///////m…ou Q,
miaroà Di2     16. d@] add. toÚtouj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     17. ¿n] ¹ L2 L3 X     ¥peiroj] ¥peiloj L2
¥llwn] tîn ¥llwn V     18. katakopšntwn] katapesÒntwn A C Di1 Di2 I Mi1 P2 Q Sc St U     Øpštrefen
Mi2     19. pepo…hke dÚnamij desunt Q U     Ð deest Di2 Iv Pa     ta‹j o„ke…aij toà te…couj A B C D Di1 Di2 E
F G H I K L1 Me Mi1 P1 P2 Ph Pr Q R S Sc St T U Va W Y     20. Øfaplèsaj Ka     dièdeusen V,
dièdeuse Di1, dièdeue Mi1 Mi3     21. toàton deest Di2     ™xegerqeˆj Di2 L1     kat¦] kaˆ B Me  flegÒntwn
Mi3 X     22. Øpšstreyen Mi2
18. Taàta oÙk ¢m£rturÒj ™sti lÒgoj, e„j ¹don¾n ¢koÁj À ¢p£thn par' ¹mîn sumplasqe…j,
¢ll¦ tre‹j Ðmoà patri£rcai, 'Iëb 'Alexandre…aj, CristofÒroj 'Antioce…aj kaˆ Bas…leioj
`IerosolÚmwn ¢nšgrayan kaˆ oÛtwj œcein taàta ™gnèrisan Qeof…lJ gr£fontej tù basile‹
e„j t¦j ƒer¦j e„kÒnaj ™xubrikÒti Óte di¦ pollîn ¢podeiknÚntej tÕ tîn qe…wn e„kÒnwn ƒerÕn kaˆ
seb£smion kaˆ perˆ toÚtou dišlabon. Kaˆ œxesti tù boulomšnJ t¾n polÚsticon ™ke…nhn5
™pistol¾n ¢nalšxasqai kaˆ perˆ toÚtou maqe‹n. 'All¦ kaˆ tÍ EÙagr…ou ™kklhsiastikÍ
ƒstor…v e‡ tij filopÒnwj ™nštucen, œgnw p£ntwj oŒa perˆ tÁj ƒer©j taÚthj e„kÒnoj kat¦ tÕn
tštarton lÒgon fhs….
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1. ™sti] ™stin V, ™stin Ð Pa     e„j] À e„j Mi3     ¢p£thn] ¢g£phn Pa     par' ¹mîn] par' ¹ Pa     2.
sumplasqeˆj] sumplakeˆj L2 Mi3 X, sumpaqeˆj Di1     3. Bas…leioj] add. Ð Sc     4. gr£yantej Ph     tù deest
Pr Va     e„j deest A B C Di1 Di2 I Ka Me Mi1 Pr Q Sc St U     5. ¢podeiknÚntej] ¢podeiknàntej C,
¢podeiknÚontej Di1 Di2 Q, ¢pode…xewn V X, ¢pode…xewn ¢podeiknÚontej L3 Mi3 Pa     6. t¾n ™pistol¾n ™ke…nhn
t¾n polÚsticon Ph     7. toÚtwn Iv L1 L2 P1 Pa Pr Mi3 V Va X     tÍ EÙagr…ou ™kklhsiastikÍ ƒstor…v] t¾n
EÙagr…ou ™kklhsiastik¾n ƒstor…an Di2     8. ™nštucen œgnw] ¢nšgnw ode Di2     e„kÒnoj taÚthj Mi3     9. fhs…n
Di2 H I Iv L2 L3 Me Mi2 Mi3 Pa Ph Pr Va V
19. 'Anagr£fei g¦r æj met¦ tîn ¥llwn Ð CosrÒhj kaˆ toàto pepo…hke qšlwn perifanîj
™lšgxai yeudÁ tÕn par¦ Cristiano‹j qrulloÚmenon perˆ tÁj toiaÚthj pÒlewj lÒgon, æj e‡h
¢pÒrqhtoj. XÚlwn g£r ti mšga crÁma kaˆ plÁqoj ¥peiron ™n brace‹ tÍ toà strateÚmatoj
poluceir…v sunaqro…saj ™x ™pit£gmatoj kaˆ taàta kat¦ dÚo to…couj phx£menoj kÚklJ tÁj
pÒlewj, eta coàn kat¦ tÕ mšson ™pembalën kaˆ ¢ntimštwpon ¥llo te‹coj o„kodomîn,5
ØyhlÒteroj ™g…neto tîn tÁj 'Edšshj teicîn kaˆ æj ™x Øperdex…wn t¦ bšlh kat¦ tîn Øp@r tÁj
pÒlewj prokinduneuÒntwn Óson oÜpw ¢f…esqai œmellen. “Oper oƒ 'Edeshnoˆ ésper Ôroj
¢ntikrÝ tîn teicîn Ðrîntej ™xegeirÒmenon, di' oá æj ™k toà „sopšdou toÝj polem…ouj ™pibÁnai
toà ¥steoj ½lpizon, ™n ¢mhcan…v ka…per Ôntej, ¢ntimhcanèmenoi d@ Ómwj t¦ dunat¦ kaˆ
aÙto…, dièruga ™pece…roun prÕ toà neosust£tou ™ke…nou te…couj ÑrÚxasqai, æj ¨n e„ dunhqe‹en10
t¦ prÕ toà cèmatoj Øf£yai staurèmata prÕj t¾n dièruga tÕn coàn Øposp£swntai kaˆ
oÛtwj tÕ mšga te‹coj ™ke‹no, oŒon ™x Ñne…rou ¢naplasqšn, q©tton katenecqÍ kaˆ diarruÍ.
'Epeˆ d@ tÕ m@n Ôrugma di»nusto, pàr d@ to‹j xÚloij ™nišntej toà skopoà dihm£rtanon, m¾
dunamšnou toà purÕj di¦ tÕ sumpepilhmšnon œndon enai tÕn coàn kaˆ t¦ xÚla œti clwr¦ kenoà
tinoj d…ca tÁj Ûlhj ™mperidr£xasqai, t¾n ƒer¦n taÚthn e„kÒna e„j t¾n neÒteukton ™ke…nhn15
t£fron e„sagagÒntej kaˆ Ûdwr ™k taÚthj kaqagi£santej kaˆ toàto tÍ pur´ kaˆ to‹j xÚloij
prosepirr£nantej, ™nergÕn genšsqai tÕ pàr katepr£xanto. Kaˆ tÍ p…stei tîn dedrakÒtwn tÁj
qe…aj sunepilabomšnhj dun£mewj, æj œlaion tÕ Ûdwr ™gšneto tù purˆ kaˆ ™xÁye t¾n flÒga
kaˆ katan£lwsen ¤pan tÕ prostucÒn. TÒte oân Ð tîn Persîn basileÝj t¾n ¤lwsin tÁj
pÒlewj ¢pognoÝj kaˆ t¾n bo»qeian Óqen œscon maqën prÕj sumbib£seij ™cèrhse kaˆ spond¦j20
e„rhnik¦j poihs£menoj, prÕj t¦ o„ke‹a ¢nqupenÒsthsen.
1. 'Anagr£fei] 'Anagr£fh C Di1     Ð CosrÒhj] add. kakîn qšlwn g¦r Ð ¢l£stwr Iv L2 L3 Pa V Va X
kakîn kaˆ toàto pepo…hke qšlwn g¦r Ð ¢l£stwr Mi3     par¦ to‹j Ka     3. g£r deest Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V Va     
mšga ti Di1 H L1 L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 P1 Pa Ph Pr Va      5. to…couj] te…couj Di2 Iv L1 L3 Pa St Va, sto…couj
Mi2     tÕ deest H Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa     6. ™gšneto I Iv L2 L3 Pa     tÁj deest Ph     7. ™x deest L3 St     Øp@r
deest Pr Va     9. ™geirÒmenon X     æj deest Ph     10. ¢ntimacÒmenoi Iv L2 L3 X     11.  dièrugma Di1 I L2 Q
X     neost£tou A B C Di2     12. t¾n] tÕn H     13. Øposp£santa B Me     oÛtw L3 Pa     14. katenecqÁnai A,
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katenecqeˆ X     m@n deest Pa     Ôrugma] add. toÚtoij Mi2     15. ¢nišntej Di2 I     16. sunpepilhmšnon A,
sumpephlhmšnon L2 L3 X, sumpepil@gmenon Pa     kenoà] koinoà A1     d…ca] dÁqen Pr Va     17. neÒtakton B
19. prosepirr£nantej] kat™pirr£nantej Pa     20. ™pilabomšnhj Pa     21. kathn£lwsen Pa     22. Persîn]
Persî Q1, Persîn Q2     Óqen] ¿n B Me     23. sumbib£saj P1, sumb£seij Ka     ™cèrhsen Mi2
poihs£menoj] poioÚmenoj Mi2
20. ”Emelle d@ ¥ra kaˆ oátoj oÙk e„j makr¦n eÙerges…aj tuce‹n ¢pÕ tÁj ƒer©j taÚthj e„kÒnoj,
tÁj tîn polem…wn aÙtoà eÙergštidoj kaˆ tîn ˜autoà ¢nairštidoj. TÕ g¦r toÚtou qug£trion
ØpÕ daimon…ou pneÚmatoj susceq@n kaˆ tÁj kat¦ fÚsin ™kst¦n katast£sewj, ™bÒa sunecîj
di' aÙtoà ™nergoÚmenon. E„ m¾ ™x 'Edšshj ¹ ¢ceiropo…htoj œlqV e„kèn, ™nteàqen tÕn œnoikon
toÚtou m¾ ™xeleÚsesqai. “Oper ¢koÚsaj Ð basileÝj kaˆ t¦ ™pˆ tÁj poliork…aj5
¢nalogis£menoj, oÙd@ g¦r oÙd' aÙtÕn ¹ par£doxoj ™xa…fnhj „scÝj kaˆ tÕ q£rsoj dišlaqe tîn
'Edesshnîn, gr£fei paracrÁma prÒj te tÕn tÁj pÒlewj proex£rconta kaˆ prÕj tÕn
mhtropol…thn EÙl£lion kaˆ prÕj tÕ koinÕn tÁj pÒlewj ¢postalÁnai q©tton aÙtù tÕ qe‹on
kaˆ pansqen@j ¢peikÒnisma, prosqeˆj kaˆ t¾n a„t…an, t¾n tÁj qugatrÕj sumfor¦n kaˆ
panto…wj ¢xiîn te kaˆ biazÒmenoj m¾ ¢potuce‹n tÁj a„t»sewj. Oƒ d@ tÒ te toà Persikoà10
½qouj ¥piston Øponooàntej kaˆ ØpopteÚontej dÒlJ boÚlesqai tÕn Pšrshn t¾n aÙtîn
Øfelšsqai „scÝn kaˆ m¾ prošsqai t¾n prost£tin kaˆ eÙergštida pronooÚmenoi, ¢ll¦ mhd@ t¾n
e„r»nhn làsai tÁj toiaÚthj prof£sewj ›neka, boul¾n bouleÚontai sunet¾n kaˆ lusiteloàsan
aÙto‹j. Metagr£yantej g¦r ‡shn kat¦ p£nta kaˆ Ðmo…an æj ™nÁn e„kÒna tÁj ¢gr£fou
grapt¾n kaˆ prÕj tÕ ™mfer@j kat¦ tÕ dunatÕn ¢peik£santej prÕj tÕn a„ths£menon15
¢postšllousin. `Wj d@ ™ntÕj tîn tÁj Pers…doj Ðr…wn ™gšnonto oƒ t¾n e„kÒna diakom…zontej,
eÙqšwj di¦ tÁj toà basilšwj qugatrÕj Ð da…mwn ¢nškraxe q©tton ™xšrcesqai kaˆ diame…bein
t¾n o‡khsin tÁj toà ™rcomšnou dun£mewj ›neka, mÒnon e„ tÕ metaklhq@n ¢postrafe…h
Ðmo…wma kaˆ m¾ to‹j basile…oij mhd@ tÍ pÒlei Persîn prospel£sV kaˆ prÕj toàto poll¦ toà
basilšwj ™de‹to kaˆ kaqikšteuen. `Uposcomšnou d@ toà basilšwj, ™xelqÒntoj ¢pÕ tÁj kÒrhj20
toà da…monoj kaˆ ™n Øgie‹ katast£sei gegonu…aj tÁj basile…ou paidÒj, Ð CosrÒhj, e‡te t¾n toà
a„thsamšnou da…monoj ¢x…wsin ™kplhrîn kaˆ t¾n ØpÒscesin ™mpedîn e‡te t¾n toà ™rcomšnou
dÚnamin dediëj di¦ tÕ faàlon aÙtoà tîn œrgwn kaˆ musarÒn, ¢poste…laj Øpostršyai prÕj t¾n
¢f' Âj ™xÁlqe pÒlin t¾n toiaÚthn e„kÒna ™kšleuse kaˆ dîra prosqeˆj par' ˜autoà prÕj toÝj
taÚthn ™kpšmyantaj.25
1. ”Emellen V1      tuce‹n] metalace‹n Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 Pa V X     5. e„kën œlqV Pa     tÕn] tÕ Pa Pr     6.
poliork…aj] luork…aj Pa     ¢nalogis£//pomenoj Pa     7. „scÝj ™xa…fnhj Mi3     dišlaqen V     gr£fh Q     8.
™x£rkonta Pr, ™x£rconta Va     9. tÕ (1)] tÕn Mi2     10. ¢peiskonisma Pr     t¾n (2) deest Pa     kaˆ deest Pa
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V X     11. toà deest H       12. bouleÚesqai Iv L2 V X     13. ˜autîn Di2     proišsqai L3, pore…esqai Pa
14. ›neka boul¾n] ›neka kaˆ boul¾n L1     15. Meteggr£yantej V, Metaggr£yantej X     16. æj ™nÁn Ðmo…an
Iv L2 L3 X     ¢gr£ptou Di2     17. ¢postšllousi L2, ¢postšlousin Di1     18. ™ntÕ////j B     19. ¢nškraze Iv
L2 Mi3 Pa V Va X, ¢nškraxen Mi2 Pr     ¢nškraxe Ð da…mwn Di1, ¢nškraxen Ð da…mwn Mi1 St     20. e„
metaklhq@n tÕ Ðmo…wma ¢postrafe…h H     ¢postrafe…h] ¢postref¾n Sc     21. kaˆ m¾] add. d@ Iv L2 L3 St
prospel£sV Persîn Mi2 Mi3 Pa V X, prospel£sei Persîn Iv L2 L3     22. toàto] toÚtJ Iv L2 X     toà
deest Pr Va     23. kaˆ toà da…monoj ™xelqÒntoj tÁj kÒrhj Ph       ™xelqÒntoj] kaˆ ™xelqÒntoj L2 L3 Mi3 V X
ØgiÁ X, Øge‹ B     24. toà basile…ou paidÕj Pa, toà basilšwj paidÕj I Sc    25. ™mpodîn P1 Pr Q, ™mpaidîn Di1
dedeiëj X, dedoiëj Pa     26 – 28 desunt P2     26. ¢f' Âj] ™x Âj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     ¢poste…laj Øpostršyai
prÕj t¾n, ¢f' Âj ™xÁlqe, pÒlin] ¢poste…laj prÕj t¾n ¢f' Âj ™xÁlqe pÒlin Øpostršyai Di1 Mi1 St     27.
™kšleusen Mi2 Pr V     prosqeˆj kaˆ dîra Iv L2 L3 Mi2 Mi3 Pa V X     28.  ™kpšmyantaj] ™kpšmyaj Mi3
21. ’Hn oân par¦ to‹j 'Edeshno‹j Ð polÚtimoj Ôlboj oátoj, Ð ¢kšnwtoj qhsaurÒj, ¹ e„kën ¹
prwtÒtupÒj te kaˆ ¥grafoj, timwmšnh ¢eˆ prÕj aÙtîn kaˆ ¢ntifrouroàsa aÙtoÚj. 'Epeˆ d@
prÕj t¾n basileÚousan taÚthn tîn pÒlewn t¦ pantacÒqen sunerrÚhken ¢gaqètat£ te kaˆ
k£llista, Ãn d@ ¥ra qe‹Òn te boÚlhma kaˆ t¾n ƒer¦n taÚthn e„kÒna ™ntaàqa met¦ tîn ¥llwn
¢poqhsaurisqÁnai kalîn, Ð tÁj `Rwma…wn kurieÚwn ¢rcÁj `RwmanÕj spoÚdasma poie‹tai di'5
˜autoà taÚthj kateumoirÁsai kaˆ kataploutÁsai t¾n basileÚousan. Kaˆ d¾ kat¦ diafÒrouj
kairoÝj ¢poste…laj prÕj ”Edesan Æte‹to taÚthn aÙtù met¦ tÁj aÙtogr£fou toà Kur…ou
™kpemfqÁnai ™pistolÁj kaˆ ¢ntididÒnai kaqupiscne‹to aÙto‹j e„j ¢nt£llagma SarakhnoÚj te
mšcri diplÁj ˜katont£doj tÕn ¢riqmÕn kaˆ ¢rgÚrou ™pis»mou cili£daj dÚo prÕj muri£di mi´. Oƒ
d@ tÁj 'Edšshj m¾ lusitele‹n aÙto‹j œlegon t¾n fÚlaka kaˆ frourÕn tÁj o„ke…aj pÒlewj10
¢rgur…ou kaˆ qnhtîn ¢nqrèpwn ¢ll£xasqai.
Cap. 21 deest P2     1. oátoj Ôlboj B Me     Ð ¢kšnwtoj] Ð kaˆ ¢kšnwtoj X, kaˆ ¢kšnwtoj Iv L2 Mi3     ¹
e„kën] e„hkën (sic) Mi2     2. prÕj] par' B     aÙtÕn Ka     4. sunerrÚhken] sunerrÚh Di2, sunerrÚhkšte Ka
¢gaqètata] ¢gaqÒtata Ka Q, ¢gaq£ Di2, ¡giètata Iv L3 Mi3 Pa Ph Pr V Va X     te (1) deest Pr X     d@]
te B     5. ƒer¦n taÚthn e„kÒna] ƒer¦n e„kÒna taÚthn Pr Va, ƒer¦n kaˆ ¨cranton taÚthn e„kÒna kaˆ ¢ceiropoi»ton
Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa X     qhsaurisqÁnai Iv L2 L3 Pa X, sunaqroisqÁnai Mi3     6. kurieÚwn deest Mi3
spoÚdasmata Iv     7. kateumarÁsai Pr     8. aÙtù] aÙtîn Mi2     9. ¢ntididÒnai] add. aÙtoÝj B     10.
t£llagma Sc     mšcri] kaˆ mšcri Di1     ¢rgÚrou] ¢rgur…ou L2 L3     12. t¾n fÚlaka] tÕn fÚlaka L1     kaˆ
frourÕn desunt Iv     kaˆ qnhtîn] te kaˆ qnhtîn Pa
22. `Wj d@ Ð m@n ™pškeito kaˆ aâqij a„tîn, oƒ d@ poll£kij t¾n dšhsin parekroÚonto, tšloj
kat¦ toà ˜xakisciliostoà tetrakosiostoà penthkostoà deutšrou œtouj tÁj toà kÒsmou
genšsewj, Ð tÁj 'Edšshj ¢pšsteilen ¢mhr©j, ¢xiîn ™ggr£fJ ¢sfale…v di¦ sfrag‹doj
crusÁj ™coÚshj tÕ bšbaion, tÕn basilša kateggu»sasqai toà m¾ polem…wj ™pšrcesqai t¦
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tîn `Rwma…wn strateÚmata kat¦ tîn tess£rwn toÚtwn pÒlewn, fhmˆ d¾ toà `Roc©n, Óper5
t¾n ”Edesan ¹ b£rbaroj Ñnom£zei fwn», toà Car£n, toà SarÒtzi kaˆ tîn Samos£twn, mhd@
lh…zesqai toÝj toÚtwn ¢groÝj À toÝj ™n aÙto‹j katoikoàntaj ¢ndrapod…zesqai, ¢poluqÁnai d@
aÙtù kaˆ toÝj diakos…ouj ¢pÕ tîn ÐmofÚlwn SarakhnoÝj met¦ tÁj proãpeschmšnhj toà
¢rgur…ou posÒthtoj kaˆ ¢ntapodoànai aÙtÕn t¾n ™pizhtoumšnhn e„kÒna kaˆ t¾n ™pistol¾n toà
Cristoà.10
Cap. 22 deest P2     1. a„tîn] zhtîn B Me, ™tîn Di1     ¢pekroÚonto Ka     2. kat¦] add. tÕn crÒnon C Di1
Mi1 St     toà] t¾n B Me     ˜xakisciostoà A     tetrakosiostoà deest C L1 P1     penthkostoà deest B C Me
Mi1     detšrou L2     toà ˜xakisciliostoà tetrakosiostoà penthkostoà deutšrou] tÕ ˜xakisciliostÕn
tetrakosiostÕn penthkostÕn dšuteron Di2 H Ph Sc Va     œtoj Di2 Mi2 Sc Va     œtouj tÁj toà kÒsmou
genšsewj] tÁj toà kÒsmou genšsewj œtouj Di2     3. toà deest Mi1 Mi2     4. di¦ deest Sc     sfrag‹doj]
graf…doj St     crusÁj sfrag‹doj I     ™coÚsh Mi2     5. polem…ouj Di2 Pa     6. fhmˆ d¾ desunt H     `Rouc©n
Mi2     7. Car£n] Cor£n C, Cor¦n Di1 Mi1 St, Caucar£n V, Cacar£n Iv L2 L3 Mi3, Caur¦n Pa     SarÒtzi]
SarÒtzh Di2 H I Ka Q Sc, Sarotzˆ L3 Pa V X, SarÒt Pr1, SarÒtsi Pr2, Sarotz… Di1 Iv L1 L2, SarÒzin Ph
8. aÙto‹j] aÙtÁj C, aÙtÍ Di1 Mi1     9. SarakunoÝj Pa     proãposchmšnhj V1, proØposchmšnhj Pa     10.
aÙtÕn] aÙtù H Ka Mi1 Pa     e„kÒna] ¢ceiropo…hton e„kÒna Be Mi3 Pa V X, aÙtù ¢ceiropo…hton e„kÒna Iv L2
L3 Va     11. ™pistol¾n] „diÒgrafon ™pistol¾n Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V Va X
23. `O d@ basileÝj tÍ ™fšsei toà toioÚtou kaloà prÕj p£nta Øpe…xaj t¦ proballÒmena kaˆ
doÝj t¦ a„toÚmena, 'Abr£mion tÕn qeofilÁ toà Samos£tou ™p…skopon ™ntaàqa kat' ™ke‹no
kairoà ™picwri£zonta, ™pˆ tÍ ¢nal»yei tÁj qe…aj e„kÒnoj kaˆ tÁj ™pistolÁj Cristoà toà qeoà
¹mîn ™xapšsteile. Skopîn d@ kaˆ Ð ¢poste…laj kaˆ Ð diakonoÚmenoj m¾ katasofisqÍ perˆ
t¾n ¢pÒdosin kaˆ ¢ntˆ tÁj ¢gr£fou kaˆ ¢lhqoàj ¹ metagrafe‹sa tÒte di¦ t¾n Persik¾n5
per…stasin toÚtJ ™pidoqÍ, ¢mfotšraj taÚtaj met¦ kaˆ ˜tšraj tÁj ™n tÍ tîn Nestorianîn
™kklhs…v timwmšnhj p£lai kaˆ aÙtÁj, æj œoiken, ¢pÕ tÁj prwtotÚpou metalhfqe…shj,
™pizht»saj, prÕj p…stwsin œlaben. A‰ kaˆ aâqij ¢ntapedÒqhsan, mÒnhj ™gkrathqe…shj tÁj
kur…aj kaˆ ¢lhqoàj.
Cap. 23 deest P2     1. basileÝj] ¥nax `RwmanÕj Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     Øpe…xaj t¦ proballÒmena kaˆ
doÝj t¦ a„toÚmena desunt X     Øpe…xaj t¦ proballÒmena] Øpode…xaj Mi3     2. kaˆ doÝj t¦ a„toÚmena desunt
Di1 L21     a„toÚmena] a„t»mata Pa V     toà Samos£tou] toà Samos£twn V, tîn Samos£twn Ph     ™ntaàqa]
add. tÕ Iv L2 L3     3. ™ke‹no] ™ke…nou Q U V1     4. Cristoà toà qeoà] toà Cristoà kaˆ qeoà Pa     ™xapšsteilen
Be L1 Mi1 Mi2 P1 Pr Sc     kaˆ (1) deest C H Mi1     6. ¹ deest C D Di1 Di2 E F G H I Iv K L1 Me Mi2
Mi3 P1 P2 Pr Q R S Sc T U W Y, ¹ meteggrafe‹sa V, ¹ metaggrafe‹sa X     kaˆ deest L3     7. ˜tšraj]
add. mi©j Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V X     ™kklhs…aj A Di1 I Mi1 P1 Pr Q     9. ™labÒn L2     A‰] “Ama kaˆ L1
¢ntepedÒqhsan A C Di1 Q Sc, ¢ntedÒqhsan Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     10. Øpokrathqe…shj Ph
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24. 'All¦ toàto m@n Ûsteron. TÒte d@ st£sij par¦ tîn ™n 'EdšsV pistîn dihge…reto kaˆ
qÒruboj t¾n pÒlin kate‹ce sucnÒj, m¾ meqišntwn ¢faireqÁnai t¦ timiètata tîn par' aÙto‹j
kaˆ tÁj ™negkamšnhj aÙtîn fulakt»ria, ›wj Ð tîn Sarakhnîn ¢fhgoÚmenoj toÝj m@n
pe…saj, toÝj d@ bias£menoj, toÝj d@ kaˆ ¢peila‹j sfagÁj dedix£menoj ™pidoqÁnai aÙt¾n
katepr£xato. Brontîn d@ kaˆ ¢strapîn meq' Øetoà labrot£tou kat£ tina tÚchn À prÒnoian5
a„fnid…wj katarrageisîn ™n tù mšllein ™xšrcesqai tÁj 'Edšshj t¾n e„kÒna kaˆ t¾n
™pistol¾n toà Cristoà, p£lin oƒ kaˆ prÒteron ¢ntecÒmenoi toÚtwn ¢nekinoànto kaˆ tÕ qe‹on
™pishma…nesqai to‹j prattomšnoij diebeba…oun m¾ kat¦ qe…an boÚlhsin g…nesqai t¾n ™nteàqen
tîn ¡giwt£twn toÚtwn met£stasin. 'All¦ toà tîn Sarakhnîn ¢rchgoà, Øf' ú tÕ p©n tÁj
™xous…aj ¢nškeito, ™mmšnein to‹j æmologhmšnoij kr…nontoj de‹n kaˆ ™kplhroàn t¾n ØpÒscesin,10
™xÇei tÁj pÒlewj tÕ timalfšstaton ¢peikÒnisma kaˆ tÕ CristÒgrafon ™pistÒlion kaˆ prÕj
t¦ ™ntaàqa diekom…zeto.
1. 'All¦ deest Di2     TÒte] `Ote L3     d@] add. p£lin Be Mi2 Pa V     2. kate‹cen Mi2     ¢faireqÁnai]
¢feqÁnai L2 L3 X     3. timiètata] basmiètata Iv1, t…mia Ôntwj kaˆ sebasmiètata Iv2 Ph     tÁj
™negkamšnhj] to‹j ™negkamšnoij Pa     6. tÚchn] tšcnhn D Di1 E F G H K P1 P2 Pr R S Sc T W Y     7. t¾n
e„kÒna] t¾n ¡g…an e„kÒna Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa X     oƒ kaˆ] add. qe‹on boÚlhma Pa V, add. tÕ qe‹on boÚlhma Iv
L2 L3 X     9. qe…an boÚlhsin] qe‹on boÚlhma Be Mi2, tÕ qe‹on boÚlhma Mi3     10. met£stasin toÚtwn Be Iv
L2 L3 Mi3 V X     11. ™mmšnein] ™nmšnein A, ™mmšnein oân Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     12. kr…nantoj Di1 L1     tÕ
timalfšstaton] tÕ ¤gion kaˆ timalfšstaton Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X, tÕ ¢giètaton kaˆ timalfšstaton Be
kaˆ tÕ] oÙ m¾n ¢ll¦ kaˆ tÕ Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     ™pistol…dion V     13. diekom…zonto Pa
25. Kaˆ d¾ t¾n ÐdÕn dianÚontej oƒ taàta ™piferÒmenoi tÕn EÙfr£thn katšlabon kaˆ p£lin
qÒruboj oÙdenÕj tîn protšrwn ™l£ttwn ™ge…retai, æj e„ m» ti shme‹on qeÒqen deicqÍ, oÙd' ¨n
e‡ ti gšnhtai, proΐsointo t¦ sunektik¦ tÁj ¢sfale…aj aÙtîn. D…dotai to…nun shme‹on aÙto‹j
¢p…stoij oâsi kaˆ ™kpeir£zousin. `H g¦r naàj, meq' Âj tÕn EÙfr£thn peraiwqÁnai aÙto‹j
proÜkeito, œti prÕj t¦ tÁj Sur…aj Ðrmizomšnh mšrh, æj mÒnon e„sÁlqon ™n aÙtÍ oƒ ™p…skopoi5
t¾n qe…an e„kÒna kaˆ t¾n ™pistol¾n ™pikomizÒmenoi, œti toà s£lou toÝj stasiètaj
katšcontoj, ™xa…fnhj cwrˆj ™retîn, cwrˆj toà kubernîntoj À ›lkontoj, prÕj t¾n ¢ntipšraj
katÁre gÁn, mÒnJ tù qe…J kubernwmšnh boul»mati. •O d¾ toÝj prostucÒntaj kaˆ „dÒntaj
¤pantaj, q£mbouj ™pl»rwse kaˆ ™kpl»xewj kaˆ ˜kÒntaj paracwrÁsai t¾n œkpemyin œpeisen.
1. EÙfr£thn] 'Efr£thn Pr     katšlabon] katšlabon potamÒn Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X, potamÒn katšlabon
Va     2. ™l£ttwn deest L3     shme‹on] add. legÒntwn Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     qeÒqen deest Ph     3. gšnoito Ka
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prosointo] prosoin tÕ B, pro»sointo C Di1 Iv L3 Pa Ph St X, prÒointo Di2     5. peraiwqÁnai tÕn EÙfr£thn
Ph     EÙfr£thn] 'Efr£thn Pr     prÕj deest Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     7. to‹j stasiètaij Mi2, toÝj stasiast¦j Ph
8. toà deest H     kubernÁtoj B Me     À ›lkontoj desunt Iv P2     ¢ntipšran Pa St, ¢ntipšra H     9.
kubernwmšnJ Ph     ¤panta Pr     q£mboj P2
26. 'Enteàqen katalamb£nousi t¦ SamÒsata oƒ tîn feromšnwn di£konoi. ’Hsan d@ Ð tîn
Samos£twn kaˆ tÁj 'Edšsshj ¢rciereÝj kaˆ Ð toÚtou prwtopresbÚteroj kaˆ ›tero… tinej tîn
eÙlabestšrwn Cristianîn, oŒj kaˆ Ð toà ¢mhr© Øphršthj sunÁn, Öj ¢pÕ `Rèmhj
katwnom£zeto. 'Entaàqa ™p… tinaj ¹mšraj cronotrib»santej, pollîn ™ke‹se qaum£twn
gegonÒtwn, e‡conto tÁj Ðdoà kaˆ p£lin ¥peira qaÚmata ™tele‹to ™n tÍ Ðdù ØpÕ tÁj ƒer©j5
e„kÒnoj kaˆ tÁj ™pistolÁj toà Cristoà. Tufloˆ g¦r ¢proÒptwj ¢nšblepon kaˆ cwloˆ
™de…knunto ¥rtioi. Klin»reij te polucrÒnioi ¼lanto kaˆ oƒ xhr¦j œcontej t¦j ce‹raj Øgioànto
kaˆ sunelÒnti f£nai, p©sa nÒsoj kaˆ malak…a ™drapeteÚeto kaˆ ™dÒxazon ØgiazÒmenoi tÕn qeÕn
kaˆ ¢nÚmnoun aÙtoà t¦ qaum£sia.
1. 'Enteàqen] 'Entaàqa Di1 Mi1 St     katalamb£nousin B Be Pr     2. kaˆ tÁj] kaˆ Ð tÁj Be C Di1 L3 Iv Mi1
Mi2 Mi3 St V X     3. Ð deest P2     4.  ™pˆ] œti Pa Pr     tinoj Mi2     pollîn] kaˆ pollîn Va     5.
gegonÒtwn] genomšnwn Mi2     6. ™n tÍ Ðdù ™tele‹to B Me     ØpÕ] add. te L2 L3 Va X     7. kaˆ deest L2 Mi3
8. ¼lanto] ½lanto A, e‡lanto B, ¼llonto Be Iv V Va X, ½llonto Mi3 Pa, ¼lonto L3     oƒ deest Sc
sunelÒnta Di1 Iv L1 L2 L3 Mi1 Mi3 P2 Ps St     9. p©sa malak…a Mi2 P2     ØgiazÒmenoi deest H
ØgioÚmenoi Pa, oƒ ØgiazÒmenoi Be Di2 I Me Mi1 Pr Sc     t¦ qe…a qaum£sia P2
27. ”Hdh oân tÕ polÝ tÁj Ðdoà dianÚsantej fq£nousi kaˆ e„j t¾n tÁj Øperag…aj QeotÒkou
mon»n, ¿ t¦ EÙseb…ou katonom£zetai ™n tù tîn 'Optim£twn legomšnJ tugc£nousan qšmati.
'En tù naù d@ toà toioÚtou frontisthr…ou ¡gioprepîj ¹ t¾n teratourgÕn e„kÒna krÚptousa
q»kh ™napot…qetai kaˆ polloˆ proselqÒntej ™x e„likrinoàj diaqšsewj ¢pÕ tîn o„ke…wn nÒswn
„£qhsan. ”Enqa ka… tij prosÁlqen ØpÕ da…monoj ™nocloÚmenoj, ú kaq£per Ñrg£nJ tÕ ponhrÕn5
¢pocrèmenon pneàma, kaˆ poll¦ tîn e„j œpainon ¹kÒntwn tÁj e„kÒnoj kaˆ tÁj ™pistolÁj di'
aÙtoà ™kfwnoàn, ™peˆ kaˆ p£lai: O‡damšn se t…j e, Ð ¤gioj toà 'Isra»l prÕj tÕn KÚrion
œlegon, oƒ tÁj Ðmo…aj mer…doj aÙtù. Tšloj kaˆ t£de oƒoneˆ ¢pefo…bazen, 'ApÒlabe, lšgon,
¹ KwnstantinoÚpolij, dÒxan kaˆ car£n kaˆ sÚ, Kwnstant‹ne Porfurogšnnhte, t¾n
basile…an sou. Kaˆ toÚtwn ·hqšntwn, „£qh Ð ¥nqrwpoj kaˆ ¢pelÚqh paracrÁma tÁj toà10
da…monoj ™piqšsewj. ToÚtwn d@ polloˆ kaqest»kasi m£rturej tîn ·hm£twn. Toà g¦r
basilšwj e„j tim¾n kaˆ Øp£nthsin toà poqoumšnou toÝj prètouj scedÕn tÁj ™n tšlei boulÁj
¢poste…lantoj kaˆ toÚtoij tîn ™k tÁj dorufÒrou t£xewj sunexelqÒntwn pollîn, sunšbh
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mag…strouj kaˆ patrik…ouj met¦ tîn ™k tîn Øpobebhkuiîn t£xewn enai toÝj ¢koust£j te kaˆ
m£rturaj. Kaˆ ™peˆ t¦ ·hqšnta t¾n œkbasin q©tton ™dšxanto, ¢porÁsai ¥xion pÒqen ¹15
prÒgnwsij tù da…moni prosegšneto. OÙ g¦r œcein pisteÚontai taÚthn o‡koqen, tÁj qe…aj dÒxhj
¢polisq»santej kaˆ skÒtoj ¢ntˆ fwtÕj crhmat…santej.  –H dÁlon, Óti kaq£per tù Bala¦m
¹ qe…a dÚnamij ™crÁto diakÒnJ toà tÒte proagoreÚmatoj kaˆ ¥llote ¥lloij oÙk ¢x…oij
poll£kij toà pr£gmatoj, kat' o„konom…an p£ntwj tin¦ sof¾n kaˆ eÙm»canon, oÛtw kaˆ nàn ¹
™n tù qe…J ¢peikon…smati dÚnamij tù da…moni ¢pecr»sato kaˆ di'aÙtoà t¦ met' Ñl…gon20
™kbhsomšna proed»lwsen. 'All¦ toÚtou m@n oÛtwj sumb£ntoj metaxÝ mnhsqÁnai ‡swj oÙk
¥kairon. 'Epˆ d@ t¦ ™cÒmena tÁj dihg»sewj badioÚmeqa.
1. dianÚsan Sc     kaˆ deest Di2     3. tugc£nousa Ph     qe£mati Mi3     4. teratourgÕn e„kÒna] ratourgÕn e„ A2
6. ¢pocrèmenon deest P2     7. ¹kÒntwn] ¹kÒtwn Q, ºkÒtwn Di2     8. ™peˆ] ™te… Me     kaˆ deest L3     p£lai]
oƒ p£lai Iv L2     e] ej Pa     Ð deest Pa     9. mer…doj aÙtù] mer…doj aÙtîn Pa, mer…doj aÙtoà Mi1
¢pefo…bazen] ¢pefo…basen V X Pa Mi3 Be, ¢pefo…baze H     10. ¹ deest A B C Di1 H Iv L1 L2 L3 Me Mi1
P1 Pa Pr St Va     11. toÚtwn ·hqšntwn] toÚtou ·hqšntoj L2 L3     12. kaqest»kasin Be V     13. m£rturej
deest B Me     tîn ·hm£twn desunt Pr Va     ·hm£twn] add. aÙt»kooi B     basilšwj] add. `Rwmanoà Be Iv
L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V Va X     Øp£nthsin] ¢p£nthsin Pa     14. ¢poste…lantoj] ¢poste…latoj Q1, add. prÒ ge
toÚtwn tÕn parakoimèmenon aÙtoà V X, add. prÒ ge toÚtwn qeof£nhn tÕn parakoimèmenon aÙtoà Be Iv L2 L3
Mi3 Pa Va (prÒ ge] prÒj Iv)     15. sunelqÒntwn Be     16.  ™k tîn desunt Di2 L2 Me Q U     toÝj toÝj Mi3
17. Kaˆ deest B Me     ™dšxato Mi3     18. taÚthn pisteÚontai Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     pisteÚontai]
pisteÚon B Me     21. proagoreÚmatoj] proagoreÚontoj Pa     ¥llote] ¥lloj te Be     ¥llote ¥lloij oÙk ¢x…oij]
¥lloij ¥llote ¢nax…oj Pa     tin¦ deest Ka     23. di' aÙtoà] di¦ toàto Iv  L1 L3 P1 P2 Ph Pr Me Mi2 Sc Va,
di' aÙtoÝj Di2, di¦ toÚtou B2     24. oÛtw C I     metaxÝ deest Pa     25. ‡swj deest Mi3     ™cÒmena] ™cÒmen Q1
badioàmena B, badioàmen Me
27 secundum Mi2
”Hdh oân dianus£ntwn aÙtîn tÕ polÝ tÁj Ðdoà Ð pistÕj Ôntwj kaˆ qeofil¾j kaˆ mšgaj
basileÝj `RwmanÕj megaloprepîj timÁsai kaˆ di¦ tÁj proapantÁj tÕ qe‹on boulÒmenoj
¢fomo…wma stšllei Qeof£nhn patr…kion kaˆ parakoimèmenon, Öj t¦ toà koinoà ½dh dioikîn
kaˆ dÒxhj e‡per tij tetuchkëj tù ¢pathlù tÁj dÒxhj oÙk ºpat©tw pterù kaˆ tÕ tÁj
dun£mewj oÙk ™p' ¥llwn ™crÁto talaipwr…v tÕ g¦r dÒxhj œcein qeÒqen ™p…steue. Qeoà d@5
dèrJ to‹j ™nant…oij ¢phÚceto katacr»sasqai Óqen ØperballoÚshj timÁj di¦ taàta tÁj
™xap£nthj ¢p»laue, m£lista d@ ¢f' oÞ foboà meg£lou kaˆ prosdokwmšnou kindÚnou tÁj
poluanqrèpou lšgw kaˆ muri£ndrou ™fÒdou tîn `Rîj Buzant…oij ™kkremasqšntoj paradÒxan
™pˆ tÕn EÜxeinon nausˆn Ñl…gaij toà ƒeroà plhs…on ¢phnthkëj purÕj kaˆ qal£sshj kaˆ x…fouj
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paran£lwma qeˆj t¾n pÒlin dišswse. Toàton to…nun Ð pistÕj kaˆ qeiÒtatoj basileÝj10
`RwmanÕj ™pˆ tÍ toà qe…ou morfèmatoj ¢pantÍ ™xapšsteilen ú kaˆ oƒ prîtoi scedÕn p£ntej
tÁj ™n tšlei ™phkoloÚqoun boulÁj toàto m@n ™piqum…v tÁj qe…aj kaˆ sebastÁj ™ktupèsewj,
toàto d@ pÒqJ tù e„j aÙtÕn ™cÒmenoi kaˆ storgÍ ¢polimp£nesqai toÚtou pantacoà m¾
boulÒmenoi: Ð d@ ¤ma tîn ™k tÁj dorufÒrou t£xewj sunelqÒntwn met¦ tîn ™k tîn
ØpobebhkÒtwn katalamb£nousin Ðmoà tÁj ¹mšraj Ñy@ t¾n tÁj Øperag…aj QeotÒkou mon»n15
¼per t¦ EÙseb…ou çnÒmastai ™n tù legomšnJ tîn 'Optim£twn tugc£nousan qšmati. TÁj d@
¢g…aj e„kÒnoj fqas£shj ™n monÍ ˜tšrv ¿ toà 'Andre…ou katonom£zetai ¤ma prwˆ tÍ ™paÚrion
pezoˆ t¾n pore…an poihs£menoi ¤pantej met£ ge ple…stwn khrîn Øpalhlimmšnwn crusù kaˆ
doxolog…aj ¢p»nthsan kaˆ aâqij t¾n propomp¾n tù sebasm…J poioÚmenoi e„kon…smati: ™n tÍ
e„rhmšnV t¦ EÙseb…ou monÍ Øpestr£fhsan kaˆ ™n tù aÙtù naù toà toioÚtou frontisthr…ou20
¡gioprepîj ¹ t¾n teratourgÕn krÚptousa q»kh ™napot…qetai kaˆ taÚthn ¢pokalufqe‹san
tÁj q»khj met¦ deoÚshj doxolog…aj qeas£menoi prosekÚnhsan kaˆ polloˆ proselqÒntej ™x
e„likrinoàj diaqšsewj ¢pÕ tîn o„ke…wn pÒnwn „£qhsan. ”Enqa ka… tij prosÁlqen ØpÕ da…monoj
™nocloÚmenoj, ú kaq£per Ñrg£nJ tÕ ponhrÕn ¢pocrèmenon pneàma, kaˆ poll¦ tîn e„j
œpainon ¹kÒntwn tÁj e„kÒnoj kaˆ tÁj ™pistolÁj di' aÙtoà ™kfwnoàn, ™peˆ kaˆ p£lai: O‡damšn25
se t…j e, Ð ¤gioj toà 'Isra»l prÕj tÕn KÚrion œlegon, oƒ tÁj Ðmo…aj mer…doj aÙtù. Tšloj kaˆ
t£de oƒoneˆ ¢pefo…basen, 'ApÒlabe, lšgon, KwnstantinoÚpolij, dÒxan kaˆ car£n meg£lhn
kaˆ sÚ, Kwnstant‹ne Porfurogšnnhte, t¾n basile…an sou. Kaˆ toÚtwn ·hqšntwn, „£qh Ð
¥nqrwpoj paracrÁma tÁj toà da…monoj ™piqšsewj kaˆ toÚtwn ¢koustaˆ t@ kaˆ m£rturej oƒ
proeirhmšnoi tîn ™k tÁj boulÁj kaˆ Ósoi paretÚcon ¤pantej. Kaˆ ™peˆ t¦ ·hqšnta t¾n30
œkbasin q©tton ™dšxanto, ¢porÁsai ¥xion pÒqen ¹ prÒgnwsij tù da…moni prosegšneto. OÙ g¦r
œcein taÚthn pisteÚontai o‡koqen, tÁj qe…aj dÒxhj ¢polisq»santej kaˆ skÒtoj ¢ntˆ fwtÕj
crhmat…santej.  –H dÁlon, Óti kaq£per tù Bala¦m ¹ qe…a dÚnamij ™crÁto diakÒnJ toà tÒte
proagoreÚmatoj kaˆ ¥llote ¥lloij oÙk ¢x…oij poll£kij toà pr£gmatoj, kat' o„konom…an
p£ntwj tin¦ sof¾n kaˆ eÙm»canon, oÛtw kaˆ nàn ¹ ™n tù qe…J ¢peikon…smati dÚnamij tù35
da…moni ¢pecr»sato kaˆ di¦ toàto t¦ met' Ñl…gon ™kbhsomšna proed»lwsen. 'All¦ toÚtou
m@n oÛtwj sumb£ntoj metaxÝ mnhsqÁnai ‡swj oÙk ¥kairon. 'Epˆ d@ t¦ ™cÒmena tÁj dihg»sewj
badioÚmeqa.
3. boulÒmainoj Mi2     5. ptetrù Mi2
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28. TÍ pšmptV ™pˆ dek£tV toà AÙgoÚstou mhnÕj sun»qwj tîn basilšwn t¾n ˜ort¾n ¢gÒntwn
tÁj metast£sewj tÁj 'Aeiparqšnou kaˆ Qeom»toroj ™n tù pansšptJ taÚthj kat¦
Blacšrnaj naù, perˆ de…lhj Ñy…aj katšlabon ™ke‹se oƒ tîn tim…wn toÚtwn di£konoi kaˆ
¢petšqh ™n tù ØperèJ eÙkthr…J toà toioÚtou qe…ou naoà ¹ œndon œcousa t¾n e„kÒna kaˆ t¾n
™pistol¾n kibwtÒj. Kaˆ proselqÒntej oƒ basile‹j œxwqen taÚthn sebasm…wj ºsp£santo5
proskun»santej. Eta met¦ timÁj kaˆ dorufor…aj kaˆ lamp£dwn sucnîn prÕj t¾n bas…leion
tri»rhn taÚthn diakom…santej sÝn aÙtÍ katšlabon t¦ bas…leia kaˆ ™n tù ™ke‹se qe…J naù,
Öj F£roj çnÒmastai ‡swj di¦ tÕ oŒon ƒm£tion lamprÕn kekallwp…sqai aÙtÕn perittîj,
taÚthn ¢pšqento. TÍ d@ ƒknoumšnV tîn ¹merîn, ¼tij ˜xkaidek£th toà mhnÕj Ãn, met' a„doàj
kaˆ eÙlabe…aj p£lin tÕn ¢spasmÕn kaˆ t¾n proskÚnhsin poihs£menoi kaˆ labÒntej aÙt¾n10
™ke‹qen o† te ƒere‹j kaˆ oƒ ne£zontej basile‹j, Ð g¦r gšrwn o„kourÕj di' ¢sqšneian katele…peto,
met¦ yalmîn kaˆ Ûmnwn kaˆ dayiloàj toà fwtÕj di¦ tÁj prÕj q£lassan kaqÒdou e„j t¾n
bas…leion tri»rhn aâqij ™nqšmenoi, tÁj pÒlewj ™n crù scedÕn t¾n e„res…an poioÚmenoi, †na
trÒpon tin¦ diazèsV tÕ ¥stu di¦ tÁj ™n qal£ssV pore…aj aÙtÁj, ™ktÕj toà prÕj dÚsin te…couj
tÁj pÒlewj proswrm…sqhsan, œnqa tÁj neëj ™kb£ntej, pezoporoàntej o† te basile‹j kaˆ15
p£ntej oƒ tÁj gerous…aj boulÁj kaˆ Ð tîn ƒerîn kat£rcwn met¦ pantÕj toà tÁj ™kklhs…aj
plhrèmatoj, tÍ proshkoÚsV dorufor…v, æj ¥llhn kibwtÕn m©llon d@ kaˆ Øp@r taÚthn, tÕ
tîn ¡giwt£twn kaˆ tim…wn frourÕn skeàoj paršpempon. Kaˆ t¦ ™ktÕj toà te…couj mšcri tÁj
CrusÁj dielqÒntej pÚlhj, eta ™ke‹qen ™ntÕj gegonÒtej toà ¥steoj met¦ meteèrwn
yalmJdiîn kaˆ Ûmnwn kai òdîn pneumatikîn kaˆ ¢pe…rou lamp£dwn fwtÕj t¾n p£ndhmon20
sugkrotoàntej parapomp¾n di¦ mšshj tÁj pÒlewj t¾n pore…an di»nuon, ¡giasmoà metalabe‹n
kaˆ kre…ttonoj sqšnouj t¾n pÒlin di¦ toàto pisteÚontej kaˆ ¢blabÁ kaˆ ¢pÒrqhton e„j tÕn
a„îna sunthrhq»sesqai. Toà d@ scol£zontoj Ôclou prÕj t¾n qšan suntršcontoj kaˆ ésper
kÚmata makr¦ toà d»mou pollacÒqen kinoumšnou te kaˆ surršontoj, ¥nqrwpÒj tij t¦j b£seij
pareimšnoj kaˆ ¢sqen¾j ¢pÕ crÒnou makroà, to‹j o„ke…oij diakÒnoij ™pereidÒmenoj dianšsth25
prÕj tÕ t¾n qe…an e„kÒna diercomšnhn „de‹n. Kaˆ ¤ma tÍ qšv paradÒxwj Øgiasqeˆj kaˆ gnoÝj
„scuropoihqšnta tîn b£sewn aÙtoà t¦ sfur¦ prosšdramen aÙtopodˆ bad…zwn kaˆ
kathsp£zeto t¾n tÁj e„kÒnoj sorÕn kaˆ ™meg£lune tÕn qeÕn tÕ qaàma tÕ ™p' aÙtù
dihgoÚmenoj, Ön oƒ sumparÒntej ¤pantej qeas£menoi kaˆ tîn ·hm£twn aÙtoà ™pakoÚsantej,
dÒxan ¢pšpemyan tù ™pˆ p£ntwn Qeù, tù poioànti ¢eˆ qaum£sia kaˆ ™xa…sia.30
1. pšmptV ™pˆ dek£tV] pentekaidek£tV Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X, pšmptV ™pˆ dekatoà Mi2     3. kat¦
Blacšrnaj desunt B Me     kat¦ Blacšrnaj] kat¦ Blacšrnaij Di1 Q V2, tù ™n Blacšrnaij Di2     de…lhj
Ñy…aj] de…lhn Ñy…an B C Di1 Di2 I Iv L2 L3 Mi1 Mi2 Mi3 Pa Sc St Va, de…lin Ñy…an V, d»lhn Ñy…an X,
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de…lhj Ñy…an A Ka P2 Q     7. tri»rhn] tri»rh C Di1 H Mi1 Mi2 Ph Q Sc St, tr…hrin Di2, deest Pa     8. qe…J
™ke‹se Di1 Iv L2 Q     9. F£roj] Fèroj B Me     kekallwp…sqai] kaˆ kallwp…sqai Di1     aÙtÕn] aÙtù A B
Be Ka Me P2 Q V, aÙtÕ H Iv L2 Pa Pr     10. ¢pšqento] ¢pšqen Sc, ¢pšqeto Be     d@ deest Di2 L3 Q     d@
ƒknoumšnV] d@ diiknoumšnV L2 Mi3 V X, d@ diknoumšnV L3, d@ d@ ƒknoumšnV Iv, dš d@ ƒknoumšnV Pa, dedˆ ƒknoumšnV
Va     12. poihs£menoi] poioÚmenoi Mi2     basile‹j] add. sÝn tù Qeoful£ktJ patri£rcV Be Pa V, add. sÝn tù
patri£rcV Qeoful£ktJ Iv L2 Mi3 Va X     13. katele…peto] katel…peto B Ka, Øpele…peto Be Iv L3 Mi2 V,
Øpel…peto X L2 Mi3     14. tri»rhn] tri»rein B, tri»rh C Di1 H Mi2 Q Ph St, tr…hrin Di2 Pr, tri»ri Sc, deest
Pa     15. ™n crù scedÕn] ™ggÝj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X    16. diazèsV] diasèzV Ka X     di¦ tÁj qal£sshj
poreuomšnhj H     pore…an Q     ™ktÕj] ™ntÕj Pa     17. œnqa] add. d¾ L2 L3 Mi3 X, add. ™k Iv     neëj] nhÕj Pa
V     pezoporoàntej o† te basile‹j] o† te basile‹j pezoporoàntej Pa, kaˆ pezoporoàntej o† te basile‹j Va     18.
kaˆ p£ntej oƒ tÁj gerous…aj boulÁj desunt Sc     ƒerîn] ƒeršwn Pr V Va X     19. proshkoÚsh] add. proshgor…v
kaˆ Mi3     ™ktÕj Pa     20. ¡g…wn H     22. gegonÒtoj Ph     toà ¥steoj gegonÒtej St     23. ¢pe…rou] ¢pe…rwn C
Mi1 Pr St Va     p£ndhmon] add. ™ke…nhn Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa X     24. di»nuon t¾n pore…an Ph     25. toàto]
toÚtoi C, toÚtou Di1 Va     di¦ toàto] ™nteàqen Ph     tÕn deest H     27. pantacÒqen H     kinoumšnou] kinoumšna
Mi1     kinoumšnou te] sunkinoumšnou Pa     te deest Ka     28. ¥nqrwpoj tij] add. 'Andršaj toÜnoma Be Iv L2
L3 Mi3 Pa V Va X     makroà] add. tugc£nwn Be Iv L2 Mi3 Pa V X, add. tugcanîn L3     30. qšv] add. ™n
tù toà FÒrou liqostrètJ plakèmati Be Iv L2 Mi3 Pa V X     Øgiasqeˆj] Øgiasqeˆ V X, Øgiwqeˆj Di1 Di2 I
L3 Me Mi1 Mi2 P1 Va     31. aÙtopodˆ] aÙtù podˆ A I Me Pr, aÙt¦ podˆ B, aÙtapodˆ Q     tÁj e„kÒnoj] tÁj
¡g…aj e„kÒnoj Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V Va X     32. tÕ ™p' aÙtù desunt Mi3     ™p' aÙtù] ™p' aÙtÕ Va     33.
¢pšpemyan] ¢nšpemyan P2     34. ¢pšpemyan] ¢nšyan A, ¢nšpemyan Di1 L2 Mi3 Pa     kaˆ deest H P12 Pa
29. TosaÚth d@ cÚsij dakrÚwn Øf' ¹donÁj kaˆ presbe…a kaˆ dšhsij prÕj qeÕn kaˆ eÙcarist…a
par¦ p£shj tÁj pÒlewj gšgone tÁj qe…aj e„kÒnoj kaˆ tÁj sebasm…aj ™pistolÁj di¦ mšsou
diercomšnwn toà ¥steoj, Óshn oÙk œni lÒgJ ™nde…xasqai, æj ¹ttwmšnou toà lÒgou tÁj Ôyewj.
T¦ g¦r Øperbol¾n œconta tîn pragm£twn, Ðr´n ™sti m©llon À ¢koÚein kalÒn, ™peˆ katÒpin Ð
lÒgoj tîn pragm£twn e‡wqen œrcesqai. T¾n prÕ toà AÙgouste…ou to…nun fq£santej ¢gor¦n oƒ5
tÁj panhgÚrewj œxarcoi kaˆ tÁj eÙqe…aj Ðdoà mikrÕn prÕj t¦ lai¦ parekneÚsantej, tÕ tÁj
qe…aj Sof…aj qeoà ™pènumon ƒerÕn katalamb£nousi tšmenoj kaˆ tîn ¢dÚtwn toà ƒlasthr…ou
™ntÕj t¾n tim…an e„kÒna kaˆ t¾n ™pistol¾n ¢pot…qentai.
1. Øf' ¹donÁj desunt Mi2     qeÕn] tÕn qeÕn Be Iv L2 L3 Pa X     2. eÙcarist…a] add. kaˆ anoj  Be Iv L2 L3
Mi3 V Va X     p£shj deest P2     gšgonen A B C D I L1 Me Mi2 P1 Sc     kaˆ tÁj] kaˆ Pa     3. ™rcomšnwn
L1 P1 Pa     toà ¥steoj] tÁj pÒlewj Ph     Óshn − Ôyewj desunt Pa     oÙk œni] oÙk œsti Iv L2 Mi3 V X, oÙk
œstin L3     4. ¹ttwmšnou] add. dÁqen Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X    pr£gmatwn] traÚmatwn Mi2     5. œstin Di2 Pa
Pr     ™peˆ katÒpin − œrcesqai desunt Pa     6. AÙguste…ou] AÙgoust…ou F Pa V, AÙgoÚstou C Mi1 P2     to…nun]
d@ Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Pa V X     panhgÚrewj] pÒlewj Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X     7. prÕj t¦ lai¦ desunt Pa     lai¦]
palaia L1     9. ¢pot…qentai] ™pat…qentai B, ¢nat…qenta C
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30. 'Entaàqa d@ pantÕj toà tÁj ™kklhs…aj plhrèmatoj proskun»santoj kaˆ t¦ e„kÒta
tim»santoj, ™xÁlqon p£lin ™ke‹qen met¦ toà fÒrtou toà ƒeroà oƒ teloàntej t¾n prÒodon kaˆ t¦
tîn basile…wn katalabÒntej ¢n£ktora ™n tù kat' ™pwnum…an trikl…nJ crusù ™pˆ toà
basile…ou qrÒnou, ™n ú perˆ tîn meg…stwn crhmat…zein e„èqasi, t¾n qe…an e„kÒna tšwj
ƒdrÚousin ¡giasqÁnai p£ntwj kaˆ t¾n ¢naktorik¾n kaqšdran kaˆ dikaiosÚnhj Ðmoà kaˆ5
crhstÒthtoj ™pieikîj metadoànai to‹j ™pˆ taÚthj ™fezomšnoij oÙk ¢peikÒtwj pisteÚsantej.
'Ektenoàj d@ sun»qwj gegonu…aj de»sewj, ½rqh met¦ t¾n taÚthj sumpl»rwsin ™nteàqen
p£lin ¹ qe…a e„kën kaˆ ™n tù prorrhqšnti toà F£rou naù ™n tù dexiù prÕj ¢natol¦j
¢nierèqh kaˆ ¢netšqh mšrei e„j dÒxan pistîn, e„j fulak¾n basilšwn kaˆ e„j ¢sf£leian Ólhj
tÁj pÒlewj kaˆ tÁj tîn Cristianîn katast£sewj.10
1. proskun»santoj kaˆ desunt Pr     kaˆ t¦ e„kÒta tim»santoj desunt H P2     2. ™ke‹qen p£lin Be Iv L2 L3
Mi3 V X      4. ™pˆ toà basile…ou qrÒnou desunt Va     ™n ú] add. oƒ basileij kaqezÒmenoi Va (cf. Pa)
meg…stwn] add. pr£gmatwn Be Iv L2 L3 Mi3 V Va X     5. e„èqasi] e„èqasin A Sc St X, e„èqhsan oƒ
basile‹j kaqezÒmenoi Be V, e„èqasin oƒ basile‹j kaqezÒmenoi Iv L2 L3 Mi3 Va X     7. taÚthj] taÚtaij F L1
P1 Ph Pr     pisteÚsantaj Di1 Mi1 St     'Ektenoàj] ktenoàj A1     gegonu…aj] genomšnhj Va     8.
sumpl»rwsin] ™kpl»rwsin I     p£lin deest I Mi3     kaˆ ™n tù desunt Iv     9. F£rou] Fèrou Me     toà F£rou
naù] naù toà F£rou I     ¢nierèqh] ¢fierèqh I L2 Sc     10. fulak¾n] fulakt»rion L2 L3 X     kaˆ deest Be
Iv Mi2 Mi3 V X     11. Ólhj] add. tÁj o„koumšnhj kaˆ B Me     katast£sewj] add. Î pršpei dÒxa tim¾ kaˆ
proskÚnhsij nàn kaˆ e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn, ¢m»n X, add. Î pršpei dÒxa tim¾ kaˆ proskÚnhsij nàn kaˆ ¢eˆ
kaˆ e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn, ¢m»n Iv L2 L3, add. Óti aÙtù ¹ dÒxa e„j toÝj a„înaj, am¾n Mi3
30 secundum Pa
'Entaàqa d@ toà tÁj ™kklhs…aj plhrèmatoj proskun»santej ™xÁlqon ™ke‹qen teloàntej t¾n
prÒodon katalabÒntej t¦ bas…leia ™n tù crusotrikl…nJ ™pˆ toà basile…ou qrÒnou, ™n ú oƒ
basile‹j kaqezÒmenoi perˆ tîn meg…stwn pragm£twn crhmat…zein e„èqeisan, taÚthn
¢pot…qentai kaˆ pros»kousan tim¾n ¢pone…mantej, kaˆ ™ktenoàj gegonu…aj de»sewj, ½rqh
met¦ t¾n taÚthj sumpl»rwsin ™nteàqen p£lin ¹ qe…a e„kën kaˆ ™n tù prorrhqšnti toà F£rou5
naù, ™n tù dexiù prÕj ¢natol¦j ¢nierèqh kaˆ ¢netšqh mšrei e„j dÒxan pistîn, e„j fulak¾n
basilšwn, e„j ¢sf£leian Ólhj tÁj pÒlewj kaˆ tÁj tîn Cristianîn katast£sewj ™n Cristù
'Ihsoà tù kur…J ¹mîn, ú ¹ dÒxa kaˆ tÕ kr£toj nàn kaˆ ¢eˆ kaˆ e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn,
¢m»n.
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31-36 desunt A B C D Di1 Di2 E F G H I K Ka L1 Me Mi1 P1 P2 Ph Pr Q R S Sc St T
U Va Y, 31 – 37 desunt Mi3 Pa, 31 – 36 post 37 Mi2 W
31. Perˆ tÁj ¡g…aj kaˆ ¢ceiropoi»tou qe…aj e„kÒnoj 'Ihsoà Cristoà toà qeoà ¹mîn, Ópwj
™tim©to ™n 'EdšsV tÍ pÒlei par¦ tîn ™n aÙtÍ katoikoÚntwn. Perˆ tÁj ™n 'EdšsV
¢ceiropoi»tou kaˆ qe…aj morfÁj Cristoà toà ¢lhqinoà qeoà ¹mîn pollaˆ m@n kaˆ di£foroi
dÒxai ›wj ¹mîn pefoit»kasin, Ópwj te tÕ kat' ¢rc¦j ¢peikÒnisto kaˆ t…noj a„t»santoj kaˆ
t…nwn diakonhs£ntwn kaˆ pîj m@n ¢poliÒrkhtoj ¹ pÒlij, ™n Îper ¢pškeito, ™ful£tteto, pîj5
d@ kaˆ kat¦ kairoÝj par¦ pistîn ¢ndrîn ¢pokruptomšnh qaumatourgoàsa p£lin
¢nekalÚpteto, ¤per oÙ paršrgwj tù qeiot£tJ kaˆ meg£lJ ¹mîn basile‹ Kwnstant…nJ tù
Porfurogenn»tJ filoponhqšnta kaˆ sullegšnta kaˆ b…bloij ™napografšnta e„j prosq»khn
™painetÁj pr£xewj met¦ tîn ¥llwn aÙtoà meg…stwn katorqwm£twn tù cristianikù
paradšdwke politeÚmati kalîj ge perˆ toÚtou dianohqeˆj kaˆ perˆ tîn meg…stwn10
qeopneÚstwj kaˆ Øyhlîj logis£menoj. 'All' ™peid¾ oÙ mšcri toÚtou œsth, parexšteine d@ t¦
tÁj ™reÚnhj kaˆ meq' Ðpo…aj timÁj par¦ toà ™n 'EdšsV cristwnÚmou laoà ½geto ¹ paroàsa
dhlèsei di»ghsij.
1. toà qeoà] toà ¢lhqinoà qeoà Iv L2 L3 X     3. ¹mîn] ¹m‹n Iv L2 L3 X     ¹mîn qeoà Mi2  4. pefo…kasin Mi2
8. Kwnstant…nJ tù Porfurogenn»tJ desunt Mi2
32. Lšgeta… ti toioàton perˆ aÙtÁj æj tÍ prwtereuoÚsV KuriakÍ tÁj prèthj tîn ¡g…wn
nhsteiîn ˜bdom£doj toà tÁj pÒlewj ¢rcieršwj met¦ pantÕj toà ƒeratikoà katalÒgou kaˆ toà
politikoà laoà ™n tù tÁj ™kklhs…aj skeuofulak…J sunaqroizomšnou proÙt…qeto m@n qrÒnoj,
™pet…qeto d@ ™p' aÙtù ¹ toà Cristoà kaˆ qeoà tim…a kaˆ ¢ceiropo…htoj e„kën ÑqÒnV
perikaluptomšnh leukÍ. Tšssarej d@ tîn ™piskÒpwn e„ tÚcoien pare‹nai e‡te presbÚteroi5
metšwron tÕn qrÒnon a‡rontej ™x…asi toà skeuofulak…ou toà m@n ¢rcieršwj proporeuomšnou kaˆ
ta‹j cersˆ tÕ toà stauroà shme‹on ™piferomšnou. Kaq' ˜k£tera d@ toÚtou sk»ptroij cruso‹j ¹
tim¾ ¢fws…wto kaˆ ¢pÕ toÚtwn ·ip…dej leitourgikaˆ duoka…deka stoichdÕn diet£ttonto kaˆ
met¦ taÚtaj qumiat»ria met¦ ¢rwm£twn tosaàta kaˆ sÝn aÙto‹j lamp£dej „s£riqmoi toà
¢rcieršwj kat£ tinaj tÒpouj ¢fwrismšnouj ™n tÍ toiaÚtV proÒdJ tr…ton ƒstamšnou kaˆ tÕn10
laÕn tù tÚpJ toà stauroà ™pisfrag…zontoj kaˆ p£lin tÁj pore…aj ¢parcomšnou.
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1. Lšgetai] add. g¦r Iv L2 L3 X     4. prout…qetai L3     m@n deest Iv     ¢pet…qeto L3     ™p' aÙtù] ™n aÙtù
Be V     kaˆ qeoà desunt Mi2     5. kaˆ ¢ceiropo…htoj desunt Mi2     ÑqÒnV] ÑqÒ///// pantacoqšn X, ÑqÒnV
pantacoqšn Iv L2 L3     8. cruso‹j] cruso‹j dusˆ V, dusˆn Be Mi2     9. stic¾don Be Mi2 V     10.
met'¢rwm£twn Mi2
33. OÛtwj to…nun tÁj ƒer©j taÚthj propompÁj ™piteloumšnhj mšcri toà qusiasthr…ou
katel£mbanon, toà sunepomšnou laoà tÕ “KÚrie ™lšhson” ™pifqeggomšnou. E‡sw d@ tîn
¢dÚtwn tÁj qe…aj kaˆ ¢cr£ntou e„kÒnoj ¢poteqe…shj kaˆ aâqij Ð ¢rciereÝj meq' oáper ™n cersˆ
kate‹ce tim…ou stauroà tÕ toà laoà ™pesfr£gize plÁqoj kat£ te ¢natol¦j dexi£ te kaˆ
eÙènuma. 'Enteàqen aÙt¾n metafšrontej meq' oáper ™pwce‹to qrÒnou ™n tÍ prÕj ¢natol¦j tÁj
ƒer©j trapšzhj ˜tšrv, bracutšrv m@n, Øfhlotšrv d@ prospephgmšnV trapšzV,
prosanet…qesan: kaˆ d¾ tÁj ƒer©j mustagwg…aj ™piteloumšnhj kaˆ tîn qe…wn musthr…wn
p£ntwn ¢xioumšnwn, ™xÁn mÒnJ tù ¢rciere‹ tÍ ¡g…v kaˆ ¢cr£ntJ e„kÒni prosegg…zonti
proskune‹n te kaˆ ¢sp£zesqai kaˆ met¦ toàto a‡rein ¢p' aÙtÁj t¾n ™pikeimšnhn leuk¾n ÑqÒnhn
kaˆ porfur…zousan ˜tšran peritiqšnai. 'Enteàqen Ð qeiÒtatoj oØtosˆ qrÒnoj ØpÕ tîn aÙtîn
ƒeršwn aâqij a„rÒmenoj met¦ tÁj Ðmo…aj propompÁj kaˆ proÒdou ™n tù ƒerù ¢pekom…zeto
skeuofulak…J.
1. OÛtw L3     to…nun deest Mi2     3. qe…aj kaˆ desunt Mi2     ™piteqe…shj L3     5. dexi£ te] kaˆ dexi£ Iv L2 L3
X     9. ¡g…v kaˆ desunt Mi2     10. aÙt¾n Be
34. Eq' oÛtwj tÍ mšsV ˜bdom£di tîn ¡g…wn nhsteiîn ™n tÍ Tet£rtV tîn ¹merîn
sugkecèrhto mÒnJ tù ¢rciere‹ e„sišnai te kaˆ t¾n q»khn ™n Îper ™pškeito diano…gein kaˆ
spÒggJ ¢nep£fJ diabrÒcJ Ûdati taÚthn ™napom£ttein kaˆ tÕ ™k toà spÒggou ¢poqlibÒmenon
diadidÒnai pantˆ tù laù, ™x oáper t¦j Ôyeij ™picriÒmenoi toà ™ke‹qen ¡giasmoà ™nep…mplanto.
'All' ¹ m@n toiaÚth propomp» te kaˆ telet¾ kat¦ mÒnaj t¦j tîn ¡g…wn nhsteiîn ™tele‹to
¹mšraj, ¤te d¾ tÍ ™gkrate…v tîn pollîn kekaqarmšnwn kaˆ tÕ tÁj yucÁj dioratikÕn
thlaugšsteron kekthmšnwn tÁj ™k tîn paqîn ™piprosqoÚshj ¢clÚoj kaˆ di¦ toàto cersˆn
¢sp…loij tîn tim…wn ™faptomšnwn kaˆ ƒerîj ta‹j ƒera‹j kaˆ qe…aij ¹goumšnwn prosišnai
teletarc…aij. Kat¦ d@ t¦j ¥llaj toà ™niausia…ou kÚklou ¹mšraj tÁj m@n toiaÚthj ¢pe…conto
teletÁj, Óti m¾ qšmij puknÒteron prosišnai to‹j ¢pros…toij, æj m¾ tù ·®stJ tÁj ™ggÚthtoj
katacaunwqÁnai tÕ tÁj p…stewj œntonon. Kaˆ ™peid¾ qur…sin ¹ palai¦ tÁj qe…aj morfÁj
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periestšlleto q»kh, æj m¾ qeat¾n enai p©sin Óte kaˆ ¹n…ka boÚlointo, ™n dusˆ taÚtaij tÁj
˜bdom£doj ¹mšraij, Tetr£di tš fhmi kaˆ ParaskeuÍ, di¦ tîn peperonhmšnwn leptot£twn
sid»rwn, § par' ™ke…noij skÁptra çnÒmasto, tîn toioÚtwn qur…dwn ¢napeptasmšnwn,
™blšpeto m@n par¦ pantÕj toà sunelhluqÒtoj pl»qouj kaˆ ta‹j eÙca‹j ›kastoj ™xileoàto t¾n
™ke…nhj ¢kat£lhpton dÚnamin, oÙ m¾n d@ ºf…etÒ tini prosegg…sai ¢ll' oÙd@ ce…lesin À Ômmasi
toà ƒeroà prosyaàsai morfèmatoj, æj ™nteàqen toà qe…ou fÒbou t¾n p…stin aÜxontoj
foberwtšran kaˆ frikwdestšran t¾n prÕj tÕ timèmenon tim¾n ¢pode…knusqai.
1. oÛtw L3     ¢pškeito Mi2     3. ¢pom£ttein Iv L2 L3 X     4. didÒnai Iv L2 L3 X     5. ™p…mplanto X     15.
Peperonhsmšnwn Be     17. ¢napepetasmšnwn Be X     19. Ômmasin Be V     20. tÕ] tÕn L2 L3 X
35. OÞtwj m@n oân ™tele‹to ¹ tÁj ¡g…aj kaˆ ¢ceiropoi»tou e„kÒnoj toà Cristoà prÒodoj kaˆ
toiaÚtV propompÍ kaˆ lamprofor…v katefaidrÚneto. OÙk o‡damen d@ oŒstisi trÒpoij kaˆ
a„t…aij, Óson d' oân katalabe‹n dunatÒn, di¦ m@n toà qrÒnou t¾n kat¦ p£ntwn ™xous…an tÁj
qeÒthtoj, di¦ d@ tîn sk»ptrwn tÕ tÁj basile…aj mšgeqoj Øpogr£fontej kaˆ ta‹j m@n ·ip…si
t¾n tîn ˜xapterÚgwn kaˆ poluomm£twn prÕj tÕ qe‹on a„dî kaˆ tim¾n Øpemfa…nontej, to‹j d@
¢rèmasi kaˆ qumiathr…oij t¾n toà kenwqšntoj di' ¹m©j mÚrou mustik¾n kaˆ Øp@r œnnoian
eÙwd…an Øpocar£ttontej. Aƒ lamp£dej t¾n ™n fwtˆ ¢d…J kaˆ ¢pros…tJ katoik…an Æn…ttonto,
¹ prÕj tÕn naÕn e‡sodoj t¾n e„j tÒnde tÕn kÒsmon aÙtoà parous…an. T… d@ kaˆ ¹ œndon tîn
¢qe£twn ¢pÒqesij kaˆ ¹ mustik¾ telet»; t¾n kaq' ¹m©j Øp@r ¹mîn qus…an aÙtoà Øpofa…nousi
kaˆ tÕ toà p£qouj kaˆ toà qan£tou ˜koÚsion. T… d@ kaˆ oƒ ƒere‹j; prÕj Ðmo…wsin tîn ¢ggelikîn
™klamb£nontai t£xewn, ™n oŒj ™pwcoÚmenoj dhmiourgÕj tîn Ólwn ¢nekhrÚttetai. T¦j
d'™pikeimšnaj ditt¦j ÑqÒnaj oÛtwj Øpolhptšon: di¦ m@n tÁj leukÁj e‡te tÕ kaqarÕn kaˆ saf@j
kaˆ p©si kat£dhlon æj e‡h qeÕj toàde toà pantÒj, paragwgeÚj te kaˆ sunoceÝj kaˆ ¢eˆ ín kaˆ
æsaÚtwj œcwn ¢eˆ toàto g¦r koinîj ¢nwmolÒghtai, e‡te tÕ mšga kaˆ Øpšrfwton ™ke‹no fîj,
Óper kaˆ æj ƒm£tion ¢nab£lletai kaˆ katoike‹n ™n aÙtù khrÚttetai kaˆ fîj enai kÒsmou
pisteÚetai kaˆ fîj e„j tÕn kÒsmon ™lhluqšnai de…knutai. Di¦ d@ tÁj porfurizoÚshj tÕ
¢kat£lhpton omai kaˆ ¢qšaton tÁj ¢nekfr£stou oÙs…aj tÒ te tÁj ¢katalhy…aj skÒtoj,
Óper kaˆ ¢pokruf¾n aÙtoà œqeto, die‹rgon t¾n gennht¾n fÚsin tÁj ¢genn»tou kaˆ Øp@r œnnoian.
`H dš ge ¢pÕ toà ƒeroà qusiasthr…ou prÕj tÕn toà skeuofulak…ou okon Øpostrof¾ kaˆ
met£stasij ¹ met¦ t¾n sumpl»rwsin tÁj aÙtoà o„konom…aj prÕj oÙranoÝj ¢nÚywsij kaˆ
¢n£basij, ¿n kaˆ met¦ tÁj aÙtÁj timÁj kaˆ lamprofor…aj ¢naqei£zousi tù despÒtV kat¦ tÕ
dunatÕn tÕ sšbaj kaˆ t¾n tim¾n ¢ponšmontej.
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1. deest Be     kaˆ ¢ceiropoi»tou desunt Mi2     2. toiaÚth propompÍ L2, toiaÚtV propompÍ Iv     lamprofor…v
Iv     katafaidÚneto Be     d@ deest Mi2     4. qeÒthtoj] add. a„nittÒmenoi Be Iv L2 L3 Mi2     8. Æn…ttonto]
a„nittÒmenoi X, a„nittÒmenai Iv L2 L3     9. Tˆ] T…j Iv L2 L3 X     11. Øpofa…nousi] ¢pofa…nousin V,
Øpofa…nousin Be Mi2     kaˆ toà] kaˆ tÕ toà Iv L2 L3     oƒ deest Mi2     12. eÙaggelikîn V     13.
¢nakhrÚttetai Iv     ¢polhptšon Mi2     15. æsaÚtwj] æj oÛtwj V     16. koinîj] add. p©sin Mi2     mšga kaˆ
desunt Mi2     20. gennht¾n] add. aÙtoà Mi2     21. dš] mšntoi Mi2     21. toà deest Be V     23. kaˆ (2) deest
Iv L2 L3     24. ¢poqei£zousi L2 L3
36. `H m@n oân tÁj ƒer©j ™ke…nhj kaˆ qe…aj e„kÒnoj polueid¾j propomp¾ kaˆ prošleusij
toioÚtoij procarattomšnh a„n…gmasi toiaÚtaj œsce kaˆ t¦j tÁj ¢lhqe…aj ™kb£seij. E„ dš
tinej mustikèteron toÚtwn kaˆ ØyhlÒteron neno»kasin, ¢ll'¹m‹n ge tšwj ¹ kat¦ dÚnamin
™gce…rhsij prÕj ¢podoc¾n toà pon»matoj.
1. ™ke…nhj kaˆ qe…aj desunt Mi2     4. ™gce…rhsij] add. ™parkšsei Be Mi2
37. 'All', ð qe‹on Ðmo…wma toà ¢parall£ktou patrÕj Ðmoièmatoj, ð carakt¾r toà
caraktÁroj tÁj PatrikÁj Øpost£sewj, ð sept¾ kaˆ p£ntime sfragˆj toà ¢rcetÚpou
k£llouj Cristoà toà qeoà ¹mîn: æj g¦r ™myÚcJ soi pistîj dialšgomai: sîze kaˆ froÚrei ¢eˆ
tÕn eÙsebîj kaˆ pr®wj ¹mîn basileÚonta kaˆ t¾n tÁj ™pidhm…aj ¢n£mnhsin lamprîj
˜ort£zonta, Ön tÍ parous…v sou ™pˆ tÕn pappùon kaˆ patrùon qrÒnon ¢nÚywsaj. FÚlatte
tÕn toÚtou blastÕn e„j diadoc¾n toà gšnouj kaˆ tîn sk»ptrwn ¢nèleqron. Br£beue tÍ
polite…v e„rhna…an kat£stasin. T¾n basil…da taÚthn tîn pÒlewn ¢poliÒrkhton diat»rhson
kaˆ dÕj ¹m©j eÙarestoàntaj tù ¢rcetÚpJ sou Cristù tù qeù ¹mîn ™n tÍ ™pouran…J
e„sdecqÁnai basile…v aÙtoà doxologoàntaj kaˆ ¢numnoàntaj aÙtÒn, Óti aÙtù pršpei dÒxa kaˆ
¹ proskÚnhsij e„j toÝj a„înaj tîn a„ènwn. 'Am»n.
Cap. 37 deest Pa Mi3     1. qe…on] qe…wn B, add. kaˆ ¥cranton Be Iv L2 L3 X     patrÕj] toà patrÕj Iv L2 L3
Mi2 V X    carakt¾r] carat¾r F1     4. perifroÚrei Iv L2 L3     tÕn eÙsebîj] tîn eÙsebîn P2     5. t¾n tÁj]
tÁj sÁj Me Ph     tÁj] add. sÁj Be H I Ka Mi1 P1 P2 Sc St     6. FÚlatta Sc     7. Br£beuse B     Br£beue
tÍ polite…v e„rhna…an kat£stasin] E„rhna…an kat£stasin br£beue tÍ pÒlei Pr Va     8. e„rhna…a Q     T¾n
basil…da taÚthn] TÍ basil…di taÚtV Be Mi2 V X     9. sou] add. k£llei Be Iv L2 L3 V X     oÙran…J Mi2
10. doxologoàntaj] add. ¢sig»twj Iv L2 L3  X     11. pršpei] ei X     kaˆ ¹ proskÚnhsij desunt X, ¹ deest Sc
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proskÚnhsij] add. nàn kaˆ ¢eˆ kaˆ Be Iv L2 L3 V     'Am»n] add. tù suntelestÍ tîn kalîn qeù c£rij œtouj z r
k h m»noj septebr…J, qeoà tÕ dîron kaˆ 'Ignat…ou pÒnoj Di2
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Narration on the Image of Edessa
The story of the holy image of Christ, our God, which was not made by human
hands, and how it was sent to Abgar. The story was written by Constantine,
Emperor of the Romans in Christ the eternal king, and also tells how the image
was brought from Edessa to the most blessed queen of cities, Constantinople.
1. Not only was the God the Word, coeternal with the Father, beyond all
understanding by himself, but also most or even all of his works are covered by the
same dark veil of incomprehensibility. This is true not only for what he did as
creator of everything, but also for when he took on our nature according to the
divine dispensation, in that original and unique power of his divinity. Whoever is
not unaware of himself, and whoever realises that he does not know what is above
him, must neither boast excessively nor tread on air like an ignorant by contending
that he either knows everything or that the things he has failed to understand do not
exist. And so, as far as the figure of his divine and human form is concerned, which
was transferred with no artistic intervention onto the cloth that received it by the
supernatural will of its maker, and was then sent to Abgar in order to heal him, it
has now been transferred from Edessa to this ruling city by God’s all-encompassing
dispensation, for its salvation and protection, so that it may not seem to be deficient
in anything, as it should always be mistress of everything. I think that every pious
and just listener should insist on learning the story in all detail for himself, and wish
to obtain genuine knowledge about the ancient tradition. How the form of a face
could be imparted onto the linen cloth from a moist secretion with no paint or
artistic craft, and how something made from such a perishable material was not
destroyed with time, and whatever else the supposed investigator of natural causes
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is wont to enquire into with curiosity: these questions he should yield to God’s
inscrutable wisdom, knowing that if someone attempts to understand everything in
all detail, he will be thrust into complete ignorance, and falling into the pit of
unknowing, will be in mortal danger by losing the important things in his concern
not to appear to admit those that are of no account. So, all of you who have come
together here with upright faith and enthusiastic zeal, come and listen, and I will tell
you what I have been able to verify after carefully and duly checking each detail,
both from the writers of history and from the local people who have come here and
told us what their memory has preserved as if by secret tradition.
2. In the times when our Lord, God and Saviour Jesus Christ came to us to raise up
our fallen race, the world was at peace in accordance with the prophet’s voice,
polyarchy had been disbanded and the whole inhabited world was as if under one
belt - Roman rule - and subject to one ruler. And so all dealings of all peoples with
others were carried out in peace and men did not appear to inhabit a divided world,
but were all under one master, just as the universe is under one creator. Everybody
bowed his neck in submission to the emperor and lived in peace with one another.
This was why the ruler of Edessa at the time, Abgar, was a friend and acquaintance
of the leader of Egypt, and messengers from both places visited each other
frequently. So it happened at that time when our Lord and God was fulfilling his
father’s will, teaching men about salvation and turning them to faith in him through
his wonderful and marvellous miracles, one of Abgar’s servants, called Ananias,
happened to be travelling through Palestine to Egypt. He saw Christ from afar,
drawing the crowds out of error with his words and carrying out wonderful
miracles. When Ananias reached Egypt and fulfilled what he had been entrusted
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with, he went back to his master. He was aware that Abgar was afflicted with
chronic arthritis and worn out by leprosy. This double, or rather multiple illness
meant that the joints in his limbs caused him pain, and the sufferings from the
leprosy made him wretched. He was ashamed of being so disfigured, and so hardly
anybody was admitted to see him. Not only did he spend most of his time in bed,
but in shame he also hid away from any friends who came to see him. On his way
back, Ananias made efforts to find out more about these things so that he would be
able to tell his master something definite, and maybe even Abgar would be
considered worthy of being cured by Jesus. He found the Lord again preoccupied
with the same issues, namely raising the dead, restoring sight to the blind, healing
lame limbs and curing whoever was ill.
3. Once he knew for sure that these things were being done by the Lord, he went back
to Abgar and let him know about this, telling him in all detail what he had seen and
heard. The extra work he had done was greater than his main mission, and he had
given good news to Abgar, therefore he was deemed worthy of a fitting reception
and reckoned among his most trustworthy servants. Since the sufferer always seizes
on the promise of healing, and man is always cajoled by the hope of being healed,
Abgar made haste to communicate with this man he had been told about. He
decided to write a letter to the man who was said to be able to perform such cures
and ask him to come to him. The letter was soon well-known everywhere, and its
contents were as follows.
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Abgar’s letter to Jesus according to codd. A B Be C Di1 Di2 G H I L1 Me Mi1
Mi2 P1 P2 Pa Ph Pr Q R Sc St U V Va W Y
4. Abgar the ruler of Edessa to Jesus the saviour, the good healer who has appeared in
the city of Jerusalem - greetings. I have heard about you and your cures, that you
carry out without medicine or herbs. I am told that you make the blind see, the lame
walk, you cleanse lepers and cast out unclean spirits and demons, you cure those
who are tortured by lengthy illnesses and raise the dead. Having heard all this about
you, I have come to the conclusion that one of the following things is true - either
you are God and have come down from heaven to do these things, or you are the
Son of God doing them. I have therefore written to you to ask you to take the
trouble to come to me to cure the sickness I have. I have also heard that the Jews
are murmuring against you and want to do you harm. I have a small but noble city,
which is enough for both of us to live in peace.
Abgar’s letter to Jesus according to codd. Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X
Abgar the ruler of Edessa to Jesus the saviour, the good healer who has appeared in
the city of Jerusalem - greetings. I have heard about you and your cures, that you
carry out without medicine or herbs. It is said that you give sight to the blind, make
the crippled walk, the deaf hear, you cleanse lepers and cast out unclean demons by
your word, you cure those who are tortured by lengthy illnesses, you healed the
woman with a haemorrhage who touched you, and you raise the dead. Having heard
all this about you, Lord, I have realised in my heart that you are either God and
have come down from heaven to do these things, or you are the Son of God doing
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them. With this letter I therefore beg and entreat you not to deem me unworthy of
your coming, so that you may cure the sickness I have. It has reached my ears that
the Jews are murmuring against you and want to do away with you. I have a small
but noble city, which is enough for both of us to live in peace. Order that I may be
healed, my Lord.
5. Since Ananias had given clear proof of his affection towards his master, and given
that he already knew the route, and knew how to paint, Abgar sent him to take this
letter to Jesus. He instructed him that if he could not persuade Christ to come to him
with the letter, he should carefully copy the likeness of his form and take that to
him, so that he could at least learn through a faint shadow what the author of these
great wonders looked like, and not merely hear about him. Ananias set out on his
mission and reached Judea, and found Christ in the open air speaking to the crowd
who had gathered, and working wonderful miracles. Ananias could not get near
Jesus because of the crowd, who had come from different places for different
reasons, and so he went and climbed onto a rock that stood out a little above the
ground and sat down, not far from where the Lord was speaking. He was able to
distinguish the Lord among the crowd as he stood out from the people, and
immediately set his eyes on Jesus and his hand to the parchment, and started to
copy the likeness of what he could see.
6. Christ realised in his spirit what was happening and called Thomas over. “Go over
there”, he said, “and bring me the man sitting on the rock and painting my form. He
should bring the letter he brought from his home, so that he can fulfil the orders of
the one who sent him”. Thomas went away and recognised Ananias from what he
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had heard he was doing, and took him to Jesus. Before he took the letter from him,
Christ told him why he had come, and the content of the letter. He then took it and
read it, and wrote another letter to Abgar, reading verbatim as follows:
Jesus’ letter to Abgar according to codd. A B Be C Di1 Di2 G H I L1 Me Mi1
Mi2 P1 P2 Pa Ph Pr Q R Sc St U V Va W Y
7. Blessed are you, Abgar, for believing in me without having seen me. For it is
written about me that those who see me will not believe in me, so that those who
have not seen me can believe and live. As for what you wrote to me about coming
to you, I have to fulfil everything I was sent here for, and after fulfilling this be
taken up to the Father who sent me. When I have been taken up I will send you one
of my disciples, who will cure your illness and give eternal life and peace to you
and those with you. He will also do for your city all that is necessary so that no
enemy will prevail over it.
Jesus’ letter to Abgar according to codd. Iv L2 L3 Mi3 X
Blessed are you, Abgar, and your city, which is called Edessa. You are blessed
because you have believed in me without having seen me. Good health is stored up
for you forever. As for what you wrote to me about coming to you, I have to fulfil
everything I was sent here for, and after fulfilling this be taken up to the Father who
sent me. I will send you one of my disciples, called Thaddaeus, who will cure your
illness and give eternal life and peace to you and to all those with you. He will also
do for your city all that is necessary so that no enemy will prevail over it.
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8. Christ gave this letter to Ananias. Since he knew Ananias was anxious and
concerned about the other order his lord had given him, namely to take back to him
a likeness of Jesus’ face, the Saviour washed his face in water and wiped the liquid
from it onto a cloth that he had been handed, and arranged in a divine way beyond
understanding for his own likeness to be imprinted upon the cloth. He gave it to
Ananias and told him to give it to Abgar, so that he might have some consolation
for his desire and for his illness. On his way back with these objects, Ananias
reached the stronghold of Hierapolis, which in Arabic is called Membich and in
Syrian Mabouk. He settled down for the night outside the town, next to a pile of
tiles that had recently been made, and hid the holy cloth there. Around midnight a
great fire appeared around the place, and in the city people thought that the whole
area was on fire. They were afraid for themselves and left the town to find out what
was the blaze that they had seen. There they found Ananias and arrested him as the
author of the deed. They investigated the event and asked him who he was, where
he was going and where he had come from.
9. Ananias did not know why they were asking him about such strange things, and so
he openly told them where he was from, where he had come from, and what he was
carrying with him. He told them he had placed what he was carrying among the
tiles, from where the flames seemed to be springing. They immediately wished to
find out the truth about what he had said and searched the place. Not only did they
find what Ananias had put there, but on one of the tiles that was touching it, another
figure of the divine representation, his form miraculously and wonderfully
transferred onto the tile from the unpainted cloth. When they had seen this, they
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were filled with fear and amazement. They could not find any fire burning, rather
the flames seemed to proceed from the light in the figure. They kept the tile which
had received the divine imprint for themselves as a sacred heirloom and valuable
treasure, and guessed from what they had seen that it contained divine energy. They
were afraid to retain the original image and its bearer and sent them on to Abgar.
Even now, that image on the tile is still preserved and venerated by the inhabitants
of this town, being an icon not painted by human hands after another image not
painted by human hands either. Ananias completed the journey that lay before him
and told his lord everything that had happened on the way. He also gave him the
symbols of salvation he had brought with him.
10. This is the story according to most sources, regarding the image of our Saviour on
the cloth not painted by hand. However, there is another version, which is not
improbable and does not lack reliable witnesses. For this reason I shall present this
second version so that nobody assumes I gave preference to the first one out of
ignorance of the second. It would not be at all strange if confusion has arisen in the
story over such a long time. All the sources agree on the main fact, that the form on
the cloth was miraculously transferred from the Lord’s face. They disagree on some
of the details, such as when this took place. Whether it happened earlier or later
does not alter the truth of the matter. The other version is as follows.
11. It is said that when Christ was about to willingly undergo suffering, he displayed
human weakness and prayed in anguish. The gospel tells us that his sweat fell like
drops of blood and then it is said that he took this piece of cloth, which can still be
seen, from one of his disciples, and wiped off the streams of sweat on it. The figure
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of his divine face, which is still visible, was immediately transferred onto it. He
gave it to Thomas and told him to send it to Abgar with Thaddaeus after his
ascension into heaven, thus fulfilling what he had promised in the letter. When our
Lord Jesus Christ was taken up into heaven, Thomas gave the image of our Lord’s
face that was not painted by hand to Thaddaeus, and sent him to Abgar.
12. Thaddaeus came to Edessa and at first stayed with one of the Jews from the city,
who was called Tobias. The disciple of Christ wished to make himself known to
Abgar first by works rather than words, and so he cured the sick in the city just by
calling on Christ. The word got round quickly, as normally happens in cases such as
this one – there are many people to talk about wonderful deeds. Abgar heard about
where the apostle of Christ was staying through one of his officials called Abdos.
He immediately thought from the hope that lay hidden in him that this was the
person whom Jesus had promised to send in the letter. He found out more about
Thaddaeus from Abdos, and ordered him to be brought before him. Tobias went
and told the apostle, and Thaddaeus answered that he had been sent to him in power
and at once went in to see Abgar. Just before he came into the king’s presence, he
placed the likeness on his own forehead and went in thus to Abgar. The king saw
him coming from afar and seemed to see a light shining out of his face, too bright to
look at, sent forth by the likeness that was covering him. Struck by the bright
shining light, and as if he had forgotten about his illness and the longstanding
paralysis of his limbs, he quickly got up from his bed and forced his limbs to run to
meet the apostle. He felt the same, although in a different way, as those who saw
the figure flashing with lightning on Mount Tabor.
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13. He received the likeness from the apostle and with great reverence put it round his
head, on his eyes and on his lips, and did not omit any of the rest of his body. He
knew immediately that his limbs had been miraculously healed, and changed for the
better. His leprosy was cleansed and left him, except for a small spot that was left
on his forehead. He heard the word of truth more clearly from the apostle, and all
about the wonderful miracles of Christ, his divine passion and burial, his
resurrection from the dead and his ascension into heaven. He confessed that Christ
is truly God and asked about the figure of his form imprinted upon the linen cloth.
When he understood it in detail, he realised it had not been created with natural
colours, and was amazed at its power through which he had miraculously risen
from his bed and was now numbered among the healthy. Thaddaeus in reply told
him about the time of Christ’s agony and how the form had come about from the
drops of sweat, with no paint involved. He also explained how his coming to the
king had been ordained by the Lord, and the other details that have already been
told in our story.
14. After Abgar’s pain had been taken away, and his paralysed limbs were tautened and
his deformity had disappeared, and everything was tending towards good health
from this and from Thaddaeus laying on his hands in the name of Jesus Christ, the
king was completely astounded and said, “Truly you are a real disciple of Jesus the
Son of God, who cures without medicine or herbs. I am bound by such love and
faith in him that if I did not fear Roman power, which does not permit its subjects
to wage war against each other, I would willingly have taken up arms against the
Jews who crucified the Lord, have conquered them and sold them into slavery. Now
that I have learnt about his willing passion, I am convinced that those cruel people
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would not have been able to do anything to him against his will, and I will not go
into the matter any further. I pray to be considered worthy of divine baptism and to
join and dedicate myself with all my household to Christ the Lord”. The Lord’s
apostle worked many other wonders and cured everyone of their sicknesses, among
whom was the one who had first told Abgar about him. He cured him of the gout.
He then took Abgar to the sacred baptismal font. He performed the prescribed rites
over him and baptised him, his wife and his children, and everyone else in his
household. Abgar came out of the divine water of cleansing completely clean and
healthy. The spot of leprosy that had been left on his forehead entirely disappeared.
15. From that moment on Abgar honoured the likeness of the Lord’s form and held it in
great honour. And in addition to everything else, the ruler did the following. A
statue of a certain Greek god had been erected before the public gate of the city by
the ancient founders and preeminent citizens of Edessa. Everyone who wished to
enter the city had to worship the statue and say some prescribed prayers, and thus
walk down the city streets and roads. Abgar took this statue down and destroyed it,
and placed the image of our Lord Jesus Christ, which was not made by human
hands, in its place, fixed to a wooden board and adorned with the gold that can still
be seen. He had these words inscribed on the gold, “Christ, God, whoever hopes in
you will never be let down”. He decreed that everybody who was going to pass
through the gate had to pay the proper respect, due homage and honour to the
wonderful miracle-working image of Christ, instead of the old, useless and
worthless statue, and thus enter into the city of Edessa. The custom and devotion of
this pious man were maintained during Abgar’s own life and that of his son, who
inherited both his father’s kingdom and his piety. His son’s son, Abgar’s grandson,
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however, inherited his father’s and his grandfather’s rule, but not their piety. He let
piety slip, so to speak, and went over to demons and idols. Just as his grandfather
had destroyed the statue of the idol, as if to make up for this to the demons he
wanted to mete out the same treatment to the image of the Lord. This wicked man
did not get what he wanted, because the bishop of the city realised in advance what
would happen and took appropriate measures. Given that the place where the image
was kept was shaped like a cylindrical semicircle, he showed great foresight and lit
a lamp in front of the image and put a tile on top of it. He then sealed the surface off
with gypsum and baked bricks, finishing the wall off on the same level. As the
image Abgar’s grandson desired was no longer anywhere to be seen the impious
man gave up his plan. I would think that the priest gave orders to put a tile in front
of the image so that no decay from the building’s mould and no damp from the
gypsum could make the cloth with the icon on it deteriorate and suffer the damage
done by time.
16. After a long time had elapsed, people forgot all about how the holy image had been
set up and how it had been hidden. And so when Khusro, the king of the Persians,
was in his time conquering the cities of Asia, he came to Edessa, set up an armed
camp, brought up every kind of machinery and got everything ready for taking the
city. He planned everything for casting missiles, shaking walls and smashing gates.
Finding themselves in such danger, the people of Edessa thought of everything they
could do against this hostile demonstration, and sent for help to the Roman
generals. The commander in chief of the Roman army at the time was Ilion. He was
being attacked by the enemy too and so was not able to send aid to those in Edessa.
He tried to encourage them in writing, reminding them of the Lord’s letter and the
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unfailing promise it contained, because of which it was said and believed that the
city would be saved from being sacked. Along with the direct attack, the Persians
were also planning a few surprises. They started to dig at a distance and contrived
to get inside the city through underground passages. When they were inside the
walls, like underwater swimmers under the ground, their plot was revealed to those
inside the walls in the following way. A bronzesmith lived at that particular point
within the walls, and the bronze utensils hanging up in his house all made a noise
when the Persians were digging and taking the earth out. The city’s inhabitants
were at a loss and had absolutely no idea what to do and thus made recourse to
God, seeking him with broken hearts and tears. At night the bishop – Eulalius – had
a vision of a well-dressed and adorned woman, better looking than any human
being, telling him to get the image of Christ that had not been made by human
hands and parade it in a procession, and the Lord would certainly demonstrate his
wonders. The bishop answered that he did not even know if the image existed, and
if it did whether it was there or anywhere else. The one who had appeared to him in
the form of a woman told him that it was hidden away above the city gate in such
and such a place, and in such and such a way.
17. The bishop was encouraged by the clarity of the vision and went to the place in
solemn procession. He searched and found the sacred image unharmed, and the
lamp that had not gone out after so many years. Another likeness of the first
likeness had been formed on the tile that had been placed in front of the lamp for
protection, and it is still kept in Edessa even today. He took the divine
representation of the divine and human Christ in his hands, and his hopes grew as
he made his way towards the place where the Persians had been betrayed by the
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noise of the bronze utensils. The city’s inhabitants started to dig there, and as they
drew near each other they dribbled oil from the lamp onto the fire that they had
made ready against their enemies. Throwing it at the Persians who were in the
tunnel, they killed them all. And saved from this attack, they decided to try the
same trick against the machines outside the walls - they burnt them all easily and
killed many of the enemy who were in them. They took heart and launched stones
from the wall, and as a result the commander of the enemy army fell and many
others with him. This was not all. The Persians had lit a fire outside the walls to use
against those inside, fed by numerous olive and other trees they had cut down. The
power of the sacred image fighting with the defenders turned the fire back onto
them. For as Eulalius was going round the city on top of the walls, holding the
image outstretched in his hands, when he arrived at that spot a strong wind
suddenly blew up and turned the flames back on those who were lighting the fire. It
pursued them and burnt them up, just as happened to the Chaldeans in the past.
18. This story does not lack witnesses - we did not invent it to entertain or deceive
people. Three patriarchs together - Job of Alexandria, Christopher of Antioch and
Basil of Jerusalem - wrote about it and stated that it happened so in a letter to the
emperor Theophilus, who treated sacred images with violence. They were
explaining that sacred images are holy and worthy of respect, and told this story as
well. And it is possible for anyone who so wishes to read their long letter and learn
all about it. If anyone has carefully examined Evagrius’ history of the church he
will know what it says about this sacred image in the fourth book.
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19. He writes that Khusro did this and other things, openly desiring to prove that what
the Christians kept repeating about the city was false, namely that it was
unconquerable. With the vast number of hands available in his army, he ordered a
large amount of wood, or rather an infinite amount, to be gathered together in a
short time. He stuck them in the ground in a double wall around the city and filled
in the space in the middle with earth, thus building a counter-wall that was higher
than the walls of Edessa, and planned to cast missiles at those who were risking
their lives more than ever in the city’s defence. Seeing this going up opposite their
walls like a mountain, from which the enemy hoped to assault the city as if on level
ground, the people of Edessa did not know what to do. However, doing their best,
they started to dig a ditch in front of that newly constructed rampart in an attempt to
set fire to the palisade in front of the earth, so as to make the earth collapse into the
ditch. Thus the great wall, which had been created as if in a dream, would
immediately fall down and be destroyed. They managed to dig the ditch, but failed
to carry out their plan of setting fire to the wood. The wood would not catch fire for
lack of ventilation space as earth was piled up inside the palisade and the wood
itself was still green. And so they took the holy image into the recently dug ditch,
blessed some water with it and sprinkled it onto the fire and the wood, thus making
the fire catch. Through the faith of those who were doing this, with the help of the
divine power, the water became like oil to the fire and ignited the flame and burned
everything it touched. The king of the Persians then despaired of taking the city.
Finding out where their help was coming from, he reached an agreement, made
peace offerings, and returned home.
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20. Not much later he would himself see the benefits of the holy image, the benefactor
of his enemies and the destroyer of his own people. His daughter was possessed by
an evil spirit and in an unnatural state, constrained by the spirit at work in her, she
would cry out that unless the image that was not made by human hands came from
Edessa, the spirit inside her would never be cast out. When the king heard this, he
thought about the siege, for he had not failed to notice the sudden inexplicable
strength and courage of the inhabitants of Edessa. He immediately wrote to the
governor of the city, to bishop Eulalius and to the citizen community, requesting the
divine and almighty representation to be sent to him as soon as possible. He
explained the reason – the case of his daughter – and begged and urged them not to
ignore his request. The inhabitants of Edessa, knowing the deceitful nature of the
Persian character and suspecting the Persians of wanting to steal their strength by
trickery, did not plan on letting their protector and benefactor go, yet neither did
they want to break the peace just for this. They therefore drew up a clever plan for
their own benefit. They painted an image as similar as possible in all details to the
unpainted image, and sent it in accordance with the request. When the ones who
were carrying the image came within Persian territory, the demon inside the king’s
daughter immediately cried out, saying that he would leave quickly and find
another place to dwell because of the power of the one who was approaching, but
only if the likeness that had been summoned turned back and did not come near the
palace or the city of the Persians. He begged and requested this from the king with
great insistence. When the king had given his word, the demon left the girl, and
thus the girl was restored to health. Khusro, in order either to fulfil what the demon
had asked for and to keep his promise or in fear of the power of the one who was
approaching, as his own deeds were evil and abominable, sent orders for the image
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to be returned to the city it had come from. He also sent personal gifts to the people
who had sent it.
21. And so this great wealth, this inexhaustible treasure, this original and unpainted
image was in Edessa, always venerated by its people and protecting them in return.
Since all good and great things came to the capital city from all over, it was God’s
will that this holy image too should be kept here with the other good treasures. The
Roman emperor Romanus made it his own priority to possess this image and enrich
the queen of cities. He had already sent to Edessa on various different occasions
and asked for the image to be handed over together with the letter written by the
Lord. He promised to give them up to two hundred Saracen prisoners and twelve
thousand coins of pure silver in return. The inhabitants of Edessa replied that it was
not in their own interest to exchange the guardian and protector of their city for
silver and mortal men.
22. The emperor kept on asking and insisting, but the people kept rejecting his request.
Finally, six thousand four hundred and fifty two years after the creation of the
world, the emir of Edessa sent to ask that the emperor should guarantee securely in
writing with a gold seal for confirmation that the Roman armies would not attack
the following four cities – Rochan (this is the name of Edessa in the barbarians’
language), Charan, Sarotzi and Samosata – nor plunder their fields or take their
inhabitants prisoner. The two hundred Saracens from the same tribe would have to
be handed over to him together with the promised amount of money, and then he in
turn would hand over the image the emperor wanted and the letter of Christ.
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23. The emperor in his desire for this wonderful object accepted all the conditions and
gave them everything they had demanded. He then sent Abramios, the God-fearing
bishop of Samosata, who was visiting Constantinople at the time, to get the divine
image and the letter of Christ our God. Both the one who sent him on the mission
and the one who went were concerned lest some kind of trick be played on them
during the handing over, and the copy made for the Persian incident were given
instead of the true unpainted image. To avoid any kind of ill faith, he sought out
both these images and another one which was revered in the church of the
Nestorians and had apparently been copied from the original some time before.
These two were then given back and he kept only the genuine and true article.
24. However, this happened later. Meanwhile, a revolt arose among the faithful in
Edessa and great unrest took hold of the city, as they did not want to let their sacred
objects and their homeland’s safeguard be taken away. In the end, the Saracen
leader had it handed over by persuading some, forcing others, and frightening yet
others with threats of death. When the image and the letter of Christ were about to
leave Edessa, thunder, lightning and a terrible rainstorm suddenly struck, by some
chance or providence. The ones who had resisted before were stirred up again and
claimed that the divine will was clear from what had happened – God did not wish
these most holy objects to be removed. But the leader of the Saracens, who held
absolute power, judged it necessary to abide by what had been agreed and keep his
promise, and so the most precious image and the letter written by Christ left the city
and were brought here.
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25. The bearers of these objects went their way and came to the Euphrates, and once
again there was an uprising, no smaller than the first time. They refused to give up
the key to their safety no matter what happened, unless a sign came from God. And
a sign was given to them in their unbelief as they tested God. The ship that was
intended to ferry the bearers across the Euphrates was still moored on the Syrian
side, while the rioters were still in the grip of tumult. Yet as soon as the bishops
who were carrying the divine image and the letter had boarded, suddenly, with no
rowers, no helmsman and no other ship to tow it, their boat set off for the land on
the other side, guided only by the will of God. This filled all the onlookers who
were present with fear and amazement, and convinced them to allow the departure
to go ahead.   
26. The bishops of Samosata and Edessa, who were bearing the objects, then came to
Samosata together with the latter’s senior presbyter and various other pious
Christians, among them the emir’s servant who was named after Rome. They
stayed there for a few days; many miracles took place and they went on their way.
The holy image and the letter of Christ worked many further extraordinary miracles
along the way. Blind people unexpectedly recovered their sight, and the lame were
seen to be healthy. People who had been ill in bed for a long time jumped up, and
those with withered hands were healed. In short, every illness and disease was
cured, and the ones who had been cured praised God and sang his wonders.
27. When they were nearing the end of their journey they came to the monastery of the
most holy Mother of God, which is called ta Eusebiou, in the so-called theme of the
Optimatoi. The casket that contained the miracle-working image was reverently
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placed in the church of the monastery, and many people coming forward with pure
intention were cured of their illnesses. One who came in was possessed by a
demon, and was used as an instrument by the evil spirit to proclaim the praises of
the image and the letter just as in the past another of his kind had said to the Lord,
“We know who you are, the Holy One of Israel”. Finally the spirit uttered the
following words, “Receive your glory and joy, Constantinople, and you,
Constantine Porphyrogenitus, your kingdom”. The man was cured on saying this
and was freed immediately from the aggression of the demon. There are many
witnesses to these words - the emperor had sent the leaders of his council to honour
and greet the desired object, and many bodyguards had come too, and it so
happened that some magistrates and patricians as well as people from the lower
ranks saw and heard it. Given that what was said soon came to pass, it is fitting to
wonder where the demon got his foreknowledge from. Those who have slipped
away from divine glory and gone over to darkness instead of light are not believed
to be able to prophesy naturally. It is clear that just as the divine power once used
Balaam as a servant to prophesy, and other often unworthy people on other
occasions according to some wise and well contrived dispensation, so on the
present occasion too the power in the divine representation used the demon, which
is why it foretold the events that were soon to take place. It is not out of place to
recall this as it turned out so, but let us now go back to the story in order.
27 according to cod. Mi2
They had already covered the major part of the journey and the truly faithful
emperor Romanus, loved by God, wishing to splendidly honour the likeness with a
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reception far from Constantinople appointed Theophanes the patrician and
chamberlain, who was already in charge of public administration. Though endowed
with glory as much as anyone, he was not tricked by the deceitful wing of glory, and
did not abuse his power to the misery of others, believing that his glory was given
by God. He did not wish to use a gift from God against his enemies, and so enjoyed
the great honour of receiving the image, especially since the time when on account
of the great fear and expected danger - I mean the invasion of the myriad hoards of
the Rus - he set up a barrier of fire, sea and sword with some ships on the Euxine
near Hieron and thus saved the city654. The faithful and God-fearing emperor
Romanus thus sent him to receive the divine likeness, and almost all the leading
men of the Senate followed him in their great desire to see the divine and sacred
image, both because of their love for him and because of their wish not to be found
wanting in their respect for him at any time. Theophanes, with his entourage and
those of inferior rank, late in the day reached the monastery of the most holy Mother
of God, which is called ta Eusebiou in the theme called after the Optimatoi, the
sacred image having arrived in another monastery, known by the name of Andreios.
Early the next morning they all went on foot, holding numerous candles decorated
with gold, proclaimed the glory, and once again held a procession in honour of the
revered image. They then went back to the above-mentioned monastery of ta
Eusebiou, where the casket that concealed the miracle-working image was
reverently placed in the same church of the monastery, and when it was uncovered
from the casket they saw and worshipped it with due reverence. Many people
coming forward with pure intention were cured of their illnesses. One came in who
was possessed by a demon, and was used as an instrument by the evil spirit to
                                          
654
 For the story of Theophanes, only recorded here in all the Narratio de imagine Edessena MSS, cf.
Romilly Jenkins, Byzantium: The Imperial Centuries (New York 1966), pp. 250-251.
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proclaim the praises of the image and the letter, just as in the past another of his kind
had said to the Lord, “We know who you are, the Holy One of Israel”. Finally the
spirit uttered the following words, “Receive your glory and joy, Constantinople, and
you, Constantine Porphyrogenitus, your kingdom”. The man was cured on saying
this and was freed immediately from the aggression of the demon. There are many
witnesses of these words - the emperor had sent the leaders of his council to honour
and greet the desired object, and many bodyguards had come too, and it so happened
that some magistrates and patricians as well as people from the lower ranks saw and
heard it. Given that what was said soon came to pass, it is fitting to wonder where
the demon got his foreknowledge from. Those who have slipped away from divine
glory and gone over to darkness instead of light are not believed to be able to
prophesy naturally. It is clear that just as the divine power once used Balaam as a
servant to prophesy, and other often unworthy people on other occasions according
to some wise and well contrived dispensation, so too on the present occasion the
power in the divine representation used the demon, which is why it foretold the
events that were soon to take place. It is not out of place to recall this as it turned out
so, but let us now go back to the story in order.
28. On the fifteenth day of the month of August, while the emperors were celebrating
the customary feast of the Dormition of the ever-virgin mother of God in the church
devoted to her in Blachernae, the bearers of the holy objects arrived in the evening,
and the chest holding the image and the letter was placed in the upper chapel of this
godly church. The emperors went up to the chest, and greeted and worshipped it
although they did not open it. Then they conveyed it to the royal ship with honour,
due escort and many lighted lamps, and so came with it to the palace. They placed it
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there in the divine chapel called Pharos, possibly because it is lavishly adorned like
a brilliant cloak. On the following day, the sixteenth of the month, they again kissed
and worshipped it with the due respect, and then the priests and the young emperors
(the elder emperor had stayed at home as he was ill) picked it up with psalms,
hymns and bright lights. They took it down the road to the sea and once again
placed it in the royal ship, rowing around the city so that it might in some way
preserve the city by its sea circuit. They moored outside the city’s western wall,
where they disembarked. The emperors, all the members of the senatorial council,
the patriarch and the whole body of the clergy went on foot with a fitting escort.
They went with the box holding the precious and sacred objects as if it were another
ark of the convenant or something even greater. They proceeded outside of the
walls up to the Golden Gate and then went into the city, forming a procession with
lofty psalms, hymns and spiritual chants and the light of countless torches as they
made their way through the centre of the city, believing that in this way the city
would be made holier and stronger, and would be kept unharmed and unassailable
for all time. Everyone who could ran towards the spectacle, and the crowds
gathered together from all over like huge waves. A lame man, who had been ill for
a long time, leant upon his servants and stood up to see the divine image as it went
past. He was miraculously cured just by looking at it, and when he realised that his
legs had been made firm he ran up to the container on his own feet, embraced it and
praised God, telling of the wonder that had been worked in him. Everyone who was
there saw him and heard what he said, and gave glory to Almighty God, who
always works wonders and marvels.
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29. So much weeping for joy, so much intercession, prayer to God and thanksgiving
took place throughout the city as the divine image and the sacred letter went
through the centre of the city, that it is impossible to describe in words – for the
power of words is defeated by sight. For things that are superlative are better seen
than heard, since speech tends to fall short of the reality. When the leaders of the
celebration came to the square before the Augusteion, they turned off the main
street and went to the sacred precinct named after the divine wisdom of God, and
placed the esteemed image and the letter in the innermost recesses of the sanctuary.
30. When all the clergy had worshipped and paid due respect, those who had made the
procession came out again carrying their holy burden, and made their way to the
palace. They put the divine image in the hall called the Chrysotriklinos, on the
emperor’s throne, from which the greatest decisions are usually taken. Not
unreasonably, they believed that the emperor’s throne would be made holy and that
justice and uprightness would be given to all who sat on it. After completion of the
usual litany, the divine image was taken from there again and taken to the above-
mentioned chapel of Pharos. It was consecrated and placed on the right towards the
east for the glory of the faithful, the safety of the emperors and the security of the
whole city together with the Christian community.
30 according to cod. Pantokrator 99 (which ends here)
When the members of the clergy had worshipped, they came out in procession and
made their way to the palace. They put the divine image in the Chrysotriklinos, on
the emperor’s throne, on which the emperors sit and make the greatest decisions.
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They paid due reverence, and after due completion of the litany the divine image
was again taken from there and removed to the above-mentioned chapel of Pharos.
It was consecrated and placed on the right towards the east for the glory of the
faithful, the safety of the emperors and to safeguard the whole city together with the
Christian community in Jesus Christ our Lord, to whom be the glory and the power,
now and always and for ever and ever, Amen.
31-36 only in codd. Be Iv L2 L3 Mi2 V X and W (in Mi2 and W after 37)
31. About the holy and divine image, which was not made by human hands, of Jesus
Christ our God, and how it was honoured in the city of Edessa by those who lived
there. Many different opinions have been handed down to us about the divine form
of Christ the true God in Edessa, which was not made by human hands - about how
the image came about in the first place, at whose request, who kept it and how the
city where it was kept was safe from attack, how it was hidden and found again
working miracles by faithful men at various times. Our excellent and great emperor
Constantine Porphyrogenitus gathered all these traditions together and wrote them
all down in books in great detail, a most praiseworthy deed among the other great
things he left to Christian society. He thought about this and meditated on the great
events with divine and lofty inspiration. But since he did not stop there, he extended
his research. The present narrative will make clear with what honour the image was
treated by the Christian people of Edessa.
32. One such story tells about how, on the first Sunday of the first week of Lent, the
bishop of the city together with all the priests and lay people gathered together in
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the sacristy of the church. A throne was set up and the sacred image of Christ and
God, which was not made by human hands, was wrapped in white linen and placed
on the throne. Four bishops, if they happened to be present, or priests, lifted the
throne up and came out of the sacristy with the bishop at their head, bearing the
sign of the cross in his hands. Honour was paid by golden sceptres on each side and
twelve ritual fans arranged in order. Then came the same number of censers with
sweet-smelling incense and the same number of torches. The bishop would stop
three times during the procession at certain specified places, bless the people with
the sign of cross and then keep on going.
33.  When the sacred procession was over, they took the image to the sanctuary, while
the people followed behind singing Lord have mercy. The holy and undefiled image
was placed in the innermost recesses, the bishop once more made the sign of the
cross over the people with the precious cross he was holding in his hands, to the
east, to the right and to the left, facing the east. They then picked it up again with
the throne on which it was carried and placed it on the smaller but more elevated
table to the east of the holy altar. When the holy liturgy had been celebrated and all
the divine mysteries had been duly performed, only the bishop was allowed to draw
near the holy and undefiled image, to revere it and to kiss it, and then to take off the
white linen cloth that was covering it and wrap it in another, purple one. Then the
divine throne was picked up by the same priests and taken back by the same route,
with the same procession, and placed in the holy sacristy.
34. The next part was as follows. On the fourth day of the middle week of Lent the
bishop alone was permitted to go in and open the chest in which the image was
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kept. He wiped the icon with an unused sponge that was soaked in water and gave
the water that he then squeezed out to all the people; they anointed their faces with
it, and were filled with its holiness. This kind of procession and ritual, however,
was only carried out during the days of Holy Lent, when the people were purified
by self-control, and had acquired a much clearer vision in their souls, shining
through the enveloping mist of suffering. This was why they touched the holy
objects with unstained hands, and believed that they attended the holy and divine
rites in a holy way. They abstained from this ritual on the other days of the yearly
cycle, because it is not lawful to approach the unapproachable too often by habit,
and so that the intensity of their faith would not slacken through easy proximity.
The ancient chest containing the divine image was enclosed behind doors so that it
would not be visible to everyone whenever they wanted, although these doors were
opened two days every week, namely Wednesday and Friday, with fine pins of iron,
that they called sceptres. The image was beheld by all the congregation, and
everyone propitiated the image’s limitless power in his prayers, although nobody
was allowed to draw near and touch the holy form with his lips or his eyes. Thus
did fear of God increase their faith and make people shudder with a greater fear for
the revered object.
35. Such was the way in which the procession of the holy image of Christ, which was
not made by human hands, was organised, made splendid by the torchbearing
cortège. We do not know exactly why or for what reason, although it seems
reasonable to assume that the throne represented the divine power over all, the
sceptres kingly greatness, the fans indicated the divine praise of the six-winged and
many-eyed beings, while the censers and the incense were a radiance of the
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mystical myrrh, sweet-smelling beyond our comprehension, that is poured out for
our sake. The torches represented his abode in eternal and unapproachable light,
and the entrance into the church his coming on earth. But what can we say about its
being placed among unseen things and the mystical rites? They show his sacrifice
for us when he was among us and that he willingly underwent the passion and
death. What about the priests? They are like the ranks of angels by whom he is
borne aloft and acclaimed the creator of all in their midst. The two linen cloths on it
should be understood as follows. The white cloth is the clear and obvious fact,
known to all, that he is God, producer and container of this universe, who ever is
and is ever the same; this is generally acknowledged. It could also represent that
great light above lights that he puts on like a cloak, and in which he is proclaimed
to live, and is believed to be the light of the world and is shown to have come into
the world as light. I would think that the purple cloth represents the
incomprehensible and invisible nature of his unutterable being and the darkness that
cannot be understood, which hides him away and separates his begotten nature from
the unbegotten one that is beyond understanding. The return and removal from the
holy altar to the sacristy represent his lifting up and ascension into heaven after
fulfilling his mission. They revere this with the same honour and torchbearing,
giving worship and honour to the Lord as far as they can.
36. With such mysteries was the manifold and diverse procession of that sacred and
divine image designed, and such were meanings of the truth they represented. Other
people might have more mysterious or elevated thoughts than these, but we have
fulfilled our undertaking as best we could in order to gain approval for our efforts.
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37. But, o divine likeness of the likeness of the unchanging Father, o form of the
Father’s person, o holy and venerable seal of Christ, our God’s archetypal goodness
- I speak to you in faith as if you had a living soul - save and keep always our noble
and gentle ruler, who keeps the feast of your coming in due fashion, the one you
placed on his father’s and grandfather’s throne in your presence. Keep his offspring
safe for the family succession and the security of rule. Bring to the people a state of
peace. Keep this queen of cities free from siege. Make us pleasing to your image,
Christ, our God, to receive us into his heavenly kingdom, praising him and singing
hymns, for to him is due honour and worship for ever and ever. Amen.
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Appendix II
The development of the Image of Edessa over the centuries
The first column in this table shows major historical events related to the Image; it does
not intend to be a detailed history of either Byzantium or the Image, but rather serves to
place the other columns in context. All dates are AD. The second column shows the
texts related to the Image, together with the author (if known). The third column
concerns the terminology used to describe the Image in the sources, while the fourth
column is devoted to visual depictions of the Image.
Century Historical events Texts Terminology Visual depictions
1st ca.30-33 – Ministry
and death of Jesus of
Nazareth. According
to later texts, King
Abgar V of Edessa
sent a messenger/
painter to Jerusalem
to take down the
likeness of Christ.
This proved to be
impossible so Jesus
sent Abgar a
miraculous image
produced by wiping
his face on a cloth.
2nd 177 – Abgar VIII the
Great becomes King
of Edessa.
ca.190 – A church
building is recorded
in Edessa,
traditionally the first
officially Christian
kingdom.
3rd 217 – Roman
emperor Caracalla
assassinated near
Edessa.
260 – The Roman
army suffers total
defeat by the Persians
at the Battle of
Edessa; emperor
Valerian is taken
captive.
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4th 330 – The formal
consecration of the
city of
Constantinople.
Early 4th century –
Eusebius’
Ecclesiastical History
recounts the Abgar
legend and reproduces
the letters but makes
no mention of the
Image.
Late 4th century –
pilgrim nun Egeria
visits Edessa, records
the letters but makes
no mention of the
Image.
5th At the very beginning
of the century, the
Syriac Doctrine of
Addai narrates the
story of the Image, but
as a painting with no
miraculous
intervention.
Inscriptions of Abgar
letters over house
doorway in Philippi,
and at Kırk Mağara
(Turkey).
Personalised version
of Abgar letter in
magical charm
(Oxyrhynchus
Papyrus 4469).
6th 525 – Serious floods
in Edessa. Future
emperor Justinian has
the cathedral of Hagia
Sophia built in the
city.
544 – The Persian
army under Khusro I
attacks the city of
Edessa; according to
tradition the Image
plays an active role in
the successful
defence of the city.
The Syriac Acts of
Mar Mari includes a
miraculous origin for
the Image on a piece
of linen.
Shortly after the
attack, historian
Procopius makes no
mention of the
Image’s defence of the
city. Towards the end
of the century,
historian Evagrius
describes the Image’s
role in the defence in
detail.
A Syriac hymn refers
to an image not made
by human hands in the
cathedral of Edessa.
570 – Anonymous
Piacenza pilgrim text
records what is most
probably a copy of the
Image in Egypt.
According to the
Chronicle of Pseudo-
Joshua the Stylite, the
Syriac sedona (i.e.
sindèn) in the Acts of
Mar Mari.
Evagrius describes the
Image as qeÒteukton
e„kÒna.
The anonymous
Piacenza pilgrim text
describes the cloth in
Egypt as pallium
lineum.
Mosaic of face of
Christ from Edessa.
Anchiskati icon,
Georgia.
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letter of Christ
magically protected
Edessa from Persian
Kawad’s attack in
503.
7th 639 – Edessa falls
under Islamic rule.
673 – The Arabs
besiege
Constantinople.
Historian Theophylact
Simocatta mentions
the Image not made
by human hands near
Edessa, as does
contemporary poet
George of Pisidia.
The Acts of
Thaddaeus describe
the miraculous
transfer of Christ’s
image onto the cloth.
Papyrus fragments:
MS Oxford Bodleian
Gr. Th. b 1 and
Papyrus Cairo 10,736
(originally the same
MS) containing the
Abgar
correspondence.
Unique description of
the Image as ‡ndalma
in Theophylact
Simocatta.
¢ceiropo…htoj used in
all Greek texts.
tetr£diplon (folded in
four/folded over four
times) and sindèn in
Acts of Thaddaeus.
8th 717 – The Arabs
besiege
Constantinople.
726-787 – The first
phase of Iconoclasm.
The Nouthesia
Gerontos emphasises
the miraculous origin
of the Image.
Moses Khorenats’i
transfers the Abgar
legend to Armenia,
stating that the Image
is still in Edessa
(some date the text
and writer to the fifth
century).
Wooden amulet with
Abgar letter in Coptic.
Magical additions to
Abgar letter in Latin
in MS British Library
Royal 2 A XX.
sindèn found in the
Nouthesia Gerontos.
John Damascene
describes the Image as
a ƒm£tion (cloak or
large cloth). He also
uses ·£koj and related
compound forms.
Face of Christ,
Telovani, Georgia.
9th 815 to 843 – The
second Iconoclastic
crisis.
867 – Basil I becomes
emperor and starts
Byzantine recovery.
Earliest mention of the
image in a Greek life
of St Alexis.
soud£rion used by
George the Monk and
the Letter of the Three
Patriarchs.
10th 944 – The Image of
Edessa is taken by
Romanus Lecapenus
from Edessa to
Constantinople.
971 – Eastern
Bulgaria becomes a
Byzantine province.
Shortly after the
Image arrives in
Constantinople,
Gregory
Referendarius writes a
sermon concerning the
arrival and history of
the Image (origin in
Gethsemane), and the
Narratio de imagine
Edessena is written
The new term
Mandylion is used for
the Image after its
translation to
Constantinople.
Gregory
Referendarius uses
™kmage‹on and ÑqÒnh.
The Narratio de
imagine Edessena
deliberately avoids
Painted icon panel
from St Catherine’s
(Sinai) shows
emperor Constantine
VII as King Abgar
receiving the Image.
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under the auspices of
Emperor Constantine
VII Porphyrogenitus.   
using both tetr£diplon
and sindèn. It uses
ÑqÒnh, ƒerÕn ·£koj,
™ktÚpwma toà qe…ou
¢peikon…smatoj and
other general terms
indistinctly.
11th 1017 – Basil II
restores the rest of
Bulgaria to imperial
rule.
1071 – Byzantine
defeat at Manzikert
and loss of Anatolia.
1081 – Alexios I, first
emperor in the
Comnenian dynasty,
becomes emperor.
The Narratio version
of the story is
summarised in the
Synaxarion, most
probably on Mount
Athos.
Georgius Cedrenus
bases his version of
the legend on the
Synaxarion in the
Compendium
Historiarum.
Anglo-Saxon poem
about Abgar legend,
by Aelfric, archbishop
of York.
tetr£diplon and ·£koj
in Synaxarion and
Cedrenus.
Mandylion icons in
Karanlik (Dark
Church), St
Catherine’s Chapel,
Sakli, St Barbara,
Karabaş in
Cappadocia.
Mandylion at Hagia
Sophia in Ohrid
(FYROM) shows
Christ’s neck and
shoulders.
The Alaverdi Gospels
(Georgia) include an
illustrated version of
the Abgar legend,
“canonising” the
legend.
12th 1185 – The Normans
conquer
Thessalonike.
Hugh Eteriano writes
the Latin Contra
Patarenos, giving the
Garden of
Gethsemane as the
origin of the Image.
In the Historia
Ecclesiastica,
Ordericus Vitalis
describes the Image as
that of a full body. 
The anonymous Latin
text in MS
Tarragonensis 55
emphasises the
secrecy and
miraculous nature of
the Image.
Constantine Stilbes, in
the Didaskalia on the
Mandylion and the
Holy Tile, gives an
original version of the
Abgar
correspondence.
Effigies found in
Contra Patarenos.
Ordericus Vitalis calls
the cloth linteum.
MS Tarragonensis 55
describes the Image as
forma et figura.
ÑqÒnh  in Constantine
Stilbes. ™kmage‹on and
ÑqÒnh in Codex
Skylitzes.
Unique Mandylion in
Western church of
Saint Leger in Terres
de Chaux, France.
Four-fold patters of
Christ images at
church of Episkopi,
Mani, including the
Mandylion,
Keramion, Christ
Antiphonetes and a
lost image.
The Gelati Gospels
(Georgia) include an
illustrated version of
the Abgar legend,
“canonising” the
legend.
Miniature of the
Mandylion in Codex
Skylitzes.
13th 1204 – The Army of
the Fourth Crusade
attacks and captures
Constantinople. The
Partitio Romaniae
establishes Latin
kingdoms in the
Empire.
Establishment by
Byzantine dynasties
of empires of Nicaea
The version of the
Abgar legend in the
Legenda Aurea
includes a physical
description of Christ.
Gervase of Tilbury, in
the Otia Imperialia,
says that the full-body
Image is the result of
Christ laying out his
body on a linen cloth.
The Legenda Aurea
describes the cloth as
vestimentum lineum.
Gervase of Tilbury
calls the cloth linteum.
The frame of the
Genoa Mandylion
shows an artistic
depiction of the
Abgar legend in ten
scenes.
The Holy Face of
Laon (Slavic origin).
Mandylion icons in
Gülsehir in
Cappadocia, and
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and Trebizond and
the Despotate of
Epiros.  The Image
was either lost in the
sack of
Constantinople or
taken westwards as
part of the plunder,
although there is no
documentary proof of
either.
1261 – Michael III
Palaeologus
reconquers
Constantinople. End
of Latin empire.
A Latin and
westernised version of
the whole legend can
be found in MS Paris
BNF lat. 2688,
omitting
Constantinople.
Magical additions to
Abgar letter in Latin
in MS Canterbury
Cathedral Add. 23.
MS Paris BNF lat.
2688 describes the
cloth as pannum
mundissimum niveo
candore nitentem in
the main text and
sudarium in the
postscript.
Hagia Sophia in
Trabzon (Trebizond).
Eight miniatures of
the legend in MS
BNF Paris lat. 2688.
Mandylia held up by
hands at Agios
Georgios in Karynia,
and Agios Nikolaos
in Briki, Mani.
14th Nicephorus Callistus
paraphrases the Abgar
legend and
correspondence and
the attack on Edessa
as told by Procopius
and Eusebius of
Pamphilus.
Illustrated MS
Pierpont Morgan 499
(a magical scroll)
narrates the Abgar
legend.
Grottaferrata Badia
Greca 8 (gr. 285)
contains the Abgar
correspondence but is
partly lost.
Latin poem about St
Alexis describes the
Image of Edessa as
“bloodstained”. A
Spanish MS states that
the image is that of a
“crucified man”.
ÑqÒnh found in
Nicephorus Callistus.
sindèn used in
Pierpont Morgan 499.
 An illustrated,
textless Menologion
MS with a miniature
of the Image was
copied in
Thessalonike between
1322 and 1340.
A lost mural at
Mateič (FYROM)
shows the Image as a
very large cloth.
Grottaferrata Badia
Greca 8 (gr. 285)
contains two
miniatures of Christ
writing to Abgar.
“Knotted” Mandylia
at Christ Soter in
Veria (Greece), Agios
Ioannis in Kalogerou
(Crete), the chapel of
Agios Euthymios in
the church of Agios
Dimitrios in
Thessalonike, the
church of Agios
Nikolaos Orphanos in
the same city and the
church of the Holy
Apostles in Pyrgi,
Chios.
15th 1430 – Thessalonike
falls to the Turks.
29 May 1453 – The
Turks capture
Constantinople. The
last emperor,
Constantine XI, falls
in the battle.
1461 – Trebizond
also falls to the Turks.
Magical additions to
Abgar’s letter in Latin
in MS Bodl. Lat.
Liturg. f. 9 (31 357).
Unique example of
magical additions to
Synaxarion text in MS
Athos Iveron 433.
MS Scorialensis Ω-
IV-32 narrates the
Abgar legend.
sindèn used in MS
Scorialensis Ω-IV-32.
Rare western
depiction of Abgar
and letter on Vic
Altarpiece, Spain.
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A French MS states
that the image is that
of a “crucified man”.
16th Vienna
Nationalbibliothek
Palat. Suppl. gr. 116
(a magical scroll)
narrates the Abgar
legend.
sindèn found in MS
Vienna
Nationalbibliothek
Palat. Suppl. gr. 116.
The monastery of
Moldovita in
Romania shows the
image in
Constantinople in
1453.
Western miniature in
MS Parisinus BN
français 2810 shows
messenger presenting
Image to Abgar.
17th Samuel Fisher (1605-
1665) publishes
Something
Concerning Agbarus,
Prince of the
Edesseans to attack
the accepted idea of
the Biblical canon by
arguing for the
historical authenticity
of the Abgar legend.
English translation of
the Abgar letters in
MS British Library,
Lansdowne 440.
Georgian triptych
shows Image with
wounds and
bloodstains on
forehead.
Statue of St Judas
Thaddaeus holding
the Image in the
church of San Nicolás
Obispo, Valencia,
Spain.
Engraving of
Mandylion in Hagia
Sophia in
Constantinople, no
traces of which are
now visible.
18th Versions in Ethiopian
MSS attribute magical
powers to the Image.
Conyers Middleton
dismisses the Abgar
story as mere legend
as part of his attack on
early church miracles.
Mandylion showing
body of Christ down
to the waist at
Zoodochos Pige, in
Karnata, Mani.
19th Mystic Jacob Lorber
“completes” the
Abgar correspondence
with further letters.
Tile in Valencia,
Spain, shows St Judas
Thaddaeus holding
the Image.
Mandylion at skete of
the Prodromos,
Mount Athos, shows
Christ wearing crown
of thorns.
20th-21st Popular fiction
concerning the Image:
Robert Wise, The
Scrolls of Edessa
(New York 1987); R.
Malate O’Brien,
Mandylion
Acheiropoietos (New
York 2001), among
others.
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The faked Lead
Codices of Jordan
show the Abgar
legend is not entirely
forgotten. A book
published in 2013
claims that Jesus was
the son of King
Abgar, thereby putting
an end to the
“Christian fairy
tale”655.
                                          
 
655
 Ralph Ellis, Jesus, King of Edessa: The biblical Jesus rediscovered in the historical record
(Cheshire 2013).
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